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FOREWORD

This book brings together the arguments against Christianity in four
Muslim theological treatises from the fourth/tenth century. They are
the first systematic treatises that have survived from Muslim authors,
and they include works by three of the leading theological experts of
the early Islamic era, al-Māturı̄dı̄, al-Bāqillānı̄ and #Abd al-Jabbār, the
other being by al-Nāshi" al-Akbar. This is sufficient justification for pre-
senting them in fresh editions with translations, and for situating them
in their intellectual contexts. But they also implicitly give a great deal
of information about relations between Muslims and Christians in this
period, about Christian efforts to defend and explain themselves in
Muslim milieus, and above all about Muslim attitudes towards Chris-
tianity at this time. So they are valuable social as well as theological
records that deserve to be widely known and studied.

The effort to understand much of what is contained in the technical
language of these works is considerable, and the task of translating and
interpreting their details is often hard, and occasionally impossible.
Repeated readings can usually yield meaning, but in a few places
this remains locked away from even the keenest inquiry. Nevertheless,
the works reveal the liveliest minds engaged in defence of firmly-held
beliefs, attest to impressive intellects staunchly maintaining received
truth, and give hints of links with earlier works in the same genre. So
there are more than ample compensations for the effort made to follow
their arguments.

A succession of people have helped in the writing of this book, and it
is a pleasure to thank them, the Coptic monk who devoted a morning
to securing access to the manuscript of al-Nāshi", the anonymous lady
who readily typed the Arabic, Rima Barsoum who checked it, Gordon
Hughes who assisted with German, and John Davies who smoothed
English style. They can, of course, take no responsibility for any mis-
takes that have undoubtedly escaped detection. That remains mine
alone.

David Thomas
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chapter one

MUSLIM THEOLOGIANS AND
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINES

By the beginning of the fourth/tenth century Islamic theology had
achieved a level of maturity which made it an admirably versatile
instrument for interpreting the ways in which God and the world
existed and related to one another. Muslim theologians active at this
time brought together the disparate questions and issues that had occu-
pied attention for more than a century into a unity of thought, and
produced the first works that can be called treatises of Islamic theology.
Ambitious in design and often prodigious in size, in their fully devel-
oped form these included treatments of everything from the problem of
knowledge and the contingent nature of the world to matters of individ-
ual morality and the legitimate leadership of the Islamic state. Integral
to their treatment of the array of religious questions was the examina-
tion and refutation of other religions. The ways in which the various
authors approached the claims they identified from non-Muslim believ-
ers, and Christians in particular, tell a great deal about the authors’
regard for them at this time, and even more about their regard for their
own intellectual discipline and the faith of which it was a subtle articu-
lation.

Christians in Islamic Society

By the turn of the fourth/tenth century Christians living under Islamic
rule had more or less come to terms with the situation in which they
found themselves. They might look back on times when there had
been no serious rivals to their claim to be the recipients of God’s
supreme and final disclosure to his creatures. But in the two and a
half centuries since Muslim armies had begun to wrest for themselves
tracts of Byzantine and Sasanian territory and established their own
rule, Christians had come to acknowledge the potency of Islam as a
faith as well as a polity, and the need to come to terms with it socially
and intellectually.
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Socially, Christians often benefited from Muslim rule because they
had knowledge and skills that were valued in society. The sheer ability
to run a bureaucracy, in which Byzantine local officials were expert,
meant that Muslim imperial chanceries habitually included Christian
secretaries. From time to time crack-downs on non-Muslims in impor-
tant positions rendered them jobless—it is not impossible that John of
Damascus’s reason for withdrawing from his high office to a monastery
was the arabization measures of Umayyad caliphs at the beginning of
the second/eighth century1—but in general they were able to keep their
positions as long as they maintained ambition in check. The medical
knowledge they guarded as their own, their facility in Greek and Syr-
iac, and the technical acquisitions they preserved from former times
all guaranteed for them prized positions in a society that naturally
expected the amenities of life and ambitiously sought the learning of
the Greek world.

Christian professionals were thus respected and courted for the ex-
pertise they could give. But whether this meant they were greeted and
welcomed is not at all clear. The fact that in a revealing diatribe against
Christian excesses, the third/ninth century essayist and scholar Abū
#Uthmān al-Jā .hi .z comments on them hiding the signs of their status
which by law they were required to show in their dress, engaging in
the sporting pastimes of Muslims, and adopting Muslim names,2 is per-
haps indicative of some unease with their lot and a desire to mask the
differences that restrained them from full participation in society. But
they were legally dhimm̄ıs, ‘protected people’, and governed by regula-
tions that might be enforced at any time to make them adhere to their
separate status. The caliph al-Mutawakkil had actually invoked these
regulations in 235/849–850 and 239/853–854, compelling Christians to
display the yellow waist bands that denoted their non-Muslim loyalties
and to put up signs of devils on their doorposts.3 The fact that he soon
withdrew these measures and that other caliphs rarely invoked them

1 S. Griffith, ‘“Melkites”, “Jacobites” and the Christological Controversies in Ara-
bic in Third/Ninth Century Syria’, in D. Thomas, ed., Syrian Christians under Islam, the
first thousand years, Leiden, 2001, (pp. 9–55) p. 21.

2 Al-Jā .hi .z, F̄ı al-radd #alā al-Na.sārā, ed. J. Finkel in Thalāth rasā"il li-Ab̄ı #Uthmān al-
Jā.hi.z, Cairo, 1926, pp. 17–18.

3 Abū Ja#far al- .Tabarı̄, Ta"r̄ıkh al-rusul wa-al-mulūk, ed. M.J. de Goeje et al., Leiden,
1879–1901, pp. 1389–1390, 1419; trans. J. Kraemer, The History of al-Tabari, vol. XXXIV,
‘Incipient Decline’, Albany NY, 1989, pp. 89–90, 128–129.
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will have come as scant comfort to people who saw the threat above
them and must have feared it could fall at any time.

So while the true position of Christians in the urban society of
third/ninth century Islam is beyond easy or absolute definition, it
may well have been one of uneasy partnership with Muslims who in
principle protected them and who eagerly sought their expertise, but
not one of identification or participation in a society where they might
be made to feel they properly belonged.

The anxiety of Christians and other non-Muslims will not have been
allayed by the developments they witnessed in the society around them,
as over time their own non-Muslim status became an accepted fact, the
regulations that governed them as dhimm̄ıs were elaborated into detailed
codes standing ready to be implemented at any moment, and they saw
themselves borne along by Arabic language, Islamic mores, and the
intangible though irresistible characteristics of Muslim culture towards
an identity that threatened to swamp their own. Conversions may well
have exacerbated the sense of something lost, but above all else will
have been the awareness of the need to explain their faith and defend
it to their Muslim neighbours in terms that could be understood and
might hopefully be accepted.

Intellectually, there are signs that at first Christians refused to take
Islam seriously. John of Damascus’ dismissal in the mid second/eighth
century of Mu .hammad as a fraud and the Qur"ān as an ignorant imita-
tion of the Bible4 gave way in the early third/ninth century to attempts
by Arabic-speaking Christians to articulate their doctrines in terms
of the distinctive kalām logic that Muslim intellectuals were currently
employing. But they never entirely succeeded, and there are indications
that they actually failed to understand fully what they were about. For
example, the Nestorian #Ammār al-Ba.srı̄’s recasting of the Trinity as
the divine essence endowed with two supreme attributes immediately
raised questions among Muslims that remained familiar points of dis-
pute for centuries (as is witnessed by arguments in the texts presented
here), showing that #Ammār could not successfully harness the concepts
he employed to present his views.

4 D.J. Sahas, John of Damascus on Islam, the “Heresy of the Ishmaelites”, Leiden, 1972,
pp. 132–133.
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#Ammār was involved in a high-risk strategy.5 As a contemporary
of some of the greatest Mu#tazil̄ı masters of Ba.sra,6 he evidently knew
the debates between them and their opponents about the character-
isation of God. The Mu#tazil̄ıs, as insistent defenders of the absolute
oneness of God, maintained that the essence of God was undifferenti-
ated, and therefore that the qualities listed in the Qur"ān and deducible
by reason, such as God’s knowledge, power and life, could not derive
from any really existent attributes that might be identified in addition
to God’s essence itself. Therefore, for them to say, for example, that
God is knowing did not mean that he possesses an entitative attribute
of knowledge, since this attribute would have to be eternal and formally
distinguishable from God’s essence, rendering his unity only relative.
But their Muslim opponents argued that unless God’s attributes are
real, and derived from entities within the being of God, he cannot be
endowed with them in any meaningful way. They used the formula,
‘The attributes are neither God nor other than God’ in order to safe-
guard this unity, but it is clear that their main concern was to preserve
the proper means of knowing what God is like rather than to insist
upon his simple, undifferentiated unity.

#Ammār the Nestorian clearly knew about this debate and sought to
make use of it. He argued that the defenders of God’s absolute unity
were illogical because when they denied he had an attribute of life
they implied he was lifeless, and when they denied he had an attribute
of knowledge they implied he was ignorant. Thus God must possess
real attributes. And then he argued that among the attributes that can
rationally be ascribed to him, those of life and knowledge had priority
as constitutive parts of his being and as the origins of all his other
attributes. It followed that God and his two prime attributes of Life
and Knowledge were what Christians refer to as the Trinity.

This is a neat proof, expressed entirely in terms that a Muslim
theologian would appreciate, with the added elegance of identifying
the Holy Spirit as God the Lifegiver and the Son as God the Word.
But Muslim religious thinkers showed they were not convinced from a

5 S. Griffith, ‘The Concept of al-Uqnūm in #Ammār al-Ba.srı̄’s Apology for the Doc-
trine of the Trinity’, in Actes du premier congrès international d’études arabes chrétiennes (Goslar,
Septembre 1980), ed. S.K. Samir, Rome, 1982, pp. 169–191; D. Thomas, ‘The Doctrine
of the Trinity in the Early #Abbasid Era’, in L. Ridgeon, ed., Islamic Interpretations of
Christianity, London, 2001, pp. 78–98.

6 Ibn al-Nadı̄m, Fihrist, ed. M. Ri .dā-Tajaddud, Tehran, 1971, p. 204.
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fairly early stage. An obvious objection was to the prioritising of two
attributes over others, such as power, speech or hearing. It is arbi-
trary to single these out, because in Muslim terms God must equally
be endowed with the others as with these two. But a more serious
objection, indicative of the Christian failure to grasp the implications
of what they were becoming involved in, concerned the function of
these attributes. For in Muslim understanding an attribute confers a
quality upon its subject: thus knowledge makes someone knowing. But
it does not confer a quality upon itself. And so, in #Ammār’s model the
attribute of Life might make the Father and Son living but not itself,
meaning that the Person of the Holy Spirit could not be alive. This
fundamentally undermines the model and the doctrine. The argument
was evidently employed in the course of the third/ninth century soon
after #Ammār wrote (maybe by the Mu#tazil̄ı master Abū al-Hudhayl,
who certainly argued against him),7 and in the fourth/tenth century it
became a staple of polemic.8

#Ammār al-Ba.srı̄’s coining of these Muslim theological techniques in
the early third/ninth century shows at the least that Christians were
beginning to acknowledge the seriousness of Islamic theology as an
intellectual undertaking and thought they could use it for their own
purposes. But it also shows that they knew it was necessary to use
it, arguably in order to demonstrate to Muslims that their doctrines
were sound in intellectual terms, and also to defend themselves against
arguments intended to expose the incoherence of their beliefs.

Muslim Religious Thinking and Non-Muslim Religions

This one example indicates the growing power of Muslim theological
thought in the third/ninth century, and its cogency as a force among
non-Muslims as well as Muslims. Certainly, Muslim theological thinkers
appeared fully confident in the proficiency of their logical techniques
and in the teachings of their faith to present a complete portrayal of the
nature of reality and to defend that against alternative versions in the
form of other faiths. The story of how this competence and confidence
developed in the early centuries is not as clear as one would like, but

7 See n. 6 above.
8 See e.g. the arguments on pp. 254–255 below.
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from what can be gleaned it involved refutations of Christianity and
other faiths almost as much as the presentation of positive doctrines.9

By the beginning of the third/ninth century Islamic theological
thinking had developed into a distinctive discipline with its own issues
and problems, and the specialists to engage with them. Chief among
these specialists were the emerging groups of rationalist thinkers calling
themselves Mu#tazila and centred on Ba.sra and Baghdad. And chief
among the issues with which they were engaged were the being of God,
expressed in terms of the descriptive attributes used of him, the nature
of contingent reality, understood by most in terms of division into atoms
of matter and accidents that conferred qualities upon these, and the
issue of how humans could be morally responsible while God was all-
powerful, expressed in terms of autonomy at the moment of performing
an action. Nearly all the leading thinkers who were active at this time
are known to have held views on these and other matters, and usu-
ally to have written works on them. Their works were often attacks on
opposing suggestions as well as expositions of keenly argued positions.

Among works on the major issues of Muslim theological debate
about the nature of God and the world, and the relationship between
the two, and attacks on other individuals or groups, are usually to be
found works on or against non-Muslim religions, in particular Chris-
tianity, Judaism and Zoroastrianism or some other form of dualism.
Most theologians are credited with such works, and nearly all the lead-
ing specialists of the first #Abbasid century wrote one or more attacks
on the followers of these faiths. It would appear that such works were as
much a part of theological discourse as questions arising within Islamic
thinking.

But maybe it is artificial to make a distinction between arguments
directed against views held by Muslim opponents and non-Muslims.
The Qur"ān, after all, depicts, Christians, Jews and Zoroastrians as
recipients of revelations that were in line with its own message, so it
would naturally follow that Muslims should look on them as part of
the same general dispensation as they were themselves. So the diver-
gences they noted in the teachings of Christians and others were from
the norms they themselves sought to understand and articulate in their

9 For an earlier formulation of the argument in this and the following two sections,
cf. D. Thomas, ‘Dialogue with other Faiths as an Aspect of Islamic Theology’, in
T.L. Hettema and A. van der Kooij, eds, Religious Polemics in Context, Assen, The
Netherlands, 2004, pp. 93–109.
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own thinking. And just as they wrote against opponents who in princi-
ple based themselves upon the Qur"ān and the tradition that stemmed
from that, they would as readily write against those who based them-
selves on an equivalent though earlier revelation in order to bring to
their attention the errors of their articulations and to draw them into
agreement with the formulations which they themselves promoted as
the true expression of Qur"ān-based teachings.

The practical working out of this can be seen in two works from the
early and mid third/ninth century.10 In one, the Zaydı̄ Imām al-Qāsim
Ibn Ibrāhı̄m al-Rassı̄ shows how the doctrine of the Trinity violates the
norms of reason that are embedded in Islamic teachings about God,
and how the belief that Christ was divine violates both elementary
reason and the witness of Christian scripture itself. And in the other,
the independent-minded monotheist Abū #Īsā al-Warrāq demonstrates
at length how the two doctrines of the Trinity and Incarnation, as they
are presented by the Nestorians, Jacobites and Melkites, cannot compel
acceptance because they are logically inept. Both Muslims share the
apparent attitude that Christians have deviated from the truth, which is
that God is totally one and totally other, and so have sunk into doctrinal
incoherence and inconsistency. But they could be educated out of their
errors, and presumably made to see where they were wrong and where
the path of truth lay.

What is striking about these two refutations of Christianity—and it
seems from the more plentiful surviving works from the next century
that they followed a convention in this—is that they do not actually
focus on Christianity as a set of beliefs and practices, but on the two
doctrines of the Trinity and Incarnation or Uniting of the divine and
human natures in Christ. It is these that interest the authors, and they
have detached them from the related doctrines of the atonement, for
example, for examination alone.

This is a distinguishing feature of nearly all the known works written
in early Islamic times against Christianity. It might be explained by
the nature of the arguments that were current among Christians at
the time of the coming of Islam and through ensuing centuries, when
the character of Christ as both human and divine, and the mode in
which his two natures subsisted within him, caused fierce splits into

10 D. Thomas, ‘Christian Theologians and New Questions’, in E. Grypeou, M.
Swanson and D. Thomas, eds, The Encounter of Eastern Christianity with early Islam, Leiden,
2006, pp. 257–276.
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rival denominations and sects. Outsiders might easily assume that this
issue was the main distinguishing feature of Christianity, and would
thus focus on this and ignore the beliefs it articulated about the being
of God uniting with the human in order to bring about the salvation of
the world.

There may be truth in this surmise, but a fuller and more fit-
ting explanation is given by looking at Muslim rather than Christian
preoccupations. The great doctrine of taw.h̄ıd, the insistent emphasis
upon the oneness of God, was being developed in the early centuries
into a description that made God both radically one in his being (so
dense a singularity for the Mu#tazila that they would not admit inter-
nal differentiation by describing him as living by an eternal attribute
of life or knowing by an eternal attribute of knowledge since these
attributes must be formally distinct from his essence), and also entirely
distinct from his creation, so that he shared nothing with what he had
made and could eventually be discerned only by what he was not. For
thinkers who were keenly expounding doctrines such as this, of the
radical oneness and utter distinctiveness of God, the doctrines of the
Trinity and Incarnation would appear as anathema. In turning their
attention to them, they would have been motivated as strongly by a
desire to defend their own doctrines by showing the unsustainability of
alternatives as by a duty to show to followers of earlier monotheistic
revelations how, and sometimes why, they had gone wrong.

It may well be that among the early scholars who wrote works
against Christian doctrines there was an attitude that these were the
outcome of wrong-headed misinterpretations of scripture, either be-
cause the original scripture was contaminated, or because extraneous
concepts and methods had been introduced into Christian thinking, or
a combination of these. Such explanations certainly appear in works
from later times, and there are hints that some of them, at least,
were known at an early date. It would be altogether likely that if
a scholar was pressed about Christians he might well acknowledge
they were holders of an earlier revelation that in origins agreed with
his own, and were recipients of a true dispensation given by God.
However he articulated his thoughts, he would almost certainly regard
these ‘People of the Book’ as related to himself in faith, but gone
wrong. And so he might judge his own activity in arguing against them
as educational in some degree, intended to show them as clearly as
possible and according to norms they must acknowledge that the ideas
about faith which they held were incoherent, irrational and generally
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untenable. Certainly, a reading of such as surviving work as Abū #Īsā’s
Radd supports such an interpretation.

But this educative attitude towards the beliefs of fellow monotheists
is so close to a sense of being right oneself that it is hard to distinguish
it from its allied attitude of defending Islam and of showing that it is
the only reliable means of discerning the true being of God and the
world. When al-Qāsim Ibn Ibrāhı̄m demonstrates in the opening stages
of his Radd that Islam enshrines the rationally deducible principles of
monotheism,11 he appears to be doing just this.

Thus one finds that by the time works such as those presented here
appear, Christian doctrine had been built into a larger structure of
argumentation in which whatever educational purpose there had been
in refuting it had more or less completely given way to the apologetic
purpose of showing how it instanced the consequences of abandoning
the straight path of monotheistic purity and espousing hybrid forms
of belief. The practice of refuting Christian doctrines had no greater
purpose than to complement the exposition of positive Islamic doctrine
and to highlight its soundness and perfection by graphically showing
how alternatives were ragged and inconsistent.

The Integration of Islamic Religious Thought

The beginning of the process by which the disparate subjects treated
within Islamic theological thinking were gradually brought into inte-
grated systems is no longer visible. But one sees what may be early evi-
dence of systematisation in what appear to have been mainly descrip-
tive works on non-Islamic religions written by authors active in the
early third/ninth century. One of these, from Abū #Īsā al Warrāq, may
well have been an account of rival forms of belief known in the Islamic
world, in which differing claims were set together for the sake of com-
parison.12 And from what can be recovered of the Kitāb al-taw.h̄ıd of
the Mu#tazil̄ı-Murji"̄ı Abū Bakr Mu .hammad Ibn Shabı̄b, a student of
Ibrāhı̄m al-Na.z .zām and therefore a contemporary of Abū #Īsā in the
early third/ninth century, it would appear that this work combined
discussions of differing Muslim and non-Muslim teachings about the

11 Thomas, ‘Christian Theologians’, pp. 260–263.
12 D. Thomas, ‘Abū #Īsā al-Warrāq and the History of Religions’, Journal of Semitic

Studies 41, 1996, pp. 275–290. Cf. pp. 21–22 below.
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being and action of God with the author’s own views on current issues
of debate concerning this topic.13 All these works are lost, and so ideas
about their scopes and structures can only be speculative. But the traces
of them that remain in quotations and references in later authors do
suggest that they possessed at least a degree of integration, and more
importantly brought teachings and opinions from different religious
backgrounds into relation with one another and thus into critical ten-
sion.

One of the first works of this kind about which a description has
come down is the major compendium of Abū al- .Hasan al-Ash#arı̄
(d. 324/936), an elder contemporary of al-Māturı̄dı̄ and like him the
eponym of one of the major schools of Sunnı̄ theological thought. It
must have been among this important scholar’s main works because it
is placed first in the list that was compiled by his later follower Abū
al-Qāsim Ibn #Asākir (d. 571/1176). The latter calls it simply al-Fu.sūl
(though this must be only one element of what was originally a longer
title), and he says that it contained refutations of non-Muslims, includ-
ing natural philosophers, materialists and fatalists, followed by ‘Brah-
mins’, Jews, Christians and Zoroastrians, ‘a vindication of reasoning
and rational argument and a refutation of those who denied that’,
and also a refutation of the Muslim heretic Ibn al-Rāwandı̄’s asser-
tions about the eternity of the world.14 It was a work in twelve chapters
(abwāb), and so this description must cover only a selection of its con-
tents, though it tells enough to show that the Fu.sūl combined refutations
of those within the Muslim fold and those outside with some form of
epistemological discussion. Whether or not it contained these elements
in a systematic progression, somewhat like the works of al-Bāqillānı̄ and
#Abd al-Jabbār that succeeded it in the fourth/tenth century, it seems
certainly to have brought together arguments for and against a range
of topics into one connected discussion.

One is tempted to imagine that in addition to the contents listed
by Ibn #Asākir, it also contained expositions of Islamic teachings as
al-Ash#arı̄ understood them. And indeed there is justification for this
when one examines the contents of the Luma # f̄ı al-radd #alā ahl al-
zaygh wa-al-bida # (Highlights of the Refutation of the Deviators and Innovators),

13 J. Pessagno, ‘The Reconstruction of the Thought of Mu .hammad ibn Shabı̄b’,
Journal of the American Oriental Society 104, 1984, pp. 445–453.

14 Trans. R. McCarthy, The Theology of al-Ash #ar̄ı, Beirut, 1953, pp. 211–212.
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one of the few works by al-Ash#arı̄ that survives, and his only systematic
work that can be examined at first hand.

The Luma # contains ten brief chapters on: God’s existence and attri-
butes, the Qur"ān (as the word of God) and the will of God, God’s will
encompassing all that occurs, the beatific vision, God’s determining of
events, human capability, the imputation of justice and injustice to God,
faith, the fate of believers, and the leadership of the community.15 These
clearly address matters that were debated by al-Ash#arı̄ and his contem-
poraries, as well as by their predecessors in the third/ninth century.
And while in themselves they represent technical points of difference
within current Muslim theology, they also show that these points were
perceived as part of a single progression, in which discussion about
the being of God in himself led into the relationship between him and
the world, individual faith and responsibility, and finally the rule of the
Muslim community.

Al-Ash#arı̄ says at the beginning of the Luma # that he is writing
it as a brief or abridged work (kitāb mukhta.sar) ‘which will contain a
summary exposition of the arguments which elucidate what is true
and refute what is vain and empty assertion’.16 And it must surely
be an abridgement of a larger work in which the points it contains
were treated more fully and linked more explicitly together, and the
exposition of the author’s own theological views were combined with
refutation of others. A possible contender may well have been the work
that comes immediately before the Luma # in Ibn #Asākir’s list, the K. Ī.dā.h
al-burhān f̄ı al-radd #alā ahl al-zaygh wa-al-.tughyān (The Elucidation of the Proof
in Refutation of the Deviators and Unbelievers), which has a similar title. This
work, according to the list, which it should be said Ibn #Asākir compiled
on the basis of a list given in one of al-Ash#arı̄’s own works, was an
introduction to a longer work, the K. al-mūjiz (The Epitome), which was
like the Fu.sūl in comprising twelve chapters (abwāb) and containing
‘various opinions of adversaries, both Muslim and non-Muslim’, and
may well have been a condensed version of it.

Brief notes attached to a list of works that have vanished, even by
their own author, must warn against drawing inferences too definitely.
But if the Fu.sūl and Luma # are connected by the latter being an abbre-
viation at third remove of the contents and structure of the former,
then there is some likelihood that the Fu.sūl was a systematic work of

15 See the edition and translation in McCarthy, Theology of al-Ash #ar̄ı.
16 McCarthy, Theology of al-Ash #ar̄ı, p. 5.
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some kind that combined the presentation of positive doctrine with the
refutation of Muslim and non-Muslim opponents, including Christians.
And even if the two are not connected in any linear descent, the Luma #
must surely contain in abbreviated form the kind of arguments that its
author’s major work, the Fu.sūl, will have contained in more elaborate
and nuanced versions.

What this amounts to is that in the case of al-Ash#arı̄, writing some-
time in the early fourth/tenth century, we have possibly one of the earli-
est systematic theological compendiums, in which Christianity, together
with doctrines from other faiths, was treated as part of Muslim theolog-
ical discourse. The process that can be seen in the extant works from
this time and later, as presented below, seems to have been a normal
part of theological activity by the time the first of them, al-Māturı̄dı̄’s K.
al-taw.h̄ıd, was written.

It is difficult to say when this form of synthesised theological com-
pendium first appeared, but between the mid third/ninth century and
the beginning of the fourth/tenth century a change had clearly oc-
curred, from works in which Christianity was treated in isolation to
these large scale works in which it was treated together with other
faiths. This is not to say that works written expressly about and against
Christianity were no longer written—both al-Ash#arı̄ at the beginning
of the century17 and #Abd al-Jabbār towards the end18 are credited with
such works—but it does indicate a significant change in attitude. For
the fact that Christian doctrines were now refuted in the context of
discussions about Muslim doctrines and the refutations of Muslim and
other opponents, and that these doctrines were always the ones that
challenged the Muslim doctrine of divine unity, suggests that their main
interest for Muslims was to support the validity of their own interpre-
tations of taw.h̄ıd by providing unviable counter examples. The incon-
sistencies and lack of logic that could easily be uncovered within them
gave clear evidence that only the Islamic formulation was tenable, and
their errors provided an unmistakable warning against lowering the
guard upon rigorous expositions of Islamic belief.

17 See nos. 84 and 86 in the list in McCarthy, Theology of al-Ash #ar̄ı, p. 227.
18 See G.S. Reynolds, A Muslim Theologian in the Sectarian Milieu, #Abd al-Jabbār and the

Critique of Christian Origins, Leiden, 2004, p. 60, for a discussion of the historicity of this
work.
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The Function of Christian Doctrines in Islamic Theological Works

The subsidiary function given to Christian doctrines in these works that
are first clearly traceable to the beginning of the fourth/tenth century
serves also to indicate that the perceived threat from Christian, as well
as other non-Islamic claims, to portray divinity accurately had receded
by comparison with the period fifty to a hundred years earlier when
writers such as Abū #Īsā al-Warrāq attached high importance to dis-
covering as accurately as possible what Christians believed in order to
demonstrate they were wrong. In the works presented here, Christianity
has been simplified into a set of formulaic teachings, information about
them has often been derived from identifiable Muslim literary sources
rather than from Christians themselves, and views from Christian inter-
locutors, while not entirely absent, are few. Maybe what is to be seen
here is evidence both of the withdrawal of Christian theologians over
time from the active debates that constantly goaded Muslims into acute
and inventive ripostes from earlier in the #Abbasid era, and also of a
maturing of Muslim theological thinking into a form where its relation-
ship with rival religious claims was now clear and, in the minds of its
practitioners, its completeness and perfection were accomplished.

The works presented here certainly bear out such an observation. If,
for example, one looks at the long and curious list of teachings about
Christ and Christian religious practices given by al-Nāshi" al-Akbar,19

one is made to wonder whether this was anything more to him than an
antiquarian curiosity. Certainly, he makes no further use of it elsewhere
in his refutation, so it stands as a witness to Christian errancies and as
an object of pity and ridicule. There is also the brief account of Chris-
tian doctrines given by Abū #Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı, from the same time as al-
Nāshi".20 This stands in stark comparison with the detailed equivalents
of al-Qāsim Ibn Ibrāhı̄m and Abū #Īsā al-Warrāq from a few decades
earlier,21 where careful attempts are made to distinguish the differences
between the main Christian denominations, and there is evidence of
concentrated research into the origins of their doctrinal formulations.

19 Below pp. 42–59.
20 Below pp. 226–227.
21 Al-Qāsim Ibn Ibrāhı̄m, Radd #alā al-Na.sārā, ed. I. di Matteo, ‘Confutazione con-

tro i Cristiani dello zaydita al-Qāsim b. Ibrāhı̄m’, Rivista degli Studi Orientali 9, 1921–
1922, pp. 314.8–318.13; Abū #Īsā al-Warrāq, Radd #alā al-thalāth firaq min al-Na.sārā, ed.
D. Thomas, Anti-Christian Polemic in Early Islam, Abū #̄Isā al-Warrāq’s ‘Against the Trinity’,
Cambridge, 1992, pp. 66–77.
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Abū #Al̄ı’s account, on the other hand, is condensed into brief proposi-
tions which stand in isolation, disconnected from their historical roots
and the denomination that upholds them, as abstract hypotheses to
be tested according to kalām method, with the clear expectation they
will not survive the process. Then, thirdly, there is al-Māturı̄dı̄’s attack
on the belief that Christ is divine, a concentrated succession of over-
abbreviated points that brings together an array of earlier Muslim argu-
ments.22 There is nothing here about any other element of Christian
belief, because the author’s purpose at this point is to show that Christ
was human, in accordance with Muslim beliefs, as part of his wider
intention in this section of his treatise to show that God has communi-
cated with his creation by means of the prophetic messengers referred
to in the Qur"ān.

These three examples indicate that the authors of these works only
thought of Christian doctrines and beliefs as material that could be
used to drive home their points about the curious errors and logical fal-
lacies among these other believers. They did not present a serious alter-
native to Muslim belief, having been scrutinised and exposed for the
threadbare creations they were. By the time that al-Bāqillānı̄ and #Abd
al-Jabbār came to incorporate arguments against the Trinity and Incar-
nation into their systematic treatises, any possible threat had retreated
completely and these doctrines served only to emphasise the strength
and truth of Muslim doctrines.

Christians and Kalām Methods

There is evidence in the works presented here that Christians continued
to be actively engaged in the defence of their beliefs and in discussion
with Muslim counterparts. But this evidence too, at least as it stands, is
indicative of the ascendancy of Muslim theology, and Christians having
to work hard to find ways of showing their doctrines could be proved
coherent in the terms that were used within it.

At the beginning of the fourth/century, al-Nāshi" al-Akbar refers
obliquely to Christians comparing the divine hypostases in the Trini-
tarian Godhead with the accidents that endow qualities upon mate-
rial substances.23 They make the point that whereas accidents can be

22 Below pp. 96–117.
23 Below pp. 66–69, §33 and n. 60.
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of blackness or whiteness they are nevertheless identical as accidents,
and in the same way the hypostases are identical even though they are
differentiated as Father, Son and Holy Spirit. The ease with which al-
Nāshi" goes on to expose its weaknesses and its inappropriateness for
the purpose to which the Christians have put it suggests that while
its Christian inventors had enough acquaintance with the methods of
kalām thinking to recognise the superficial potential of this element as a
means of explaining and justifying the character of the hypostases, they
were not sufficiently versed in the discipline to perceive the implications
of what they were doing. They were hardly Christian mutakallimūn, able
to employ current theological idioms for their own purposes, but rather
give the impression of apologists seizing upon points that might bolster
their position.

Some years later, al-Bāqillānı̄ refers to an individual Christian (fa-
in qāla minhum qā"il) who attempts to compare his own doctrine of
the Trinity with the Muslim’s doctrine of the divine attributes.24 This
Christian says that just as in al-Bāqillānı̄’s Ash#arı̄ interpretation the
attributes are neither identical with God himself nor different from him,
bringing into play the view shared by al-Bāqillāni and those who agreed
with him that the attributes are formally distinct entities though not
ontologically discrete from the essence of God, so in his own Christian
interpretation the hypostases are identifiable from the substance of God
although not different from it. Since al-Bāqillānı̄’s answer to this com-
parison is forced and unconvincing,25 and this intervention does little to
further his argument, there is a good chance that this Christian voice is
real. It knows enough about al-Bāqillānı̄’s own particular version of the
doctrine of the divine attributes to point to this comparison (it could not
do this with the Mu#tazil̄ı doctrine of the attributes), and since the com-
parison involves the particular interpretation of the divine attributes
that al-Ash#arı̄ and his followers developed in the fourth/tenth century,
following his change of heart from Mu#tazilism, then it is likely to come
from an actual contemporary of al-Bāqillānı̄.

So here is an attempt to take the argument back to the Muslim
polemicist, not unlike #Ammār al-Ba.srı̄ a century before, in a show of
well-informed, inventive and vigorous argumentation. But, at least in
the form in which it is preserved, it is defensive, striving to find a way
to explain the Trinity that a Muslim theologian might accept. There is

24 Below pp. 164–167, §17.
25 Below pp. 164–167, §17, and n. 37.
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no sign that it forms part of a wider articulation of the doctrine from a
Christian who is imbued in Muslim theological method and confidently
expressing his beliefs in an idiom which he shares with co-religionists
and Muslim mutakallimūn. Rather it is a stab at an idea that might make
an explanation and maybe win agreement.

Later in the century, #Abd al-Jabbār mentions other anonymous
voices who try to get him to accept their interpretation of the Incarna-
tion by comparing it with Abū #Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı’s understanding of what
the Qur"ān is. According to this Mu#tazil̄ı master, as they portray him,
the Qur"ān can exist on a writing surface or someone’s tongue as well
as on the preserved tablet in the presence of God.26 They coin this anal-
ogy as part of their argument that the Son united with Jesus by inher-
ing within him although the Godhead remained unchanged, which in
#Abd al-Jabbār’s logic is impossible, and he is compelled to explain at
some length that even though they may be right, in Abū #Al̄ı’s terms
the word would still be in a particular physical location, and the same
would apply to God with the consequence that God would be subject
to physical limitations.

Again, there is no reason to doubt the reality of these Christians.
And they show considerable tactical acumen in bringing in a revered
figure of #Abd al-Jabbār’s school (his own teacher’s teacher’s teacher
and father), as well as insight in drawing the parallel they do. In this
they compare with al-Bāqillānı̄’s antagonists, and show similar telling
awareness of teachings that their Muslim interlocutor would respect
and have to take seriously. But they also show similar lack of the deeper
awareness that might anticipate the Muslim scholar’s objection and
the ability to circumvent it. They offer a polemical jibe, rather than
what seems to be a considered view, and it withers under detailed
interrogation.

Of course, it would be astonishing if either al-Bāqillānı̄ or #Abd al-
Jabbār quoted Christian scholars whose arguments compelled accep-
tance. Impartial quoting of others’ views would not serve their purpose,
though they would not be helped either by distorting what their oppo-
nents said or misrepresenting them so that informed readers saw they
were creating straw men to destroy. Nevertheless, the absence of any
sustained Christian objections or alternative formulations of faith that
might occasion more fully engaged arguments from the Muslim theolo-

26 Below pp. 322–323, §54.
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gians points to the fact that these were not to be found, and that the iso-
lated attempts recorded by the two theologians are not part of a larger
Christian theology expressed in terms of the kalām that Muslims had
developed over two centuries up to this point and that Arabic-speaking
Christians had come to know.

These are only scraps of evidence, and the absence of anything
more should warn sternly against over-categorisation. It is possible that
there was at this time a Christian exposition of the Trinity, Incarna-
tion and other doctrines that built upon such foundations as the apolo-
getic works of the Nestorian #Ammār al-Ba.srı̄, the Jacobite .Habı̄b ibn
Khidma Abū Rā"i.ta and others at the start of the third/ninth century.
But there is no record of this, and no known Christians who could have
produced it. One must therefore ask whether the fact that the only
Christian theologian’s name known to any of these four Muslims is that
of the early third/ninth century Theodore Abū Qurra, whom #Abd al-
Jabbār refers to incompletely as ‘Qurra the Melkite’,27 is coincidence,
or whether there were no Christians who could command attention
from self-confident Muslims as they developed their systematic theolo-
gies and saw how convincing their analyses of reality were.28 Maybe the
reality is that just as Muslims saw Christian doctrines as useful only as
instances of erroneous theologising, so Christians distanced themselves
from involvement in this particular Muslim theological activity and fol-
lowed interests elsewhere.

The net result is that increasingly through the fourth/tenth century
there appears to have been disengagement between this strand of Mus-
lim intellectual discourse and Christian theology. From the Muslim side,
at least, there is a sense of an encounter having been won and an oppo-
nent overcome. Christianity was marginalised, and undeserving of seri-
ous intellectual attention.

Certainly, the four excerpts presented here give the strong impres-
sion that this was the case. Their developed confidence in their own
rightness is palpable, and their ability to counter any arguments or
propositions that conflicted with their own irrepressible. Three of them
come from giants of Islamic theology, al-Māturı̄dı̄ the putative founder
of the Māturı̄dı̄ school, one of the two main traditions of Sunnı̄ theol-

27 Below pp. 362–363, §76.
28 It is telling that the only known Christian response to any of these works was al-

.Safı̄ Ibn al-#Assāl’s refutation of al-Nāshi" al-Akbar in the seventh/thirteenth century;
see below pp. 19–20.
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ogy; al-Bāqillānı̄, the consolidator of the Ash#arı̄ school, the other main
tradition of Sunnı̄ theology; and #Abd al-Jabbār, the leading Mu#tazil̄ı
theologian of his day. The fourth comes from the rather wayward
Baghdad Mu#tazil̄ı al-Nāshi" al-Akbar, and it owes its survival to the
Christian refutation where parts are quoted and answered. Together
they give a vivid and consummate account of Muslim theological atti-
tudes towards Christianity in the fourth/tenth century. While this is
inevitably one-sided and cannot claim to be complete, it bears testi-
mony to what appears to be a decline in Christian intellectual stature
under the strong and vigorous flourishing of Islamic theology. The
latter could afford increasingly to ignore Christianity and other rival
religious claims as its coherence and completeness were made unmis-
takably evident. The consequence was growing indifference to Chris-
tian intellectual traditions, and a parting of ways that had previously
appeared to run together. The separation was established, with few
signs of further convergence.
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chapter two

AL-NĀSHI" AL-AKBAR

The first of these texts comes from the late third/ninth century Mu#ta-
zil̄ı scholar Abū al-#Abbās #Abdallāh b. Mu .hammad al-Anbārı̄, known
as Ibn Shirshı̄r (or simply Shirshı̄r) and more widely as al-Nāshi" al-
Akbar.1 Little is known about his life, other than that he was employed
in Baghdad as a government official, kātib,2 until about 280/893, when
he moved to Egypt, and that he died in 293/906.

Al-Nāshi" was an elder contemporary of the Ba.sra Mu#tazil̄ı Abū
#Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı, but unlike him was not known for major teachings
about the faith. He did hold some strikingly original views about God’s
radical distinctiveness from creation and about human responsibility
for which he was sometimes mocked or condemned as an atheist,3 but
he was better known for his criticisms of proponents of Greek thought,
including the philosopher Abū Yūsuf al-Kindı̄,4 and of grammarians
and poets. Among the extant fragments of his works, his own poetry is
prominent.5

None of al-Nāshi"’s works has survived intact. The heresiography we
are concerned with here has come down in what appears to be a series
of excerpts made in the seventh/thirteenth century by the Egyptian
Coptic scholar Abū al-Fa .dā"il al- .Saf̄ı Ibn al-#Assāl (d. before 658/1260)
from a copy of the work that had been made in 311/923 by the Bagh-

1 Cf. Ibn al-Nadı̄m, Fihrist, ed. M. Ri .dā-Tajaddud, Tehran, 1971, p. 217/trans.
B. Dodge, The Fihrist of al-Nad̄ım, New York, 1970, p. 423; Ibn al-Murta .dā, Kitāb .tabāqāt
al-Mu #tazila, ed. S. Diwald-Wilzer, Die Klassen der Mu #taziliten, Beirut, 1988, pp. 92.16–
93.4; EI 2, vol. VII, art. ‘Al-Nāshi" al-Akbar’.

2 Ibn al-Nadı̄m, Fihrist, p. 192/Dodge, p. 369 (there is uncertainty over the reading
of his name at this point).

3 Ibn al-Nadı̄m, Fihrist, pp. 220, 401/Dodge, pp. 431, 804. On al-Nāshi"’s theology,
cf. J. van Ess, Frühe mu #tazilitische Häresiographie, Beirut, 1971, pp. 123–154 (German); idem,
Theologie und Gesellschaft im 2. und 3. Jahrhundert Hidschra, eine Geschichte des religiösen Denkens
im frühen Islam, Berlin, 1991–1995, vol. IV, pp. 141–146.

4 Al-Mas#ūdı̄, Murūj al-dhahab, ed. and French trans. C. Barbier de Meynard and
Pavet de Courteille, Paris, 1861–1877, vol. II, p. 244 (cf. vol. VII, pp. 88–89).

5 Van Ess, Theologie und Gesellschaft, vol. VI, pp. 366–368, gives a list of al-Nāshi"’s
known works.
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dad Jacobite scholar Ya .hyā Ibn #Adı̄.6 Ibn al-#Assāl’s purpose was to
refute al-Nāshi"’s arguments, and since his interests were understand-
ably focused on what al-Nāshi/) had said about Christianity, he seems
to have quoted most fully from this section of the work. His editing
activity makes it difficult to see what the original comprised in its
entirety, though some inferences can be drawn from what remains.

Ibn al-#Assāl quotes summaries of belief, together with al-Nāshi"’s
counter arguments, for the following: dualist groups including Mar-
cionites and Zoroastrians, with references to the Manichaeans though
their teachings are not summarised, Jews, Christians, Muslims includ-
ing the Murji"a and Mu#tazila and such prominent individuals as Abū
al-Hudhayl and al-Na.z .zām, and philosophers including Aristotle. If
these excerpts cover the total extent of the work, it appears to have
been a heresiography in the same tradition as the great compendiums
of Ibn .Hazm and al-Shahrastānı̄ in later centuries, and of lesser known
works from the third/ninth century which are now lost.7 These include
the K. al-milal wa-al-duwal (Religions and States) of the astronomer Abū
Ma#shar Ja#far b. Mu .hammad al-Balkhı̄ (d. 272/886), the K. al-maqālāt
(Doctrines) of Abū Ya#lā Mu .hammad b. Shaddād al-Misma#̄ı, known as
Zurqān (d. c. 278/891), the K. al-ath̄ır (Beginnings) of Abū al-#Abbās al-
Īrānshahrı̄ (fl. c. 275/888), the unfinished K. al-ārā" wa-al-diyānāt (Opin-
ions and Faiths) of Abū Mu .hammad al- .Hasan b. Mūsā al-Nawbakhtı̄ (d.
before 310/922), and the K. maqālāt ghayr al-Islāmiyȳın (The Doctrines of the
non-Muslims) of al-Nāshi"’s younger contemporary Abū al- .Hasan #Al̄ı b.
Ismā#̄ıl al-Ash#arı̄ (d. 324/935), which was longer than his well-known
K. maqālāt al-Islāmiyȳın (The Doctrines of the Muslims).

According to the information furnished by their titles and what
was said about them in later times, all these works appear to have
been written about a range of faiths other than their authors’ own.
They were probably descriptive in character, though they may also
have included refutations as well. Other works from this period were
certainly polemical. Among others, these include the K. #alā al-Majūs
(Against the Zoroastrians), K. #alā al-thanawiyya (Against the Dualists), K. al-
radd #alā al-adyān (Refutation of the Beliefs), K. #alā al-Yahūd (Against the
Jews), K. #alā al-Na.sārā (Against the Christians) and K. #alā #Ammār al-Na.srān̄ı
f̄ı al-radd #alā al-Na.sārā (Against #Ammār the Christian in Refutation of the

6 Van Ess, Häresiographie, pp. 19, 61 (German), based upon details given in the MS.
7 On the following works, cf. G. Monnot, ‘Les écrits musulmans sur les religions

non-bibliques’, Islam et Religions, Paris, 1986, (pp. 39–82) pp. 52–59.
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Christians) of the Mu#tazil̄ı Abū al-Hudhayl,8 and the Risāla f̄ı al-radd #alā
al-Manāniyya f̄ı al- #ashr masā"il f̄ı maw.dū #̄at al-falak (Letter of Refutation against
the Manichaeans about the Ten Questions concerning Topics of the Heavens), Risāla
f̄ı al-radd #alā al-thanawiyya (Letter in Refutation of the Dualists) and Risāla
f̄ı iftirāq al-milal f̄ı al-taw.h̄ıd wa-annahum mujmı̄ #̄un #alā al-taw.h̄ıd wa-kull
khālafa .sā.hibahu (Letter on the division between the religions concerning God’s
oneness, that despite each differing from another they all agree on God’s oneness)
of the philosopher Abū Yūsuf al-Kindı̄. It is evident that many early
Muslim works on other religions contained both descriptive accounts
and counter arguments. They not only anticipated al-Nāshi"’s work, but
may have provided a range of possible sources.

One work from this time about which we can know a little more than
these other third/ninth century heresiographies is the Kitāb maqālāt al-
nās wa-ikhtilāfihim (The Teachings of People and their Differences) of the inde-
pendent Shı̄#̄ı scholar Abū #Īsā Mu .hammad b. Hārūn al-Warrāq (d.
after 250/864). Although it too is lost, it is referred to by a number of
later authors who give enough information about it to permit a general
reconstruction of its contents.9 It included accounts of the following:
dualist religions including Manichaeans, Mazdakians, Daysanites, Mar-
cionites and Zoroastrians, Jews, Christians, Shı̄#̄ı Muslims, and maybe
pre-Islamic Arabs. From what can be gathered from lengthy quota-
tions on dualist beliefs in later works10 and from Abū #Īsā’s own detailed
account of Christian beliefs in his extant Radd #alā al-thalāth firaq min
al-Na.sārā (Refutation of the Three Christian Sects),11 it would appear that
this was an elaborate description of the major religions known in the
Islamic world in Abū #Īsā’s day (there are no signs that it contained
any references to Indian religions, distinguishing it from some contem-
porary works). Unlike al-Nāshi"’s work, though like al-Shahrastānı̄’s K.
al-milal wa-al-ni.hal (The Book of Religions and Creeds) of the sixth/twelfth
century, Abū #Īsā’s K. al-maqālāt does not appear to have included argu-

8 The last three are added to Monnot’s list from Ibn al-Nadı̄m, Fihrist, p. 204/
Dodge, p. 388.

9 Cf. D. Thomas, ‘Abū #Īsā al-Warrāq and the History of Religions’, Journal of Semitic
Studies 41, 1996, pp. 275–290.

10 Cf. W. Madelung, ‘Abū #Īsā al-Warrāq über die Bardesaniten, Marcioniten und
Kantäer’, in H.R. Roemer and A. Noth, eds, Studien zur Geschichte und Kultur des Vorderen
Orients: Festschrift für Bertold Spuler zum siebzigsten Geburtstag, Leiden, 1981, pp. 210–224
(repr. in W. Madelung, Religious Schools and Sects in Medieval Islam, London, 1985, no. XX);
M. McDermott, ‘Abū #Īsā al-Warrāq on the Dahriyyah’, Mélanges de l’Université Saint-
Joseph 50, 1984, pp. 385–402.

11 Thomas, Trinity, pp. 66–77.
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ments against these religions, but was purely descriptive in character.
However, Abū #Īsā clearly supplemented it with a number of works in
which his purpose was refutation, including the attack on Christian
denominations just mentioned, which appeared in long, medium and
shorter (al-kab̄ır, al-awsa.t and al-a.sghar) versions, K. iqti.sā.s madhāhib a.s.hāb
al-ithnayn wa-al-radd #alayhim (An Accurate Account of the Teachings of the Fol-
lowers of Dualism and a Refutation against them), Radd #alā al-Majūs (Refutation
of the Zoroastrians) and Radd #alā al-Yahūd (Refutation of the Jews).12

Al-Nāshi"’s work thus appears to have conformed to a well-estab-
lished tradition of descriptive and polemical works on both non-Islamic
religions and philosophies and views expressed within Islam. It is more
than likely that he actually used some of them in his accounts and
arguments, though since none of them survives and his own extant
fragments are silent about his sources, little can be said about this.
His work stands as one of the earliest accessible examples of what
was a thriving genre of literature from a period in which Muslims
began to show fascination for the variety of religious expression they
encountered. They did so out of simple curiosity, but also out of a
probable concern to delineate what was right and wrong in belief, and
so to distinguish the teachings of their own faith from anything that
might seem to resemble it.

The real character of al-Nāshi"’s heresiography is difficult to discern
since there are no means of telling how much Ibn al-#Assāl cut out.
The latter says that he has abridged the work, fa-akhta.siru ta #l̄ıqihi/ta #l̄ıqa
min kitāb #Abdillāh al-Nāshi" f̄ı al-maqālāt,13 but does not say how. As they
stand, the first two surviving sections on the Dualists and the Jews are
extremely short, with the description of Jewish beliefs no more than
a single sentence. Given that the later sections on the Christians and
Muslims are much more substantial, and considering that the dualist
religions and Judaism were targets of numerous attacks from Muslims
in the years before al-Nāshi", it is probable that like his predecessors
and contemporaries he wrote rather more on them than has survived.

Questions also apply to the section of the work on Christianity,
because this has the same truncated character as the preceding sections,
despite being one of the longest in the work. As it stands it comprises
three main parts: a brief exposition of Christian beliefs, §§1–4, short

12 Thomas, Incarnation, p. 34.
13 Van Ess, Häresiographie, p. 73 (Arabic). He discusses the precise meaning of these

problematic words on pp. 21–24 (German).
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accounts of twenty-three sects, §§5–26, and al-Nāshi"’s own arguments
against the Trinity and Incarnation, including some brief arguments
against explanations from ‘contemporaries’, §§27–35. It seems certain
that some of the original exposition has been reduced or rearranged,
since, for example, while three groups of Melkites are referred to in
§15, the second group in the present order is said to be ‘earlier than the
two preceding sects’, aqdam min al-firqatayn al-awwalatayn;14 furthermore,
while seven groups of Unitarian Christians are mentioned, only the
Arians are described, §26. More broadly, the purpose of the long list
of sects in §§5–26 is far from clear. Al-Nāshi" does not return to them
in the extant fragments or explain why they are included. It may be
that he simply left it to his reader to infer from them the chaotic
incoherence of Christianity, but he says nothing about this and one
is left to wonder whether a section in which he treated them in order
has been omitted. We will return to this matter below.

A last significant question connected with the work is its title. Ibn
al-Nadı̄m refers in the Fihrist to a work of Abū #Abdallāh Mu .hammad
b. A .hmad b. Nasr al-Jay .hānı̄, the Sāmānid vizier in Bukhara whom he
elsewhere links with al-Nāshi" among those who had become dualists
in recent times,15 entitled Kitāb al-ziyādāt f̄ı kitāb al-Nāshi" f̄ı al-maqālāt
(Additions to al-Nāshi"’s Book on the Teachings),16 but this seems rather a
description of the contents than a reference to the work’s name. In
the same way, the Andalusı̄ .Zāhirı̄ scholar Ibn .Hazm refers in the K.
al-fa.sl f̄ı al-milal wa-al-a.hwā" wa-al-ni.hal to what al-Nāshi" says f̄ı kitābihi f̄ı
al-maqālāt, ‘in his book on the teachings’.17 These two general references
suggest that the work was not known by any distinctive name, and may
have simply been referred to as F̄ı al-maqālāt, (On Teachings). An intro-
ductory sentence in Ibn al-#Assāl’s refutation corroborates this. It reads,
fa-akhta.siru #alā ta #l̄ıqihi/ta #l̄ıqa min kitāb #Abdillāh al-Nāshi" f̄ı al-maqālāt wa
huwa kitāb al-awsa.t kalama muta.saddiqa, ‘on the basis of his copy/an anno-
tated version of #Abdallāh al-Nāshi"’s book on the teachings, which is
‘the medium book’, I am making a summary of passages which are

14 This follows van Ess’ emendations to the text; cf. text p. 50, n. 3 below.
15 Ibn al-Nadı̄m, Fihrist, p. 401/Dodge, p. 804.
16 Ibid., p. 153/Dodge, p. 302. There is some confusion over this al-Tay .hānı̄’s name:

here it is given as Abū #Abdallāh A .hmad b. Mu .hammad b. Nasr, while in the previous
reference it is given as Mu .hammad b. A .hmad.

17 Abū Mu .hammad Ibn .Hazm, K. al-fa.sl f̄ı al-milal wa-al-a.hwā" wa-al-ni.hal, Cairo,
1903, vol. IV, p. 194.
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authentic’.18 A number of problems attach to the precise reading of this
sentence,19 though it makes clear that the book is known as F̄ı al-maqālāt
and no more. A final witness repeats the gist of what Ibn al-#Assāl says.
This is a reference to his reply to al-Nāshi" in the eighth/fourteenth
century Shams al-Ri"āsa Abū al-Barakāt Ibn Kabar’s catalogue Mi.sbā.h
al-.zulma (The Lamp in the Darkness), which reads: jawāb wa.da #ahu #an kalām
#Abdillāh al-Nāshi" f̄ı al-maqālāt wa huwa al-kitāb al-awsa.t, akhta.sara al- .Saf̄ı
ba #.da kalāmihi wa-ajāba #anhu ajwibatan muf̄ıdatan li-ta"ammulihā, ‘a reply
which he wrote to the arguments of #Abdallāh al-Nāshi" on the teach-
ings, which is the medium book; al- .Saf̄ı made excerpts of some of his
arguments and gave replies to them which repay reflection’.20

An intriguing further point raised in these two latter references is
that while al-Nāshi"’s work was simply F̄ı al-maqālāt, it was also kitāb al-
awsa.t, ‘the medium book’. This suggests that it may have been a shorter
edition of a kitāb al-kab̄ır, ‘a long book’, and was also accompanied by
a kitāb al-.sagh̄ır, ‘a short book’, both of them now completely unknown.
But this should not come as a surprise when the number of lost works
from this period is recalled, and when it is known that the earlier
Muslim Abū #Īsā al-Warrāq’s Radd #alā al-Na.sārā was also originally
issued in three versions, long, medium and short,21 and that the younger
contemporary of al-Nāshi", Abū al- .Hasan al-Ash#arı̄’s K. al-luma # was
also one of the shorter of three versions, of which it alone is now
known.22

It thus remains doubtful whether the title of al-Nāshi"’s work can
be known for sure, although it seems clear that it was an abbreviated
edition of a book that was known as ‘on the teachings’, whether this
was given by al-Nāshi" himself or not. This title places it alongside such
other works as Abū #Īsā’s K. maqālāt al-nās, Zurqān’s K. al-maqālāt, Abū
al-Qāsim al-Ka#bı̄ al-Balkhı̄’s K. al-maqālāt and al-Ash#arı̄’s Maqālāt al-
islāmiyȳın wa-ikhtilāf al-mu.sall̄ın and Maqālāt ghayr al-islāmiyȳın.23

18 Van Ess, Häresiographie, p. 73 (German).
19 Cf. the long and detailed discussion in van Ess, Häresiographie, pp. 21–24.
20 Cf. W. Riedel, Der Katalog der christlichen Schriften in arabischer Sprache von Abu #l-

Barakat, Nachrichten der Königlichen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften Göttingen, Phil-
Hist. Klasse 1902, Heft 5, p. 661.

21 Thomas, Incarnation, p. 34.
22 McCarthy, Theology of al-Ash #ar̄ı, pp. 214–215, nos. 10, 12 and 13, translating Ibn

#Asākir, Tabȳın kadhib al-muftar̄ı.
23 Details in Monnot, ‘Écrits musulmans’, pp. 54–61.
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It is evident that many things can no longer be known about al-
Nāshi"’s work. But some things can be said about it with confidence.
The first is that it is undeniably his own composition. This is attested
not only by the circumstantial mentions in al-Jay .hānı̄ and Ibn .Hazm,
and by the clear line of transmission from Ya .hyā Ibn #Adı̄, who copied
it before 311/923,24 to al- .Saf̄ı Ibn al-#Assāl, but also by numerous inter-
nal references to al-Nāshi" himself, in the form of wa-qāla #Abdallāh,
‘#Abdallāh said’. There is no real reason to doubt the authenticity of
the work.

It also seems likely that the work was written while al-Nāshi" was
living in Baghdad rather than after he moved to Egypt, both because
Ya .hyā Ibn #Adı̄, a later inhabitant, had knowledge of it, and because
al-Nāshi" appears to take as his reference group for orthodox Christian
teaching the Nestorians, who were strongest in Baghdad and its sur-
roundings. This is clear from the Christological formula he attributes
to ‘the community’ in §3 below, which is characteristically Nestorian,
from repeated references in the accounts of the various sects to the
extent of their agreements and disagreements with Nestorian teachings,
from the transliterated names of many sects, which presuppose Syr-
iac antecedents, and most obviously from the singular absence of the
Nestorians from the list of Christian sects, as though they represent the
standard by which the others are measured. These items of circum-
stantial evidence thus suggest that the work was written before about
280/893, the year in which al-Nāshi" left Baghdad.

If the F̄ı al-maqālāt has come down in anything approaching its
original state, its examination of Christian beliefs bears features that
can be seen in other similar works of the time, most noticeably the
combination of a detailed account of Christianity with a refutation that
almost completely ignores this. Two other works in which this curious
configuration can be found are the Radds of al-Qāsim Ibn Ibrāhı̄m and
Abū #Īsā al-Warrāq.25

Al-Nāshi" begins with a general summary of Christian beliefs, §§1–
4. He first outlines a model of the Trinity in which, while the three
Persons are equal, the Father is the cause of the Son and Holy Spirit,
who are effectively attributes of knowledge and life in his being, §1. This

24 Cf. van Ess, Hāresiographie, pp. 61–62, summarising ff. 31v–32r of the MS.
25 Cf. Thomas, ‘Christian Theologians and New Questions’.
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is recognisably a development of Cappadocian Trinitarian teachings,26

and it can be glimpsed in such earlier Christians writing within the
Islamic context as John of Damascus, Timothy I, and #Ammār al-Ba.srı̄.
It is also found in al-Nāshi"’s younger Muslim contemporary Abū #Al̄ı
al-Jubbā"̄ı,27 which witnesses to its widespread currency.

He next gives a summary of Christological teaching, that the Son
inhered within the human Jesus by will rather than being, §2, and
that the human and divine natures remained distinct although they
were united in volition and action, so that Christ’s various actions
can be categorised as entirely human, entirely divine and both human
and divine, §3. The emphasis given here to the distinctiveness of the
humanity and divinity in Christ and to their cooperation in action
rather than joint activity is clearly Nestorian, and al-Nāshi" regards it
as the normative teaching of ‘the community’, al-jamā #a.

Al-Nāshi" concludes this brief account of doctrines with a list of
other Christian beliefs, which centre on the books of the Bible, human
responsibility and divine reward and punishment, §4. Focusing on the
Trinity and Incarnation, and these subsidiary beliefs, his outline betrays
a preoccupation with the two doctrines that directly challenge the
Islamic doctrine of taw.h̄ıd. There is nothing about a possible reason
for the Incarnation or about the atonement (which would surely not
have been omitted by Ibn al-#Assāl if it had been present). So, unlike
the comparable earlier authors al-Qāsim Ibn Ibrāhı̄m and Abū #Īsā
al-Warrāq who give full accounts of Christian doctrines,28 and like
Abū #Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı who concentrates only on these two doctrines,29 al-
Nāshi" seems indifferent to Christian beliefs as they are held within the
communities, and appears to be primarily interested in those beliefs
that can be recognised as alternatives to Muslim doctrines.

From this account of normative Christian teachings, al-Nāshi" turns
to those Christians who ‘differed from the community’, and gives brief
outlines of their distinctive beliefs, §§5–26. They are:

al- .Sal̄ıhiyya—the Apostolics
al-Malā"ikiyya—the Angelics
al-Niqālūsiyya—the Nicolaitans
al-Ādamiyya—the Adamites

26 Cf. G.L. Prestige, God in Patristic Thought, London, 1952, esp. p. 249.
27 Cf. n. 5 to the translation.
28 Cf. Thomas, ‘Christian Theologians and New Questions’, pp. 263–264 and 268–

269.
29 Cf. pp. 226–227 below.
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al-Qatharūniyya—the Cathars
al-Nafsāniyya—the Spiritualists
al- .Hayyiyya—the Ophites
al-Dı̄q.tāniyya—the Hieracites
al-Ma.salliyyāniyya—the Mesallians, two sub-groups
al-Wālasiyya—the Valesians
al-Malkiyya—the Melkites, three groups:

first group
second group, al-Qūlūrusiyya—the Qūlūrusites
third group, al-Fadiyya or .Sal.hiyya—the Redeemed or Pious

al-Is.hāqiyya—the Isaacites
al-Yamānı̄, an individual
al-Ya #qūbiyya—the Jacobites
al-Lūliyāniyya—the Julianists
al-Mārūniyya—the Maronites
al-Afūlnāristiyya—the Apollinarians
al-Aw.tākhiyya—the Eutychians
al-Wāl̄ın.tiyya—the Valentinians
al-Aryūsiyya—the Arians.

As was said above, throughout this list al-Nāshi" repeatedly refers to the
Nestorians as the orthodox reference group. And as the notes to the
translation show, his descriptions of many of the groups match those
to be found in other heresiographical works such the fourth century
Epiphanius of Salamis’ (d. 403) Panarion, the second/eighth century
John of Damascus’ (d. c. 750) De Haeresibus, which was largely dependent
on Epiphanius’ work, and the second/eighth century Theodore bar
Kōnı̄’s Scholion.30 But there is no discernible relationship that might
indicate dependence on any of these, and it is likely that here al-Nāshi"
was relying upon a lost intermediary, probably in Arabic and possibly
part of one of the lost third/ninth century works we have referred to
above.

We can go a little further than this. For, as van Ess shows,31 the
order in al-Nāshi"’s list agrees in some places with that in a work
of a certain A .hmad b. Mu .hammad al-Qa .h.tabı̄, a contemporary of
Sa#̄ıd Ibn Ba.trı̄q (d. 328/939–940).32 This work is unknown except
for its list of sixty Christian sects (including one or two repetitions)

30 For a discussion of Theodore’s period of activity, cf. S. Griffith, ‘Chapter Ten of
the Scholion: Theodore Bar Kônî’s Apology for Christianity’, Orientalia Christiana Periodica
47, 1981 (pp. 158–188), pp. 161–164.

31 Häresiographie, pp. 81–82.
32 Fihrist, p. 352/Dodge, p. 690.
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that is preserved by Ibn al-Nadı̄m.33 Over half of the names in al-
Nāshi"’s list and a third of the names in al-Qa .h.tabı̄’s agree (allowing
for correction of transcription errors) both in appearance and largely
in order, indicating a close relationship between the two. However,
any direct relationship is ruled out by lack of correspondence in the
remainder of the lists, and so this partial agreement must be explained
by a lost source that was used independently by both authors. This
clearly relied upon a Syriac rather than Greek original, since the Arabic
forms reflect Syriac versions of many sect names.34 So again we see
signs of Nestorian influence.

This denominational background is also reflected in the order that
may be discerned in al-Nāshi"’s source.35 The list begins with eleven
groups that can be distinguished by eccentric and syncretistic beliefs
and practices, §§5–14. But then the rest of the list is ordered according
to Christological beliefs, headed by the Melkites and related groups,
§§15–19, and then the Jacobites and the groups that agreed with them
about the single identity of Christ’s divine and human natures, §§20–25,
and finally the Unitarians represented by the Arians, §26. The original
author appears to have maybe listed them according to historical pecu-
liarity, and then according to increasing divergence from the Nestorian
norm of Christ’s natures remaining separate.

The purpose of this list in al-Nāshi"’s work is unclear. Al-Nāshi" does
not refer to any of these groups again either by name or doctrine, and
may only have included them because of their curiosity value, leaving

33 Fihrist, p. 405/Dodge, pp. 814–816. The agreements read as follows, with al-
Nāshi"’s version of the name and paragraph number given first, followed by al-Qa .h.ta-
bı̄’s version as printed and the number in his order:

al-Niqālūsiyya (7)—al-Biqālūsiyya (51)
al-Ādamiyya (8)—al-Ādamiyya (55)
al-Qatharūniyya (9)—al- #Anazūniyya (57)
al-Nafsāniyya (10)—al-Nafsāniyya (58)
al- .Hayyiyya (11)—al- .Hasbiyya (59)
al-Dı̄q.tāniyya (12)—al-Dı̄q.tāniyya (60)
al-Is.hāqiyya (18)—al-Is.hāqiyya (44)
al-Yamāniyya (19)—al-?mā??a (45) (some letters are unpointed)
al-Lūliyāniyya (21)—al-Mūliyāniyya (47)
al-Mārūniyya (22)—al-Mārūniyya (46 and 8)
al-Afūlnāris.tiyya (23)—al-Aqūliyāris.tiyya (48)
al-Aw.tākhiyya (24)—al-Aw.tākhiyya (49)
al-Wāl̄ıntiyya (25)—al-Bawālin.tariyya (50).

34 Van Ess, Hāresiographie, p. 84.
35 Ibid.
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the list to speak for itself of the unhealthy confusion to which Christian-
ity is prone. The other possibility, that Ibn al-#Assāl has omitted a whole
section of al-Nāshi"’s work in which he examined each sect in turn, is
rather less likely in view of what can be discerned of the Muslim’s argu-
ments against Christian doctrines that now follow. These are general
in the extreme and barely related to the initial exposition of Christian
doctrines.

These arguments make up the third part of the work, §§27–35. They
can be divided into refutations of Christians who rely on the wit-
ness of scripture, §27, of those who employ reason, §§28–34, and cer-
tain Christian ‘contemporaries’, qawm min mu.hdath̄ıhim, who evidently
employed a form of explanation that al-Nāshi" regarded as innovatory,
§35.

Against Christians who draw on scripture alone, al-Nāshi" argues
that favourite texts give no warrant for belief in any of the doctrines
that typify Christianity. Thus the resort to Matthew 28.19, ‘Baptize peo-
ple in the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit’, pro-
vides no justification for belief in the divine substance and hypostases,
while a verse such as John 20.17, ‘I go to my Father and your Father, to
my God and your God’, rules out belief that Jesus was the divine Son.
Furthermore, these people by their own principles exclude all authori-
ties except the Gospel and so cannot refer to any prophetic utterance to
support them, §27. What exactly al-Nāshi" means by this is not imme-
diately clear as the text stands. If in his words ‘They cannot claim that
Jesus was Son of God arising from what the prophet informed them
about this’ he means to refer to Mu .hammad, then he must be contend-
ing that these Christians might have been able to adduce favourable
verses from the Qur"an to support their point, such as the references to
Jesus as word and spirit of God, Q 3.45, 4.171, etc., although their own
rules will not allow them to. But the bare mention of ‘the prophet’ for
Mu .hammad without any formula of blessing is peculiar in a Muslim
author, and the form ‘arising from what the prophet informed them
about this’ seems awkward and uncharacteristic as a way of referring
to the Qur"an. A preferable explanation might be that he is referring
to the Old Testament prophetic books in which Christians see predic-
tions of Christ, though his condensing all of these into the one repre-
sentative ‘the prophet’ is again peculiar. But if this is what he means,
his argument that these Christians are barred from such texts because
they restrict themselves to the Inj̄ıl alone presupposes an invented group
who conform more to the expectations of the Qur"an that they would
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adhere to their one revealed text and no other parts of the Bible rather
than any real Christian group.

Al-Nāshi"’s main arguments based on rational grounds which come
next are equally brief. He interprets the Incarnation as a change of
being on the part of the divine and human subjects, and refutes it by
arguing that what is fixed in its being, and the Eternal must be fixed,
cannot change into something contrary to itself, §28. This is a stark
summary of complicated Christian doctrines, and a peremptory refu-
tation of them. But al-Nāshi"’s evident purpose is to reduce the oppo-
nents’ teachings to what he sees as a representative form in order to
expose its irrationality. In doing so, he employs the typically Muslim
rejection of the notion that the divine could ever come into proxim-
ity to the human, because this would threaten all that could be said
about transcendence and otherness. The difference between his and his
opponents’ presuppositions is strikingly clear here.

Following this denial that the divine and human could come together
in Christ, al-Nāshi" turns to the crucifixion, §§29–31. He briefly points
out that if the divine nature was not affected by Christ’s death the
teaching has no consequence, while if the divine nature was affected the
teaching must be incoherent because God cannot die, §29. Pressing this
further, he then shows that the special case pleaded by some Christians
that Christ only died in his human aspect cannot separate the divine
nature from death. Any being that dies is only touched by death in
some of its aspects, in the sense that while it no longer has life it retains
its colour and form. It is, however, dead. In the same way, the divine
nature of Christ must have been touched by death when his human
nature died, unless this special case suggests that a being different
from the divine and human individual whom the Christians portray
underwent the crucifixion, §30.

Al-Nāshi" does not name the group who favour this distinction,
though they appear to be one of those who teach that the divine and
human natures became identified in some way in the Incarnation,
possibly the Melkites, and particularly the Qūlūrusites, §16, or the
Jacobites. This becomes apparent when he goes on to apply the same
arguments to those who say Christ was two substances and hypostases
and that he only died in his human aspect, §31. These are evidently the
Nestorians, whose Christology he summarises at the beginning of his
discussion, §3.

His one point in all these arguments is that God does not come
into proximity with a contingent being or undergo the experiences of
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a creature. In striving to maintain this he places himself alongside the
other Muslim theologians included in this study, as well as others who
denounced the Christian doctrine. The fact that he does not examine
the details of what his opponents try to explain, but reduces their mod-
els to a simple case of the Divinity becoming implicated in the experi-
ences of the human Jesus, both shows that he himself held too strongly
to the belief in the transcendence of God to countenance Christian
explanations, and suggests that those explanations were regarded as
too far-fetched to command serious attention from Muslim theolo-
gians.

Al-Nāshi" now moves to the Trinity, and directs his arguments
against the three hypostases. He picks up what is said in the initial
exposition that the Father is cause to the Son and Holy Spirit although
all three are entirely equal, §1, and points out that if two things are
utterly identical, as the Christians say the hypostases are, one cannot be
the cause of the other. He underlines the ridiculousness of the Christian
claim by showing that they both make distinctions between the three
Persons and also insist there is no distinction between them, §32.

The argument now takes a potentially positive turn that shows there
were Christians strenuously attempting to explain their doctrine in
terms that Muslims would appreciate and maybe accept. An anony-
mous group, who al-Nāshi" simply labels ‘people among them’, qawm
minhum, suggest a comparison between the three hypostases in their
own theology and the accidental attributes of contingent things in the
kalām in order to show how entities can be both entirely congruent with
one another and also endowed with individual distinctions, §33.

According to kalām logic, accidents were the source of the qualities of
material beings. Although they themselves were uncharacterisable, they
gave bodies the qualities that were uniquely theirs by inhering within
them. Thus, in respect of being accidents they were undifferentiated,
while in respect of being accidents of different qualities, they could be
distinguished. In a clever play that may or may not have been intended
as a constructive comparison, the Christians centre on these aspects,
and argue that like accidents the divine hypostases can be considered
both distinct and uniform. Al-Nāshi", however, will have none of this,
and shows in a number of ways how the comparison is inappropriate.
Firstly, and in an obvious way that makes one wonder how well the
Christians had grasped the meaning of their analogy, he argues that
since accidents are formally discrete from the material bodies in which
they come to inhere, it follows that the hypostases would by analogy
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have to be separate from the substance of the Godhead, meaning that
there must be multiplicity within it. Secondly, and less obviously, if any
entities are both distinct and uniform, then logically this must arise
either from themselves, which is nonsense, or from a cause outside
themselves, which is sensible but in the case of the hypostases would
entail an additional causal entity within the Godhead. And thirdly, two
different colours can only be said to be uniform as colours by someone
looking at them, in other words an external agent, and so it follows that
the hypostases can only be said to be uniform or distinct by virtue of an
external entity within the Godhead.

In these ways al-Nāshi" destroys the analogy, and confirms his earlier
argument that the doctrine of the Trinity is incoherent. There he
shows that beings who are distinguished by a causal relationship cannot
be equal, and here he dismisses any possibility of them being both
identical and distinct.

In a final step in his arguments against the Trinity, al-Nāshi" argues
against a group who postulate a hierarchy within the Godhead (maybe
his understanding of the Arian position) by saying that as long as
the hypostases are thought to be identical as substance they can only
be distinguished by an extraneous cause, thus requiring an additional
entity within the Godhead, §34.

Throughout these arguments against the Trinity al-Nāshi"’s single
point is that since the doctrine entails beings who are distinct in them-
selves and yet uniform with each other it is rationally unsustainable,
because no being can possess opposite characteristics such as these.
He rejects Christian attempts at explanation, and in addition shows
no interest in exploring the structure of the doctrine in itself, insisting
only that it does not make sense.

In what has the appearance of an addition to these structured argu-
ments which refer back to the brief exposition at the beginning, al-
Nāshi" concludes his examination by refuting an explanation of the
Trinity put forward by people he calls Christian contemporaries. Like
the analogy between the hypostases and accidents, this seems to employ
concepts from Islamic theology to make its case.36

On the surface the explanation is quite simple: the design that is evi-
dent in the universe is proof that it has a Maker who must be knowing

36 On this explanation and al-Nāshi"’s response, cf. D. Thomas, ‘Early Muslim
Responses to Christianity’, in D. Thomas, Christians at the Heart of Islamic Rule, Leiden,
2003, (pp. 231–254) pp. 232–235.
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and living, on the grounds that all intentional beings have these qual-
ities, and so he must have the attributes of life and knowledge, §35.
The argument from design alluded to here may come from ancient
sources, but the latter step of equating God’s qualities of knowing and
living with his possessing attributes of knowledge and life is character-
istically Muslim. The issue of God’s attributes had been acknowledged
in Islamic circles for a good century, and its implications continued to
be hotly debated. The Mu#tazil̄ıs such as Abū #Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı denied
that they were anything more than human descriptions of God with
nothing that corresponded to them in the being of God himself,37 while
more traditional thinkers such as Abū #Al̄ı’s pupil Abū al- .Hasan al-
Ash#arı̄ accepted earlier explanations that the attributes were discrete
realities within the being of God, ‘neither God nor other than him’.38

The Mu#tazil̄ıs risked portraying God as stripped of all characteristics
in the interests of maintaining his unity, while the Ash#arı̄s risked sur-
rendering this in the interests of portraying him in positive terms. The
Christians mentioned here evidently make use of the latter interpre-
tation, and take it further to suggest that God’s attributes of knowl-
edge and life are in fact the Son and Holy Spirit as endowers of the
qualities of knowing and living upon the being of God. They may, in
fact, include the early third/ninth century Nestorian #Ammār al-Ba.srı̄,
who attracted Abū al-Hudhayl’s attention39 for his argument that God’s
attributes must be real, and that among them the two attributes of life
and knowledge have priority over others as integral to the essence of
God.40

This Christian coinage is elegantly simple, like their analogy between
accidents and hypostases. But as with that earlier borrowing, al-Nāshi"
rejects this chain of logic entirely, producing six brief arguments to show
that its ramifications effectively destroy it. The first four of these verge
on sophistry, doing no more than drawing out awkward implications
in the explanation, though the last two have more weight in showing
in terms of Greek philosophy that the hypostases must be members
of a class, and that if God is substance and the human is substance
then these two are also members of a class. This is devastating for

37 Cf. al-Ash#arı̄, Maqālāt al-Islāmiyȳın, ed. H. Ritter, Istanbul, 1930, e.g. pp. 524.4–
525.6.

38 Ibid. p. 169.12–13.
39 Ibn al-Nadı̄m, Fihrist, p. 204.21/Dodge, p. 388.
40 K. al-burhān, ed. M. Hayek, #Ammār al-Ba.sr̄ı, theologie et controverses, Beirut, 1977,

pp. 46–49.
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these Christians because it brings God into the realm of composite and
contingent being.

With these crushing arguments al-Nāshi"’s examination of Christian-
ity is brought to an end. Clearly, as it stands it is only a partial exami-
nation, because as we have said above it focuses only on the doctrines
of the Incarnation and Trinity and ignores other key elements of Chris-
tian belief. But since this is a characteristic of many Muslim works from
this period, there is no reason to think that it ever went further than
this. It evidently conforms to a genre of refutations in which the pri-
mary concern is more to disparage those elements that come closest to
destabilising Muslim doctrines than to take the contours of Christianity
as they are held by Christians and subject them to examination. So this,
in effect, is a brief but eloquent example of an apology for Islam in the
form of a refutation of Christianity.

The F̄ı al-maqālāt has survived in this truncated form thanks to al-
.Saf̄ı Ibn al-#Assāl in the seventh/thirteenth century, who made excerpts
from a fourth/tenth century copy of the work made by Ya .hyā Ibn
#Adı̄.41 It is extant in a single manuscript containing a number of
Christian works which is kept in the Library of the Coptic Patriarchate
in Cairo. This was copied in 1168/1752. In Simaika’s catalogue it is
number 370, and in Graf ’s catalogue it is number 418.42

The basis of the edition and translation below is the excellent edition
of the work made by J. van Ess. He made sense of a number of clearly
written though incomprehensible readings, and his edition has largely
been followed here. It has, however, been compared with the original,
and occasionally a different reading or interpretation is preferred. In
the textual notes, the reading of the MS is indicated by �, and van Ess’s
reading by �.

41 Cf. K. Samir, Al- .Saf̄ı Ibn al- #Assāl, brefs chapitres sur la Trinité et l’Incarnation (Patrologia
Orientalis 42), Turnhout, 1985, p. 647 [35], where Ibn al-#Assāl’s reply is listed among his
other works. Samir announces here that he intends to publish an edition of this work,
but this has not appeared.

42 G. Graf, Catalogue de manuscripts arabes chrétiens conservés au Caire, (Studi e Testi 63),
Vatican City, 1934, pp. 152–153, no. 418; M. Simaika Pasha, Catalogue of the Coptic and
Arabic Manuscripts in the Coptic Museum, the Patriarchate, the Principal Churches of Cairo and
Alexandria and the Monasteries of Egypt, vol. II, Cairo, 1942, p. 161, no. 370.
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[On the Doctrines: against the Christians]

1. #Abdallāh said: The Christians have differences, with Unitarians and
Trinitarians among them.1

The Trinitarians: People among them claim that the Creator is three
hypostases and one substance,2 Father, Son and Holy Spirit, with the
substance being the hypostases in a general way.3 They claim that of
these the Father is the cause of the Son and Spirit, without preceding

1 This rather theoretical division suggests at the outset the formulaic character of
al-Nāshi"’s approach, and indicates his criterion for categorising the Christians in their
teachings about the nature of God.

2 Al-Nāshi" evidently does not consider that the terms uqnūm/uqnūmāt and jawhar,
which had been current in Arabic religious literature for about a century, require any
explanation.

3 The appearance of the Arabic term used here is unclear in the MS. Al-Nāshi"
himself gives no help, because he does not repeat the term and hardly refers to the
substance in his main argument against the Trinity, §§32–34, or in the concluding series
of brief responses to ‘contemporaries’ in §35.

Earlier in the third/ninth century Abū Yūsuf al-Kindı̄ describes the substance as
al-jawhar alladh̄ı #ammahā [al-aqān̄ım] (A. Périer, ‘Un traité de Ya .hyā ben #Adı̄’, Revue de
l’Orient Chrétien 22, 1920–1921, p. 4.4), and Abū #Īsā similarly says, yujmi #uhā al-jawhar al-
wā.hid al- #̄amm (Thomas, Trinity, p. 66.13). On the basis of these, the reading followed
here is ����5�.
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them in essence, but rather they are equal with him.4 They call the Son
the Creator’s Knowledge and the Spirit his Life.5

This is what the community agree on, except for those we are about
to mention.

2. Then they differ. The community say that the Son is the Word,
and that he inhered within a complete and perfect man created from
the seed of the Virgin Mary without intercourse. They claim that
the inhering of the Word in this man was by volition alone not by
substance, composition, mixing, mingling or removal from one location
to another, because each of the three existences is without limit and
movement is inappropriate for it. They claim that this man was only
called Son because of the locating of the Son who inhered within him,
just as iron is called fire if fire inheres within it.6

4 This model of the Trinity is a simplification of the classical Christian doctrine, in
which the Son is begotten of the Father and the Spirit proceeds from him, into direct
causal relationships. It is a great deal more stark than the summary given by Abū #Īsā,
which faithfully reproduces the Christian version (Thomas, Trinity, pp. 66–69, §§6–7),
and less impartial even than Abū #Al̄ı’s schematic version, which identifies the Son and
Spirit as the Father’s Word and Life (#Abd al-Jabbār, Mughn̄ı below pp. 226–227, § 1), but
stops short of explicitly saying that he is their cause (though see the last paragraph of
#Abd al-Jabbār’s quotation of his exposition).

5 This identification of the Son and Spirit is known with some variations in authors
active within the Islamic world from the second/eighth century on, e.g. John of Dam-
ascus in De Haeresibus and Disputatio Saraceni et Christiani (in D.J. Sahas, John of Damas-
cus on Islam, Leiden, 1972, pp. 136–137 and 148–151), the Patriarch Timothy I in his
defence before al-Mahdı̄ (A. Mingana, ‘The Apology of Timothy the Patriarch before
the Caliph Mahdi’, Bulletin of the John Rylands Library 12, 1928, pp. 158ff.), and the Nesto-
rian Christian #Ammār al-Ba.srı̄ in his kalām-based exposition of Christianity (Hayek,
#Ammār al-Ba.sr̄ı, e.g. p. 48.20). Abū #Al̄ı also refers to it with a brevity that suggests the
same familiarity as al-Nāshi" (#Abd al-Jabbār, Mughn̄ı, below pp. 226–227, § 1).

It is clear from his argument below in §35 that al-Nāshi" follows the trend in
regarding the Son and Spirit as attributes of the Father, though here he evidently does
not think it necessary to make this identification explicit.

6 The terminology and forms of description given here are in general familiar from
earlier in the third/ninth century; cf. in particular Abū #Īsā (in Thomas, Incarnation,
pp. 86–89, §§9–11), who however differs in saying that some Christians regard these
terms as very apt for this purpose. The term masarra and the emphasis given to the
mode of uniting as by the divine will alone are not so familiar from earlier authors,
though later in the fourth/tenth century #Abd al-Jabbār makes a great deal of it;
below, pp. 306–316, §§46–49. It has the character of a Nestorian interpretation of
the act of Uniting, and may be a Muslim inference from some of the instrumentalist
Christological explanations that Abū #Īsā documents, e.g. that the divine ‘did not come
to dwell in [Jesus] but controlled affairs by means of him and appeared to mankind
through him’ (Thomas, Incarnation, pp. 88–89, § 11).
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3. They say: This term ‘Christ’ is a name which applies to the two
substances together and the two individuals together not to one of
them, and the two individuals were one actuality in the Christ nature.
They claim that the action of both and the volition of both were one.7

And they direct all that is said about Christ along three ways.
One is that they claim there are characteristics that apply to the

human and not to God such as being born, eating, drinking, crucifix-
ion, death, burial and ascension to heaven. So they say: All these are
characteristics of the human; and if they are asked whether Christ died,
was crucified and buried, ate and drank, they say: Yes, in his human
aspect.

They say: The second apply to God, great and mighty, such as our
statement, ‘The eternal who does not die’. And if they are asked: Is
not Christ who died the one who did not die, and the one who was
crucified the one who was not crucified, and the one who came into
being after he did not exist the one who was nevertheless eternal?;
they will say: Yes, in his human aspect and his divine aspect respec-
tively.

The third they claim are of God, great and mighty, and of the
human together, such as performing miracles, raising the dead and
walking on the water. So they claim that these were feats of God
through the human, like fire through iron.

4. They acknowledge all the ancient prophets, the Torah and the
Gospel, the old and new books, the book of the Apostle Paul, the
accounts of the Apostles, reward and punishment, and the resurrection

7 Cf. Abū #Īsā in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 72–73, § 14, where he represents the Nestorians
as saying that Christ was two substances and two hypostases with one will, jawharāni wa-
qunūmāni mash̄ı"a wā.hida. As is strongly intimated in a number of places below, al-Nāshi"
or his source appears to regard the Nestorians as the normative Christian community.
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of bodies, and they teach about justice and capacity before the act,8

with the exception of those people we are about to mention.9

5. These diverged from the community on some matters and then
differed. Thus, the Apostolics among them taught that marrying and
intercourse should be given up, and they debarred those with them
who did not declare this. They never dwelt in towns, and they claimed
that they were like the disciples.10

6. The Angelics said: We are in the guise of angels; and they claimed
that the angels came to them in secret to honour them.11

8 This list combines items that are recognisably Christian, the Old and New Testa-
ments, Letters of Paul, Acts of the Apostles; distinctively Muslim, the former prophets,
the Torah and Gospel, and maybe reward and punishment and bodily resurrection;
and specifically Mu#tazil̄ı, divine justice and capacity before the act (the doctrine that
God creates in humans the ability to perform acts for themselves and thus to be
morally responsible). It suggests that the Christians known to al-Nāshi" had espoused
certain Muslim principles and expressed their beliefs in terms familiar to Mu#tazil̄ı
thinkers.

9 The following list of twenty-three Christian sects is an impressive indication of al-
Nāshi"’s awareness of the variety among Christian beliefs. It raises the obvious question
of sources, though answers are not readily forthcoming; cf. pp. 25–28 above for a
discussion about what can be known about these. The absence of an entry on the
Nestorians, and comparisons between the teachings of a number of sects and theirs
may suggest the underlying source was Nestorian.

Many lost Muslim works on non-Muslim religions from the second/eighth and
third/ninth centuries are known (Monnot, ‘Écrits musulmans’, pp. 50–57), and al-
Nāshi" presumably used one or more of these. When one recalls that in the decades
before al-Nāshi", Abū #Īsā al-Warrāq in his lost Maqālāt al-nās is known to have referred
to a number of Christian sects, and may have listed seventy (Thomas, ‘History of
Religions’, pp. 276–277), the plausibility of this is increased. It is tempting to think
of Abū #Īsā’s work as al-Nāshi"’s direct source, but disagreement over the transliteration
of the names of sects (van Ess, Häresiographie, p. 81) rules this out.

10 The Sal̄ı.hiyya (corrected from Sal̄ı.ha), according to Epiphanius, Panarion §61 (cf.
John of Damascus, De Haeresibus §61, Theodore bar Kōnı̄, Scholion XI §54), were found
mainly in Phrygia, Cilicia and Pamphylia; in an attempt to live like the Apostles they
gave up possessions and abandoned marriage.

11 The Malā"ikiyya were known to Epiphanius, Panarion §60, only by name and he
could do no more than conjecture about its meaning, while John of Damascus, De
Haeresibus §60, thought they had disappeared and suggested that they ‘either claimed to
belong to an angelic order, or [they got their name] from their practice of invoking the
angels’ (Chase, Saint John of Damascus, p. 126; cf. Theodore bar Kōnı̄, Scholion XI §53).
Clearly, al-Nāshi"’s source is either better informed or more imaginative.
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7. The Nicolaitans among them taught that marrying should be given
up, and they urged to the good; they venerated Nicholas the associate
of the disciples.12

8. The Adamites: they go into their churches naked like Adam and Eve
and they call their churches paradise; they condemn intercourse.13

9. The Cathari: their teachings are those of Nestorius, of which they
reject nothing except that they claim that since the coming of Christ
one who has committed a sin cannot be forgiven.14

10. The ‘Spiritualists’ do not condemn any part of Nestorius’ teaching,
except that they claim that if a person dies his soul dies just as his body
dies, and God will restore them both to life on the day of resurrection.
This is contrary to what the Christians teach, because they lay down
that bodies will be destroyed though not souls.15

12 According to some Christian heresiographers, including Epiphanius, Panarion
§25, and John of Damascus, De Haeresibus §25, the Niqālūsiyya, who were sometimes
linked with the deacon Nicolas of Antioch mentioned in Acts 6.5, were known for
favouring marriage and sexual licence, the opposite of what is attributed to them here.
On the other hand, Theodore bar Kōnı̄, Scholion XI §20, agrees with al-Nāshi", say-
ing that after his ordination Nicolas repudiated his wife and forbade marriage, and
others initiated the heresy in his name. Al-Nāshi"’s reference to them urging to al-
ma #rūf may possibly be his own gloss derived from the Mu#tazil̄ı principle of al-amr
bi-al- ma #rūf, ‘enjoining the good’, though it may equally be an oblique reference to the
Gnostic tendencies, ‘that which is known’ (scil. ma #rifa), that were often associated with
them.

13 Epiphanius, Panarion §52 (cf. John of Damascus, De Haeresibus §52), was not certain
whether the Adamites, Ādamiyya, really existed, though reported on their naked church
services from earlier authorities. Theodore bar Kōnı̄, Scholion XI §45, gives a short
account very similar to al-Nāshi".

14 Epiphanius, Panarion §59, comments on the rigorism of the Cathari, Qatharūniyya,
towards those who have lapsed. John of Damascus, De Haeresibus §59, adds that they
reject those who have married a second time, and they do not accept penance (cf.
Theodore bar Kōnı̄, Scholion XI §51). The reference here to their agreement with the
Nestorians is one of the indications that al-Nāshi" or his source takes their teachings as
the doctrinal norm.

15 Again, Nestorian teachings are taken as a norm. The name of this sect, Nafsāniyya,
clearly arises from its preoccupation with the destiny of the soul rather than from any
emphasis upon spiritual matters over earthly (it is like the Muslim nickname Qadariyya,
named from this group’s arguments about delimiting God’s omnipotence, qadar, rather
than any defence of it). While debates about the relation between the body and the soul
are recorded among Christians, earlier heresiographers do not report a specific sect
with this name.
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11. The Ophites: they venerate the serpent together with Christ.16

12. The Hieracites: they acknowledge all the books which the Christians
acknowledge, and they forbid marrying and intercourse; only monks,
widows and virgins are received among them. They say: Babies do not
enter paradise because they have not performed deeds to merit this.17

13. The Mesallians: a group of them forbade marrying, and they taught
the same about actions as Jahm.18 They claimed that when Adam,
peace be upon him, ate from the tree, evil, which is sin, inhered within
him, and thus evil inheres within all his descendants. No one has the
capacity to do good or evil,19 and so God’s reward to the virtuous is not
for their virtue but as grace upon them from God. They claimed that
devils inhere within the bodies of people and only depart from them
through prayer, for which reason the Christians call them ‘the insistent
prayers’.

Another group of the Mesallians said: The human nature of Christ
contemplated the divine nature and knew it. They did not allow it to be
said: Christ was God incarnate, but rather they claimed he was human
and not God, great and mighty.20

16 Epiphanius, Panarion §37, gives graphic descriptions of the cosmology and eucha-
ristic practices of the Ophites, .hayyiyya, in the latter of which a snake is revered together
with the consecrated bread; cf. the much briefer accounts of John of Damascus, De
Haeresibus §37, and Theodore bar Kōnı̄, Scholion XI §31.

17 Epiphanius, Panarion §67, John of Damascus, De Haeresibus §67, and Theodore bar
Kōnı̄, Scholion XI §60, all list among the beliefs of the Hieracites, Dı̄q.tāniyya (according
to van Ess, Häresiographie, p. 73, this is the result of a mistaken reading of the Syriac
Īr(ā)naq.tāȳe), rejection of marriage on the basis of Old and New Testament texts, denial
that young children will enter heaven, and excluding from their worship all except
virgins, monks, widows and the chaste.

18 Jahm Ibn .Safwān (d. 128/746; cf. EI 2 vol. II, arts. ‘Djahm b. .Safwān’ and
‘Djahmiyya’) became a byword among Muslim theologians for his denial of free will.
The position of this group is opposed to the position attributed to the majority of
Christians in §4.

19 Cf. §4.
20 Epiphanius, Panarion §80, mentions two groups of Mesallians, Mu.salliyyāniyya, one

with pagan and the other with Christian origins, though he does not mention any of
the beliefs listed here; cf. the much briefer account in John of Damascus, De Haeresibus
§80. The account in Theodore bar Kōnı̄, Scholion XI §74, is quite different.
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14. The Valesians among them forbade intercourse and castrated all
who sought to be with them. They lived in the mountains, and inter-
preted the books in a manner contrary to the teaching of the commu-
nity.21

15. Among the Trinitarians are the Melkites, and they are three kinds.22

The first kind taught the same as the Nestorians about the hypostases,
but they differed from them over Christ, claiming that as long as the
human was united with the Word the outcome from them was one
hypostasis, and two volitions and acts. Thus they said: Christ was two
substances, eternal and temporal, and one hypostasis.23 These people
separated the discussion about the death and crucifixion and other
matters in the same way as the community did.24

16. Among them were the Qūlūrusites, the followers of Qūlūrus. They
claimed that the one who was killed and crucified was God, great and
mighty, in his human nature. They did not allow teaching on it to be
separated, or that either of the two hypostases could be parted from its
counterpart after the uniting. For they claimed that the two hypostases
were put together and from them resulted one, like the soul and body
from which results a human being.

21 Epiphanius, Panarion §58, suggests this group, Wālisiyya, may have been Arab in
origin and refers to their custom of castration, which he attributes to the misguided
interpretation of Biblical texts; cf. John of Damascus, De Haeresibus §58, and Theodore
bar Kōnı̄, Scholion XI §52, who confirms many of the details given here.

22 Abū #Īsā (in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 72–73, § 14) mentions slight variations of expres-
sion over Christology among the Melkites, but says nothing about group divisions.

23 Cf. §3 above, and also Abū #Īsā in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 72–73, § 14.
24 Cf. §3 above, where ‘the community’ attribute the different actions of Christ to

his divine and human natures.
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The Christians claimed that this group used to incite disagreement;
it is earlier than the two preceding groups.25

17. Among them were the Redeemed and the Pious;26 they claimed that
the substance of the nature of the One they worshipped is different
from his hypostases, so that the three hypostases are the substance
though the substance is different from them.27

The Christians call them dualists because, as they see it, they added
a second substance to the substance which is the three hypostases.28

They claimed that Christ did not take from Mary a complete human,
but he only took a soul and a body. God put the Word in the hypostasis
of this soul and body and through them it became a human, because as
they see it the human is not only the soul and body. They taught about
the death and crucifixion similarly to what the Qūlūrusites taught, and
they agreed with them in their views.

25 Qūlūrus cannot be identified. Van Ess, Häresiographie, p. 74 suggests that the form
may be a metathetical mistake for Qūrūlus, Cyril, though if this is the case it must have
occurred in al-Nāshi"’s source because he repeats the name in good faith in the next
paragraph.

The Christological model of the group and their tendency to sow discord fits
in with the beliefs and actions of the fifth century bishop and theologian Cyril of
Alexandria, who was known for his championing of the doctrine of one nature in Christ
and his vehement opposition to competing teachings, among them the Christology of
Nestorius; cf. Theodore bar Kōnı̄, Scholion XI §80. In this sense, he may have been
seen by some as a defender of ecclesiastical orthodoxy and hence might be dubbed a
defender of the imperial (‘Melkite’) position, even though the Monophysites later took
him as their authority.

The mention of ‘the two preceding groups’ would appear to be the first group of
Melkites and the Valesians.

26 These names are both mysterious. The first is particularly difficult because of its
ambiguous appearance in the MS, where the first letter could be either � or �, and the
second either c or �, though more likely the former in both cases.

27 Cf. Abū #Īsā in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 66–67, §§ 1–2, who distinguishes the Melkites
from the Nestorians and Jacobites by their teaching that the divine substance possesses
the hypostases, and that while the hypostases are the substance it is distinct from them.
He does not report any internal differences among the Melkites on the Trinity.

28 Cf. Abū #Īsā in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 82ff., §§35ff., where he deduces from the
Melkite teaching about the substance not being identical with the hypostases (p. 66, §2)
that since the hypostases are substance in addition to the substance of the Godhead
there must be two substances.
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18. Among the Christians are the Isaacites. They claimed that Christ
was two hypostases, not because the hypostasis of the Word inhered
within Mary but because the will of the Word dwelt within her; the
human hypostasis united with the will of the Word and not the Word.29

19. Al-Yamānı̄ said: Only the volition united with the human, as the
Isaacites taught, except that he claimed the Word and its volition were
one hypostasis. He claimed it was the volition of the Word that was
born, in other words light from the light of the Word dwelling in a
body.30

20. The Jacobites: there is no difference between them and the Nestori-
ans over the three hypostases and the substance,31 though they differed
from them over Christ. They claimed that the Son and the human
were put together and became one substance, eternal and temporal,
God who, as they saw it, is the Word, and Jesus.32 They agreed with
the two groups of the Melkites we have mentioned over the crucifixion

29 These are presumably the followers of Isaac of Nineveh (fl. late 7th century),
who is also known to al-Shahrastānı̄, Milal, p. 175. He was mainly remembered in
the Nestorian church for his writings on asceticism.

30 This al-Yamānı̄ cannot be identified although, as van Ess, Häresiographie, p. 78,
points out, the mention of him by name suggests he was well known to al-Nāshi" or his
source. Van Ess further links him with one of the sects listed by al-Qa .h.tabı̄ (in the Fihrist
it is given as Thamāniyya).

Al-Yamānı̄ was evidently more concerned than the Isaacites to involve the Word
itself intimately in the uniting of its volition with the human, both in his insistence
that the Word and its volition are one hypostasis, and in his use of light imagery
to express it, a clear echo of the reference in the Nicene Creed to the relationship
between the Father and the Son, ‘God from God, Light from Light, true God from
true God’, reshaped to denote the relationship between the Word and the incarnate
volition.

Although the model of the Incarnation favoured by the Isaacites and al-Yamānı̄ is
easily understood as a contribution to internal Christian debates about the problems
raised by the uniting of divine and human, the Arabic forms of the proponents’ names
persuade one that this model may reflect attempts within a Muslim milieu to avoid
implications of uniting by essence, in which case the distant echo of this imagery in al-
Nāshi"’s younger contemporary Abū Man.sūr al-Māturı̄dı̄’s refutation of Christ’s divinity
(see below pp. 96–99) may derive from the same explanation.

31 Cf. Abū #Īsā in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 66–67, §§ 1–2. Again, the Nestorians are taken
as the orthodox norm.

32 Cf. Abū #Īsā in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 70–71, § 12, who in more detail says they
taught that the divine and human substances became one and the divine and human
hypostases became one.
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and death,33 not making any different statements but rather explaining
about the divine in these by saying that the holy One who does not die
was crucified in place of us.

21. The Julianists, who are nicknamed the Gregorians, taught the same
as the Jacobites in all their doctrines,34 except that they claimed that
Adam, peace be upon him, had two substances, a substance which
does not die or decay, the one that God created in the beginning, and
a second substance which was necessarily subject to death because it
disobeyed God. They claimed that the substance which God took from
man to unite with was the substance which was not polluted and did
not disobey. The Jacobites do not teach this. These are the inhabitants
of Armenia.

22. The Maronites: they taught the Trinity, and claimed that the Son
issued from Mary’s womb like water issues from a tube.35

33 These sects will be the Qūlūrusites and the Redeemed, §§ 16 and 17, who rejected
the teaching of ‘the community’ that Christ’s crucifixion and death affected him only in
his human nature, §3 above.

34 Abū #Īsā also refers to the Lūliyāniyya (corrected from Lūlbāniyya) and Akhryghūriyya
at the end of his refutation of Christianity, among sects he intends to refute in another
(non-extant) work (Thomas, Incarnation, pp. 276–277, §352, also pp. 88–89, § 12 and
272–273, §345), though he knows them under the slightly different transliterated names
Aliyāniyya and Aghriyāriyya, and lists them separately as different sects. The supporters
of Julian of Halicarnassus (d. after 518) were Monophysites like the Jacobites. Their
association with Armenia would naturally lead to them being called supporters of the
fourth century ‘Apostle of Armenia’ Gregory the Illuminator.

According to John of Damascus, De Haeresibus §84, the Julianists held that Christ’s
body was incorruptible, and that while he experienced human needs such as hunger,
thirst and tiredness, he did so in a way different from human suffering; Theodore bar
Kōnı̄, Scholion XI §83, reports their belief that Christ’s body came from Adam’s unfallen
nature.

35 Epiphanius, Panarion §31, John of Damascus, De Haeresibus §31, and Theodore bar
Kōnı̄, Scholion XI §24, attribute this teaching about the mode of Jesus’ birth to the
Valentinians. Abū #Īsā knows this group by the same name Mārūniyya (Thomas, Incarna-
tion, pp. 88–89, § 12, and 276–277, §352). They held a Monothelite Christology, which
stated that there was only one will in Christ, and thus may loosely be grouped with the
Jacobites, since this doctrine sprang from an attempt to reconcile the Monophysites to
the declarations of the church Councils.
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23. The Apollinarians: they taught the Nestorian teaching about the
hypostases,36 though they claimed that the hypostases differ in status
like the stars do, yet they are from one substance. They claimed that
there can be no discussion about the Father and that his characteristic
cannot be perceived, while there can be discussion about the Son and
the Spirit. They claimed that the Son took from the Virgin Mary a
body and soul but did not take an intellect from her, for as they saw it
the human is of three parts, body, soul and intellect.37 They claimed
that the divine nature mixed with the human nature and the One
they worshipped became human.38 They stated that in paradise there
is eating, drinking and intercourse, and that the Sabbath is kept there
and sacrifices are made there.

24. The Eutychians were the followers of Eutyches.39 They taught: three
hypostases, one substance. They claimed that Christ was the substance
become human, except that his body was not from the substance of a
human but rather that he brought it with him from heaven.40 They did
not diverge from the Jacobites in anything except these statements.

25. The Valentinians held a particular teaching about Christ’s body like
that of the Eutychians, that he descended with it from heaven. They
said: It was not created.41

36 Once again, the Nestorians are taken as the norm. Abū #Īsā lists this group, here
named Afūlnāris.tiyya, as Followers of Apollinaris, a.s.hāb Bulnāris (Thomas, Incarnation,
pp. 276–277, §352).

37 Epiphanius, Panarion §77 (cf. John of Damascus, De Haeresibus §77; Theodore bar
Kōnı̄, Scholion XI §71), bitterly criticises the Apollinarian teaching that Christ ‘took flesh
and soul when he came, but did not take a mind, that is not a complete human nature’.

38 This mention of the mixing of the two natures relates this group to the Mono-
physite Jacobites, as the listing suggests, although Apollinaris himself (d. c. 390) ante-
dated the controversies that led to the use of such labels.

39 Abū #Īsā also refers to this group, which is here called Aw.tākhiyya a.s.hāb Aw.tākh̄ı, as
a.s.hāb Aw.tākh̄ı (Thomas, Incarnation, pp. 276–277, §352, also pp. 272–273, §345).

40 John of Damascus, De Haeresibus §82 (cf. Theodore bar Kōnı̄, Scholion XI §81),
similarly reports their belief that Christ did not take flesh from the Virgin Mary, but
became incarnate ‘in a more divine manner’.

41 Epiphanius, Panarion §31, John of Damascus, De Haeresibus §31, and Theodore bar
Kōnı̄, Scholion XI §24, relate precisely this teaching.
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26. The Unitarians: there are seven groups of them.42 Among them
were the Arians, the followers of Arius. They taught about divine unity
and denial of the Trinity and hypostases, claiming that Christ and
the Holy Spirit are two created servants, except that God, great is
his praise, empowered them to create and oversee the world. So it is
they who were its creators and overseers, and the ones who sent the
prophets.43

27. #Abdallāh said: The Christian Trinitarians are of two sorts, people
who argue according to rational criteria, and people who take refuge in
the literal meaning of the Gospel and in imitation of their predecessors.

As for those who take refuge in the literal meaning of the Gospel,
they hold only to the teachings narrated in the Gospel from Christ, who
said: ‘Consecrate people in the name of the Father and the Son and the
Holy Spirit’.44 Here there is no clear indication that they are eternal or
temporal or that they are one substance or otherwise, nor in the Gospel
is there any utterance which suggests substance or hypostases. Such
utterances are philosophical, Greek; they passed down to the people,
and they employed them in their discussions.

Nor can any of those who take refuge in the words of the Gospel
possibly establish on it a proof that Jesus and no others was Son of
God.45 For Jesus is recorded in the Gospel as saying, ‘I am going to

42 Only the Arians remain, possibly the result of Ibn al-#Assāl’s editing.
43 Cf. Epiphanius, Panarion §69, John of Damascus, De Haeresibus §69, and Theodore

bar Kōnı̄, Scholion XI §62. Abū #Īsā is likewise aware that the Arians make the Son a
creature (Thomas, Incarnation, pp. 194–195 §241), though he nevertheless plans to refute
them, pp. 276–277 §352. Cf. also #Abd al-Jabbār, Mughn̄ı, below pp. 238–239, §9, who
gives a more detailed, and probably more accurate, account than is provided in this
extract.

Although this group with its monotheistic teaching might be thought in principle to
appeal to al-Nāshi", he signals his disapproval in his final comment that according to
their teaching the prophets could not have been sent by God himself but by deputies.

44 Matthew 28.19. This could be the earliest appearance of this verse in Arabic
translation (Accad, ‘The Gospels in Muslim Discourse of the ninth to the fourteenth
centuries: an exegetical inventorial table’ (part 2), Islam and Christian-Muslim Relations 14,
2003, (pp. 205–220) p. 220). In the next century, al-Bāqillānı̄, Tamh̄ıd, pp. 196–197, §44
below, and al- .Hasan Ibn Ayyūb, Radd (in Ibn Taymiyya, Al-jawāb al-.sa.h̄ı.h li-man baddala
d̄ın al-Mas̄ı.h, Cairo, 1905, vol. II, p. 353.9) both have the more familiar #ammidū al-nās.

45 Cf. the early third/ninth century Christian convert to Islam #Al̄ı al- .Tabarı̄, Radd,
p. 138. 17–20, who argues that in the New Testament there is only a handful of
ambiguous references to the divinity of Jesus but as many as twenty thousand references
to his humanity.
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my Father and your Father, to my Lord and your Lord’,46 associating
himself jointly with them in both instances; and in the Torah Israel
is named ‘first-born son’.47 So this does not allow the possibility of
establishing a proof on it according to its literal meaning because of
its probable senses.

They cannot claim that Jesus is Son of God arising from what the
prophet informed them about this, because they have nothing more
than the utterances of the Gospel to use in contention—those who
favour imitation might have been able to command the concurrence
of the followers of religion on this.48 And no single one of the people
has a proof from a book or information about any detail that he is
God’s son, either that he united with him substantially, hypostatically,
by volition or in any other way. This is too extreme for them to claim
any information about it.

46 John 20.17. This was probably the single most popular anti-Christian proof text
among Muslim polemicists (cf. M. Accad, ‘The Ultimate Proof-Text: The Interpreta-
tion of John 20. 17 in Muslim-Christian Dialogue (second/eighth—eighth/fourteenth
centuries)’, in D. Thomas, ed., Christians at the Heart of Islamic Rule, Church Life and Schol-
arship in #Abbasid Iraq, Leiden, 2003, (pp. 199–214) pp. 207–213, and ‘The Gospels in
Muslim Discourse of the ninth to the fourteenth centuries: an exegetical inventorial
table’ (part 4), Islam and Christian-Muslim Relations 14, 2003, (pp. 459–479) p. 478).

47 Exodus 4.22. Both al-Jā .hi .z, Radd, p. 26, before al-Nāshi", and #Abd al-Jabbār,
Mughn̄ı, vol. V, p. 110.6–11, after him refer to this verse in a similar argument. Cf. also
S. Pines, ‘ “Israel, my Firstborn” and the Sonship of Jesus’, in E.E. Urbach, R.J. Zwi
Werblowsky and C. Wirzubski, eds, Studies in Mysticism and Religion presented to Gershom
G. Scholem, Jerusalem, 1967, (pp. 177–190), for a wider consideration of the use of the
verse. Al-Nāshi" appears to regard these Biblical references as too familiar an argument
against the unique divine Sonship of Jesus to require more than a passing mention.

48 It is tempting to see the mention of ‘the prophet’ here as a reference to the
Prophet Mu .hammad’s transmission of such teachings as in Q 4.171, ‘The Messiah, Jesus
son of Mary, was only a messenger of God and his word which he conveyed unto Mary,
and a spirit from him’, that parallel Christian beliefs about Jesus, or as a reference to
.Hadı̄ths, as van Ess, Häresiographie, p. 85 takes it, in which case Ahl al-milla must be the

Muslim community. But it is surprising to find a Muslim speaking of the Prophet in
this bald way without identifying him by an honorific, and there would surely not be
any prophetic sayings that might confirm the divine sonship of Jesus. The alternative is
that it is a general (and clumsy) reference to the Old Testament prophets, who would
traditionally be adduced by Christians as foretelling the coming of Christ, in which case
Ahl al-milla must be a reference to people of faith other than Christians; cf. §4 above.

The gist of the awkward sentence appears to be that if they did not restrict them-
selves to their own scriptures as a source of evidence—and al-Nāshi" shows a clear
though, in Muslim terms, understandable misconception in assuming they will only use
the Gospel and no other Biblical book—then they could have looked for support in
prophetic books or among the beliefs of other religious communities.
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28. If we come to rational argument, we do not find any sense at all in
their teaching that the human became eternal and the eternal became
human,49 for if the two were stable in their essences and unchangeable,
then this could not become that in any respect. And if they were not
stable in their essences they could have changed, though it is rationally
fallacious for the eternal Creator to change and become temporal,
not existing and then existing, and for the temporal that is subject
to time to change and become eternal, never being temporal. The
ignorance of the people is shown by the fact that they refuse to say,
‘The Creator mingled with the temporal’, or ‘He mixed with it’, or ‘He
came into contact with it’, or ‘He sent him down with it’,50 although
they say ‘He united with it and he became it’.51 As they see it, the
essence of the Creator is not susceptible to mixing with concrete bodies,
touching physical bodies or mingling with things that are susceptible
to mingling, although he is even more remote from uniting with a
thing.

29. If those who claim that the Creator—mightier than they say—died,
was crucified and was buried cannot prove by this teaching that the
Creator was affected by what affected the one to whom this sort of
thing was done, there is no reason to take the teaching definitively. And
if they can prove this, then it is beyond doubt that one who has died
has become nothing and is obliterated, and this is not possible for the
eternal One.

30. The one among them who makes a special case and says ‘in the
aspect of his human nature’, cannot avoid declaring by this teaching
that the Creator himself must have died in one or other aspect.52 It is
of no consequence to me whether this aspect was that of his human
nature or not his human nature, for he himself was the one who died.

49 This oversimplification, which contrasts starkly with the more nuanced Christo-
logical descriptions given above in §§2 and 3, makes an easy target for refutation.

50 Cf. §2 above.
51 Cf. Abū #Īsā in Thomas, Incarnation, § 10, pp. 86–89, who records the term itta.hada

and its cognates as a conventional Christian usage, and gives one interpretation as ‘that
one resulted from two’. But he does not state as directly as al-Nāshi" that its obvious
meaning is that the one became the other.

52 Cf. §3 above, where the Christians include death among the experiences that
affected Christ’s human nature alone.
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Now we know that all those who die do not die in every aspect because
they do not die in the sense of their colour vanishing or their body
fading away: in many respects they do not die, but only die according
to the aspect of which they are deprived.53 So no special case can be
made for the aspects of a thing if it dies, for that it has died cannot be
uncoupled from it. The alternative is that the teaching that the Creator
died does not state that he died but another than him, so there is no
content to what is said about him concerning death.54 Nothing can be
clearer than this.

31. Those who say that Christ was two substances and hypostases in
order to separate their arguments and say, ‘He died in his human
aspect but did not die in his divine aspect’, cannot escape by what
they do from what bears upon their companions.55 For if Christ was
both Creator and human, then it is the same whether they were two
substances or composed as one substance when it is said that Christ
died, for this necessitates both of them being affected by death whether
they were supposed to be one or two.56

32. This claim of the Christians, that of the three hypostases one is
cause to its two companions and they are its effects and that they are all
eternal,57 is like the claim of the fatalists among the philosophers that
the Creator is the cause of the universe and the universe is his effect

53 Cf. § 10 above, where the ‘Spiritualists’ are distinguished by their belief that death
affects the soul as well as the body. Al-Nāshi" points out there that this is contrary to
general Christian teachings, which are that only the body dies.

54 This loosely worded argument appears to contend that if Christ’s divine nature
did not die when his human nature did, then a being other than Christ died because
he was both human and divine. If this is what al-Nāshi" actually means, his argument
recalls one of Abū #Īsā’s more elaborate attacks directed primarily against the Nestori-
ans (Thomas, Incarnation, pp. 116–119, §§ 176–178).

55 There is no clear doctrinal distinction between the previous group and this,
though the Christology of this group is identifiably Nestorian; cf. §3 above. Al-Nāshi"
appears to assume that the two natures Christology is an apologetic device expressly
intended to safeguard Christ’s divine nature from being implicated in his human
experiences.

56 This repeats the substance of the argument in §46 above that since it was Christ
who died then both his human and divine natures must have been involved.

57 Cf. § 1 above, and also Abū #Īsā in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 66–67, §6, who says in
more detail that the Son is eternally generated from the Father and the Spirit eternally
pours forth from the Father.
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although neither is prior in essence.58 This is the most patent impos-
sibility, because in practice things are surely marked out so that one
possesses what another does not, and hence reason finds that they are
distinguished by themselves or that one possesses what differentiates it
from another. However, if it finds that they are uniform and not dis-
tinguished by themselves, and there are no items within them to distin-
guish them, nor any one among them that precedes its companions in
essence, nature, degree, quantity or time, then it has no way of claiming
that one of the two is cause and the other is effect.59 Nothing is clearer
than what we have said.

You must have noticed that the people say, ‘Three uniform hyposta-
ses, uniform in the substance with no distinction between them, uni-
form in eternity with no one of them preceding another, no difference
in themselves nor in any feature they possess by which it differs from its
two companions’. Then they claim that the so-called Father is not Son
or Spirit, and the so-called Spirit is not Father or Son, and the so-called
Son is not Father or Spirit, and that the so-called cause of these other
two is not an effect and the two so-called effects are not a cause, though
they are not distinguished by themselves. So it is true that each of them
is not like the other, but that they are not distinguished by any features
within them is also true. There is nothing more patent than the fallacy
of what they teach on this.

33. People among them are so ignorant that they go as far as to
say: Accidents are like this, which is to say that white and black are
uniform in the two of them being colours but are distinguished in
the two of them being black and white, and there is nothing between

58 The philosophers’ claim that the universe is an eternal emanation from God, and
hence contingent upon him but not posterior in time to him, became one of the most
celebrated points of dispute between them and theologians in Islam, reaching its climax
in al-Ghazāl̄ı’s refutation of al-Fārābı̄ and Ibn Sı̄nā’s doctrines on this in his Tahāfut al-
falāsifa (cf. M.E. Marmura, Al-Ghazāl̄ı, the Incoherence of the Philosophers, Provo UT, 2000,
pp. 12–46). Of course, the Christians differ from the philosophers in that the latter
would not say that the universe is identical in essence with God.

59 Al-Nāshi" summarises the typical theological argument that since causes and
effects must be differentiated from one another materially or temporally, it is illogical to
assert that entities that are identical in all ways can be causes and effects of one another.
In the following paragraph he goes on to apply this to the Trinity.
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them that differentiates them.60 What they suppose is fallacious for
many reasons.

One is that if the situation were as they say, with them believing that
if accidents did not differentiate between them substances would not be
distinguished and would be one, and that accidents are distinguished
by themselves,61 then they would be forced to accept the following,
namely that one could say to them: Granted the situation is thus,
are not accidents differentiated from substances in this matter? So
we can compel you to acknowledge that if the three hypostases are
one substance and are distinguished, and the other substance62 is only
distinguished by accidents and things that are different from its parts,
then there are things other than it within it, or that accidents are not
like this.63

60 Like Christian scholars known from the beginning of the third/ninth century, and
also others cited by al-Bāqillānı̄ in the fourth/tenth century (Tamh̄ıd, below pp. 164–
167, § 17), some unidentified Arab-speaking Christians borrow from Muslim theology
in order to explain and defend their doctrine. According to kalām understanding,
created reality comprised substances, jawāhir, which were material clusters of atoms
uncharacterised in themselves, and accidents, a #rā.d, which conferred qualities upon
substances by inhering within them. The Christians here make use of the idea that
two accidents can simultaneously be identical as accidents, and also be distinguished as
accidents of the qualities black and white. In this respect accidents appear to resemble
the divine hypostases, which simultaneously are identical as divine substance and are
distinguished as three Persons.

It would be of great interest to know who these Christians were, and whether they
made wider use of kalām concepts. Contrary to what van Ess, Häresiographie, p. 86, says,
they do not introduce the concept of substance in this argument, maybe realising the
potential confusion between the material jawhar, the basic unit of tangible experience
in Muslim kalām accounts of created reality, and the ultimately Aristotelian notion
of jawhar, a self-subsisting entity, which was integral to their own accounts of the
Trinitarian Godhead. Al-Bāqillānı̄ introduces his refutation of Christianity with exactly
such an argument against what he sees as the ambiguous use of the term jawhar (Tamh̄ıd,
below pp. 144–153, §§ 1–7), while al-Nāshi" himself closes his examination of Christianity
with it, §35. As it is, these Christians open the way for al-Nāshi" to compare the
hypostases with accidents and expose the inadequacy of the Christian attempt to frame
their doctrine on an Islamic model.

61 Al-Nāshi"’s point is that if what the Christians say is correct then since accidents
would be all the same in that they are accidents (though different as accidents of
different qualities), then they could not confer differentiating qualities upon substances,
which would themselves be all the same.

62 I.e. the material substance that according to kalām thinking constitutes contingent
reality, as opposed to the divine substance of Trinitarian doctrine.

63 By a simple comparison, if material substances are differentiated from one an-
other by accidents, then the divine substance must be also differentiated into distinct
hypostases by entities additional to it, making the Trinity a multiplicity.
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Another point: If substances are distinguished and uniform, then
from both these together you are forced to accept that there is no alter-
native to them being uniform by themselves and distinguished by them-
selves, or uniform by themselves and distinguished by something other
than them, or distinguished by themselves and uniform by something
other than them, and the same for accidents, so that what you base
yourselves on is vain.64

Another point is that what they claim about the uniformity of the
two colours black and white is not uniformity in themselves nor by
any forms within them, but simply by the words ‘They are uniform as
two colours’, meaning that sight reaches them. So there is a further
thing here that joins them together, just as is said ‘They are both
perceptible’, meaning that sense perceives them, or ‘They are both
known’, meaning that knowledge attains them. Goodness me, they are
only made consistent by something, even though this something is not
in their essences. In the same way, if the hypostases are distinguished, it
must follow that they can only be made uniform by an additional thing
that makes them consistent since they are distinguished in themselves,
or they are uniform in themselves and can only be distinguished by
something which is different from anything they have between the two
of them. This is just like white and black: since they are distinguished
in themselves, then if they are uniform it can only be by a thing
that makes them consistent, whether integral and so an attribute they
both have, or something that joins them from outside—as has been
said ‘They are both perceptible’ because of a sense other than them,
and ‘They are both known’ because of some knowledge other than
them.65

64 In this unelaborated argument al-Nāshi" appears to be saying that if contingent
substances and accidents are both distinct and uniform, as the Christians contend,
then either their opposed characteristics arise from them themselves, which is prima
facie illogical because it entails substances and accidents being contradictory within
themselves, or one or other of their characteristics arises from a cause external to the
entity, which when related to the Christian doctrine imports an additional presence into
the Trinity.

65 This is a repetition of the point made in the two preceding arguments, that
any way of making different entities uniform must be due to a cause—in this case a
statement about them—that is external to them. So, however the divine hypostases
are made distinct or uniform, there must be an additional entity within the Godhead,
which contradicts the doctrine.
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34. ‘Abdallāh said: I confess that I do not know any argument more
compelling than this. As for those who give preference to one of them
over the other, the argument applies to them as well.66 If they are
uniform in the substance, then none of them can be superior except
through something, since there is none that is superior by its essence
and so can be different from what it is superior to by its essence, and
so it can only be superior through something in it, necessitating the
existence of something other than the two of them in them.67

35. Contemporaries68 have got to the point where they say: The uni-
verse gives evidence of having a Maker, and gives evidence that the
One who made it is knowing and living. So we confirm that he has life
and knowledge by analogy with the fact that we have never been aware
of one who acts in a wise manner who is not knowing and living. Their
teaching and what they base on this inference can be attacked in many
ways.

66 This could be a reference to the Arians who, as al-Nāshi" says in §26, subordinate
the Son and Holy Spirit to the Father, though it applies equally to the Apollinarians,
§23.

67 Al-Nāshi" applies the same argument as above, that if the hypostases are one sub-
stance they cannot differ except through some external cause, resulting in a multiplicity
in the Godhead.

68 The authors of this argument from design are distinguished from the ‘community’
of Christians with whom al-Nāshi" has been in contention so far, suggesting that
whereas he discovered the teachings of the latter indirectly, presumably through written
sources, he had direct access to the opinions of the former. His contemporary Abū #Al̄ı
al-Jubbā"̄ı also records the same argument, showing how well-known it was at this time;
quoted in #Abd al-Jabbār, Mughn̄ı, pp. 226–227, § 1 below.

Although their presentation is brief, it is clear that these Christians make use of
the Islamic attributes doctrine that had been developed over the century leading up
to al-Nāshi"’s time, according to which a quality within a being indicated an attribute
within that being as its source. Thus, if a being was living it must have the attribute
of life. Among the first Christians known to have employed this logic in order to
explain the Trinity was the early third/ninth century Nestorian #Ammār al-Ba.srı̄ (cf.
Griffith, ‘Concept of al-Uqnūm’, pp. 169–191), and it appears that successors followed
this lead.
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One is that, granted their claim, they have not been aware of one
who acts who is not powerful either, so they will have to confirm
another hypostasis for power.69

Further, just as they have never been aware of one who acts in a wise
manner who is not living and knowing, so they have never been aware
of one who has life and knowledge who with his life and knowledge is
one substance and three hypostases.

Further, they have never been aware of one who has life and knowl-
edge who is not differentiated from his life and knowledge by himself
and not by something other than him.70

Further, they have never been aware of one who has knowledge and
life one of which is his son and the other his spirit, and they have never
come across one who has life and knowledge of which he is the cause
and they are his effects, while the one living is nevertheless the effect of
life and would not be living without it.71

Further, if the Creator is three hypostases and one substance, then
the substance must be a class or form to the threeness because they
are all uniform in the substance and distinguished in the hypostases.
So their mode is that of individuals which are uniform in their being72

and differentiated in other than this, because that in which they are
uniform is a class or form to them, according to the opinions of their
philosophers.73

69 This argument, which is familiar in anti-Christian polemic at this time, first
appears in the early third/ninth century when #Ammār al-Ba.srı̄ is forced to argue
against his Muslim opponent’s argument that there must be more hypostases than Life
and Word, that among the many divine attributes Life and Word are pre-eminent;
Hayek, #Ammār al-Ba.sr̄ı, p. 52.8–14. Al-Nāshi"’s contemporary Abū #Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı makes
the same point as this earlier Muslim and al-Nāshi", below pp. 250–253, § 17, and so do
al-Bāqillānı̄, below pp. 152–159, §§8–11, and #Abd al-Jabbār, below, pp. 252–253, § 17.

70 As substances, contingent beings are formally distinguished from their accidental
attributes. So, as with the previous point, the analogy between the observable world
and the divine breaks down.

71 Al-Nāshi" presses home the impossibility of the analogy by referring to the descrip-
tion of the Trinity he has given earlier, according to which God is the cause of his Life
but is also given life by this hypostasis. Such a relationship never exists between contin-
gent beings and their attributes.

72 As van Ess, Häresiographie, pp. 149–150, suggests, here innihā is to be read as the
abstract noun innun, which often occurs in philosophical contexts.

73 Some years earlier the philosopher Abū Yūsuf al-Kindı̄ made this point more
fully, arguing that according to simple Aristotelian logic, as set out in Porphyry’s Isagoge,
the Persons of the Trinity must be part of one class or other of beings and so must be
composite; Périer, ‘Traité de Ya .hyā ben #Adı̄’, pp. 6.18–10.8.
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Further, if the Creator is substance and the human being is substance
they are both uniform with respect to being substance and fall under a
class or form. But if they are not thus, they are distinguished in the
meaning of substance, and substance begins to differ from substance as
being substance.74 But this is a contradiction of what they claim and a
contradiction of their principles on this.

Praise be to God. The argument against them is too large and broad
to calculate or determine.

74 In philosophical discourse, where a substance is understood as an independently
subsisting entity, there would be no confusion. But in Muslim theological discourse,
where substance is the fundamental composite of material being though cannot be
associated with the divine, confusion is easy between the physical substance of which
humans are constituted and the substance of the Trinity. Al-Bāqillānı̄ makes much of
this at the beginning of his refutation of Christian doctrines, below pp. 144–153, §§ 1–7.
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chapter three

ABŪ MAN .SŪR AL-MĀTURĪDĪ

The second text comes from the important theologian Abū Man.sūr
Mu .hammad Ibn Mu .hammad al-Māturı̄dı̄, who was acknowledged as
the founder of one of the major Sunnı̄ schools of theology. He was
active in Transoxiana around his native Samarqand in the late third/
ninth and early fourth/tenth century, and is generally thought to have
died in 333/944, about forty years after al-Nāshi".1

Al-Māturı̄dı̄ is known mainly as a proponent of revealed theology.
He is credited with four works on fiqh, four on tafs̄ır, and twelve on
kalām, though the authenticity of a number is open to question.2 Of
these only two are extant, a Qur"an commentary, K. ta"w̄ılāt al-Qur"ān,
which was probably compiled by his pupils, and a major compendium
of theology, the Kitāb al-taw.h̄ıd, with which we are concerned here. The
titles of others indicate that many of al-Māturı̄dı̄’s theological concerns,
similar to those of other theologians in his day, consisted in refutation of
methods and ideas different from his own. The K. al-radd #alā al-Qarāmi.ta
(Refutation of the Carmatians) and Radd al-Imāma li-ba #.d al-Rawāfi.d (Refutation
of the Imamate according to a Rāfi.d̄ı) point to his attitude towards extreme
Muslim groups, while the K. bayān wahm al-Mu #tazila (A demonstration of
the delusion of the Mu #tazila) leaves little doubt about his attitude towards
the leading rationalist group of the time. The Radd al-u.sūl al-khamsa li-
Ab̄ı #Umar al-Bāhil̄ı (Refutation of Abū #Umar al-Bāhil̄ı’s ‘Five Principles’), a
companion of the leading late third/ninth century Ba.sra Mu#tazil̄ı Abū
#Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı, is another concentrated attack on Mu#tazil̄ı principles,
while the three works K. radd Awā"il al-adilla li-al-Ka #b̄ı (Refutation of al-
Ka #b̄ı’s ‘Principles of Proofs’), K. radd Tahdh̄ıb al-jadal li-al-Ka #b̄ı (Refutation of
al-Ka #b̄ı’s ‘Instruction in Debate’) and Radd Wa #̄ıd al-fussāq li-al-Ka #b̄ı (Refuta-
tion of al-Ka #b̄ı’s ‘Threats to the Godless’) suggest that he found the teachings
of this Mu#tazil̄ı particularly objectionable. The reason for this must

1 Cf. M. Cerić, Roots of Synthetic Theology in Islām, a Study of the Theology of Abū Man.sūr
al-Mātur̄ıd̄ı (d. 333/944), Kuala Lumpur, 1995, pp. 17–35; U. Rudolph, Al-Mātur̄ıd̄ı & die
sunnitische Theologie in Samarkand, Leiden, 1997, pp. 135–161.

2 Cerić, Synthetic Theology, pp. 35–61; Rudolph, Al-Mātur̄ıd̄ı, pp. 198–218.
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be because he probably knew them at first hand, since Abū al-Qāsim
#Abdallāh b. A .hmad al-Balkhı̄ al-Ka#bı̄ returned from Baghdad to the
region of Samarqand in his latter years, and worked and taught there
until he died in 319/931. Al-Māturı̄dı̄ acknowledges the renown of this
figure in the K. al-taw.h̄ıd, when he takes his views on the characteristics
of God as representative of the Mu#tazila as a whole, and somewhat
sarcastically calls him ‘the leader of everyone on earth, imām ahl al-ar.d,
according to them’.3

The Kitāb al-taw.h̄ıd, the authenticity of which is not in doubt,4 is a
particularly valuable work.5 Not only does it sum up the thinking of a
major figure in the early fourth/tenth century reaction to the rational-
ism of the Mu#tazila, but it also affords a glimpse of the structure of
one form of theology at this time. For it is the first surviving Muslim
theological work in which the various topics of discussion are treated
together, and are thus ordered in some form of logical sequence. Within
this sequence, positive teachings are set out together with attacks on
rival and alternative views, and so it is possible to see how a leading
theologian understood the logical relationship between his own teach-
ings and those of opponents within Islam and also members of other
faiths, including Christianity. Thus, it is instructive to examine the over-
all structure of the work.

The Kitāb al-taw.h̄ıd is a difficult work to follow. Al-Māturı̄dı̄ wrote
in a particularly terse and involved style with few explanatory asides,
and he did not give any indication of what he was setting out to do.
Added to this, the work has come down in a single manuscript copied
in 1150/1737 which contains few signs of what its structural arrange-
ment is. So one has to depend on the flow of ideas. U. Rudolph offers
the following structural divisions, according to Kholeif ’s published edi-
tion: epistemological introduction, pp. 3–11; the existence of the world,
pp. 11–17; God, pp. 17–176; prophethood, pp. 176–215; God and human
action, pp. 215–323; sin and punishment, pp. 323–373; faith, pp. 373–
401.6 But this can be simplified slightly: the discussion about the exis-
tence of the world on pp. 11–17 is effectively a demonstration of its
contingent nature and is thus prefatory to the long discussion about

3 Taw.h̄ıd, p. 49.16–18.
4 Cerić, Synthetic Theology, pp. 49–60; Rudolph, Al-Mātur̄ıd̄ı, pp. 208–218.
5 The edition cited here is F. Kholeif, Kitāb al-taw.h̄ıd, Abū Man.sūr Mu.hammad ibn

Mu.hammad ibn Ma.hmūd al-Mātur̄ıd̄ı al-Samarqand̄ı, Beirut, 1970.
6 Rudolph, Al-Mātur̄ıd̄ı, pp. 221–235.
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the existence and characteristics of God, and the discussions about sin,
punishment and faith are really one. Thus the work can be divided into
the following five general parts: epistemological introduction, pp. 3–
11; the existence of God, pp. 11–176; prophethood, pp. 176–215; divine
and human action, pp. 215–323; faith, pp. 323–401.7 Brief invocations
at the end of most of these sections indicate the conclusion of a sub-
ject, though since the same invocations, usually wa-lā qūwa illā bi-llāh,
occur in numerous places throughout the work, their presence cannot
be taken as too significant.

If we follow this general structure, it is possible to suggest a logi-
cal progression through the Kitāb al-taw.h̄ıd. Briefly put, it begins with
the sources of knowledge, and then moves to the proof of God’s exis-
tence and his characteristics. The discussion about prophethood arises
from this, because it is primarily through prophets that God communi-
cates with created humans, particularly about how they should respond
to what he has given them in their earthly life. Then, having demon-
strated the legitimacy and function of prophets, it proceeds to outline
the details of human action, God’s will and decree, and the relationship
between faith and Islam. These latter sections are built upon the earlier,
in that they assume the existence of God and the relationship between
him and creation for the demands and responsibilities of the good life
they set out. The hinge between them is the middle section on prophet-
hood, in which al-Māturı̄dı̄ makes clear that prophets, and the Prophet
Mu .hammad in particular, are channels of a form of information that
agrees with reason but goes beyond it. It is because of the activities of
prophets that created humans can know about their purpose and what
is demanded of them in fulfilling it.

It must be stressed that al-Māturı̄dı̄ does not make the logical links
that are suggested here at all explicit. His Kitāb al-taw.h̄ıd does not have
the smoothness of a systematic theology, but rather the roughness of
an experiment in linking separate elements of theological discourse into
a connected progression. But whatever its real intention, an unmistak-
able characteristic is its mingling of positive theological teachings with
refutation of alternative and rival views. In fact, it is almost as much a
work of polemic as of systematised revealed teachings. Thus, for exam-
ple, almost half of Part 2, on God, is occupied by attacks on Islamic
and non-Islamic groups whose doctrines threaten what al-Māturı̄dı̄ has

7 Cf. D. Thomas, ‘Abū Man.sūr al-Māturı̄dı̄ on the Divinity of Jesus Christ’, Islam-
ochristiana 23, 1997, pp. 43–64.
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said, among them the Dahriyya, who believed in an impersonal force of
destiny, the Sceptics (al-Sūfis.tā"iyya), who denied all certainty, and dualist
groups such as the Manichaeans, the Day.sanites, the Marcionites and
the Zoroastrians.8

This pattern recurs throughout the work, prompting one to think
that al-Māturı̄dı̄’s purpose in combining what are effectively positive
and negative expressions of the same topics was to show the soundness
of the one both by the consistency and coherence of its teachings and
also by the inconsistency and logical chaos of alternative forms. Thus,
he brings in the teachings of rival groups as an aid to his task of setting
out his own theology by providing counter examples.

If this is so, it must follow that al-Māturı̄dı̄’s treatment of these
rival groups cannot be impartial, which is hardly to be expected in
a work of this kind, and more significantly cannot be entire. Rather
than treating the teachings of the Zoroastrians, for example, as a whole,
he selects those prevalent features that most starkly contrast with the
doctrine he wishes to expound and then refutes them. This explains
why these attacks occur at various points in the work rather than, say,
in a single section. And it also suggests that he has less interest in them
for themselves than as examples of wrong belief.

Turning to the short section on Christianity, this attitude can be seen
clearly in what al-Māturı̄dı̄ says here. It comes at the conclusion of the
important middle part of the treatise on prophethood, and according
to Rudolph’s detailed analysis, occurs at the end of the third division
within it. Al-Māturı̄dı̄ has already set out his views on prophethood
and refuted those who deny the office on principle, and gone on to
examine the arguments of Ibn al-Rāwandı̄ and Abū #Īsā al-Warrāq,
earlier Muslims who were notorious for their scathing criticisms of
prophethood.9 Then he goes on to defend the position of Mu .hammad,
and ends with his attack on the Christians’ teachings about Jesus.10 In
this context, it is easy to see why he focuses on Christian teachings
and beliefs about Jesus, to the total exclusion of the Trinity and other
elements of the faith. Interestingly, he reveals a considerable amount of
knowledge about the Trinity in a brief remark earlier in the book,11

so he obviously understood it in some detail. However, his concern

8 Kitāb al-taw.h̄ıd, pp. 110–176.
9 Ibid., pp. 176–186, and 186–202.

10 Ibid., pp. 202–210, and 210–215.
11 Ibid., pp. 119.22–120.3; cf. n. 4 to the translation below.
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here is not with Christianity as a whole, but with the distortion of the
doctrine that Jesus was more than a human messenger. By showing that
this deviant belief has no substance either in reason or revelation, al-
Māturı̄dı̄ can show that there is no reason to doubt the Islamic teaching
about Jesus and about prophethood in general.

This trait in treating Christianity and other non-Islamic faiths is
glimpsed in al-Nāshi", and even more clearly in the two theologians
whose works are dealt with later. It suggests that if Muslim theologians
at this time thought they could select single doctrines from another
faith tradition, they must have regarded this tradition not as something
different from Islam, but as another version of the same tradition of
revealed teachings that had gone wrong. In this they were, of course,
doing no more than giving structural expression to the Qur"anic view
that these faiths were earlier forms of the one faith revealed to particu-
lar communities.

The refutation of Christian beliefs about Jesus is very short, less
than five pages in Kholeif ’s edition. Nevertheless, it is packed with a
succession of brief, pungently-worded arguments all clustered around
the issue of the status of Jesus, and the impossibility that he was divine
or the Son of God. Al-Māturı̄dı̄’s Arabic is economical to the point
of opacity, and so full of abstract nouns and pronouns that it presents
a formidable challenge to anyone trying to follow its logic. Most of
what is contained here in fact has the character of notes rather than
a full exposition: one can more easily imagine the master using them
as lecture prompts than think of a reader grasping their meaning and
appreciating their force. Yet there is some vestige of structure, and
every now and then an argument shared with other polemicists can
be glimpsed behind the compressed language. Al-Māturı̄dı̄ was clearly
in touch with contemporary currents of interfaith exchanges, though
his terse brevity forbids any substantial comprehension of the extent of
his indebtedness to other Muslim authors.

The attack begins with a short description of denominational beliefs
about the two natures of Christ (§ 1). Al-Māturı̄dı̄ describes in one
sentence each three differing views that appear to correspond to the
Christologies of the Melkites, that the divine and human natures were
united in the one person of Jesus Christ, the Nestorians, that the divine
and human remained discrete with the one inspiring or controlling the
other, and the Jacobites, that the two natures became one. While al-
Māturı̄dı̄ clearly knows the technical language of this debate, employing
here the term tadb̄ır, which had long been accepted as the translation
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of the Greek oikonomia,12 and earlier kiyān, ‘being’, qunūmāt, ‘hypostases’,
and tajassama, ‘to become incarnate’,13 he uses here the simple terms
rū.h, ‘spirit’, for the divine and human natures in Christ (others often
use lāhūt and nāsūt), juz" min Allāh, ‘a part of God’, for the divine subject
of the incarnation, .sāra f̄ı al-badan, ‘came into the body’, and ya.silu ilayhi,
‘combined with it’, for the act of becoming incarnate or of uniting with
the human in Christ. It appears that he consciously strives to avoid
technical language, maybe to make the enormity of what the Christians
claim unmistakable to his readers.

He concludes this brief exposition with a fourth element of Christian
teaching about the incarnation passed on by Mu .hammad Ibn Shabı̄b,
a third/ninth century follower of the Mu#tazil̄ı Ibrāhı̄m al-Na.z .zām
and author of his own Kitāb al-taw.h̄ıd.14 This teaching is attributed to
muwallad̄ıhim, maybe contemporaries who have attempted to explain
their beliefs within the context of Islamic thought much like al-Nāshi"’s
muhaddath̄ıhim,15 who suggest that Jesus may be understood as Son of
God in an adoptive rather than generative sense, and therefore meta-
phorically. Clearly, this suggestion avoids the intractable difficulty of
ascribing an eternal, divine son to God, and therefore satisfies Qur"anic
objections, while preserving some notion of his special status and rela-
tionship with God, and so meets traditional Christian requirements.
Interestingly, it parallels the suggestion recorded by the early third/
ninth century author Abū #Uthmān al-Jā .hi .z, also a follower of al-
Na.z .zām, from an unnamed group of Christians who argue that if God
could take a human as friend, khal̄ıl, in the sense of honouring him,
showing him esteem and giving him a unique position (obviously an
allusion to Q 4.125 where God takes Abraham as friend), then he could
take a human as adopted son in the sense that he showed him his mercy
and love, brought him up and educated him, and treated him in an
exalted way.16 The fact that al-Jā .hi .z also records al-Na.z .zām’s response
to this suggestion17 makes it too much of a coincidence not to think
that Ibn Shabı̄b is recording the same Christian group’s teaching. Al-

12 Cf. L. Abramowski and A. Goodman, eds, A Nestorian Collection of Christological Texts,
vol. II, Introduction, Translation and Indexes, Cambridge, 1972, pp. 113–115, 121; Thomas,
Incarnation, p. 300, n. 50.

13 Kitāb al-taw.h̄ıd, pp. 119.22–120.2.
14 Rudolph, Al-Mātur̄ıd̄ı, pp. 178–179.
15 Cf. pp. 72–73, §35 above.
16 Al-Jā .hi .z, Radd, p. 25.2–5.
17 Ibid., pp. 29.21–30.8.
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Māturı̄dı̄ takes up this matter towards the end of his refutation (§8),
employing exactly the same terminology as al-Na.z .zām, and showing
that he was fully aware of this whole debate.

In accordance with his intention, al-Māturı̄dı̄ restricts himself to
what Christians teach about the nature of Christ, saying almost noth-
ing about the Trinity or any other aspect of belief or observance. This
causes one to wonder why he selected this particular element of Chris-
tian thought, unlike the other authors in this collection. Why, for exam-
ple, did he not examine the Trinity in the course of his long exposition
on the being of God? The answer is not obvious, though what is clear
is that for his purposes Christianity can be typified above all else by its
extravagant teachings about the prophet Jesus.

Al-Māturı̄dı̄ begins his refutation with an argument familiar from
earlier Muslim polemics, and also used by al-Bāqillānı̄ and #Abd al-
Jabbār after him.18 He first asks why only the one ‘portion’, ba #.d, of the
Godhead was involved in the act of incarnation rather than the whole,
taking up the point that if the three divine hypostases are identical
in all ways, as Christians assert, then this singular action by one of
them must distinguish it from the others (§2).19 And he then objects to
the whole of the Godhead, and not just one Person, being involved.
The answers offered by an unidentified and presumably hypothetical
Christian partner, that this portion of the Godhead alone was the Son
and participated in the Incarnation because it was the smallest, and
that if the entire Godhead participated it would all have been the Son,
are very weak and more likely made up by al-Māturı̄dı̄ himself than
heard from a competent opponent.

Still on the question of the relationship between the Persons within
the Godhead, the argument moves on to the precise mode of rela-
tionship between the Father and Son (§3). The metaphor of one light
derived from another, long established as an explanation of the eternal
act of begetting, is adduced, and al-Māturı̄dı̄ repeatedly insists that if
this is the basis of the relationship then since the second light must be
brought into existence at a particular point in time the Son must also
be temporal.

18 Cf. pp. 182–187, §§32–35, and 254–257, § 19 below.
19 D. Thomas, ‘Early Muslim Responses to Christianity’ in D. Thomas, ed., Christians

at the Heart of Islamic Rule, church life and scholarship in #Abbasid Iraq (The History of Christian-
Muslim Relations 1), Leiden, 2003, (pp. 231–254) pp. 236–239.
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In his discussion so far, al-Māturı̄dı̄ appears to think that the two
issues of the relationships within the Godhead and the divine status of
Christ are more or less identical, presumably because they both involve
the Person of the Son; he certainly moves from references that appear
to concern the eternal Father-Son relationship and the God-incarnate
Christ relationship without concern for logical differences. In what he
moves on to discuss this becomes explicit. For he now reprises another
familiar argument from Christian-Muslim debates, the miracles of Jesus
as evidence that he was the divine Son, something traditional Christian
teaching would not say in simple terms. His argument is divided into
two parts. In the first he rebuts Christian claims that the actual miracles
of Jesus were greater or more impressive than those of other prophets,
and in the second that the mode of Jesus’ action was different from
others.

In the first part he begins by arguing that Jesus was no different from
Moses, for both performed miracles by appealing to God to act, and
both prayed to him. In other words, both approached God in identical
ways as human beings approaching the Divinity. Christians have no
evidence that Jesus was any different from Moses, and their assertions
that he was are specious (§4). He goes on to refer to a series of miracles
from Jesus with parallels from Old Testament prophets and the Prophet
Mu .hammad that graphically demonstrates that they were at least his
equal in their miraculous capabilities (§5).

In the second part of this argument he broaches the issue of the
mode of Jesus’ miraculous actions. The Christian claims that Jesus’
power to perform miracles came from himself and was not the power
of God acting through him, qawiya al-Mas̄ı.h #alā fi #lihi lā anna fi #l huwa
bihi, ‘Christ had power over his action; it was not an action that was
through him’. This contradicts the view common among Muslim the-
ologians that the power for such abnormal actions was given expressly
by God to the prophet, or more often that God himself was the agent
of the action, as, for example, when Moses’ staff was turned into a
snake before him. It was generally agreed that such miracles were per-
formed by God as evidentiary signs that guaranteed the authenticity of
a prophet.

Al-Māturı̄dı̄ refutes the Christian claim first by presenting an implicit
dilemma: the Christians assert that Jesus was able to bring physical
entities into being in the way that God does, but was also human,
as Christians also assert. But the two are irreconcilable, for he must
have been either divine or human. Pressing this further, he argues,
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maybe with reference to what the three main Christologies he outlines
at the start entail, that if Jesus’ miraculous power resulted from the
presence of a ‘part’ of God within him (Melkites and Nestorians),
this is tantamount to saying that it was God and not Christ who
performed the action. And if this ‘part’ was entirely separated from
God (Jacobites), the implication is that there was a creative source
unconnected with God. The final inference is that the miracles of Jesus
resulted from God granting the power to perform them for a limited
time, and so it was not Jesus’ own power but God’s (§6).

This comparison of the miracles of Jesus and of prophets can be
traced from the early third/ninth century right through to the eighth/
fourteenth and beyond,20 and instances are especially common around
the time of al-Māturı̄dı̄. In fact, the versions given by Abū Bakr al-
Bāqillānı̄ in the early fourth/tenth century and the little-known Chris-
tian convert al- .Hasan Ibn Ayyūb, who was probably active at this
time,21 are so close that they could all have derived from the same
source. All three list the same miracles of Jesus, with the single excep-
tion of the crucifixion in al-Māturı̄dı̄. In addition, al-Māturı̄dı̄ and al-
.Hasan adduce a striking number of the same prophetic parallels. In

fact, they only diverge where al-Māturı̄dı̄ cites a feeding miracle of
Mu .hammad and al- .Hasan a miracle of Elijah; where al-Māturı̄dı̄ says
raising the dead is greater than Jesus’ healing miracles while al- .Hasan
cites Joseph restoring sight to his father and Moses giving eyes to the
snake into which his staff had turned and the lice which plagued the
Egyptians, and Elisha healing Namaan; and where al-Māturı̄dı̄ adds
the miracle of Joshua parting the Jordan for the Israelites to walk over.22

Al-Bāqillānı̄ differs from the other two in his presentation, simply
listing Jesus’ miracles and in response adducing a few from Moses and
no other prophet. But in addition to the same list of Jesus’ miracles, one
detail of Moses’ miracles he includes suggests that he was drawing on

20 Cf. D. Thomas, ‘The Miracles of Jesus in early Islamic Polemic’, Journal of Semitic
Studies 39, 1994, pp. 221–243, with additional references in Thomas, ‘Al-Māturı̄dı̄ on
the Divinity of Jesus Christ’, p. 61, n. 15, and also R. Ebied and D. Thomas, Muslim-
Christian-Polemic during the Crusades, the Letter from the People of Cyprus and al-Dimashq̄ı’s
Response (The History of Christian-Muslim Relations 2), Brill, 2005, pp. 384–387.

21 He made use of #Al̄ı al- .Tabarı̄’s Radd #alā al-Na.sārā, and so must post-date the
mid-third/ninth century, and he is mentioned by al-Nadı̄m in the Fihrist, ed. M. Ri .dā-
Tajaddud, Tehran, 1971, p. 221.16 f., and so must pre-date the mid-fourth/tenth
century.

22 Cf. al-Māturı̄dı̄, pp. 103–105, §5 below, al- .Hasan Ibn Ayyūb preserved in Ibn
Taymiyya, Al-jawāb al-.sa.h̄ı.h, vol. II, pp. 332–335.
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the source known to al- .Hasan, since both mention that when Moses’
staff was turned into a snake it had two eyes.23

The table below gives the miracles of Jesus and the prophetic equiva-
lents in all three authors. The list of Jesus’ miracles follows the order in
al-Māturı̄dı̄, with the order in al- .Hasan shown in Arabic numerals and
in al-Bāqillānı̄ shown in Roman numerals after. The list of prophetic
equivalents shows the miracles cited by al-Māturı̄dı̄ and al- .Hasan. It
indicates how close the two were in the information they employed.

Jesus’ miracles Prophetic equivalents

1. reviving the dead (1, i) al-Māturı̄dı̄: Ezekiel, Moses
al- .Hasan: Elisha (2 miracles), Ezekiel

2. feeding the multitude (6, iii) al-Māturı̄dı̄: Mu .hammad
al- .Hasan: Elisha

3. water into wine (5, iv) al-Māturı̄dı̄: Elisha
al- .Hasan: Elisha

4.walking on the water (3, v) al-Māturı̄dı̄: Joshua, Elijah, Elisha
al- .Hasan: Elijah, Elisha

5. ascension (4, vi) al-Māturı̄dı̄: Elijah
al- .Hasan: Elijah

6. healing (2, ii and vii) al-Māturı̄dı̄: (reviving dead is greater:
Elijah, Elisha)

al- .Hasan: Joseph, Moses, Elisha

The similarities go beyond this, leaving little doubt that all three were
employing the one source. For they all insist that there was no dif-
ference between the way in which Jesus’ and other prophets’ mira-
cles were performed. Like al-Māturı̄dı̄, al- .Hasan argues that the power
to perform them came from God in both Jesus and other prophets,
and that they all alike entreated, ta.darra, God to manifest miracles
through them,24 and al-Bāqillānı̄ argues that God performed Jesus’ mir-
acles just as he did those of other prophets.25 Furthermore, just as al-
Māturı̄dı̄ compares Jesus specifically with Moses, al-Bāqillānı̄ also refers
to Moses’ spectacular miracles, and argues that if he was not the orig-
inator of these but prayed for God to manifest them through him so
did Jesus, and that if Jesus acted in this way only to instruct his follow-
ers, #alā sabil al-ta #l̄ım, so did Moses.26 Other similarities, in particular

23 Al- .Hasan, Radd, p. 333.5, al-Bāqillānı̄, Tamh̄ıd, pp. 192–195, §41 below.
24 Al- .Hasan, Radd, p. 335. 3–12.
25 Al-Bāqillānı̄, Tamh̄ıd, pp. 192–193, §40 below.
26 Al-Bāqillānı̄, Tamh̄ıd, pp. 194–195, §42 below.
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the same Arabic translation of Jesus’ prayer in Gethsemane given by
al-Māturı̄dı̄ and al-Bāqillānı̄, make it even more likely that all three
authors were deriving their arguments centred on the comparison of
miracles from the same source,27 though their different approach to
this material and use of it indicates that they used it independently
of one another. This source remains anonymous, and cannot be traced
in any other miracles comparisons that date from the third/ninth or
fourth/tenth century. It shows both how lively the activity of anti-
Christian polemic was among Muslims at this time, and how al-Mātu-
rı̄dı̄ was aware of main currents within it.

In a coda to this major argument, al-Māturı̄dı̄ turns to the actual
evidence for Jesus’ miraculous actions: how can it be known that he
performed his miracles from his own power, rather than being the vehi-
cle for God’s power? Referring to the epistemological introduction to
the Kitāb al-taw.h̄ıd, al-Māturı̄dı̄ points out that the acceptable authori-
ties are either reason or unimpeachable revealed sources.28 But neither
is convincing, because if reason is adduced, then Jesus’s actions must be
treated like all other human actions (‘If he makes it reason, then it must
apply to Jesus’), and if scripture is adduced then its authenticity must
be questioned, though if this is the actual miraculous acts of Jesus then
they are both mutually dependent and the argument becomes circular
(§7). This is a very compressed argument that defies full explanation in
its preserved form, but it suggests that al-Māturı̄dı̄ had his own way of
arguing about the validity of this claim that Jesus’ miracles were unique
and so proofs of his divinity, and also that he subscribed to the view that
Christian scripture cannot be taken as authoritative without scrutiny.

Al-Māturı̄dı̄ next moves on to what appears to be an argument from
Ibrāhı̄m al-Na.z .zām preserved by al-Jā .hi .z that responds to the adoptive
Christology quoted from Ibn Shabı̄b at the start of this refutation
(§1). He begins by making the general point that the mere address to
Jesus as Son means nothing. In the first place, God could not have
addressed a creature in such terms, and in the second many others
were also addressed in this way (§8). Al-Jā .hi .z maybe elucidates what is
said here when he refers to certain Muslim theologians (wa-qad ra"aytu
min al-mutakallim̄ın, a possible equivalent to al-Māturı̄dı̄’s man yaqūlu)
who grant this adoptionist view with certain conditions, and accept the
authenticity of divine addresses to humans as son in the Biblical books.

27 Cf, Thomas, ‘Miracles of Jesus’, p. 232.
28 Kitāb al-taw.h̄ıd, pp. 4–6; cf. further Cerić, Synthetic Theology, ch. 2.
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Coming more specifically to the Christian claim, he centres on the
term khulla, ‘friendship’, in the sense of God showing a human a mark
of distinction. This must be a reference to Abraham being called ‘friend
of God’, and draws a clear connection with the Christians’ analogy
quoted by al-Jā .hi .z, that if Abraham could be friend of God in the sense
of being honoured and shown esteem, Jesus could be son of God in
the sense that as a human he was adopted and given special love and
upbringing by God.29

Al-Māturı̄dı̄ goes on to say that there is a distinction between son-
ship and friendship, in that while the latter can be used loosely of rela-
tionships between members of different species since it is equivalent to
affection, ma.habba, and affinity, wilāya, the former cannot: a man may
call an ass or a dog his friend but never his son (§8).

This bears clear echoes of the argument in al-Jā .hi .z. The latter quotes
al-Na.z .zām as saying that if a man rears a puppy he cannot call it his
son, though if he takes over a child and brings it up he may call it
son because of the similarity between them. ‘Although the similarity
between a man and God almighty is more distant than the similarity
between the puppy and the man, God is more entitled to make him
his son and relate him to himself.’30 Even more closely, he also argues
that since the term khal̄ıl is equivalent to .hab̄ıb, wal̄ı and nāsir, it can be
accepted that God might give the name ‘son’ to a human in the sense
of upbringing, tarbiya.31

Al-Na.z .zām, then, appears to allow the appellation in the terms the
Christians suggest, though al-Jā .hi .z disagrees by taking up his own
point and arguing that no matter how close a man and his dog may
grow, the one can never be called the other’s son, and so since the
gap between God and humans is even greater it is impossible for a
human ever to be called son of God.32 It appears that al-Māturı̄dı̄
agrees with this view, bluntly saying that while it may be allowed for
God to have friends among humans he could never have a son. Once
again, the distant echoes of this early third/ninth century debate that
can be discerned in al-Māturı̄dı̄’s bald dismissal show his awareness of
the main developments in Muslim argumentation against Christianity,
and his peculiar talent for condensing points he derived from others

29 Al-Jā .hi .z, Radd, p. 25.2–5.
30 Ibid., p. 30.4–8.
31 Ibid., pp. 29.21–30.4.
32 Ibid., p. 30.8–18.
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into terse statements that can hardly have been comprehensible without
prior knowledge of the original form.

Al-Māturı̄dı̄ continues with a related point, that from both the side
of the very human Jesus and the side of the exalted Divinity, sonship
is impossible. On the one hand, as he is depicted in the Qur"an Jesus
bore all the characteristics of humanity. Here, al-Māturı̄dı̄ refers to a
number of key verses that mention the human traits of Jesus and his
denial of anything more than mortal rank. On the other, the very
conception of what God is precludes him from having a son, since
this would entail his being prone to human passions, and mean that a
begotten son would resemble him, and would also lead to him sharing
the characteristics of divinity that are by definition unique to him alone
(§§9 and 10). These arguments are firmly based on the Qur"an, and
can be seen rehearsed in much fuller form in the refutation of the early
#Abbasid Zaydı̄ Imām al-Qāsim ibn Ibrāhı̄m al-Rassı̄.33

A brief point made in the course of what al-Māturı̄dı̄ says here
resembles an argument against Christians that is known from his Mus-
lim adversary Abū al-Qāsim al-Ka#bı̄, to the effect that God must be
imperfect until he brings his son into existence. In the other’s version,
unidentified Christians say that whoever does not have a son is defi-
cient and whoever has a son is complete, so since God must be thought
to be complete in every way he must have a son.34 Al-Ka#bı̄ was quite
possibly responding to the early third/ninth century Melkite theologian
Theodore Abū Qurra, who sets out this defence of an eternal Son in
one of his brief apologetic works.35

Al-Māturı̄dı̄ concludes with a series of short points that more or less
repeat what he has said earlier, all re-enforcing the point that there is
no logic in saying that Jesus alone was Son of God but that others have
equal claim upon the title if it is applied in the way Christians say it
should be (§11).

In all this very difficult and compressed refutation it is possible to see
some form of structure, even though many of the details are indistinct.

33 Al-Qāsim b. Ibrāhı̄m, ‘Al-radd #alā al-Na.sārā’, ed. I. di Matteo, ‘Confutazione
contro i Cristiani dello zaydita al-Qāsim b. Ibrāhı̄m’, Rivista degli Studi Orientali 9, 1921–
1922, (pp. 301–364) pp. 304–308.9.

34 Al-Ka#bı̄, Awā"il al-adilla f̄ı u.sūl al-d̄ın, known only from fragments quoted by #Īsā
b. Is .hāq Ibn Zur#a, in P. Sbath, Vingt traités philosophiques et apologétiques d’auteurs arabes
chrétiens, Cairo, 1929, p. 60. 14–16.

35 Theodore Abū Qurra, Mı̄mar IV, ed. C. Bacha, Les oeuvres arabes de Théodore
Aboucara, Beirut, 1904. p. 80.13 f.
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It begins with a brief description of Christological beliefs (§1), and
immediately moves to an exposure of the illogic in claiming that one
part of God could become incarnate without diminishing the whole
(§§2–3).

Then comes the longest argument, about Jesus’ miracles, in a num-
ber of stages. First, it cannot be shown that Jesus was any different
from Moses in his mode of action (§4); second, the actual miracles
recorded from him are no different in form and quality from those
of other prophets (§5); third, it is arbitrary to think that he acted with a
miraculous power that was his own, unlike other prophets whose power
for miracles came from God (§6); and fourth, the sources upon which
Christians depend for this information about his miracles, whether
rational or revealed, cannot be accepted without demur (§7).

The argument than moves on to the issue of Jesus as adopted Son of
God that caused a stir between Christians and the Muslims al-Na.z .zām
and al-Jā .hi .z in the early third/ninth century, in which al-Māturı̄dı̄
agrees with the latter that it cannot be allowed (§8). And it concludes
with arguments from both the human and divine sides for denying the
relationship (§9–10), and a series of minor points about the impossibility
of divine sonship being accorded to Jesus in a real or unique sense (§11).

It will be seen that al-Māturı̄dı̄’s main contention in all he says is that
Christians have no sound basis for making the claims they do, whether
they look to reason or to the reports given in their scripture. He shows
from a number of aspects that there is no basis in the teaching that
Jesus was Son of God, and that he was no more than a human, though
one with the special traits of prophet.

As has been seen, in a succession of arguments al-Māturı̄dı̄ appears
to be referring to or employing points known from earlier polemical
works. It is impossible to say how he knew about them, though one is
tempted to conjecture that Ibn Shabı̄b, whom he refers to by name and
who knew al-Na.z .zām and presumably al-Jā .hi .z, a fellow student of the
master, personally, and also al-Ka#bı̄ were key sources.

What was al-Māturı̄dı̄ attempting here? As we have seen, this refu-
tation concludes the important central part of the Kitāb al-taw.h̄ıd on
prophethood and the prophetic status of Mu .hammad. In itself it is no
more than a vindication of the Qur"an-based teaching that Jesus was a
human prophet in the line of divinely-sent messengers, and so may be
understood as an apology for the Qur"an against Christian violations.
But, by virtue of its position in the work, it may also be understood
as a demonstration that claims about the superhuman status of created
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beings, even such exalted beings as messengers, are unsustainable, and
is thus a vindication of the Islamic teaching about prophets and the role
they perform. But it would be too speculative to say categorically what
precisely al-Māturı̄dı̄ was about in this refutation. While it appears to
be naturally related to the general discussion on prophethood, its pre-
cise role in the overall structure of the work is difficult to ascertain.
However, what it does show is that for someone such as al-Māturı̄dı̄
Christianity did not represent a force that had to be taken as a whole
or in its own terms. Instead, it was possible to take one aspect and play
with that outside the wider context of belief in which it was located.
Christian teachings could thus be used to prove an Islamic point, and
that was their sole value.

As has been suggested above, this refutation is extremely difficult
to understand both in the details of particular words and phrases and
in many of its longer arguments. One is forced seriously to question
whether it was ever written to be published or is a series of notes written
by or taken down from the theologian.

The Kitāb al-taw.h̄ıd is extant in one single manuscript, Cambridge
University Library Add. 3651, from the eighteenth century, in which
this refutation of the Christians appears on ff. 108v–111v. This is cited as
} in the notes to the edition below. The first edition by F. Kholeif from
1971, in which the refutation appears on pp. 210–215, is cited as «, and
the 1997 edition and translation of the refutation by myself published in
Islamochristiana 23 is cited as U in the notes. The second edition, Kitāb
al-taw.h̄ıd, ed. B. Topaloğlu and M. Aruçi, Ankara, 2003, is cited as ( in
the notes.
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1. The Master,1 may God have mercy on him, said: The Christians
are divided over Christ,2 for there are those among them who attribute
two spirits to him, one of them temporal, the spirit of humanity which
is like the spirits of people, and an eternal divine spirit, a part of God,
and this came into the body.3 They say: There are no more than Father,
Son and Holy Spirit.4

Others make the spirit which was in Christ God and not a part,
although a small group of them make in the body as it were a thing
within a thing, and a small group control, without the body encom-
passing it.5

1 This is one of the titles by which al-Māturı̄dı̄ is referred to throughout the K.
al-taw.h̄ıd.

2 The only Christian belief examined here is the divinity of Christ. This introduc-
tory section contains a summary of what appear to be the Christological doctrines of
the three main denominations known in the Islamic world at this time, the Melkites,
the Nestorians and the Jacobites, though al-Māturı̄dı̄ shows no knowledge of, or maybe
concern for, the sophisticated terminology of their competing models that had become
commonplace in Islamic accounts.

3 This resembles the Melkite Christology of two natures in the single hypostasis
of Christ. The term rū.h to denote the divine and human natures of Christ, and the
reference to the divine spirit being ‘a part of God’ typify al-Māturı̄dı̄’s very personal
conception of the doctrine. Cf. S. Griffith, ‘Bashı̄r/Bēs´̄er: Boon Companion of the
Byzantine Emperor Leo III; the Islamic recension of his story in Leiden Oriental MS
951 (2)’, Le Muséon 103, 1990, (pp. 293–327), p. 316, where in a dispute composed by a
Muslim possibly in the third/ninth century the Byzantine noble Bashı̄r is made to say
that Jesus had two spirits, kāna lahu rū.hān f̄ı jasadin wā.hidin.

4 This single reference to the Trinity is not picked up in the subsequent arguments.
Its rather awkward presence here could be explained as a trace of al-Māturı̄dı̄’s source
at this point. Interestingly, he shows considerable knowledge of the doctrine earlier in
the K. al-taw.h̄ıd, where he says that the Christians ‘teach about the One in being, kiyān,
and the three in hypostases, al-qunūmāt, part and limit being denied for every hypostasis;
they say: He was not incarnate, ghayru mujassim, and then became incarnate, tajassama;
it is known that the body is a form that is divided into parts and portions’ (pp. 119.22–
120.2).

5 This resembles the Nestorian Christology of Christ having two natures and two
hypostases. The variant explanations attributed to the two sub-groups reflect some of
the metaphors listed by Abū #Īsā al-Warrāq in the mid-ninth century (Thomas, Trinity,
pp. 70–71), and al-Bāqillānı̄ later in the tenth century (pp. 170–175, §22 below), that the
divine Word took the human body as a temple or fitted it on like a garment, or that
it controlled, dabbarat, mundane affairs and made itself visible through Christ without
indwelling or intermingling.
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Among them are those who say: A part from God almighty com-
bined with it and also another part.6

Ibn Shabı̄b7 said: I heard one of their associates say that he was son
by adoption and not son by begetting,8 just as the wives of Mu .hammad,
peace be upon him, are called mothers, and as a man says to another,
‘My little son’.

2. The Master, may God have mercy on him, said, Say to them: Since
the spirit that was in him is eternal and is a portion, how did it become
Son and the other portions did not? If it is said: Because it is lesser; he
has to make all the portions of the universe sons to those that are bigger
than them, and he has to make every portion from what remains the
same, so that he will be entirely sons. Further, it is well-known that a
son is younger than a father, so how can they both be eternal? And if
the whole is regarded as being in the body, say to him: Which thing in
it is the Son? And if he says: The whole; he has made the whole Son
and Father, in this making the Father a son to himself.9

6 This appears to be the Jacobite Christology that the divine and human natures
became one in Christ, expressed in al-Māturı̄dı̄’s reductionist way.

7 Al-Māturı̄dı̄ employs this ninth century Mu#tazilite disciple of Ibrāhı̄m al-Na.z .zām
in a number of places in the K. al-taw.h̄ıd.

8 The ninth century stylist Abū #Uthmān al-Jā .hi .z, another disciple of al-Na.z .zām,
cites a Christian group who argue along identical lines that just as the prophet Abra-
ham could be called ‘friend of God’ so can Jesus be called ‘son of God’, as long as
this is understood in an adoptionist rather than generative sense; al-Jā .hi .z, Radd, pp. 25.
2–5.

9 This first objection centres on the identity of the divine participant in the Incar-
nation, which is familiar from Muslim refutations of Christianity from the third/ninth
century and even earlier (cf. n. 18 in the introduction to this passage). These typically
take the form of saying that if the Son acted alone, then each of the three Persons
could do so, or else the Son must be distinguished from the others in some way; and
if the three Persons acted in unison for the Son, they could equally do the same for
another Person. But al-Māturı̄dı̄ argues instead that if the divine Son, whom he refers
to as ‘spirit’, acted alone then he would establish a relationship that must be repeated
throughout creation, while if all three Persons became incarnate there would be no way
of distinguishing between them.

§2 and part of §3 are translated in Cerić, Synthetic Theology, pp. 167–168.
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3. If it is said: It was a part of him without there being any diminution
in the wholeness of the original, like the part taken from the light;10

respond along the lines that if the part that was taken originated, as
happens in the case of what is taken from the light, then his teaching
about the eternity of the spirit, which is the Son, is disproved. And
if he claims that it was communicated from God like that which is
taken, the foregoing applies to him.11 Furthermore, how does he know
that what is taken from the light will not disappear? If it is said: Such
is our observation of it; say: Maybe God brought it into being, or it
is like the fire in the stone which comes out. Whichever of these, it
is temporal and the temporal is created, so how can it justifiably be
Son?12

4. He says: Because God manifested miracles from him;13 say: He
manifested from Moses, so say that he was another son, though if you
claim that this was through invocation and entreaty, the same applies to
Jesus, in addition to which on the part of Jesus is that on the night of

10 The metaphor of one light lit from another was used from early times by Chris-
tians to explain that the begetting of the Son from the Father did not entail diminution.
Al-Māturı̄dı̄’s reply is simply that if in the metaphor the second light came into being
at some point in time, the same must apply to the spirit/Son, and this threatens the
principle that it is eternal.

11 The term manqūl, ‘communicated’, appears to indicate that the second light is
not so much a new existence, entirely separate from the first, but is an extension of
it. In this case, it echoes the Greek term merismos, which was used in Patristic times to
explain this form of relationship between the Father and the Son; cf. G.L. Prestige, God
in Patristic Thought, London, 19522, pp. 102 f.

12 The metaphor is unconvincing to al-Māturı̄dı̄, because it cannot guarantee the
eternity of the spirit/Son. Despite what the Christians say, either a light is lit purposely
or emerges naturally from an object such as flint. In either case it comes into being and
so cannot be eternal.

13 The argument moves from the Son as a part of the Godhead to his presence in
Christ. The implied link is that the miracles performed by Jesus are evidence that he
was divine, and was thus indwelt by the eternal Son.

The argument for Jesus’ divinity based on his miracles and Muslim refutations of
this was one of the most popular in the polemical literature of the early Islamic period.
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the arrest he said: ‘If your will is to take this bitter cup from any, then
take it from me’.14

If it is said: Crying and entreaty on the part of Jesus were to instruct
people; say: The same from Moses. Furthermore, both he and Moses
used to pray and make entreaties towards Jerusalem; and once again,
crying and entreaty are natural actions, neither can be prevented, so
what is the meaning of ‘instructing’?15

5. Next, if he merited this because of action, this must apply to Moses
and others.16 So if it is said: He and no others merited this by reviving
the dead; say: Ezekiel revived a man.17 And if he responds: Prolificness;
say: The Jews say that Moses was more prolific than him. The jurist,
may God have mercy on him, said: He caused a lifeless staff to become

14 The hypothetical Christian opponents argue that Jesus was unique in performing
miracles by his own power and authority, unlike Moses who entreated God to perform
them through him. Al-Māturı̄dı̄ replies by providing evidence that Jesus also entreated
God.

Cf. al-Bāqillānı̄’s very similar argument below, pp. 194–195, §42. The two authors
are almost certainly employing the same source at this point, to the extent of making
the same comparison between Jesus and Moses and of quoting Jesus’ prayer in Gethse-
mane in the same words. While the underlying Gospel version of this prayer cannot be
identified with certainty, Luke 22.42 seems closer than either Matthew 26.39 or Mark
14.36.

15 Again, al-Māturı̄dı̄ will not concede any uniqueness to Jesus, but sees him per-
forming these actions in the same way as Moses, and like any human being. The argu-
ment here echoes a point made over a century before al-Māturı̄dı̄ by the Nestorian
Patriarch Timothy I in his dialogue with the Caliph al-Mahdı̄. The Patriarch explains
that Jesus performed worship and prayer ‘in order that his disciples might fulfil them-
selves what they had seen him practising himself, and that they might teach others to
do the same’; Mingana, ‘The Apology of Timothy’, pp. 165–166. The anachronistic
reference to Moses praying towards Jerusalem may reflect the assumption that this was
the original qibla (cf. Q 2.143–144), though this may have been common among Mus-
lims with regard to pre-Islamic prophets, since the pseudonymous writer of the Letter
of #Umar, which probably dates from the late ninth century, mentions Jesus and other
prophets praying towards Jerusalem; cf. J.-M. Gaudeul, ‘The Correspondence between
Leo and #Umar: #Umar’s letter rediscovered?’, Islamochristiana 10, 1984, (pp. 109–157)
pp. 137, 153.

16 In this comparison of miracles al-Māturı̄dı̄ employs a source known to the little-
known convert al- .Hasan Ibn Ayyūb and to al-Bāqillānı̄, who were both active at about
this time. Cf. the discussion on pp. 87–89 above.

17 Cf. John 11.1–44, and Ezekiel 37.1–10 with Q 2.243 (and 259), although there is no
mention in these latter of the prophet reviving an individual.
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a living serpent on numerous occasions, so he is greater.18 And if as
argument he refers to feeding many people with little food, respond
that our Prophet produced in a vessel flour that had not been there.19 If
it is said: He turned the water into wine; say: Elisha filled a number
of vessels for a woman and turned it into oil.20 And if he refers to
walking on the water as argument, they themselves acknowledge this
of Joshua son of Nun, of Elijah and of Elisha.21 And if they adduce as
evidence the ascension into heaven, they themselves acknowledge this
of Elijah, and they say that he ascended into heaven in the sight of
many people.22 And if as argument they refer to healing the blind, the
leper and the like, bringing what is lifeless to life is greater than this,
and they themselves acknowledge it of Elijah and Elisha.23

In addition is what is against them in their own acknowledgement
that the Jews crucified him and mocked him, for if the above is evidence
of exaltation, this is evidence of diminution. And why did he not do
what Elijah did, because when they came after him, he sent down on
them fire which ate them up, God honouring him with this?24

And if they go back to the manifestation of miracles as a guarantee
of being distinctive, respond with the individuals I have mentioned, and
further: Say that God is in heaven and earth since he manifests miracles
in each thing in them. Thus, each thing has to be distinctive for the
reason they make him distinctive.25

18 The Christian reply may be a reference to such verses as Matthew 11.5 and Luke
7.22, where Jesus talks of many dead people being raised. The corresponding miracles
of Moses are mentioned in Exodus 4.3 (though this is the sole Biblical occurrence of the
transformation) and in Q 28.31, 7.107, 7.117, 20.69, etc.

19 Cf. Matthew 14.13–21, 15.32–39 and parallels. Al-Māturı̄dı̄ mentions the Prophet
Mu .hammad’s miracle of feeding many from a little food on p. 203.15 f. It is presumably
the miracle recorded during the raid on Tabūk in 631, when he fed his army from a
small supply of dates and flour, on which cf. Ebied and Thomas, Muslim-Christian Polemic
during the Crusades, pp. 292–293.

20 Cf. John 2.1–11, and 2Kings 4.1–7.
21 Cf. Matthew 14.25 || Mark 6.48–49, and Joshua 3.7–17, 2Kings 2.8 and 2Kings

2.14.
22 Cf. Acts 1.9, and 2Kings 2.7–12.
23 Cf. Matthew 8.1–4, Mark 1.32–34, etc, and also Q 5.110, etc., and 1Kings 17.21–24

and 2Kings 4.34–37.
24 Cf. 2Kings 1.9–12.
25 According to the Christians’ logic, everything must have the same status as Jesus

because God’s miraculous actions can be seen in all of them just as in Jesus.
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6. If he says: Christ had power over his action; it was not an action
that was through him;26 say: Did he make physical bodies?27 If he says:
Yes; say: Was he created? If he says: Yes; say: His body and spirit were
like our body and spirit, so why should he have power over what we
do not have power over? And was he able to do this by virtue of power
which was a part from God, or temporal power? If he says: He acted
by virtue of a part;28 he invalidates his teaching about Christ’s action,
for it is Christ’s God, and it is God and not Christ. And if the part was
cut off from God, then in that case one other than God made many
bodies. And if they claim that he was joined with God, then the act
arose from both of them, and since they are both of God it turns out
that it was God who was the agent. And if they claim that in him was
a power through which he made physical bodies and they were not a
making of his, they make Christ’s God a portion of him no matter how
they dismiss this. And if he says: He acted through himself not through
a temporal power; respond according to what we have set out.

26 The discussion turns to an important element in the argument about the com-
parison of miracles, the actual agent who performed them. The Christians argue that
in the case of Christ he himself was the agent, not God performing miracles through
him.

27 The power to make material substances would be an indication that Jesus was
divine. But, as al-Māturı̄dı̄ goes on to argue, there is a contradiction in an individual
with human characteristics having divine power. And if this power derived from God,
then ultimately it was not Jesus who performed these miraculous actions but God
himself.

28 The reappearance of juz", which al-Māturı̄dı̄ used earlier for the divine ‘part’
that united with Christ, suggests that he has in mind the different Christologies of
the denominations he sketches at the beginning. This being so, the first explanation of
Christ’s action may be that of the Melkites and Nestorians, who preserve the distinctive-
ness of the divine character in Christ. The second may then be the explanation given
by the Jacobites, who could be thought to sever the connection between the divine
nature and God in their fusing of the two natures into one.
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7. Question: Next we discuss the evidence for the occurrence of physical
bodies.29 If he makes this reason, then it must apply to Jesus. But if
he says: Report; say: And what is the evidence for the trustworthiness
of what is reported? If he says: The coming into being of things; he
makes the coming into being of things known only through report,
and trustworthiness known only by the coming into being of things.
So he cuts off the way of knowing with respect to it, except that he
acknowledges reason, so this must apply to him in the case of Christ.

8. Then he responded to the person who said: There is no greater
mark of honour than his saying: ‘My little son’.30 Say: Surely ‘Father’
is greater as conferring esteem. If he should say: It necessarily entails
priority; he disproves his point about conferring esteem, because it
could not be meant in this sense. And since it is accepted that there
were maybe others than him who were called by it, if it is said: In this
is a conferring of equality with himself; say: A man may say to another,
‘My brother’, and not mean it. Furthermore, although there may have
been a mark of honour in his creation, maybe others were called by
this, so that the disciples and prophets share in it.

29 Although the word mas"ala is written in heavy strokes, suggesting a new section,
this discussion is a continuation of the preceding argument. Al-Māturı̄dı̄ turns from
the mode of Christ’s miraculous action to the results, asking how these can reliably be
known. If this is through reason, there must be a rational analysis; if through report, the
veracity of this must be proven. But this leads to circularity, because the reports, which
are presumably the Gospels, can be verified as true only because of the extraordinary
events they contain, while these extraordinary events can only be verified because they
are contained in the reports.

Al-Māturı̄dı̄ explains at the opening of the K. al-taw.h̄ıd, pp. 4.6ff., that sam #, account,
and #aql, reason, are the two complementary bases of knowledge; cf. Cerić, Synthetic
Theology, pp. 83–97.

30 The argument turns to what appears a Biblical point, maybe the divine address to
Jesus at his baptism in Mark 1.11 || Luke 3.22. Al-Māturı̄dı̄’s response to the Christian
claim is to generalise and argue that there is a higher form of address than they say.
The next step is not clear, but appears to be that while the Christian sees in the address
to Jesus a sign that he was the eternal Son (understanding taqaddum, ‘priority’, in the
sense of being prior to creation), al-Māturı̄dı̄ simply denies the logic of this, possibly
because it would mean senior and junior eternal beings.
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‘Friendship’ and the like, that speaking of these as a mark of honour
is justifiable, is answered.31 Say: Sonship is only justifiable within the
same species, since it cannot justifiably be said to an ass or a dog;
likewise, it is not justifiable in the first instance. In friendship there is
an element of affection and affinity, and it occurs outside a species,
as correctly applies to affinity, affection, custodianship and similar.32 So,
while it is justifiable for God to have friends and loved ones from among
creatures, the like is not acceptable with regard to sons. There is no
strength other than with God.

9. The basis of this as we see it is that the distinction33 derives from two
reasons. One of them is lordship, and God almighty, great is his praise,
has made clear the impossibility of this in his eating, drinking, satisfying
bodily needs in the privy, and his description as young and mature;
his worshipping God almighty, entreating him and abasing himself; his
calling creatures to the worship of God and to the affirmation of his
unity, his announcement of Mu .hammad, may God bless him and give

31 The appearance of the term khulla, ‘friendship’, suggests a link with Abraham,
who according to Q 4.125 God took as friend, khal̄ıl, and in turn raises the possibility
that al-Māturı̄dı̄ has in mind the early third/ninth century discussion in which Chris-
tians defended Jesus as son of God in an adoptive sense by analogy with acknowledg-
ing Abraham as friend of God. In response, Ibrāhı̄m al-Na.z .zām said that although a
human is more distant from God than a dog is from a human, it is acceptable to call
a human son of God ‘from the point of view of upbringing’, li-makān al-tarbiya, on the
grounds that terms such as khal̄ıl, .hab̄ıb and wal̄ı, khulla, ma.habba and wilāya are equiv-
alent. What he means is that the epithet used for Abraham can suggest the kind of
intimacy that exists between equal beings but Muslims do not understand it in this
way, so there are no grounds for objecting to the term ‘son’ as long as it is kept to the
adoptive sense suggested; cf. al-Jā .hi .z, Radd, 29.21–30.8.

32 The third term here appears in the MS as malā"ika, ‘angels’, which must be a
mistake. In the original it may have been some derivative of malaka, hence the suggested
emendment, though even that is not convincing. In a curious correspondence that is no
more than an isolated sentence, al-Bāqillānı̄ argues that according to the logic of the
argument of his Christian opponents that Christ must have been divine because of the
mode of his birth, angels must also be divine because they do not come from parents,
wa-lā #alā wajh al-tabanna, ‘nor according to adoption’ (cf. pp. 198–199 below, §46), by
which he presumably means that they are not some form of being that was granted the
status of angels. Both polemicists may preserve an element of a longer argument.

33 This is the distinction between God and humans.
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him peace, and his belief in the prophets.34 Furthermore, he, great is
his praise, effected on him all the signs of temporality and marks of
humanity that he effected throughout the universe. Similarly, he, may
God bless him and give him peace, never claimed for himself anything
other than human and prophetic status. So the teaching that he was
divine is a teaching that has no meaning, not to speak of the fact that if
it were applicable then it would be applicable for all people.

The wonder is that during his lifetime and period on earth they were
not prepared to accord him the rank of prophethood, despite the proofs
he provided. Then, after his ascension, or his death according to their
ordinary people, they went further than according him humanity and
prophethood, for they gave him the rank of lordship so that he might
witness for them in humanity, physical substance and make-up.35 But all
of this is deceit from beginning to end.

The second is that he should be his son, and this is a violation
for many reasons. One of them is begetting, which is impossible and
erroneous because the Lord is free from being affected by need, being
overcome by yearning or being seized by loneliness, which are the
reasons to seek to beget. It is also impossible for what exists through
begetting to be different from the substance of the begetter, and God
almighty is by his essence outside any resemblance to humanity, or the
sense which this point implies. Also, as God has made clear, if he were
to take pleasure it would not mean his taking the kind that we do.36

10. Further, everyone who has a child endures sharing and surrender
of his authority to him. But he who by his essence is Lord, King and
powerful may not endure this. He makes no sense who says that a part

34 These examples of Jesus’ human traits are mostly taken from the Qur"an: his eat-
ing food 5.75, his self-abasement before God 4.172 and 19.30, his denial of claiming
equality with God 5.116, his announcement of A .hmad 61.6, and his acknowledgement
of prophets before him, e.g. 42.13. The penultimate of these serves as a reminder of
the general context in which this refutation of Christianity occurs, the vindication of
prophethood and of Mu .hammad in particular as God’s supreme channel for commu-
nicating with the created order.

35 There is an echo here of the doctrine that Christ redeemed humanity by assuming
human nature and taking it with him to heaven; cf. Hebrews 2.14–18.

36 This is a play on Q 21.17, underlining the point of God’s utter distinctiveness from
creatures.
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from a thing is its son, and that he must be imperfect until he exists.37

The reference to signs does not necessitate this, because the way of
recognising sonship in the observable sphere is not signs, apart from
the fact that these were shared.38

Further, he claims truthfulness in sincerity for himself regarding
worship, and the signs require this and no more.39 Alternatively, he is
connected with this in terms of excellence, though it is well-known in
the observable sphere that this is not among the names that confer
greatness, but being named ‘Christ’ and ‘Messenger’ is more splendid
and significant in this respect.40

11. Further, there have been miracles from God almighty to many
creatures who have been distinguished by them, with nothing in them
compelling the title of sonship. On top of this, in conversation sonship
is only ever related to the young and feeble, not to those with strength
and stature. It is the same with the matter of the effect that sons may
have, that his honour should derive from this and his significance from
his smallness, because this is a case of the significant in the small;41 and
there is no strength except in God. Or that God was effectively his
refuge and protection in every condition and crisis. In this respect every

37 Cf. the argument reported by Abū al-Qāsim #Abdallāh b. A .hmad al-Balkhı̄, al-
Ka#bı̄ (d. c. 319/931), in his Awā"il al-adilla f̄ı u.sūl al-d̄ın: ‘They [the Christians] say:
We find that he who does not have a son is deficient, and he who has a son is more
complete, and we must ascribe to Him the attributes of completeness and authority’
(the work is known only from fragments quoted by #Īsā b. Is .hāq Ibn Zur#a, in P. Sbath,
Vingt traités philosophiques et apologétiques d’auteurs arabes chrétiens, Cairo, 1929, p. 60. 14–16).
The original Christian argument is probably that presented by Theodore Abū Qurra
in Mı̄mar IV, ed. C. Bacha, Les oeuvres arabes de Théodore Aboucara, Beirut, 1904, p. 80.13 f.

Al-Māturı̄dı̄ refers to al-Ka#bı̄ repeatedly in the K. al-taw.h̄ıd, and so may have
derived this argument from him.

38 Al-Māturı̄dı̄ repeats his earlier point about Jesus’ miracles not providing evidence
of his divine sonship. He gives two reasons: rationally miracles are not indications of a
father-son relationship, and anyway other prophets were given signs.

39 Jesus himself claimed that he was no more than a sincere believer, and the
miracles he was granted support only this because prophets before him, also sincere
believers, were also granted miracles.

40 If ‘this’ denotes divine sonship, which is the subject of this whole latter discus-
sion, this presumably means that while Christians might think that Jesus’ outstanding
character and the unique features of his life indicate his divine status, this is not the
case.

41 This very compressed argument appears to deny that a being who is known
primarily as a son can be significant or have a lasting influence; surely the father would
have more importance.
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human is the same: it is like calling Eve the mother of her people, and
the earth the mother of her people. In this respect he is effectively the
refuge of creatures and the one on whom they can depend, although he
should only be referred to in such ways when there is support. There is
no strength except in God.
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chapter four

ABŪ BAKR AL-BĀQILLĀNĪ

The third text comes from Abū Bakr Mu .hammad b. al- .Tayyib al-
Bāqillānı̄, the first important theologian of the Ash#arı̄ school whose
works have survived in quantity. He lived during the fourth/tenth
century, but apart from the date of his death in 403/1013, not much
is certain about his life.1

The sources agree that, like al-Ash#arı̄ before him, al-Bāqillānı̄ was
born in Ba.sra. On the computation that he must have been at least
forty when he was sent on an official embassy to Constantinople in
371/981, M. Allard suggests he was born in about 330/941–942.2 This
would be about six years after the death of al-Ash#arı̄ in 324/935,
among whose disciples al-Bāqillānı̄ is regarded as head, and during
the latter years of al-Māturı̄dı̄ who died in 333/944. He was educated
by immediate disciples of al-Ash#arı̄, and must have shown exceptional
promise because he became sufficiently well-known to be summoned
to the court of the Buyid am̄ır #A .dud al-Dawla in Shı̄rāz to represent
the doctrines of Sunnı̄ Islam among Shı̄#̄ıs and Mu#tazil̄ıs. He remained
with the am̄ır as tutor to his son, possibly until the court moved from
Shı̄rāz to Baghdad in 364/975.

In Baghdad al-Bāqillānı̄ became a popular lecturer,3 and took part
in debates with well-known scholars of the day.4 He was also known as
a leading Mālikı̄ jurisprudent, and served as qā.d̄ı in a provincial town
for some years. An indication of his intellectual standing is that when

1 The early sources are synthesised by M. Allard, Le problème des attributes divins dans la
doctrine d’al-Aš #ar̄ı et de ses premiers grands disciples, Beirut, 1965, pp. 290–296, and Y. Ibish,
The Political Doctrine of al-Bāqillān̄ı, Beirut, 1966, pp. 4–27. R.J. McCarthy in his article
‘Al-Ba .killānı̄’ in EI 2, vol. I, announces that he has a full-scale study in preparation, but
this never appeared (cf. his remarks in the English preface of the K. al-tamh̄ıd, Beirut,
1957, p. 12).

2 Allard, Attributs divins, p. 291. Ibish, Political Doctrine, p. 5, cites an uncorroborated
reference to 338/949.

3 Ibish, Political Doctrine, pp. 18–19, names 16 of his pupils.
4 Cf. J. Kraemer, Humanism in the Renaissance of Islam, the Cultural revival during the Buyid

Age, Leiden, 1986, pp. 67–68; idem, Philosophy in the Renaissance of Islam, Abū Sulaymān
al-Sijistān̄ı and his Circle, Leiden, 1986, pp. 77–78.
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#A .dud al-Dawla entered into negotiations with the Byzantine Emperor
Basil II over border fortresses, he sent al-Bāqillānı̄ in an embassy to
Constantinople in 371/981.5

Y. Ibish lists from early sources fifty-five titles of works written by
al-Bāqillānı̄,6 the great majority on legal and theological matters, and
many written against Muslim and other opponents. Among these, the
titles of K. al-ibāna #an ib.tāl madhāhib ahl al-kufr wa-al-.dalāla, (The Expo-
sition of the Falsifying of the Doctrine of the People of Unbelief and Error) (I in
the list), and F̄ı al-mu #jizāt, (On Miracles) (XXI), give hints that they may
have been directed at non-Muslims. Neither of these has survived, and
of the six works that have, the most important are the I #jāz al-Qur"ān,
(The Inimitability of the Qur"an) (XLVII), and the Kitāb al-tamh̄ıd, (The Intro-
duction) (LIII), which is one of the first surviving treatises of Islamic the-
ology.7

There can be little doubt that this work was composed by al-Bāqillā-
nı̄ himself, since not only does the author refer in it to other works
known to be written by him, but all the early Muslims who mention
the work attribute it to him.8 However, its full title is uncertain. It
is universally referred to as Al-tamh̄ıd or K. al-tamh̄ıd, while the three
MSS in which it is preserved name it as K. al-tamh̄ıd f̄ı al-radd #alā al-
Mul.hida wa-al-Mu #a.t.tila wa-al-Rāfi.da wa-al-Khawārij wa-al-Mu #tazila (Paris
arabe 6090); Kitāb f̄ıhi tamh̄ıd al-dalā"il wa-talkh̄ı.s al-awā"il (Istanbul, Aya
Sophia 2201); Kitāb tamh̄ıd al-awā"il wa-talkh̄ıs al-dalā"il (Istanbul #A.tif
Afandı̄ 1223).9 The editors of the first edition, which is based only on
the Paris MS, understandably give it the full title found there,10 while

5 Kraemer, Philosophy, pp. 78 f. tells how while the mission failed because the em-
peror was not interested in the negotiations, al-Bāqillānı̄ nevertheless made his mark
by not only debating with Christian theologians but also refusing to kiss the floor
before the emperor, and when Basil had the entrance door lowered so that al-Bāqillānı̄
would at least have to give the appearance of bowing as he came in, entering into the
imperial presence backwards. Cf. W.Z. Haddad, ‘A Tenth-Century Speculative The-
ologian’s refutation of the Basic Doctrines of Christianity: Al-Bāqillānı̄ (d. A.D. 1013)’,
in Y.Y. Haddad and W.Z. Haddad, Muslim-Christian Encounters, Gainsville, 1995, p. 85,
where other details of his life and reputation are included.

6 Ibish, Political Doctrine, pp. 7–16.
7 McCarthy in his EI 2 article says that it is ‘the earliest example that we have of

a complete manual of theological polemic’, though this was before the publication of
al-Māturı̄dı̄’s K. al-taw.h̄ıd.

8 McCarthy, K. al-tamh̄ıd, Beirut, 1957, pp. 28–29, (Arabic introduction).
9 Ibid., p. 28.

10 M.M. al-Khu .dayrı̄ and M. #A.-H. Abū Rı̄da, Al-tamh̄ıd f̄ı al-radd #alā al-Mul.hida
wa-al-Mu #a.t.tila wa-al-Rāfi.da wa-al-Khawārij wa-al-Mu #tazila, Cairo, 1947.
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McCarthy calls it simply K. al-tamh̄ıd. Whether or not any of these titles
is original, all three attempt to sum up the contents of the work, and
variously show its introductory and polemical character.11

Since it refers to at least six of al-Bāqillānı̄’s other works,12 the K.
al-tamh̄ıd cannot date from his early years. His main biographer, the
Qā .dı̄ Abū Fa .dl #Īyā .d (d. 544/1149), says that he wrote the work for
his tutee, #A .dud al-Dawla’s son.13 He certainly wrote it at the behest
of an am̄ır, since he makes clear in the opening pages that he was
sensitive to this prince’s desire for a comprehensive and concise work on
the elements of theology, together with arguments against non-Muslim
groups.14 He adds that he has also included arguments against Muslim
groups and discussions of political topics, and has spared no effort to
make the work concise, as the am̄ır wishes, and to comply with his
other requests.15 This am̄ır is not identified, but he may easily be #A .dud
al-Dawla, who requested such a work for his son. If this is the case
(though the possibility that this am̄ır or a successor asked for the work
at a later stage in Baghdad cannot be excluded), the K. al-tamh̄ıd must
date from before the move from Shı̄rāz to Baghdad in 364/975, which,
if the date of al-Bāqillānı̄’s birth given above is at all accurate, makes it
a composition of his late twenties or thirties.

The refutation of Christianity in the K. al-tamh̄ıd rewards close anal-
ysis. But as with the slightly earlier K. al-taw.h̄ıd of al-Māturı̄dı̄, of which
al-Bāqillānı̄ shows no direct knowledge, its position in the overall struc-
ture of the exposition is also instructive to identify. This structure is
not immediately apparent and must be discerned from the flow of the
argument, which can be summarised as follows:

1. Introduction, sources of knowledge, material existences (pp. 3–21),
2. The existence and character of God (pp. 22–33),
3. Refutation of non-Muslim groups, including dualists and Christians

(pp. 34–131),
4. The prophethood of Mu .hammad and refutation of those who deny it

(pp. 132–190)—this section comprises discussions about Mu .hammad’s

11 Ibish, Political Doctrine, pp. 24–27, takes the view that the work is expressly one
of refutation and not, as McCarthy claims, a manual of theology. See further on this
below.

12 McCarthy, Tamh̄ıd, p. 29 (introduction) and n. 9.
13 Tart̄ıb al-madārik wa-taqr̄ıb al-masālik, excerpted in Khu .dayrı̄ and Abū Rı̄da, Tamh̄ıd,

p. 250.7–9.
14 McCarthy, Tamh̄ıd, pp. 3.14–4.15.
15 Ibid., pp. 4.16–5.2.
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miracles and in particular the Qur"an, refutations of the Barāhima
and Jews, and proofs that the Qur"an abrogates earlier revelations,

5. Refutation of anthropomorphists, explanation of the divine attri-
butes, defence of the uncreated nature of the Qur"an, the Mu#tazila
on the divine attributes, and the beatific vision (pp. 191–279)—this
section treats the specifically Islamic view of God, and combines a
presentation of the Ash#arı̄ doctrine of divine attributes, including the
Qur"an as the uncreated speech of God, and of the character of God,
with refutations of Muslim groups such as the Mujassima, and the
Mu#tazila who hold other views on this,

6. The all-embracing will of God, human capability, denial of causal-
ity, createdness of actions, refutation of the Qadariyya, and divine
omnipotence (pp. 280–345),

7. Faith and Islam (pp. 346–350),
8. The promise and the threat, intercession at the last judgement

(pp. 351–377),
9. The Imamate (pp. 378–386, continued in Khu .dayrı̄ and Abū Rı̄da,

pp. 178–239).16

These nine sections can be condensed into a few logically connected
themes, as follows:

1. Human knowledge,
2. Proof from the contingent nature of the world of the existence of

God, and the character of God,
3. The prophethood of Mu .hammad and the miraculous nature of the

Qur"an,
4. Islamic teachings about the oneness and justice of God,
5. Faith and action,
6. The Imamate.

This analysis calls for some justification, particularly in view of the
rather different structure proposed by Allard,17 which we shall come
to below. The structure of the first part is easy to discern. Al-Bāqillānı̄
identifies reliable sources of knowledge, and on the bases of these shows
that the nature of the world which they unfold points to an Initiator
and Maker. The world is therefore proof of the existence of God, and
also of his general character as distinct, one, intentional, and so on.

In an important next step he establishes that God sends messengers
to the world, because without them his intention for the creation could
not be perceived or followed. Thus, messengers are the crucial means

16 McCarthy does not include the latter parts of this section, because to his mind
they are the summary of a separate work on the Imamate; Tamh̄ıd, pp. 11 (English
introduction), 21–23 (Arabic introduction).

17 Allard, Attributs divins, pp. 296–298.
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by which God communicates with the created order. Supreme among
them is Mu .hammad, and his revelation is infallible.

From here al-Bāqillānı̄ unfolds the teachings of the Qur"an as these
are understood within the Islamic community. He begins with the
distinctive teachings about the nature of God, and moves on to the
intimate relationship between the divine will and human responsibility,
the nature of faith and Islam, eschatology as given in the Qur"an, and
lastly the nature of authority in the community.

The whole presents an articulation of Ash#arı̄ traditional Islamic
teachings, in which unassisted human reason has the capacity to deduce
from investigation of the world the nature of contingent reality, and
infer from that the existence and character of the Creator, though
only revelation provides fuller information and instruction. Thus, in
this scheme the function of the prophet, and supremely the Prophet
Mu .hammad, as channel of God’s revealed will and guidance is pivotal.
For it is through him that the contents of full belief are made accessible,
and the proper relationship between the individual, the community and
God becomes realisable.

It must be said that al-Bāqillānı̄ nowhere states that this is the struc-
ture of the Tamh̄ıd. The closest he comes to this is at the very beginning,
where in his encomium to the unnamed am̄ır who is the inspiration, he
says that the prince desired a work in which were brought together the
following:

The nature and forms of knowledge,
The things that can be known and the nature of existent things,
The contingency of the world and existence of its Creator,
The unity and characteristics of this Creator,
His justice towards his creation, and utter independence from it,
His sending messengers as representatives between himself and his

servants,
His granting miracles to his messengers as proof of their authenticity,

Arguments against opponents of Islam, such as the Christians, Jews,
and so on.

Al-Bāqillānı̄ added to this a few further elements:
Difference between true Muslims and others within Islam,
The virtues of the Prophet’s Companions and the legitimate leadership

of the four Caliphs.18

This is a clear statement about the work’s contents, but it says little
about the logical connection between them and the structure of the

18 Tamh̄ıd, p. 4.5–19.
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whole. This structure is, at fist glance, clouded by refutations of oppo-
nents of Islam, and Muslim opponents within Islam, that are inter-
spersed among the presentation of positive doctrine. But these refuta-
tions, in fact, give valuable clues to the structure that we have proposed,
and the position of each within the work repays examination.

The first refutations follow the initial exposition of the nature of the
contingent world and of the Creator. They are directed at: proponents
of the materialistic principle that the world exists without external influ-
ence; believers in star deities as sustainers of the world, dualists, Zoroas-
trians, Christians, Barāhima.19 It might appear, in fact, that this is a
block of refutations against non-Muslim religions, as Allard suggests.20

But such a simple explanation cannot account for the positioning of
the refutation of the Jews at a later point, and another reason must
be sought. As we have suggested above, these non-Muslim groups are
characterised by two main beliefs. All those up to and including the
Christians hold beliefs about God that contradict the teachings pre-
sented in the immediately preceding presentation of the nature of God
as a single, all-powerful being. And then the Barāhima (the Brahmins
who represent Hinduism for al-Bāqillānı̄ and other early Muslims) are
portrayed as either denying prophethood entirely or all prophets after
Adam, because in their view God does not give precedence to one
human over another. Here there is a subtle shift from preoccupations
with God in himself to God and his relationship with the created order
through messengers. Although al-Bāqillānı̄ does not signal any move
in his discourse, it becomes apparent that this latter refutation func-
tions as a bridge between the presentation of the nature of God and
refutation of those who disagree with it, and the following presenta-
tion of prophethood. In this second thematic section there are further
refutations, of the Jews who are defined by their rejection of any major
prophet after Moses.21

It is important to understand that in his refutations of these non-
Muslim groups al-Bāqillānı̄ does not attack the whole range of beliefs
they hold: his arguments against Christianity centre only on the Trinity
and Incarnation, the two doctrines that challenge his own presentation
of the oneness and transcendence of God, and they ignore the atone-
ment and everything else. Each group is thus held up as a counter-

19 Ibid., pp. 34–131.
20 Allard, Attributs divins, pp. 296–297.
21 Tamh̄ıd, pp. 160–190; cf. Haddad, ‘Al-Bāqillānı̄’, p. 93 n. 17.
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example to Muslim orthodoxy, and the weakness of its position, as
al-Bāqillānı̄ amasses arguments successively to demolish it, serves to
prove that alternatives to the Islamic teachings are not viable. Thus,
refutations of non-Muslim groups—and indeed, refutations later in the
work of groups within Islam who disagree with al-Bāqillānı̄’s own—
contribute towards building the case of the total coherence of Islam
and the rational absurdity of pursuing any alternative.

Allard suggests a very different structure, as follows:

Knowledge and its methods (pp. 6–14),
The existence of God and his principle attributes (pp. 15–33),
Apology for Islam by countering its main opponents (pp. 34–196),
Taw.h̄ıd (pp. 197–285),
#Adl (pp. 286–345),
Al-manzila bayn al-manzilatayn (pp. 346–350),
Eschatology (pp. 351–377),
Imāma (pp. 378–386 and Khu .dayrı̄ and Abū Rı̄da pp. 160–239).22

As Allard points out, the influence of the structure of Mu#tazil̄ı thought
is clear in the latter parts, where their five principles are key structural
members. But his proposal simply does not stand up to scrutiny. As we
have shown above, there is no single apologetic section. And, further-
more, the discussion about the existence and characteristics of God is
divided between the two sections on pp. 22–33 and 197–297,23 which
in Allard’s plan is inexplicable, though here is accounted for as those
characteristics and attributes which can be deduced by unaided reason
and those that are referred to in Islamic scripture.

In taking this view Allard may well be exhibiting the influence of
A. Abel. He does not cite the earlier scholar’s article on the Tamh̄ıd
in connection with this structural analysis, but he does refer to it
at this point.24 At the beginning of this article on the chapter on
Christianity in the Tamh̄ıd Abel states as more or less established fact
that the origin of both Christian and Muslim compendia of faith in the
medieval Arab world was John of Damascus’ Peri t̄es orthodoxou pisteos,
which is composed of three parts, the first on the means of acquiring
true knowledge, the second a refutation of heresies, and the third an
exposition of the true faith. ‘Le Tamh̄ıd’, he says, ‘ne manque pas à

22 Allard, Attributs divins, pp. 296–298.
23 Allard includes the section on God’s omnipotence here (Tawh̄ıd, pp. 280–285),

but as is pointed out above, it seems more appropriate as the opening section to the
discussion on God’s justice.

24 Allard, Attributs divins, p. 297 n. 1.
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cette tradition’.25 But, as we have shown above, close attention to the
structure of the work shows there is no section on heresies as such,
and the Tamh̄ıd cannot be divided in such a simple manner. Like other
Muslim theologians before and after him, al-Bāqillānı̄ made use of
doctrines from other faiths and Muslim groups at will to show the perils
in reason for anyone who deviated from the way of faith he set out,
and in consequence the virtues of his form of Islam. And his work owes
as much to native Islamic perceptions of the internal relationships in
theological discourse as to any early precedents. Certainly, there is no
direct link between the Tamh̄ıd and John of Damascus’ writings.

In fact, a much closer comparison is with al-Māturı̄dı̄’s K. al-taw.h̄ıd,
which we have already shown26 demonstrates the same flow of ideas
from an epistemological introduction, through arguments based on the
contingent existence of the world to proof of God’s existence, then
through the all-important role of the prophet, to the specifically Islamic
concerns of human action, sin and punishment, and faith. Whereas
incidental differences rule out direct dependence, the close logical rela-
tionship, in which both works emphasise the prophet as bringer of all
but the barest knowledge about God, suggest some connection through
an earlier model. This would have to be a third/ninth century precur-
sor, which has been so extensively forgotten that the faint palimpsest-
like traces of its outlines can only just be glimpsed in these two wit-
nesses.

It becomes apparent from the structure of the Tamh̄ıd proposed
here that al-Bāqillānı̄’s refutation of Christianity serves, together with
refutations of groups that held there was no God, several gods and two
gods, to prove through the unsustainability of its doctrines that logically
there can only be one God, as has been proved in the preceding
section of the work on the existence of God and his rationally deducible
characteristics, and as the revealed teachings of Islam will go on to
demonstrate. Thus, al-Bāqillānı̄ uses Christianity in the same way as
the three other theologians treated here, to show that as an alternative
to Islam it is wrong. And like many other anti-Christian polemicists of
this period he does this by attacking the Trinity and Incarnation, the
two doctrines that threaten to compromise the Islamic doctrine of God.

25 ‘Le chapitre sur le Christianisme dans the “Tamhı̄d” d’al-Bāqillānı̄ (mort en
1013)’, in Études d’Orientalisme dédiées à la memoire de Lévi Provençal, vol. I, Paris, 1962, pp. 1–
2.

26 Above, pp. 80–83.
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Unique among surviving anti-Christian works of this time, the refu-
tation of Christianity in the Tamh̄ıd does not begin with an exposition of
beliefs. From the very start al-Bāqillānı̄ contents himself and his reader
with brief single-clause elucidations of terms and concepts as they are
introduced. Why he does this is difficult to say, particularly in a book
that is meant to be an introduction. Maybe he had in mind the need
for conciseness which he mentions at the beginning,27 and certainly it
is his style throughout the work; the most he gives on any group is a
sentence or two at the start, as with the dualists and Zoroastrians.28

Without any prefatory words, he begins by questioning the Chris-
tian claim that God is substance, and he presents four unattributed
arguments in favour of it, all centring on the point that God must be
noble and supreme (§1).29 The first argument resembles the argument
attributed by al-Nāshi" al-Akbar to Christian ‘contemporaries’, based
on analogy between phenomenal objects and the transcendent sphere.30

The other three are all based on the more ancient division between self-
subsistent beings who act independently and those that require another
for their existence and are incapable of action. All four arguments seek
to suggest that God is the highest instance of a series of beings, and thus
imply some continuity of identity between him and the created order.

Al-Bāqillānı̄ seizes on this point and responds with an argument that
so obviously picks up the logical flaw within it that it makes one wonder
how accurately and fully he has summarised the Christian points. His
rejoinder is that there is no obvious continuity between the phenomenal
and transcendent worlds, so the Christians are wrong to take this for
granted. In consequence of asserting that everything in existence is like
things in the phenomenal world they are forced to logical extremities,
for example to say that the world is eternal (he argues this by saying
that physical things must be part of an infinite series), or that the Maker
of the world acts in the same way as manufacturers in the world, and
that the whole of existence conforms to existence as it is witnessed by
creatures (§§2–3).

Pressing this weakness into more detailed reasoning, he continues by
showing that according to the analogy God must be temporal like all

27 Tamh̄ıd, p. 4.5, 20. Abel, ‘Chapitre’, p. 2 n. 4, suggests the unlikely alternatives that
it may be because al-Bāqillānı̄ either mistrusted his information or had too little.

28 Tamh̄ıd, pp. 60, 70.
29 Haddad, ‘Al- Bāqillānı̄’, pp. 87 f., suggests that this argument may be a response to

the Jacobite Christian Ya .hyā Ibn #Adı̄.
30 Cf. pp. 73–74 above, §35.
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known substances, and must bear accidents (§§4–5). Furthermore, in
the phenomenal world the agent of an action is not a substance but a
composite body into which substances combine. So, according to this
logic God must be a body. To the reply that all bodies change and
decay, he replies that substances all participate in combinations with
other substances, a concept that would offend Christians as much as
Muslims. In addition, if substances can be distinguished as noble and
mean, the latter being part of the material world and the former, not
as the Christians contend, so can bodies, and hence there is no bar to
God being a body, which both sides would regard as absurd (§§6–7).

Al-Bāqillānı̄ does not hesitate to adduce specifically kalām categories
here, apparently assuming that his opponents’ argumentation is framed
within it. It clearly is not, because the obvious inconsistencies that
he eagerly exposes could surely not have escaped them if they had.
The argument turns on a conflation of two different and divergent
uses of the same term jawhar, which in the Christian context denotes
a self-subsistent agent, as they are reported saying, and so can aptly
be attributed to God, and in the Muslim context denotes a basic
element of the material world upon which the constituent parts of
physical reality are constructed. It is unfortunate that Arabic-speaking
Christians chose just this term to translate the Greek �υσ�α, but it is
maybe remiss of al-Bāqillānı̄ to ignore the way it is used in Christian
kalām and seemingly to assume that in that context it bears the same
meaning as in Muslim thought. Maybe this misunderstanding is a sign
of the dominance of Muslim theology at this time, with Christians
finding it hard to preserve their own particular expression of doctrine,
and Muslims seeing no reason to heed differences. The upshot is that
the proposition that God is substance is overthrown, and a fundamental
element in Christian thinking is destroyed.

Al-Bāqillānı̄ next moves onto the second element in the doctrine of
the Trinity, and asks the apparently simple question, which is known
from the third/ninth century onwards, why do the Christians restrict
the divine hypostases to three? The model he reports is of the one
Divinity possessing the two attributes of Life and Knowledge. This also
goes back to the early third/ninth century, and is particularly compliant
with the attributes-based explanation referred to here, in which the
Spirit and Son are identified with Life and Knowledge and thus seen as
attributes of the Father.

Al-Bāqillānı̄’s first argument is relatively simple. He adduces a fourth
attribute of power, and to the Christian insistence that this is identical
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with Life shows that it is like Knowledge, and thus either Knowledge
must be conflated into Life or the additional attribute of power must be
conceded (§§8–9). He does the same with a further series of attributes,
showing that either they must be distinct and therefore additional to
the three hypostases, or if they are identical with the hypostasis of
Knowledge, as is asserted, they prove that Knowledge can be identical
with Life, returning to his original point (§10).

To this stage it has been implied in the explanation given by the
Christians and in al-Bāqillānı̄’s rejoinders that God is what he is be-
cause of what he can be observed doing. But now the Christians make
clear that God is what he is because of himself rather than because
of anything outside himself. This seems to be saying that God is Trin-
ity without reference to his relationship with the world, an immanent
rather than economic interpretation of the doctrine. This insistence
shows that all the preceding argument based upon analogy with vis-
ible phenomena is no more than an attempt at explanation that was
couched in terms which Muslim interlocutors would find familiar and
understand. But al-Bāqillānı̄ succinctly replies that if this is the case
God’s being eternal is also unique to him, and, just like his being liv-
ing and knowing, this must be a hypostasis and hence additional to the
others (§11).

Whatever sources al-Bāqillānı̄ has employed to this point remain
unknown, neither he identifying them nor surviving polemics bear-
ing close resemblances. But in his following arguments he is deeply
indebted to the Radd #alā al-thalāth firaq min al-Na.sārā of the third/ninth
century scholar Abū #Īsā al-Warrāq, though he is by no means slavish
in his borrowing because he selects only a few of the arguments from
the exhaustive range that is set out by his predecessor.

He turns now to the relationship between the divine substance and
the hypostases as this is understood by the major Christian denomi-
nations. To the Nestorians and Jacobites who say the substance and
hypostases are identical, he briefly says that in their view the one is sim-
ple and undifferentiated and the others are many and differentiated,
so if they are identical the substance must be both undifferentiated and
simple and also differentiated and multiple; this is plain ignorance (§12).
And to the Melkites, who distinguish the substance from the hypostases,
he says that there must either be four divine entities or, if they try to
identify substance and hypostases, that the existence of the substance
has no meaning (§13). Furthermore, in an echo of the earlier argu-
ments, if the Melkites insist that the substance and three hypostases
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are only three, why do they not acknowledge that the three hypostases
are no more than one? But if each hypostasis is divine, none of the
denominations can maintain that God is one, for there must be three
(§14).

Following the argumentative flow of Abū #Īsā’s Radd (we will exam-
ine how al-Bāqillānı̄ uses this below), he presses the Melkites further
on their teaching that the substance is different from the hypostases.
It must either be exactly like the hypostases, in which case it will be
Son, Spirit, a hypostasis of an additional substance, and so on (§15),
or be different in respect of their being hypostases and it substance,
which means that it is both different and identical for the same reason
because the substance and hypostases are supposedly identical. This is
all absurd. There must either be a real difference between them or they
must be identical (§16). To this a Christian complains in an unexpected
attempt to turn the tables that the Ash#ariyya themselves say something
very similar to this about the divine attributes, that they are neither
identical with the essence of God nor different from it. He alludes here
to the principle which al-Ash#arı̄ adopted from the early third/ninth
century theologian #Abdallāh Ibn Kullāb, and which can be traced ear-
lier still,31 that the attributes are neither God nor other than him. The
Christian appears to have found an apt parallel between the two doc-
trines of the Godhead, in both of which various constituents are iden-
tifiably discrete from others and at the same time are identical. But al-
Bāqillānı̄ rejects it, somewhat awkwardly, by appealing to the formula
of his madhhab and saying that in his own teaching God is not other
than his attributes so the issue of how there can be difference between
them, as there is between the substance and hypostases, does not arise.
In his own teaching God is also not identical with his attributes, so the
issue of whether he differs from them through himself or not does not
arise (§17).

The Christians try to press this further by saying the same about the
hypostases and substance as about the divine attributes and essence,
that they are neither identical with it nor distinct from it. But al-
Bāqillānı̄ simply retorts that they must either be exactly the same, and
so identical, or different, and so distinct. Other attempts at comparison
of things that are identifiably different but not distinct, such as a hand
and a person, prove to be inappropriate (§18).

31 Cf. J. van Ess, ‘Ibn Kullāb und die Mi .hna’, Oriens 18–19, 1967, pp. 92–142.
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In resisting this comparison between the Ash#arı̄ doctrine of the
.sifāt and dhāt Allah and the Christian doctrine of hypostases and sub-
stance, which seems right to both the Christians cited here and to
Mu#tazil̄ı opponents who refer to it openly,32 al-Bāqillānı̄ appears less
than straightforward. He concedes that in his own doctrine God is
neither identical with nor distinct from his attributes, but he will not
be drawn on how this resembles or differs from the Christian ver-
sion. If there is a difference in his own mind he does not state it, and
his resistance to the comparison seems here to boil down to the fact
that while the Christians claim the substance is both identical with the
hypostases and distinct from them by virtue of itself, he does not say the
same about the divine essence. But the matter of how in his mind the
essence and attributes are neither the same nor different is left unex-
plained.33

This turn-around, in which the Muslim is forced onto the defensive
at what may be an apologetic attempt at explanation by the Christian
or else a polemical puzzle intended to force al-Bāqillānı̄ to concede the
correctness of the Christian case, offers an intriguing insight into rela-
tions between faiths at this time. For it shows that Christians knew as
much about the details of Islamic theology as Muslims did about Chris-
tian, and attempted to frame their doctrines according to its structures
with as much vigour as early third/ninth century predecessors such as
#Ammār al-Ba.srı̄ had done before them.34

Al-Bāqillānı̄ concludes his attack on the Trinity with two further dis-
cussions about the relationships within it. In the first he deals with
definitions of the hypostases as attributes of the substance, particular-
ities and individuals, in each case showing that the form of relationship
entailed either violates Christian teaching or invalidates the doctrine of
the Trinity (§§19–20). The brevity of his arguments suggests that he is
summarising a source down to its essentials rather than developing his
own ideas.

32 In his attack on Christianity in the Mughn̄ı, below pp. 230–231, §4, 239–241, § 10,
#Abd al-Jabbār makes precisely this comparison.

33 In Tamh̄ıd, p. 213. 5–6, he explains that the attribute ‘is the thing that exists on
the being described or belongs to it’ (cf. Allard, Attributs divins, p. 304), which seems to
support the idea that it is neither identical with it nor distinct from it. But he does not
pursue the point further. Haddad, ‘Al-Bāqillānı̄’, p. 86, declares that he employs Ibn
Kullāb’s formula, though he gives no reference and is probably inferring this from what
is known about al-Bāqillānı̄’s master al-Ash#arı̄.

34 Cf. Griffith, ‘Concept of al-Uqnum’.
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In the second discussion he challenges the hierarchical structure of
the Trinity according to the formulation that the Son and Holy Spirit
are particularities of the Father. For if all three hypostases are equal,
as the doctrine states, there is no reason why the reverse might not
obtain and the Father be a particularity of the Son and Holy Spirit
(§21). Al-Bāqillānı̄’s point here concerns the arbitrariness of promoting
one Person over the others, and shows the looseness in explanations of
the doctrine that makes it vulnerable to criticisms of this kind.

These arguments conclude the refutation of the doctrine of the Trin-
ity. It comprehensively includes attacks on the substance, the number
of hypostases, the relationship between the substance and hypostases,
and these two short attacks on the meaning of the term hypostasis and
the relationship between the three. Throughout, al-Bāqillānı̄’s approach
can be described as bemusement at what for him is a ridiculous and
wholly irrational portrayal of God, though his arguments attempt to
show from within the logic of the doctrine itself its weaknesses and inco-
herence. In this he follows the same method as many other polemicists,
including Abū #Īsā al-Warrāq, upon whom he heavily relies in much of
what he says. But like Abū #Īsā and such nearer contemporaries as Abū
#Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı,35 he tends to reduce the doctrine to an assemblage of
propositions (rather than a description of revealed truth), and applies to
it all the inventive skills that as a consummate theologian he has at his
command.

Could anything different be expected, such as some sensitivity to
Christian attempts to explain why they hold this doctrine? Probably
not, not only because al-Bāqillānı̄ was not engaged in dialogue or its
equivalent, nor even polemic, but in a demonstration of the errors
inherent in this alternative version of Godhead to the one he was pro-
moting in the Tamh̄ıd, but also because it appears from some of the
doctrinal explanations he takes up that Christians were attempting to
explain their beliefs in terms of the kalām. This can be seen from their
defining the hypostases as attributes or particularities (§19), and most
strikingly in the analogy they attempt to make between the relationship
of hypostases and substance and attributes and essence (§17). In these
circumstances it is understandable that al-Bāqillānı̄ should unhesitat-

35 On whose refutation of Christianity see D. Thomas, ‘A Mu#tazil̄ı Response to
Christianity: Abū #Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı’s Attack on the Trinity and Incarnation’, in R. Ebied
and H. Teule, eds, Studies on the Christian Arabic Heritage in Honour of Father Prof. Dr. Samir
Khalil Samir S.I. (Eastern Christian Studies 5), Leuven, 2004, pp. 279–313.
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ingly treat the doctrine as he would any formulation fashioned by a
Muslim theologian.

The refutation now turns to the second major Christian doctrine
that challenges the Islamic doctrine of God, the Incarnation. Here, al-
Bāqillānı̄ does uncharacteristically present some explanations of what
various Christian groups understand it to be, based largely on Abū
#Īsā (§22), and proceeds to refute them one by one. The analogy of
the Uniting with a face appearing in a mirror is inappropriate because
the face does not appear in the mirror in any real way (§23); likewise
with the imprint of a seal in wax, because the actual image on the seal
is not transferred to the wax in the way the Son is supposed to have
become one with Jesus (§24). The analogy of the human and divine
mixing and mingling is also wrong, because if such actions are possible
for the Divine then so must other actions of contingent beings, blurring
the distinction between the two (§25). Similarly, the Jacobite teaching
that the two natures became one is wrong because this would mean
the eternal becoming temporal and would open the logical possibility
of the temporal becoming eternal (§26).

The comparison between the inhering of the Word in Christ without
actual contact and the dwelling of God in heaven or inhering in his
throne, as the Qur"an teaches, is also wrong because the dwelling of
God in heaven and sitting on his throne does not take the form of
inhering, which would be touching (§27). Here al-Bāqillānı̄ seems more
at a loss than in his other ripostes. The Christian argument, which may
well date back to the Melkite bishop Theodore Abū Qurra who was
active in the early third/ninth century, either requires the analogy to be
accepted, or demands a reason for why it is inappropriate. But while
al-Bāqillānı̄ will not concede the former, he seems unable to provide
the latter, saying simply that God is in heaven and on his throne but
not saying how, the principle of bi-lā kayf. In a refutation of this kind,
such a retreat is lame and shows how fragile some of these arguments
are.

The Melkite explanation, which agrees with that of the Nestorians
and Jacobites that the two becoming one must have entailed mixing
and blending, is impossible because for reasons already given it involves
the eternal touching the temporal (§29). More than this, if the eternal
and temporal became one, the same can apply to temporal things, with
the consequence that two measures of a commodity can be blended
into one, and two accidents can be in one place at a time (§30). If this
is conceded, the physical world breaks down.
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A last point on this matter, concerning the Melkite doctrine that the
divine Word united with the universal human nature rather than an
individual human, this must mean that the Word, who was a simple
hypostasis, became both universal and individual, which is impossible
(§31).

In despatching this range of metaphors and analogies by which the
Christian denominations try to explain the Incarnation, al-Bāqillānı̄
shows the overwhelming importance of the place held in his theology
by the principle that the Divine is utterly distinct from the created. It is
so major in its influence that he has only to show that an explanation
can be reduced to it to prove its impossibility. In this he betrays the
extent to which he has taken the Christian doctrine into his own
framework of theology and expects it to conform.

In a new argument that is likewise almost certainly taken from Abū
#Īsā, though is well-known in other polemics, al-Bāqillānı̄ now asks
about the actual agent of the act of Uniting. He shows that whichever of
the constituents of the Godhead this was, whether a single one or all of
them, this must have been involved in the Uniting and so become incar-
nate. Furthermore, if a single hypostasis, the Son, was alone involved in
the action, there is no reason why other hypostases should not have
performed independent actions, which may lead to mutually contra-
dictory outcomes (§§32–33). Here, al-Bāqillānı̄’s insistence that the Per-
sons and substance of the Godhead are independent, separate entities
that can each act alone is displayed to its most devastating effect. The
attempts of Christians at this time to insist that while they could be
named individually they were not individuals has no force, and he can
simply apply the Qur"anic principle, referred to in Q 21.22, of mutual
hindrance between plural deities.

Still on this issue of a single hypostasis participating in the act of
Uniting, but now with respect to the birth of Christ, al-Bāqillānı̄ raises
the awkward matter of how the Son alone could do this when, accord-
ing to the Christians, he was identical with the other hypostases (§34).
And then, with respect to the human nature involved, he argues that if
this was the universal human, which is what the Melkites claim, then
if the Word united with this in a specific body, this body would have
included the universal human, which is absurd (§35). Furthermore,
Mary could not have given birth to the Son alone if he was not dis-
tinct from the other hypostases (§36), and since she must have been an
individual and specific she could not have given birth to the universal
human without ridiculous consequences (§§37–38). Here, the Ash#arı̄
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follows the same ad hominem method as Abū #Īsā beforehand, drawing
out implications in the doctrines he has in front of him and showing
their increasing contradictoriness.

Then, turning to the death of Christ and applying the same sort
of logic, al-Bāqillānı̄ shows that if the Uniting of divine and human
continued through the crucifixion the Divinity must have died (§38), or
that if it did not continue it cannot have been Christ who died (§39).

Moving from the polemical approach influenced by Abū #Īsā to
another influenced by the long tradition of comparing Jesus’ and other
prophets’ miracles, al-Bāqillānı̄ next asks why the miracles of Jesus
should be a reason to make him alone among the prophets divine. In
the first place, there is no reason to doubt that it was God who actually
performed Jesus’ miracles and not Jesus himself (§40), and in the second
place Jesus was no different from a prophet such as Moses about whom
no claims of divinity are made. Attempts to distinguish between the two
when their actions are the same are futile (§§41–42).

In the same way that he cuts down Abū #Īsā’s prolixity to a few
salient points in his previous arguments, al-Bāqillānı̄ turns this well-
known motif of miracles comparisons to his own purposes by removing
actual comparisons of individual miracles completely and focusing on
a key comparison between Jesus and Moses in order to show through
their utter similarity in action the absurdity of suggesting any difference
in their status. He betrays detailed acquaintance with Gospel texts in
the examples of Jesus’ human actions which he gives in §42, and also
betrays his own presuppositions in the way he has taken the logic of all
he is contesting into the conceptuality of Islamic theology in his analysis
of the prophet miracle, which for him, like #Abd al-Jabbār and others,36

is performed by God as evidentiary proof of the prophet and not by the
prophet himself (§40).

The discussion on Jesus’ miracles continues with the Christians say-
ing that Christ’s various actions were performed by his two natures, the
miracles by his divine nature and his attestations that he was subject to
God and a human by the human nature. But al-Bāqillānı̄ deftly turns
this to the comparison with Moses and other prophets, suggesting that
they also may have possessed two natures and shown them in similar
ways (§§43–44).

36 Cf. #Abd al-Jabbār, pp. 318–321, §52 below, and also Thomas, ‘Miracles of Jesus’,
pp. 240–243.
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Coming to the conclusion of his refutation, al-Bāqillānı̄ shows fur-
ther knowledge of Gospel texts in discussions about the meaning of
some of Jesus’ words. When the Christians claim that their reason for
ascribing divinity to him is the verse from Matthew that says a virgin
is with child and his name will be called divine (Matt 1.23), he retorts
that Moses is also called divine in Exodus, and also that the verse in
Matthew need not mean that God would call Jesus divine but that peo-
ple might do this mistakenly (§45). When the Christians refer to the
virgin birth as warrant for regarding Jesus as divine, he points in time-
honoured fashion to the Qur"anic comparison between the births of
Jesus and Adam (§46). When they refer to Jesus’ words about being one
with the Father, he offers an interpretation that tones down the mean-
ing from identity between the two to closeness of teaching as a result
of God giving Jesus thorough instruction (§47). And finally, when the
Christians refer to Jesus’ claim in John that he was before Abraham
(John 8.58), he suggests that this means the teachings given by Jesus and
not the person of Jesus himself (§§48–49). One suspects that once again
al-Bāqillānı̄ may be summarising an earlier source here, which treated
these and other proof-texts in greater detail. It is more likely that he
did this than spend time combing through the Gospels himself, and,
given the clearly literary character of his exegeses, more likely than
gathering them from direct debate with Christians. The abruptness
with which these exegeses stop, and the absence of any clear organ-
ising principle here, suggest that they may even have been added at
some point after the earlier arguments were completed. But since al-
Bāqillānı̄ says nothing about any source, and other extant works show
no trace of what this may have been either, this must remain a hypoth-
esis.

In the second part of his refutation, on the act of Uniting, al-Bāqillā-
nı̄ attempts the same comprehensive approach as against the Trinity.
He starts with attacks on the various explanations of the form taken by
the uniting of the divine and human natures (§§22–31), and then turns
to the actual divine agents involved, whether the Son alone or oth-
ers (§§32–34). The characteristically Melkite doctrine that the human
nature involved in the act was the universal substance rather than a
specific individual requires some special arguments (§35), including how
the birth of Christ included this universal human nature (§§35–38), and
this is followed by discussion of how the divine nature could have been
involved in the death of Christ (§39). Then, lastly al-Bāqillānı̄ deals
with a series of reasons offered by the Christians for regarding Christ
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as divine, his miracles (§§40–42), the division of activities between his
divine and human natures (§§43–44), and lastly claims ascribed to him
in the Gospels (§§45, 47–49), and the peculiar mode of his birth (§§46).
This is certainly comprehensive, though it is structurally looser than the
first part on the Trinity, with more obviously the character of a compi-
lation from earlier sources.

Despite this, the succession of arguments nevertheless serves al-Bāqil-
lānı̄’s purpose to show that this claim that the divine came into intimate
contact with the human does not withstand scrutiny. Thus the principle
which he seeks to support, that God is radically distinct from all other
beings, is upheld.

It will readily be seen that both in the doctrines he chooses to attack
and in the arguments he employs al-Bāqillānı̄ is concerned about the
single issue of the ways in which Christianity threatens to compromise
the strict monotheistic unity of God as he and other Muslims appre-
hend it. Christian doctrine as such is not his main interest, and he
appears to have selected from earlier refutations only those elements
that require special attention—the Melkite doctrine of the universal
human being prominent among these—so as to ensure that all the
major aspects of Christianity that may call Islamic beliefs into ques-
tion are countered. His refutation of Christianity thus makes an elo-
quent contribution to his overall aim of presenting the Islamic doctrine
of God as complete and coherent, and of demonstrating that since all
rivals are rationally wanting it is the only acceptable one.

The absence of an introduction or conclusion to this refutation,
and the succession of often unconnected though related points within
it, support the view that it was not a major concern of al-Bāqillānı̄
in its own right, but really an adjunct to his main discourse on the
strict oneness of God. As we have said repeatedly, he seems to have
employed Abū #Īsā al-Warrāq’s Radd #alā al-thalāth firaq min al-Na.sārā
as a main source, and he often seems to be guided by that in his
presentation of arguments. But it is not his only source, and he is by
no means slavish in his use of it. His approach to this and to other
known sources shows his incisiveness and independence of mind, and
reveals his intention to employ the most telling arguments in the most
concise manner.

Al-Bāqillānı̄’s indebtedness to Abū #Īsā becomes apparent after his
initial attack on the divine substance, when he discusses the relation-
ship between the substance and the hypostases in §§12–21. His brief
descriptions of the three denominations’ doctrines of the Trinity in
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§§12 and 13 are equivalent to parts of Abū #Īsā’s descriptions in §§1
and 2 of his Radd; his arguments in §12 correspond to Abū #Īsā’s first
argument against the Nestorians and Jacobites in Radd §§16–18; and
his arguments in §§13–18 represent the gist of Abū #Īsā’s long argu-
ment against the Melkites in Radd §§30–69, which he reduces to its
salient features. He disregards the whole of the remainder of Abū #Īsā’s
detailed attack on the Trinity, apart from the discussion at its very end
of different explanations of the hypostases as particularities, individuals
and attributes: §§19–20 are equivalent to Radd §§141–150.

There is a similarly close relationship between the attacks on the
Uniting in the two works. Al-Bāqillānı̄’s list of metaphorical explana-
tions of the divine-human relationship in §22 corresponds closely to
Abū #Īsā’s in Radd §§11, though his arguments against them in §§23–30
are not close. And his refutation of the claim that the entire Godhead
effected the act of Uniting for the single hypostasis of the Son in §§32–
34 is close to Abū #Īsā’s §§151–160. His particular interest in refuting
the Melkites in §§37–38 relates to Radd §188, and his discussion of the
crucifixion of Christ and what this implies for the divine Word in §39
corresponds to Radd §§179–186.

It can thus be seen that much of the contents of the Tamh̄ıd refutation
parallel the earlier work, though since al-Bāqillānı̄ does not follow the
structure of the Radd exactly and introduces a few new arguments, it
cannot be concluded with certainty whether he was using the Radd itself
or an intermediate work of some kind.37 If the former, he shows how
well he understood the Radd, and how acutely he was able to identify
its most significant arguments.

Other parallels show that while al-Bāqillānı̄ was largely indebted to
Abū #Īsā, either directly or not, he also incorporated other arguments
from earlier times. One of these was the tried and tested proof that if
the hypostases are identical as attributes of God’s essence there must be
more than three, §§8–10. Over a century earlier the Nestorian #Ammār
al-Ba.srı̄ strenuously tried to counter this charge, showing that it was
already part of the Muslim anti-Christian arsenal.38 And nearer al-
Bāqillānı̄’s own time it was used by al-Nāshi" al-Akbar, Abū #Al̄ı al-

37 Abū #Īsā wrote his Radd in long, medium and short versions (Thomas, Trinity,
p. 23), and there is no indication which of these is the one that has survived. It is
possible that al-Bāqillānı̄ was closely following one of the others, and this might explain
these differences from the extant version.

38 Hayek, #Ammār al-Ba.sr̄ı, pp. 46–49.
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Jubbā"̄ı and the convert from Christianity al- .Hasan Ibn Ayyūb.39 It
must have been both well-known and popular in Muslim theological
circles.

Another argument which al-Bāqillānı̄ appears to have drawn from
a common source is his rejection of the claim that Christ was divine
because of the miraculous acts he performed, §§40–42. The refutation
of this claim is one of the most often recurring in surviving polemical
texts from the early centuries.40 But within this tradition, the version
found in the Tamh̄ıd bears close resemblances to that in al-Māturı̄dı̄’s K.
al-taw.h̄ıd and to that in al- .Hasan Ibn Ayyūb’s Radd, as we have shown
above.41 All three authors know the same miracles of Jesus, and while
al-Māturı̄dı̄ and al- .Hasan give remarkably close descriptions of the
corresponding miracles of other prophets, al- .Hasan and al-Bāqillānı̄
know the same physiognomy of the serpent into which Moses’ staff
is transformed, including mouth, eyes and orifices, and also the same
examples of Jesus’ prayers to God. On the other hand, al-Bāqillānı̄’s
translation of Jesus’ prayer in Gethsemane is more or less identical to
al-Māturı̄dı̄’s, which differs from al- .Hasan’s.42 Where al-Bāqillānı̄ makes
this common tradition his own is in his added emphasis on the agency
of the miraculous action itself, which he argues is directly from God
rather than the human prophet.

Differences between these three versions rule out any straightforward
dependence, and presume a common source which is no longer known.
Al-Bāqillānı̄’s use of this source, together with the hypothetical source
of Messianic proof-texts which we have suggested lies behind his con-
cluding exegetical arguments in §§45–49, shows how well-informed he
was about current anti-Christian arguments.

One final observation concerns al-Bāqillānı̄’s overall attitude towards
the doctrines he attacks, and the approach he takes in countering
them. The earlier polemicist Abū #Īsā al-Warrāq, to whom he is deeply
indebted, makes elaborate efforts to meet his opponents on their own
ground: he carefully describes their beliefs as these are presented by the
major denominations, and in all his arguments he only ever employs
what may be called common-sense logic and comparisons between

39 Cf. al-Nāshi", pp. 74–75, §35 above, al-Jubbā"̄ı in #Abd al-Jabbār, Mughn̄ı, pp. 250–
253, § 17 below, and al- .Hasan Ibn Ayyūb in Ibn Taymiyya, Jawāb al-.sa.h̄ı.h, vol. II,
pp. 353.21–54.13.

40 Cf. Thomas, ‘Miracles of Jesus’.
41 Cf. pp. 87–89.
42 CF. Thomas, ‘Miracles of Jesus’, pp. 230–232.
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one articulation and another to expose inconsistencies. But al-Bāqillānı̄
seems rather less concerned about this attempted objectivity. As we
have noted, he gives no description of doctrines, and barely describes
a doctrine or term as he begins to discuss it. And he has little com-
punction, it seems, in employing the methods of his own Muslim kalām
in his attack. Kalām concepts crop up in several places in this chapter,
and maybe the most obvious is the opening discussion of God as sub-
stance, jawhar. While he begins by arguing in terms of the Christian
presentation, and shows that the analogy Christians make between the
known and unknown worlds can lead to awkward consequences (§§1–
3), he quickly moves onto a characteristically kalām argument about
accidents (§§4–5) and about substances according to the kalām defini-
tion as the fundamentals of composite bodies (§§6–7). It may be that
by the time he was writing Muslims and Christians shared the same
conceptual grammar, and so al-Bāqillānı̄ was not presuming upon his
opponents’ thinking. But it seems more likely at this point that he
has allowed his own definition of jawhar to invade the different defi-
nition of his Christian interlocutors. This is an indication of the ascen-
dancy of Muslim theological thinking and the resultant lack of con-
cern among Muslim thinkers about the niceties of debate. On the level
of detail it matches the more general lack of concern about Chris-
tian doctrines within the context of Christian faith and the assump-
tion that they can be analysed or interrogated in isolation from one
another.

The K. al-tamh̄ıd has come down in three manuscripts:43 Paris, Bib-
liothèque Nationale arabe 6090, dated 472/1080, #; Istanbul, Aya
Sophia 2201, dated 478/1085, ª; and Istanbul, #Atif Efendi 1223, dated
555/1160, �. M.M. al-Khu .dayrı̄ and M. #A.-H. Abū Rı̄da’s edition, Al-
tamh̄ıd f̄ı al-radd #alā al-Mul.hida wa-al-Mu #a.t.tila wa-al-Rāfi.da wa-al-Khawārij
wa-al-Mu #tazila, Cairo, 1947, is based on the Paris MS alone; it con-
tains the refutation of Christianity on pp. 78–96. Where its readings
differ from our text, they are marked «. R. McCarthy’s edition, Kitāb
al-tamh̄ıd, Beirut, 1957, is based on all three MSS, with the refutation
of Christianity on pp. 75–103.44 This is a superb work of scholarship,

43 Cf. McCarthy, Tamh̄ıd, pp. 26–27 (Arabic introduction).
44 There is a third edition by #Imād al-Dı̄n A .hmad .Haydar, Beirut, 1987, in which

the refutation of Christianity appears on pp. 93–125.
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and has been taken here as the basis of the edition that follows. It has
been compared with the al-Khu .dayrı̄ and Abū Rı̄da edition, and the
occasional corrections to it and alternative readings followed here are
indicated in the notes to the text, where it is marked 1. We have also
made slightly different paragraph divisions.
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The section of argument against the Christians
concerning their teaching that God is a substance1

1. Say to them: Why do you say that God, may he be praised, is a
substance,2 and what is your evidence for this?

If they say: The evidence for this is that we have discovered that
all things in the observable and existent sphere are without exception
substances or accidents.3 We have determined that the eternal One is
not an accident, so he must be a substance.

Or they may say: The evidence for this is that we have discov-
ered that no thing can lie outside the two divisions of either subsist-
ing through itself, or subsisting through something other than itself.
That which subsists through something other than itself is an accident,
and that which subsists through itself is a substance.4 And since it is
false according to both our teachings and yours that he should subsist
through something other than himself and that he should be an acci-
dent, it is definite that he subsists through himself and is a substance.

1 There is no general heading for the section against Christian doctrines, and
unusually for a refutation of Christianity at this time no introductory description of
beliefs.

2 Al-Bāqillānı̄ uses the term jawhar that has been familiar to Muslims and Arabic-
speaking Christians for well over a century. The difference between his own definition,
that a substance is a basic component of material objects that can be characterised
by accidents, Tamh̄ıd, pp. 17–18 §28, and the definition derived from Greek philosophy
which is given by the Christians, that a substance is a self-subsistent entity, is the main
point of contention in the ensuing discussion. For the general difference between the
two, cf. Elias of Nisibis, from the fifth/eleventh century, in L. Cheikho, Vingt traits
théologiques d’auteurs arabes chrétiens, Beirut, 1920, p. 127; and #Abdallah b. #Umar al-
Bay .dāwi and Ma .hmūd b. #Abd al-Ra .hmān al-I.sfahānı̄, from the seventh/thirteenth
century, trans. E.E. Calverley and J.W. Pollock, Nature, God and Man in Medieval Islam,
#Abd Allah Baydawi’s text Tawali# al-Anwar min Matali# al-Anzar along with Mahmud
Isfahani’s commentary Matali# al-Anzar, Sharh Tawali# al-Anwar (Islamic Philosophy and
Science, texts and studies 45), Leiden, 2002, pp. 521–523.

3 This inference is derived from kalām principles, though it is dubious whether any
Christians who knew about them would make the mistake of drawing such an analogy
between the phenomenal world and God. Al-Nāshi" al-Akbar, above pp. 72–73, §35
above, reports Christians drawing analogies, but nothing as simple and naïve as this.

4 This is ultimately derived from Aristotelian principles, cf. Aristotle, Metaphysics
Book �, trans. J. Warrington, London, 1956, pp. 169–170.
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Or they may say: The evidence for this is that we have discovered
that all things are of two kinds, for one of which actions are feasible,
and this is a substance, and for the other they are impossible and
disallowed, and this is an accident. And since it is definite that the
eternal One is an agent and is a being from whom actions may arise, it
is definite that he is a substance.

Or they may say: The evidence for this is that we have discovered
that things are of two kinds: noble, which is substance that subsists
through itself, independent in existence of things other than it; and
base, that subsists through something other than it and is dependent on
it, which is accident. And since it is not right for the eternal One, may
he be praised, to be of the mean sort, he must definitely be noble and
subsisting by himself.

2. Say to them: Why do you claim in the first place that, because you
have discovered that things in the observable sphere are only as you
have described, judgement about the unseen must simply follow the
observable sphere, and that what exists in the unseen cannot differ from
the kinds of things that exist in the observable sphere? What is your
argument for this?5 The difference in respect of what you are trying to
prove will be very great, and the error and mistake in it will be quite
atrocious.6

3. Then say to them: Furthermore, you have never found any temporal
thing without another before it, or any thing not from a thing, or any
physical body without a body after it, above it, beneath it, to its left,
to its right, in front of it and behind it. And you have never found
an agent who makes bodies and performs actions without instruments,
tools, limbs or use of medicine.7 So, according to this judge that the
world is eternal and deny it has a limit, that temporal things have no
beginning, that physical bodies have no culmination or limit, that there
is no human not from sperm or sperm not from a human, no bird not

5 Al-Bāqillānı̄’s response to the first Christian explanation predictably focuses on
the obvious logical flaw they appear to have overlooked.

6 This is the difference between the phenomenal and transcendental worlds.
7 This counter-argument recalls al-Nāshi"’s similar argument, pp. 74–77, §35 above,

that if the Christians draw analogies between God and created things in some respects
they should do so in all respects.
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from an egg and no egg not from a bird, for ever without end—this
smacks of the supporters of eternity.8

Similarly, judge that the physical bodies of the world have no maker,
and that the maker of accidents makes them with tools and instru-
ments. And compel someone who originates from the land of the Zanj,
and has never seen there water that is not fresh, a human who is not
black, or a plant that is not green, to judge that there is no water or
human other than what he has found or seen, until you compel judge-
ment in ignorance that is necessarily known to be futile.9 If they allow
all this they place themselves with the followers of fatalism and igno-
rance, and if they reject it they invalidate what they are trying to prove.

4. Then say to them: Have you not agreed with us that there is no
existing and known thing in the observable and comprehensible sphere
that is not temporal, existing from nothingness?

If they say: Of course; say to them: So it follows that the Maker of
the world, great is the mention of him, exists as temporal by analogy
with the observable sphere. If they allow this they abandon their belief,
but if they deny it they invalidate their evidence.

Then say to them: Have you found a substance in the observable
sphere that is not circumscribed and does not receive accidents, such as
the kind of substances that are known?

If they say: No; say to them: So if the almighty eternal One is a
substance, you must admit that he is like substances that are known,
and of their kind, receiving accidents as they do. If they allow this they
abandon their religion, and if they reject it, say to them: Why do you
deny that the eternal One, blessed be he, exists and is not a substance
or accident, and is not like things that exist in the observable sphere,
just as he is not like substances? There can never be a rejection of
this.

8 On the basis of the reference in Q 45.24, the Ahl al-dahr are generally referred
to by Muslim authors as proponents of a universe that is eternal, and determined by
the impersonal force of time rather than an intentional Deity; heresiographers often
categorise them with the philosophers. In such a universe with no beginning there
could be no first sperm or human and no first egg or bird, but each one would eternally
have issued from the other.

9 With these few examples al-Bāqillānı̄ shows the ridiculousness of the claim that
what is not experienced can be modelled on what is, and thus that the nature of God
can be modelled on the observable world.
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5. Then say to them concerning the rest of their pieces of evidence
which we have mentioned above: Why do you deny that the eternal
One, blessed be he, may bear accidents, as in every piece of evidence
you have mentioned? This is because we have found that all things are
of two kinds: there is a kind that is an agent, noble, subsisting by itself,
not an accident, and this bears accidents; and there is another kind
which does not subsist by itself and is not an agent or noble, and it is an
accident. And since it is established that the eternal One, blessed be he,
is an agent, subsisting by himself, noble and not mean, it is clear that
he bears accidents, and has confines and activity. If they allow this they
abandon their religion, and if they reject it they invalidate what they
are trying to prove in the most obvious manner.

6. Then say to them: You have also made a mistake in the division of
known existing things. For among them is the noble agent, subsisting by
itself, and this is the composite body which is not one thing, and among
them is the noble thing that subsists by itself, and this is the substance
which is not composite.10 So why do you deny that the Creator, blessed
be he, is a body?

If they say: Because we have no knowledge of a body that is not
liable to change, composed and formed; such matters concern the
attributes of the temporal, and they are not appropriate for the Creator,
blessed be he, so his being a body is shown to be invalid; say to them:
Then why in that case do you deny that it is impossible for him to
be a substance? For we have no knowledge of a substance among
the species of such substances that is not engaged, circumscribed, or
receives temporal things. Such matters are indications of the temporal
nature of the being to whom it applies. So since the eternal One,
blessed be he, cannot be temporal, he cannot be a substance.

7. If they say: Substance is of two kinds, noble and mean. The mean is
that which receives accidents, is circumscribed and occupies a location,
while this cannot apply to the noble, so he must necessarily be a

10 In the Ash#arı̄ kalām, substances as basic units of material matter combined into
physical bodies that were the objects known in the physical world; cf. Tamh̄ıd, pp. 17–18,
§ 28; al-Bay .dāwı̄, .Tawāli # al-anwār, p. 523. The Christian opponents would not accept
the premise set out by al-Bāqillānı̄ in this paragraph, because in their system God
would be conceived of as the most rarefied substance, but according to the logic of his
own theology his argument is cogent.
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substance that is not circumscribed and does not receive accidents; say
to them: Then why in that case do you deny that physical bodies are of
two kinds? Thus, a mean body might be circumscribed, might receive
form, composition and temporal things, and the noble kind would not
receive any of these, and could not. The eternal One, blessed be he, is
noble, so he must be a body without form or location and not receiving
accidents. They have no answer to any of this.

The section of argument against them concerning the hypostases11

8. Say to them: Why do you claim that God almighty is three hypo-
stases, but do not claim that he is four or ten or more than this?12

If they say: For the reason that it is established that the Creator,
blessed be he, exists as substance; and it is established that he is liv-
ing and knowing. So it necessarily follows that he is one substance
and three hypostases, the existent One, Knowledge and Life.13 This
is because a living, knowing being is not living or knowing until he
is the possessor of life and knowledge.14 So it necessarily follows and
is established that the hypostases are three; say to them: Why do you
deny that the hypostases are four? For we say that the eternal One is
existent, living, knowing and powerful, and one who is powerful must
obviously have power. So it necessarily follows that the hypostases are
four.

11 Al-Bāqillānı̄ employs the familiar term uqnūm/aqān̄ım, and evidently does not
consider it necessary to explain or define it.

12 This argument was well known from the early third/ninth century onwards; cf.
pp. 74–75, §35 above, and pp. 250–253, § 17 below. Whereas al-Bāqillānı̄ could draw
his opponents into distinctively Muslim theological issues over their claim that God
is substance, here he adopts the method of replying to them according to their own
principles.

13 Cf. al-Nāshi" above, pp. 36–39, § 1, where he somewhat differently reports Chris-
tians saying that the Father is the cause of the Son and Spirit, and also pp. 72–73, §35,
where in a way similar to here he reports ‘contemporaries’ explaining that the Maker
of the universe must have life and knowledge. Neither Muslim theologian seems able to
make sense of the place of the substance in the Godhead.

14 The equation of the qualities of living and knowing with the attributes of life
and knowledge is distinctive of Ash#arı̄ thinking, inherited from the early third/ninth
century theologian #Abdallāh Ibn Kullāb. It contrasts with the Mu#tazil̄ı denial of
attributes that could formally be identified separately from the being of God itself.
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If they say: Power is life,15 so they are one hypostasis; say to them: So
why do you deny that knowledge is life, so that the Creator, blessed be
he, would then necessarily be two hypostases?

9. If they say: Knowledge can decrease and increase, disappear alto-
gether and reappear, but definitely not life, so it necessarily follows that
knowledge does not have the signification of life at all;16 say to them:
But in the same way power can decrease and increase, can disappear
altogether and reappear, but definitely not life. So it follows that power
is other than life, with a different signification.

If they say: Knowledge can cease altogether in the condition of sleep
and unconsciousness, though the person is living; say to them: In the
same way power can cease altogether so that a person has no power
to move his hand or tongue or a single one of his limbs, although he is
still living in this condition. So it necessarily follows that power is other
than life, and that the hypostases are four.

If they say: The attribute ‘knowing’ can be used comparatively,
as we say ‘knowing’ and ‘more knowledgeable than him’. But the
impossibility of using the attribute ‘living’ comparatively or of making
one thing more living than another is evidence that knowledge is in no
way life; say to them: So say that because of this very thing power is
other than life, because we can talk comparatively about the attribute
‘powerful’, and say ‘powerful’ and ‘more powerful than him’, and
cannot say ‘living’ and ‘more living than him’. So it necessarily follows
that power is other than life.

10. In the same way say to them: Why do you deny that the hyposta-
ses are five or ten? For we say: The Creator is existent, living, knowing
and powerful, and we say: He is willing, everlasting, hearing, seeing
and articulating. And the everlasting, seeing, articulating, willing One
cannot be thus without the existence of everlastingness, will, hearing,
sight and speech.17

15 Cf. Abū #Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı’s account of Christian doctrines below, pp. 226–227, § 1,
where he reports the same identification.

16 If al-Bāqillānı̄ is reporting a real Christian explanation here, it may be a popu-
larised and debased form of the kind of argument promoted in the early third/ninth
century by #Ammār al-Ba.srı̄, Burhān, pp. 52–53, who explains that life and knowledge
are essential attributes in beings, and that there is a clear difference between the two.

17 This is a simple statement of the Ash#arı̄ position on the divine attributes, that
God’s qualities derive from attributes in his essence.
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If they say: Everlastingness is him himself; say to them: Life and
knowledge are both him himself, so say that he is one hypostasis.18

If they say: Speech and will are actions of one who is articulating and
willing; say to them: In the same way knowledge is among the actions
of one who is knowing, so say that he is two hypostases.19

If they say: Someone who cannot act may know by knowledge; say
to them: Someone may will by will who cannot carry it out, and can
articulate by speech who cannot perform it.20

Similarly if they say: The Creator’s, blessed be he, hearing and seeing
are his knowledge itself, so it follows that they are not two hypostases
other than knowledge; say to them: In the same way, the Creator’s,
blessed be he, knowledge is his life, so it necessarily follows that the
almighty One is two hypostases. They have no answer to any of this.

11. If one of them says: The hypostatic nature of the Creator is estab-
lished by there being an attribute that derives from his essence and
is not attached to him by something other than himself. And his being
existent and substance derives from himself, and his being living derives
from himself and it is not attached to him by something other than
himself, and his being knowing by himself derives from himself, and
he has a hypostasis only by virtue of his being knowing by himself and
not by anything other than himself;21 say to him: In the same way he

18 The Christians allude here to a long-running disagreement in kalām, whether God
is eternal of himself or by virtue of an attribute of eternity. For the different position
of Muslim theologians on this just before al-Bāqillānı̄’s time, cf. al-Ash#arı̄, Maqālāt,
p. 180. In suggesting that everlastingness is identical with God’s essence, the Christians
evidently distinguish this from God’s other attributes. But al-Bāqillānı̄ reminds them
that, at least in his system of reasoning, attributes are formally identical with God’s
essence and so they cannot make this distinction.

19 The Christians attempt to draw a distinction between God’s essential attributes
and active attributes, but al-Bāqillānı̄ easily traps them in inconsistency.

20 Their further attempt to distinguish between the status of attributes proves vain:
they try to suggest that the attribute of knowledge may not be related to action, but
al-Bāqillānı̄ shows that the same applies to the attributes of will and speech.

21 The Christians appear here to draw a distinction between the hypostases in their
own Trinitarian model of God and the attributes in the Ash#arı̄ model. Whereas in the
latter God’s qualities derived from attributes that had an existence that was formally
different from the essence of God, although not distinct from it (lā hiya huwa wa-lā hiya
ghayruh, in the formula of al-Ash#arı̄’s predecessor Ibn Kullāb), in an analogous way
to contingent beings (though with the important distinction that their attributes were
accidental whereas God’s were eternal in his essence), in the former his qualities derive
from his actual being. This is unique to him, and is what gives him his hypostatic
nature.
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is eternal by himself, and not every existent thing is a substance eternal
by itself, so it necessarily follows that his being eternal is a fourth
hypostasis.22

In the same way he is a thing that is an existent by himself and is
a substance by himself. So it follows that his being is a thing, existent
and hypostasis, and his being is a substance and hypostasis. For not
every existent is a substance. In the same way his being everlasting
is an attribute that derives from himself, and is not attached to it by
something other than him. And not every existent is everlasting. So it
follows that his being everlasting is a fifth hypostasis.

They have no answer to this, and it means abandoning the Trinity.

A question against them concerning the hypostases

12. Say to them: Tell us about the common substance that combines
the hypostases and of which the hypostases are hypostases, in your view
is it the hypostases or other than them?23

If the Jacobites and Nestorians say: The substance is not other than
the hypostases;24 say to them: Is not the substance undifferentiated
because it is substance, and because it is uncountable, and because it
is not particularities which are diverse in significance?

If they say: Of course—and this is their teaching; say to them: Are
not the hypostases differentiated because they are particularities which
are diverse in significance, because they are countable, because they are
hypostases, and because the Son among them, though not the Spirit,
put on25 and united with the body of Christ, peace be upon him?

If they say: Yes—and they have to; say to them: So if the substance
is the hypostases, and the hypostases are differentiated, countable, and
diverse in competences, with one of them uniting, and they are the
substance itself, then the substance itself is therefore differentiated,
countable, diverse in significance and united with the human nature
of Christ, peace be upon him. So it follows that the substance itself,

22 Undaunted by what the Christians say, al-Bāqillānı̄ applies the logic of his oppo-
nents’ statement to show that the three hypostases model cannot be sustained.

23 Many of al-Bāqillānı̄’s arguments from this point show close similarities to argu-
ments in Abū #Īsā al-Warrāq’s Radd #alā al-thalāth firaq min al-Na.sārā.

24 Cf. Abū #Īsā in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 66–67 § 1.
25 Cf. Thomas, Incarnation, pp. 88–89 (and n. 6, p. 245), where the eighth form

iddara #a is employed.
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which is uncountable, undifferentiated, not united and not diverse in
significance, is itself differentiated, countable, diverse in significance
and united. Whoever concludes on this shows ignorance, and though
it is not their teaching about the substance they have no rescue from
it.26

13. If the Melkites among them, the Byzantines, say: The substance is
other than the hypostases;27 say to them: So if the substance is divine,
and the three hypostases are divine, and they are other than it, then the
Divinity is thus four, substance and three hypostases other than it. This
invalidates your teaching about the Trinity.28

If they say: The Divinity is three hypostases, and the fourth is sub-
stance which is not divine other than the three; say to them: So there
is then no difference between us saying, ‘The hypostases are three and
there is no substance there combining them and possessing them’, and
us saying, ‘There are three hypostases and a substance which combines
them’. So it follows that the existence of the fourth is like its non-
existence, and affirming it is like denying it. This is benightedness on
the part of whoever concludes on it.29

14. Say to them further: If it is possible for the fourth, together with the
three, to be three and no more, why do you deny that the Spirit and
Knowledge together with the existent Divinity are one and no more,
that he is one hypostasis, and that the second and third are not a thing
in addition to the One, as the fourth is not a thing in addition to the
third? Then the three hypostases will be one substance, just as the four
of which the substance is one are three.30 There is no reply to this.

26 Cf. Thomas, Trinity, pp. 76–77, where the outlines of the argument and the key
terminology are identical.

27 Ibid., pp. 66–67 §2.
28 Ibid., pp. 80–83 §§31–32.
29 Ibid., pp. 102–109 §65. Al-Bāqillānı̄ gives the essence of what in Abū #Īsā is a long

winded argument.
30 Applying the simple logic of the case, al-Bāqillānı̄ alludes to his earlier point

about the reduction of hypostases in §§8ff. He refuses to allow the kind of subtleties
demanded in the Christian claim that God as substance is not different from God as
hypostases, and therefore that the divine substance is not a fourth constituent of the
Godhead. His point is that if the substance can be referred to it must be fully existent
and so identifiable separately from the hypostases, making it a fourth member of the
Godhead.
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Say the same to them and the Jacobites and Nestorians about their
teaching: ‘The Father is divine, the Son is divine and the Spirit is
divine, though the Divinity is nevertheless one’. For if every one of
them is divine they are three divinities, and there is no meaning to
their teaching ‘one Divinity’ as long as they confer divinity upon each
of them.

Another question against the Melkites

15. Now say to them: Tell us about the substance which in your view
is other than the hypostases, is it nevertheless identical with them or
distinct from them?31

If they say: It is identical with them; say to them: Then it must
be a hypostasis like them, and the substance must be Son since it is
identical with the Son, and Spirit since it is identical with the Spirit,
and a hypostasis and property of another substance, a fifth,32 just as
the hypostases are properties of a substance. It also follows that it itself
will be diverse in significance and differentiated because it resembles
hypostases differentiated in significances, and will be Son itself and
Spirit itself, because it is like its Son and Spirit in their significances.33

This is the height of ignorance and an abandonment of their teaching,
if they conclude on it.

16. And if they say: The substance is not identical with the hypostases in
every respect but is only identical with them in substantiality, because
their substance is from its substance, though it is different from them
in hypostaticity; say to them: So the respect in which it is identical
with them—substantiality—is the respect in which it is different from
them—hypostaticity. If they say: Yes, they make the meaning of sub-
stantiality the meaning of hypostaticity.34

Say to them: Why do you deny that the substance is a hypostasis
to another substance and to itself ?—this is an abandonment of their

31 Thomas, Trinity, pp. 82–83 §33.
32 Just as the Father, Son and Holy Spirit are hypostases of the substance, the

substance, if it is identical with them, must also be a hypostasis of a substance, making
this latter a fifth member of the Godhead.

33 Thomas, Trinity, pp. 82–83 §35.
34 Ibid., pp. 88–89 §45.
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teaching. If they say: The respect of differentiation between the two,
which is hypostaticity, is other than the respect of identicality, which
is substantiality; say to them: Then in this case it follows that there
is a definite difference between the substance and the hypostases with
regard to hypostaticity, and that this difference amounts to no more
than that there is substance and hypostasis.35 If not, it must follow that
it is identical with them of itself in substantiality and is different from
them of itself in hypostaticity. But if this is allowed, then it must be
allowed that the identicality of the two things is the difference between
them, that his eternity is his temporality, and that he is eternal of
himself and temporal of himself. The unsoundness of this provides
evidence for the falseness of what they teach.

17. If one of them says: But do you yourselves not say about the
attributes of the Creator, blessed be he, that they are not identical
with him nor different from him?36 So then why do you deny that the
substance is not identical with the hypostases and not different from
them? Say to them: We have only asked you about this because of your
teaching that the substance is other than the hypostases. We ourselves
do not say that God, great and mighty, is other than his attributes,
so what you say is not constraining. But if we were to say that God
almighty was different from his attributes in their significance in the
sense that what applied to him was impossible for them and that he
could not replace them or be their substitute, we would not be bound
by the kind of thing that applies to you, such as his being identical
through himself and differentiated through himself, and the respect
of identicality being the same as differentiation. For we do not claim
that God, blessed be he, is identical with his attributes in any respect.
But you claim that the substance is identical with the hypostases in
substantiality, and is thus identical with them through itself, and is

35 Ibid., pp. 89–91 §50.
36 Whoever this unnamed Christian is, assuming he is not just a convenient persona

whom al-Bāqillānı̄ uses to clarify the distinction between his own Ash#arı̄ position and
Christianity, he knows enough about Muslim attributes doctrine to try to turn the tables
on al-Bāqillānı̄. His words here recall the formula that was accepted by al-Asharı̄ and
his followers, that the attributes are neither God nor other than him, lā hiya huwa wa-lā
hiya ghayruh.
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also different from them in hypostaticity through itself. So there is
something of a difference between our teaching and yours.37

18. If they say: We do not say that it is identical with them or different
from them; say to them: Then it must be able to stand in place of them
and so be identical with them, or not stand in place of them and be
different from them. This is the very meaning of what we intend by
identicality and differention. For there is no meaning to trickery.

If they say: Cannot it be said that a person’s hand, which is the
person’s, is neither different from him nor identical with him, and
similarly, that one is part of ten, the line part of the poem, the verse
part of the chapter? So why do you deny this with regard to the
substance and the hypostases?38 Say to them: Simply because difference
and identicality cannot be employed in a broad sense in what you refer
to. For our term ‘human’ applies to the whole of which the hand is
part, and similarly ten and one as part of it, the line and the poem,
the verse and the chapter. It is impossible for the thing to be like itself
and not, or different from itself and not. Our term ‘substance’ does not,
in your view, apply to the substance and the hypostases, which are its
particularities and are not nouns with general intent. So the point you
raise collapses.39

37 It is by no means clear whether al-Bāqillānı̄ succeeds in defending the difference
he says exists between his own madhhab and the Christians. He tries to say that Ash#arı̄
doctrine does not refer to the divine attributes is such a way that they could be
understood as distinct from the essence of God or identical with it. But he does not
elaborate enough to make it clear whether the attributes have a real existence or not.
Thus the difference between him and his opponents seems to be little more than verbal,
since both sides identify the being of God, whether substance or essence, and also the
hypostases or attributes, and both try to suggest that there is both identicality and
distinction between them. What al-Bāqillānı̄ seems to take as the material difference
between himself and them is that in his theology the attributes are determinants that
endow the essence of God with certain qualities but cannot be said to be God, while in
their theology the hypostases are God himself just as the substance is. But it is unclear
how far this difference is real when it comes to the minutiae of argument that are
involved here.

38 Abū #Īsā, in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 94–95 §58.
39 Al-Bāqillānı̄’s response is that the comparison is invalid because the other rela-

tionships involve parts and wholes, such as a hand and the whole person, which is not
the case with the substance and hypostases. Cf. Abū #Īsā’s reply, in Thomas, Trinity,
pp. 94–97 §58, which is a much longer and less precise version of the argument here.
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The section of the account of their disagreement
over the meaning of their term ‘hypostases’40

19. People among them have claimed that the meaning of the hyposta-
ses, which are the particularities, is that they are attributes of the sub-
stance. Say to them: If it is impossible for them to be hypostases and
particularities to themselves, then they must be hypostases to something
else which is other than them, and this cannot be said to be them. This
necessitates affirming four entities, a substance having three particular-
ities. This is an abandonment of the Trinity.

If they say: They are particularities of themselves and hypostases of
themselves; say to them: Then the Son must be son of himself, the
Spirit spirit of itself, and an attribute attribute of itself. This is the height
of ignorance, and it must be an invalidation and denial of what they
are particularities to, for it could not then be particularised by these
particularities. This is a proof against the substance.

20. People among them claim that the meaning of the hypostases
and particularities is that they are individuals. Say to them: Are they
individuals to themselves or to a substance that combines them?

If they say: To themselves, they abandon their teaching; and if they
say: To a substance that combines them, they disprove the Trinity.

Some of them say: The meaning of the hypostases is that they are
particularities and no more. Say to them: Are they particularities to
themselves or to a substance that combines them, of which they are
particularities? In this they talk in the way we have talked about the
person who claims that they are individuals and attributes. They have
no reply to this.41

Another question to them on the hypostases

21. Say to them: If the hypostases are one substance, and the Father’s
substance is the substance of the Son, and the substance of the Spirit
is the substance of both of them, then why are the Son and Spirit,
in that they are Son and Spirit, particularities of the Father, rather
than each of them being Father and the Father a particularity to

40 Cf. Thomas, Trinity, pp. 68–69 §8.
41 Ibid., pp. 172–181 §§ 141–150.
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them?42 If the Son and the Spirit are substances by themselves and
their substance is of the substance of the Father, and the Father is
a substance by himself and is eternal by himself, and they are also
eternal by themselves, and the Father is not before the hypostases or
particularities, nor prior in existence, and the particularities are not
prior to him, then what is it that makes him Father to them any more
than that each of them should be a father to what you make it father of,
with the Father a particularity? They will not find a way of correcting
their arbitrariness.43

The chapter of argument against them on the meaning of the Uniting

22. Their explanations of the meaning of the Uniting vary.44

Most of them say: The meaning of the Uniting is that the Word, who
is the Son, inhered in the body of Christ. And most of them say: The
Uniting was mingling and mixing.

The Jacobites claim that the Word of God was transformed into flesh
and blood through the Uniting.

42 Al-Bāqillānı̄ could have found these discrepant descriptions in Abū #Īsā; Thomas,
Trinity, pp. 66–67 §§5–6. But since the model of the Son and Holy Spirit being caused
by the Father is also known to al-Nāshi" al-Akbar, above pp. 36–39 § 1, he may equally
have found it elsewhere. Abū #Īsā in his refutation does not draw attention to the
inconsistency.

43 Here al-Bāqillānı̄ draws attention to an inconsistency in the doctrine that arises
from the hypostases apparently being equal in the substance but also hierarchically
ordered.

44 This list of metaphorical explanations bears a close resemblance to the one
given by Abū #Īsā, Thomas, Incarnation, pp. 88–89 § 11. Both lists give the same seven
variations. But there are differences as well, and these suggest there was no direct
dependence. In the first place, the order differs slightly, and in the second al-Bāqillānı̄
gives rather fuller explanations than does Abū #Īsā: compare his last, attributed to an
unnamed individual, with Abū #Īsā’s fifth, p. 88. 8–10. More significantly, in the third
place al-Bāqillānı̄’s list attributes some explanations to particular denominations and
also begins by drawing a broad distinction between the less and more intimate forms of
Uniting favoured by the Jacobites and others. So either he has given Abū #Īsā’s list more
precise form, which would be in line with his general treatment of his predecessor, or
he is drawing upon an independent source, which has either employed Abū #Īsā and
developed his version or is conceivably the source he himself used.

There is a slim possibility that al-Bāqillānı̄ was employing one of the shorter versions
of Abū #Īsā’s Radd. Ibn al-Nadı̄m, Fihrist, p. 216.11–12, lists long, medium and shorter
versions (of which the one extant version must be the longest). He maybe added details
such as these when he was making cuts.
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The majority of them, the Jacobites and Nestorians, claim that the
uniting of the Word with the human nature was a mingling and mixing
like the mingling and mixing of water with wine and milk if it is poured
into them and mixed with them.

People among them claim that the meaning of the Uniting of the
Word with the human nature, which was the body, was its taking it
as a location and substrate, and its directing things through it and its
appearing through it and no other. They differ over the meaning of
the appearance of the Word in the location, its putting it on, and the
manifestation of direction through it. Most of them say: The meaning
of this is that it inhered within it, mixed with it and mingled with it in
the way that wine and milk mingle with water when they are mixed.

People among them say: The appearance of the Word in the body
and its uniting with it was not in the sense of mingling and mixing, but
in the way the form of a man appears in a mirror and polished, clean
objects when he is in front of them, without the man’s form inhering
in the mirror; or like the appearance of an engraving on a seal or
any stamp in wax or clay or any soft, impressionable body, without the
engraving on the seal or imprint inhering in the wax or clay or earth or
powder.

One of them says: I say that the Word united with the body of Christ
in the sense that it inhered in it without touching, mixing or mingling,
in the same way that I say God almighty dwells in the heaven and
does not touch or mingle with it, and in the same way as I say that
the reason is a substance which inheres in the soul, but even so is not
mingled with the soul and is not touching it.45

The Byzantines, the Melkites, say: The meaning of the Uniting of
the Word with the body is that the two became one, the many became
few, the Word and that with which it united became one, and that this
one through uniting was two beforehand.46

45 This individual’s explanation is distantly reminiscent of the Melkite Theodore
Abū Qurra, who in his Maymār f̄ı al-radd #alā man yankaru li-llāh al-tajassud, in C. Bacha,
ed., Les oeuvres arabes de Théodore Aboucarra Évêque d’Haran, Beirut, 1904, pp. 180–186,
draws the analogy of the indwelling of the divine in the human nature of Christ with
God being seated on his heavenly throne, as in Q 7.54, 39.75 etc.

46 The insistence upon the two natures becoming one is more reminiscent of Jaco-
bite Christology than Melkite; cf. Abū #Īsā in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 70–71 § 12. In the
Chalcedonian definition the two natures are indeed declared to be one hypostasis or
prosōpon, but they nevertheless preserve their separate identities, which the summary
given here seems to deny.
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This is everything that is widely known from them on the meaning
of the Uniting.

23. Concerning the one among them who claims that the meaning of
the Uniting is the appearing of the Son in the body and his putting
it on in the way that a face appears in a mirror or an impression in
something that is pressed upon, without any inhering of the face in the
mirror or transfer of the impression to the wax, this has no meaning.
This is because the face does not appear in the mirror nor any form
like it, and it is not transferred to it, does not exist on its surface
and does not mix with it. Rather, the man perceives his face when
he is in front of such clear, polished objects through perception which
happens for him by normal occurrence when he is in front of such
objects or, according to what some theologians think, by the reflection
of light rays. So when he perceives himself in front of a polished object
he thinks there is a face or something like the form of a face in the
mirror. But this is not the case. We have demonstrated this elsewhere,
which may profit anyone who investigates it.47 So if it is concluded that
nothing appears in the mirror or is specific to it, then it is misguided to
found the Uniting on it.48

24. Concerning their comparison of this with the appearance of the
stamp in wax or clay, whoever says this is misguided and insane. This
is because what appears in the wax is something that is like the image
of the seal but is other than it, because the letters that come to be
in the wax are a portion of it and one of its parts, while the letters
on the stamp are part of the stamp and of its whole. They are two
different things; one may appropriately exist while the other does not.
So their notion that the actual impression in the wax is the actual stamp
is ignorance and remissness. With regard to this, if the actual being of
the Word did not appear in the body of Christ, it follows that what
appeared in him was other than it, something like it, and that God has
two Sons and Words, one not inhering in objects and taking them as
locations and places, and the other inhering in the body of Christ. This

47 The list of al-Bāqillānı̄’s works given by Ibish, Political Doctrine, pp. 7–16, does not
include any title that immediately suggests a work devoted to optics or physics. So al-
Bāqillānı̄ is maybe referring to a demonstration within a larger work.

48 The comparison is inappropriate because, al-Bāqillānı̄ argues, unlike the divine
nature uniting with the human nature, the image does not actually exist in the mirror.
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is teaching about four hypostases and an abandonment of the teaching
about the Trinity.

25. As for the person who says that the Uniting was no more than the
inhering, mingling and mixing of the Word in what it united with; say
to him: If it is possible for the Word to inhere in the created body and
to mix and mingle with it, despite its being eternal, why do you deny
that it could combine and come into contact with the body? If contact,
proximity, mingling and mixing with the temporal is possible for the
eternal One, blessed be he, then why are not being near the temporal
or alongside it not possible for him? And why are appearance and
concealment, movement and rest, distance and nearness, being active
and being inactive, being formed and being composed not possible for
it? If they seek for a distinction here, they will not find one.

If they allow this, say to them: If it is possible for the one who
has these attributes to be eternal, and in eternity there is no contact,
mixing or blending, then why do you deny that other objects which
contact, mingle, move and rest are eternal? And what makes the Word,
with such attributes, eternal any more than temporal? And what makes
objects temporal any more than eternal?49

26. Say to the Jacobites: If it is possible for what is not itself flesh and
blood but is itself the opposite of blood and flesh to be transformed into
flesh and blood by the Uniting, then why should it not be possible for
the Word, which is in itself the opposite of temporal things and is not
itself temporal, to be transformed through the Uniting into a being that
was temporal, so that what is in itself eternal should become temporal
at the Uniting with the temporal, just as it became flesh and blood at
the Uniting with flesh and blood? And why should what was in itself
temporal before the Uniting of the eternal with it not have become
eternal at the Uniting of the eternal with it, so that it ceased to be flesh
and blood at its Uniting with what united with it, and hence the two
natures became one and what was not flesh and blood became flesh
and blood, and what was flesh and blood became what was not flesh
and blood? They will not find a way to reject this.

49 All the attributes and activities of temporal, material things itemised here are
by definition impossible for the eternal. So al-Bāqillānı̄’s contention is that the whole
distinction between the temporal and eternal is broken down because the inhering of
the divine nature in the human entails these elements of intimate proximity.
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27. As for the statement of the one who says that the Uniting is the
inhering of the Word in the human nature without touching it, and
that it is like the Creator’s, blessed be he, dwelling in the heaven and
his inhering in the throne without touching them, this is misguided
and irrational. This is because the Creator, blessed be he, is not in
the heaven or sitting on the throne in the sense that he inheres in the
throne. For if he did dwell in the one and sat on the other in the sense of
inhering, then he would necessarily have to touch them both, without
doubt.50

28. As for their saying that the reason is a substance that inheres in
the soul without touching it, this is misguided. For a substance does not
inhere in an accident but only in a body, in the sense of touching it,
being supported by it and taking it as a place which supports it and
surrounds it with its sides,51 as water inheres in a seed52 and oil in a
bottle. And if inhering can only be understood as touching and contact,
and adjacency and combination are attributes of physical bodies, and
the Word of God almighty is not a body, then uniting and inhering in
places is not possible for it.

29. As for the statement of the Byzantines that the Uniting was many
becoming few and two one, and this is their teaching as a whole
because all of them claim that the Uniting was that many became
few—and the Byzantines agree with the Jacobites and the Nestori-
ans that the Uniting only occurred through mixing and mingling;
say to them: If it is only correct that the Uniting occurred and that
two became one through mingling and mixing—and we have already
shown that this is touching and contiguity, and is on the level of move-
ment and rest, appearance and concealment, and that these matters all
pertain to physical bodies and them only53—it cannot be allowed that
the eternal Word should unite or that two should ever become one. For

50 There is an echo here of the debates of former times within Islam. For the
Mu#tazila of the third/ninth century statements such as thumma istawā #alā al- #arsh
(Q 7.54) convey exactly the sense of physical contact, and so they reworded them to
thumma istawlā #alā al- #arsh; al-Ash#arı̄, Maqālāt, p. 157. Al-Bāqillānı̄ avoids becoming
embroiled in this by blandly asserting that the sense of istawā is not that God has
physical contact with the throne, but he does not say what this sense actually is.

51 Since the soul is an accidental attribute of the person, reason cannot inhere in it.
52 Both alternatives .habb, seed, and jubb, well, are equally plausible and attractive.
53 Cf. §25 above.
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it is redolent of the impossible and inadmissible, this contact of what is
not a physical body or substance with bodies and substances, and it is
ruled out, impossible.

30. Say to the Byzantines in addition: If it is acceptable that the Eternal
united with the temporal so that they became one, and they had been
two before the Uniting, then why do you deny that the temporal can
unite with the temporal if it mingles and mixes with it and in this way
they become one? And why do you deny that two rotls and two keddas,
one of them wine and the other water, could become one rotl and one
kedda by mingling and mixing? In addition, why do you deny that if
two accidents exist in one location they should be one accident and
one species, even though one was movement and the other blackness?
And why do you deny that the little can become a lot, so that one
piece of stuff and one thing that has no part, middle, composition or
shape can become a hundred thousand things with parts, dimensions,
sub-sections, different shapes, diverse forms, according to the definition
given by some of the philosophers? If they allow all this, they abandon
their teaching for ignorance, though if they reject it they will not be
able to find any distinction.54

31. Say to the Byzantines in addition: If in your belief there is a dif-
ference from the Nestorians and Jacobites in their teaching that the
Word united with one single individual human and no other, while
you claim that the Son united only with the universal human, which
is the substance general to all human individuals, in order to save the
substance general to all humans from sin, and when he united with
the universal human he became one with it, then it must follow that
the universal substance became individual and one hypostasis.55 For
the Son is one of the hypostases, not all of the hypostases or particu-
larities, and with respect to hypostaticity is thus one individual. If he
became one thing at the uniting with the universal human, which is
the substance general to all humanity, he must have been universal and
individual. For he was universal with respect to being substance general

54 This kind of reductio ad absurdum attack is reminiscent of Abū #Īsā al-Warrāq.
55 Cf. Abū #Īsā in Thomas, Incarnation, pp. 86–87 § 10, and pp. 125–155 §§ 187–212, for

his exhaustive arguments against the Uniting of the human and divine natures in this
form. Among earlier Muslim polemicists Abū #Īsā is the only one who shows awareness
of the Melkite concept of the universal human.
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to all humans, and individual with respect to being a particularity and
hypostasis of the common substance. So he must have been universal
and individual, which is the utmost impossibility.

Section

32. The Christians agree that the Uniting was a particular action by
which the united being became united and Christ Christ. So say to
them: Tell us about the Uniting with the human with whom the Word
united; if it was an action, did it have an agent in your view or not?56

If they say: It had no agent; say to them: Then why do you deny that
all actions and events have no agent?—This is not their teaching.

If they say: The Uniting was an action of the agent who performed
it and it united through it; say to them: Then who was its agent? Was
it the substance which combines the hypostases and not the hypostases,
or the three hypostases and not it? Or was it the three hypostases? Or
was the agent of it one of the hypostases?

If they say: It was the common substance that combines the hyposta-
ses; say to them: Then the substance must be the one that united with
the body and the universal substance, or the individual according to
what you prefer. For, according to you, the one who united is the one
that effected the Uniting and not those who did not effect it. And it also
follows that he is the Divinity who is worthy of worship, for he is the
effective being.

33. Similarly, if they say: The substance and the hypostases effected
the Uniting; say to them: Then it follows that it was it and the three
hypostases that united with the human, and there is no sense to your
statement, ‘It was the Son alone who united, without the Father and
Spirit or the common substance that combines the hypostases’. This
destroys your teaching that the Uniting was of the Son alone.

Similarly, if they say: The three hypostases alone without the sub-
stance effected the Uniting; say to them: Then it follows that the Spirit

56 The argument about the agent of the act of Incarnation and the identity of the
precise divine character involved in it was a well-known polemical topos in the early
Islamic period; cf. D. Thomas, ‘Early Muslim Responses to Christianity’, in Thomas,
Christians at the Heart of Islamic Rule, pp. 236–239. There can be little doubt that al-
Bāqillānı̄ derives his version, in §§32–35, from Abū #Īsā; cf. Thomas, Incarnation, pp. 96–
107 §§ 151–160.
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also united, unless the Son alone among the particularities of the
substance united.

And if they say: The agent of the Uniting was the Son alone, and
through his being singled out in effecting the Uniting he united without
the Spirit; say to them: If it is possible for the Son to be singled out in
effecting an event such as the Uniting without the Spirit and Father or
the common substance, then why is it also not possible for the Spirit to
be singled out by effecting an event and other events, and for each of
the hypostases to be singled out by worlds and actions that the others
did not effect, or for the substance that combines them to be singled
out by an action that was not theirs? If this is so, it is possible for them
to hinder one another and to be at variance.

And say to them: If the hypostases acted in the same way as the
substance that combines them, then why should it combine them and
they be particularities to it, rather than it being a particular to them
and them combining it, so that it was one of the hypostases? They will
not find a way to reject this.

Another question to them on the Uniting

34. Say to them: Tell us how the Word, which is the Son, united with
the body of Christ without the Father and the Spirit, despite your
teaching that it was not distinct from either of them or separated from
them. And if this is acceptable, why do you deny that the water that
is mixed with the wine and mingled with it can be drunk apart from
the wine, or the wine drunk apart from the water, even though they
are not separated or distinct from each other? If in your view this is
impossible, and someone who drinks the wine mixed with the water
must be drinking the wine and water if they are not separated or
distinct from each other, then why do you deny that while the Son
was united though was not separated from the Spirit and Father or
distinct from them, the Father and Spirit were united just as the Son
was united?

If they say: The Word only united with the universal human in the
particular who was born of Mary; say to them: Then the Father and
the Spirit must also have united with the universal in the individual
who was born of Mary. We do not intend in this matter any discussion
about the human with whom the Word united, and whether he was
individual or universal, or whether it united with the universal in
the individual who was born of Mary, but only discussion about how
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the Son could have become united with what he did unite, whether
universal or individual, without the Father and Spirit, while not being
distinct or separated from them. So answer this, if you can!

35. Then say to them: If the Word united with the universal human,
then it can only have united with him in a location or not in a loca-
tion.57 If it united with him not in a location, then between it and the
body that was born and taken from Mary there is only what is between
it and other bodies of people and other bodies. And Mary and the body
taken from her have no distinctiveness, because the Son did not unite
with it and nothing else. And the killing and crucifixion must have hap-
pened to the body alone, not to the Son or to Christ, because the body
without the Son united to it was not Christ. So how could Christ be
killed and crucified?

If the uniting of the Son with the universal was a uniting with it in
any location, whether the body taken from Mary or any other body,
then the universal would have to have been confined in this individual
location, and the individual would have to have enclosed and contained
the universal and been a location to it, even though the individual was
from it. This is contrary to reason and its reverse, because if it were
acceptable then it would be acceptable for the few to include the many
and to exceed it, and for the smallest body to contain the greatest and
enclose it. If we know by the basics of reason that this is wrong, we
also know that it is impossible for the Son to unite with the universal, if
there were such, in a small, individual location.

A question to the Melkites

36. Say to them: Tell us how Mary gave birth to the Son without
the Father or Holy Spirit, when he was not distinct from them or
separated from them, so that which united with the body was carried
in Mary’s womb, and the Father, Spirit and substance that combines
the hypostases were not in Mary’s womb, though despite this they were
not distinct or separated from what inhered within the body in Mary’s

57 Al-Bāqillānı̄’s point here is that this Melkite version of the doctrine either rules
out any particular relationship between the human called Christ and the divine Word
because the latter united with all individuals who were included in the universal
human, or restricts the universal human to the status of an individual because it must
have been the subject of the human experiences of Christ.
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womb. How could part of what was not separated or divided in essence
be born and part not born, part be united and part not united, unless
this is ignorance and feebleness?

Another question to the Melkites

37. Say to them: Tell us about Mary, was she universal human or
individual human?58

If they say: She was universal; they show they are ignorant. Say to
them: Then why do you deny that every human male and female are
universal human?

If they say: This is the case; they abandon their teaching. Say to
them: Then whatever is an individual human, and every individual you
indicate according to this teaching of yours, is this a universal? They
will not be able to find any way of confirming the individual, and in
this is the destruction of their belief.

If they say: Mary was an individual human; say to them: But the
human she gave birth to, was this not the one with whom the Son
united at his birth?

If they say: Yes; say to them: Then tell us about the human whom
Mary gave birth to, was he universal or individual?

If they say: Individual; they abandon their teaching that the Son
united with the universal human whose salvation he willed, and they
move over to the teaching of the Nestorians and Jacobites.

38. If they say: The human who was taken from Mary, with whom
the Word united, was universal human; say to them: But was not this
human who was born from Mary the son of Mary?

If they say: Of course; say to them: So he was universal, while his
mother who was Mary was an individual human. So, according to your
teaching the universal human must have been son of the individual
human. This is very curious, for if we supposed, following their view,
that Mary was non-existent, the universal would not be non-existent,
and if we supposed that the universal human was non-existent then
Mary and all other individual instances of the human would not exist.

58 Cf. Abū #Īsā in Thomas, Incarnation, pp. 126–135 § 188, though the earlier polemi-
cist does not treat the question of Mary as universal human, showing, maybe, a fuller
concern than al-Bāqillānı̄ for what Christians actually said.
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So how can the universal be son so long as it is not non-existent when
that is non-existent,59 or increase when that increases, or the individual
be parent of the universal?

Say to them: You say ‘the universal substance’, and everything that
you say is universal cannot properly be born or be enclosed by one
individual location. The one born from Mary was in her womb, and
his location was from her enclosing him, so how could he be universal?
And if it is acceptable for the universal to be son of the individual,
then why is it not acceptable for Mary to be daughter of Jesus who was
born from her, and for Adam and Noah to be sons of Mary who was
their daughter?60 This is great ignorance, which someone with learning
would not utter.

A question to them together

39. Say to them together: Tell us about the uniting of the Son with the
body, did it continue to exist at the time his killing and crucifixion took
place or not?61

If they say: It continued to exist; say to them: So the one who died
was Christ in two natures: divine nature, the Son, and human nature,
the body. So it must follow that God’s eternal Son died, just as he was
killed and crucified, because to allow that he was killed and crucified is
like allowing that he died. If at the killing the Son became lifeless, he
cannot possibly have been divine at this time, because the Divinity is
not lifeless or imperfect, and is not such for whom death is possible. If
this were possible for him, death would be possible for the Father and
Spirit—which is to abandon their teaching.

If they say: The Uniting ceased at the killing and crucifixion; say
to them: So the Uniting must have been broken at the killing and
crucifixion—which is to abandon their teaching.

59 The sense here seems clear, though the construction is difficult. The phrase mā
lā yajibu an ya #damu bi- #adamih cannot be translated as ‘of that which need not be non-
existent when it is non-existent’ as would seem natural, because the meaning would
then be that the particular (‘that which’) can exist when the universal, of which it is a
part, is non-existent. So the mā lā must be understood in a different sense, maybe as a
temporal conjunction.

60 Al-Bāqillānı̄ underlines the absurdity of the implication he has drawn out from
the Melkite teaching by suggesting these illogical reversals of natural relationships.

61 Cf. Abū #Īsā in Thomas, Incarnation, pp. 116–125, §§ 176–186.
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It must also be the case that the one who was killed could not be
Christ, because when the Uniting was broken and the being who was
united with was separated from, the body was not Christ. For the body
and what united with it was only Christ when the Uniting was certain
and existent. If it was broken, the one who was killed and crucified and
was affected by death and burial was human. So their teaching that
Christ was killed and crucified is meaningless.

Another question on the Uniting to them together

40. Say to them: Why do you say that the Word of God united with the
body of Christ but not the body of Moses or Abraham or any of the
other prophets?62

If they say: Because of the signs performed and miracles made
through Jesus the like of which humans are not capable of, such as
raising the dead, healing the blind and the leper, making what is little
a lot, turning water into wine, walking on the water, his ascension
into heaven, healing the sick, making the crippled walk, and other
miraculous signs.63 So he must have been divine, and the Word must
have united with him; say to them: Why do you claim that Jesus was the
performer and originator of the signs you describe? Why do you deny
that he was incapable of a small or great part of this, and that God
almighty was the one who performed all this that appeared through
him, and his position in this was the same as the other prophets when
signs appeared through them?64

41. Then say to them: So why do you deny that Moses, peace be
upon him, was divine, and that the Word united with him when he
performed marvellous signs, such as changing the staff into a serpent

62 The comparison of prophetic miracles was a favourite topos among Muslim
polemicists in the early Islamic period. Al-Bāqillānı̄’s version here bears a close rela-
tionship to the one in al-Māturı̄dı̄ and in the fourth/tenth century convert al- .Hasan
Ibn Ayyūb; cf. the introduction to this text, p. 139, and also to al-Māturı̄dı̄, pp. 87–89.

63 This is presumably a summary of a fuller list that appeared in al-Bāqillānı̄’s
source.

64 Al-Bāqillānı̄’s version of this comparison argument gives emphasis to the similar
physiology of performance between Jesus and other prophets, rather than to resem-
blances between actual miracles.
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with mouth, two eyes and orifices65—it had not been a serpent before
and there was no trace of eyes or mouth in it; and such as parting
the sea, drawing out his hand white and other things, and his causing
locusts, lice, frogs, blood and so on, which a human cannot do?

If they say: Moses was never the originator of any of this, but rather
he used to pray and beseech God to show it through him; say to them:
Then why do you deny that this was the case with Jesus, and that he
used to beseech his Creator, Lord and Owner to show the signs through
him?

42. The Gospel indeed states this, for in the Gospel is that Jesus, peace
be upon him, wept and said, ‘Lord, if it is your will to take this cup
away from anyone, take it from me!’;66 he wanted to bring a man back
to life and said, ‘Father, I call you as I have called you, answer me,
though I only call you for these people, so that they might know’.67 He
said, ‘Father, I praise you’;68 and when he was on the cross at the time
of the crucifixion, according to their claim, he said, ‘My God, my God,
why have you forsaken me?’69 This is beyond Moses’ prayer, beseeching
and supplication, so it follows that he was a servant, subordinate and
temporal, created like Moses and other messengers, peace be upon
them.

If they say: Jesus prayed and beseeched with this prayer for the
purpose of instructing the followers and disciples. He did, in fact,
originate the signs completely, and ordered a thing and it was; say to
them: Then why do you deny that Moses’ praying and beseeching only
took place for the purpose of instructing, and that he did originate the
parting of the sea, withdrawing his hand white, changing the staff into
a serpent, giving them the shade of clouds, and providing manna and
quails, that he ordered this to be and it was? They will not find any
means of rebutting this.70

65 This feature also appears in al- .Hasan Ibn Ayyūb (quoted in Ibn Taymiyya, Jawāb,
vol. II, p. 333.5), showing dependence on a common source.

66 The translation of this prayer in al-Māturı̄dı̄, pp. 102–103 above, is almost iden-
tical and much closer than other early translations, on which cf. Thomas, ‘Miracles of
Jesus’, p. 228 n. 36, and p. 230 n. 47.

67 John 11.41–42.
68 Cf. Luke 10.21 and John 17.4, though there is no close equivalent.
69 Matthew 27.46 || Mark 15.34.
70 Cf. the same argument, though in starker form, in al-Māturı̄dı̄, pp. 102–105 above.
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43. If they say: Our term ‘Christ’ is a term with two significances: the
divine nature which is God, and the human nature which is a created
human. When the beseeching and praying happened, this happened
from the human who was the human nature. When signs occurred
and miracles were manifest, this happened from the Divinity and not
the human; say to them: Then why do you deny that ‘Moses’ as well
is a term with two significances, divine and human? So when there
was praying and beseeching, this happened from the human nature,
and when there was originating of signs and making miracles, this
came from the divine nature and not the human nature. There is no
difference in this.

44. If they say: Every one of these prophets attested with his own lips
that he was a created human and a servant, subordinate, with Divinity
above him, sent from God, and Christ did not attest this; say to them:
In the same way Christ made known that he was a prophet sent and
a created servant, because the Gospel states that he said: ‘I am the
servant of God, I have been sent to teach’.71 And he said: ‘Just as my
Father sent me, so I send you. Baptize the people and cleanse them
in the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit’.72 In the
Gospel he said: ‘They have turned us out of this town. A prophet is not
honoured in his town.’73 There are many more like these attestations
from him that he was a prophet, a servant sent as messenger, with God
above him, and under direction. So he cannot have been God.

If they say: These attestations came from Christ’s human nature and
not his divine nature; say to them: Then why do you deny that every
attestation heard from a prophet that he was a creature, a servant and
a prophet was the attestation of his human nature and not his divine
nature? Will you find any difference here?

45. If they say: We have only said that Christ was divine because God
says in the books that he was divine, and calls him this. He says: ‘The
pure virgin is with child and will give birth to a son, and his name will
be called divine’;74 say to them: But God also said to Moses: ‘Behold,

71 There is no close equivalent in the canonical Gospels.
72 This is a combination of John 20.21 and Matthew 28.19.
73 Cf. Matthew 13.57 || Mark 6.4 || Luke 4.24; John 4.44.
74 Matthew 1.23, quoting Isaiah 7.14.
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I have made you a God to Aaron and I have made you a God to
Pharaoh’,75 in the sense ‘You will have power over him and command
over him and control over him to obey you.’ And it is only language.

Then say to them: God almighty did not say that he had named
him or would name him God, but only said, ‘His name will be called
divine’. It is possible he may have meant that people would exaggerate
his greatness and would call him this, would disregard the limit of
createdness, and would lie and become neglectful in this. Where have
you ascertained that it is compelling or correct to call anything by this
name? They will not be able to find a way out of this.

46. If they should say: We actually say that Jesus was divine and that the
Word united with him because he was born without the involvement of
a sire, and this is not the case with preceding messengers; say to them:
Then Adam, peace be upon him, must have been divine, because he
came into being without involvement of a male or a female. So he
must be more remote from the attribute of temporality because neither
Mary’s womb nor any other enclosed him, he did not come from the
source of child-birth, and no location bore him. In the same way Eve
must have been Lord, because she was created from Adam’s rib without
male or female, and this is even more remote.76

The demand on them concerning the angels having to be divine
is the same, since they are not from male or female or according to
adoption.77

47. If they say: Christ must be judged to have Lordship because he
said in the Gospel, and he was truthful in his words, ‘I and my Father
are one, and anyone who has seen me has seen my Father’;78 say to

75 Cf. Exodus 7.1.
76 Cf. Q 3.59. The comparison between Jesus and Adam, or Adam and Eve, with

respect to their births was commonplace from the mid third/ninth century on; cf.
Thomas, ‘Miracles of Jesus’, pp. 221–225.

77 The significance of this last reference is not obvious in the context of this argu-
ment. It may preserve a trace of a comparison suggested by Christians in the early
third/ninth century and preserved by al-Jā .hi .z, which was that Jesus might be accepted
as Son of God in adoptionist terms by analogy with Abraham being accepted as Friend
of God; cf. the reference in al-Māturı̄dı̄ on pp. 110–111 above and the sources cited
there. If this is the case, the fragmentary mention is sadly too brief to reconstruct what
the original may have been.

78 This is a combination of John 10.30 and 14.9.
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them: Why do you deny that the meaning of this is ‘Anyone who obeys
me obeys my Father, which is to say the One who sent me and has
taught me wisdom, and whoever disobeys me disobeys him’? So the
meaning of ‘my Father’ will be ‘He who taught me and sent me’,
and the meaning of his words, ‘Anyone who has seen me has seen my
Father’, will be, ‘It is as though he has seen him and heard his wisdom,
and his command and prohibition’. This has to be the interpretation,
because if he and his Father were one, the birth, being carried, being
killed and crucified, eating, drinking and moving, all that happened
to him, would have had to happen to the Father. And if he was united
with the body, the Father would have had to be united with it. But all of
this is to abandon their teaching, if they pursue it. So the interpretation
of the words must be what we have given.

48. If they say: Christ must be divine because he said, and he was
truthful in his words: ‘I was before Abraham’.79 He was a human from
the descendants of Abraham, so we know by this that in his divine
nature he was before Abraham and in his human nature he was his
son; say to them: Why do you deny that the intention of his words, ‘I
was before Abraham’ was ‘Many things from my religion and law were
given for worship and imparted as lawful before Abraham through
the mouths of messengers’? Or why do you deny that by his words,
‘I was before Abraham’ he meant ‘written in the presence of God’,
or ‘I was known before Abraham among some of the angels’, or ‘I
was sent to all people before Abraham’? For it is not permissible to
affirm lordship of a physical being who ate food and walked through
the market-places.

49. The teaching that the divine nature united with him is a far-fetched
teaching which demands interpretation. Solomon, peace be upon him,
says in his book, ‘I was before the world, and I was with God when
he stretched out the earth. As a child I used to play in the presence of
God’.80 It does not follow that Solomon was before the world, and in
his divine nature was with God, blessed be he, when he stretched out
the earth, and in his human nature was David’s son.

79 John 8.58.
80 Proverbs 8.22–30.
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If they say: He meant, ‘My name was with God before the creation
of the world, and in his knowledge, and in his presence when he
stretched out the earth’, or ‘the knowledge that I was to be sent and
given overlordship’, or other interpretations beside this; say to them:
There are similar things in what they claim. And there is no reply to it.
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chapter five

#ABD AL-JABBĀR IBN A .HMAD AL-HAMADHĀNĪ

The fourth and by far the longest of these texts comes from Abū al-
.Hasan #Abd al-Jabbār ibn A .hmad al-Hamadhānı̄ al-Asadābādı̄, the

leading Mu#tazil̄ı scholar of his day and the first whose works are
extensively known in their original form. Like al-Bāqillānı̄, he was a
qā.d̄ı as well as a theologian, though his career was by no means smooth.
He died out of favour in 415/1025.1

As his name indicates, #Abd al-Jabbār was born in Asadābād near
Hamadhān in Iran. Since he is said to have lived into his nineties,
he was probably born sometime in the 320/930s, about the same
time as al-Bāqillānı̄ and during the latter years of al-Māturı̄dı̄. He
studied law under scholars in many towns in the Iranian region, and
then in 346/958 he went to Ba.sra, where he studied Mu#tazil̄ı kalām
under Ibrāhı̄m al-#Ayyāsh, a student of Abū Hāshim al-Jubbā"̄ı, before
moving to Baghdad to study with another of this master’s students,
Abū #Abdallāh al-Ba.srı̄, to whom he remained devoted until the latter’s
death in 369/980.

It was through Abū #Abdallāh that #Abd al-Jabbār entered public life,
when Abū #Abdallāh secured for him a post under al- .Sā .hib Ibn #Abbād,
the vizier of the Būyid ruler Mu"ayyid al-Dawla. Ibn #Abbād made him
chief qā.d̄ı of Rayy, and the two appear to have cooperated in harmony
there for some years, during which #Abd al-Jabbār enjoyed celebrity
status which culminated in his being recognised as the leading Mu#tazil̄ı
theologian of his time.

This came to an end in 385/995 when Ibn #Abbād died and the
Būyid ruler Fakhr al-Dawla dismissed #Abd al-Jabbār from his position.
The circumstances of this dismissal are not entirely clear, though there
is some suspicion among his early biographers that the qā.d̄ı had come

1 For accounts of #Abd al-Jabbār’s biography, and references to original sources,
see J.R.T.M. Peters, God’s Created Speech, a study in the speculative theology of the Mu #tazil̄ı
Qā.d̄ı l-Qu.dāt Abū l- .Hasan #Abd al-Jabbār bn A.hmad al-Hamadān̄ı, Leiden, 1976, pp. 6–25;
G.S. Reynolds, A Muslim Theologian in the Sectarian Milieu, #Abd al-Jabbār and the Critique of
Christian Origins, Leiden, 2004, pp. 41–63.
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to enjoy his status so much that he no longer acknowledged his bene-
factor. When Ibn #Abbād died, he refused to credit his piety with the
expected pronouncement of blessing, and the ruler then used this as an
excuse to get rid of a man who essentially had allowed success to go to
his head.

For the remainder of his life #Abd al-Jabbār lived in private. He
continued to teach and write, but he no longer profited from the heady
success of his most vigorous years.

The titles of nearly seventy works by #Abd al-Jabbār are known,2 and
his biographer Abū al-Sa#d al-Jishumı̄ reports that he wrote an enor-
mous 400,000 pages in all.3 These included commentaries on earlier
theological works, particularly those of the masters Abū #Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı
and his son Abū Hāshim, legal works, answers to questions sent from
parts of the Islamic empire, critiques of works by Muslim opponents of
the Mu#tazila, including Naqd al-Luma # (Criticism of ‘The Flashes’ ), Abū al-
.Hasan al-Ash#arı̄’s fundamental theological work, and also a few works

specifically against non-Muslim groups, among which his Shar.h al-Ārā"
(Commentary on ‘The Opinions’ ), Abū Mu .hammad al- .Hasan b. Mūsā al-
Nawbakhtı̄’s unfinished expose of a number of religions entitled K. al-
ārā" wa-al-diyānāt (Opinions and Religions), was particularly remembered.
This work was evidently in the maqālāt tradition of descriptive com-
pendia that is known from such third/ninth century authors as Abū
al-#Abbās al-Īrānshāhrı̄ and Abū #Īsā al-Warrāq. Among its accounts
of Indian religions, Greek philosophical systems and dualist sects, it
also portrayed Christian beliefs in a way that clearly impressed #Abd
al-Jabbār.4

But both al-Nawbakhtı̄’s original and #Abd al-Jabbār’s commentary
are lost. Of all the works he wrote, fourteen by G.S. Reynolds’ estima-
tion are now accessible either in their original form or as part of other
compositions.5 Of these, two have extensive discussions on Christian-
ity and reveal something of their author’s attitude, the Mughn̄ı f̄ı abwāb
al-taw.h̄ıd wa-al- #adl (The Summa on divine Oneness and Justice), the system-
atic theology that is discussed in detail below, and the Tathb̄ıt dalā"il
al-nubuwwa (The Confirmation of the Proofs of Prophethood ), a rather differ-

2 A list is given by #A.-K. #Uthmān, Qā.d̄ı al-qu.dāt #Abd al-Jabbār, Beirut, 1967, pp. 55–
72.

3 Reynolds, Muslim Theologian, p. 58.
4 #Abd al-Jabbār (attr.), Shar.h al- #u.sūl al-khamsa, ed. #A.-K. #Uthmān, Cairo, 1965,

p. 291.
5 Reynolds, Muslim Theologian, pp. 61–62, n. 213.
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ent work which defends the authenticity of Mu .hammad as prophet and
messenger of God.6

Part of this defence is an extended demonstration of how the Proph-
et’s refutation of the beliefs of Christianity prove his own authenticity.
This forms a substantial portion of the work as a whole, and it has lit-
tle of the strict organisation of #Abd al-Jabbār’s systematic theological
treatises. Reynolds, who has analysed it in detail,7 identifies four main
themes: the composition of the Bible, the contents of the Bible, the
history of the church,8 and Christian practice.9 #Abd al-Jabbār brings
in a wide variety of anecdotal and circumstantial evidence to sup-
port his overall contention that Christianity has abandoned its original
purity which Christ originally brought, and that the historical forms of
the faith bear little resemblance to its first proclamation that is now
renewed and confirmed by Mu .hammad. He confronts Christians with
alternative versions of incidents to the ones they hold, and effectively
challenges them to accept what he adduces as he chips away at the
recognisable accounts promoted in the churches10 by showing they lack
consistency or rational integrity.

According to #Abd al-Jabbār’s own indication, the Tathb̄ıt was writ-
ten in 385/995, five years after his greatest work, the Mughn̄ı, was com-
pleted. This earlier work was an ambitious undertaking by any account,
a systematic presentation of Mu#tazil̄ı theology framed according to
their two main principles of divine oneness and justice, taking in the
current issues in religious discourse of the time, all structured into a
coherent description of the being of God in himself, the nature of his
relationship with the world, and the appropriate forms of human con-

6 #Abd al-Jabbār, Tathb̄ıt dalā"il al-nubuwwa, ed. #A.-K. #Uthmān, Beirut, 1966.
7 Reynolds, Muslim Theologian, pp. 80–125 and appendix 2; see also G.S. Reynolds

and S.K. Samir, The Critique of Christian Origins: Qā.d̄ı #Abd al-Jabbār’s (d. 415/1025) Islamic
Essay on Christianity in his Tathbı̄t dalā"il al-nubuwwa (Confirmation of the Proofs of Prophecy),
Provo UT, forthcoming.

8 See on this S.M. Stern, ‘#Abd al-Jabbār’s Account of how Christ’s Religion was
falsified by the Adoption of Roman Customs’, Journal of Theological Studies new series 19,
1968, pp. 128–185.

9 See on this G.S. Reynolds, ‘A New Source for Church History? Eastern Chris-
tianity in #Abd al-Jabbār’s (415/1025) Confirmation’, Oriens Christianus 86, 2002, pp. 46–68;
idem, ‘A Medieval Islamic Polemic against certain Practices and Doctrines of the East
Syrian Church: Introduction, Excerpts and Commentary’, in D. Thomas, ed., Chris-
tians at the Heart of Islamic Rule, Church Life and Scholarship in #Abbasid Iraq, Leiden, 2003,
pp. 215–230.

10 Cf. S.M. Stern, ‘Quotations from Apocryphal Gospels in #Abd al-Jabbār’, Journal
of Theological Studies new series 18, 1967, pp. 34–57.
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duct in the moral context in which they are set. It is divided into twenty
parts, each of them a full discussion of the principles and details of the
topic under examination. As a whole, the work is not only an impressive
example of the complexity and sophistication of rationalist theology in
the fourth/tenth century but, thanks to its copious references to earlier
thinkers, a mine of the lost thought of the earlier Mu#tazila and their
opponents.11

#Abd al-Jabbār himself supplies information about the composition
of the Mughn̄ı. He began, he says, to dictate it in 360/970–971 and
finished it twenty years later in 380/990–991 in the presence of his
patron the vizier Ibn #Abbād.12 And, as can be seen from the contents
of the refutation of Christianity, it bears traces of successive contribu-
tions and reworkings, presumably as different works that treated the
topics distributed through its parts became available to #Abd al-Jabbār.
The Mughn̄ı is almost as much a compilation of earlier thought as a
composition of its author’s own insight and acumen.

The refutation of Christianity, as will be shown below, is strategically
placed in Part 5 of the Mughn̄ı together with refutations of dualist faiths
and after the elaborate discussions in Parts 1–4 of the contingent nature
of the phenomenal world, the existence of an eternal Originator, the
nature of this Being, and what must be affirmed and denied about him.
It clearly forms an integral part of this discussion on God, because it is
followed at the end of Part 5 by a summary discussion of all that has
preceded in the form of an exposition of the names of God.13

The structure of the refutation of Christianity is easy to grasp in
broad outline. It begins with an introductory description of the main
beliefs of the Christians (§§1–9), and continues with attacks on the
Trinity (§§10–43) and the different forms of Incarnation held by the
Christian denominations (§§44–82). It thus resembles al-Nāshi" al-Ak-
bar’s refutation from nearly a century earlier, and even more Abū
#Īsā al-Warrāq’s mid third/ninth century Radd #alā al-thalāth firaq min
al-Na.sārā, which it makes use of though without explicit acknowledge-
ment. Within these three main divisions, however, there is rather less
clarity and even a few signs that arguments may not have been fully
completed.

11 See Peters, God’s Created Speech, pp. 25–35.
12 Mughn̄ı, vol. XX/2, pp. 257ff.
13 Peters, God’s Created Speech, pp. 29–30.
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The introductory description of Christian beliefs begins with, or
more appropriately is prefaced by, a quotation from a lost work of
one of the Mu#tazil̄ı masters Abū #Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı, which itself must have
formed the introduction to that work. In a few brief paragraphs, this
outlines the doctrines of the Trinity and Incarnation in a schematic
form without any mention of the names of the denominations that
are linked with the variant versions (§1). #Abd al-Jabbār presumably
includes this out of respect for the father of his teacher’s teacher, though
he makes little of it in ensuing discussions. Starting his description
proper, he states that he will set out beliefs according to what Christians
generally agree and disagree on, and, in typically Mu#tazil̄ı manner,
according to what can be understood from the irrational teachings they
promote. He makes no secret of his disdain for the doctrines he is about
to examine.

He goes on to name the main Christian denominations (§2), and
then to summarise briefly their agreed teaching on the Trinity and
Incarnation (§3), followed by a much longer account of the points on
which Christians disagree, over the Trinity (§4), and then the action
through which the divine and human natures united in Christ (§§5–
7). He concludes with particular variations about the crucifixion (§8),
the worship of Christ, and a series of minority views about the Uniting
(§9). While he mentions the names of denominations at various points,
he is evidently more interested in the concepts involved in these inter-
pretations than in their links with their originators. This points to an
intention to examine and expose weaknesses in ideas in a work written
for Muslim readers rather than to carry an attack to opponents in a
continuing discussion with Christians.

#Abd al-Jabbār begins the first part of his refutation, against the
Trinity, by arguing that if the three hypostases are only terminological
distinctions they are not real, and if they are real they must be identical
without differentiation of any kind (§10). The latter alternative leads
into a multitude of contradictions about the characteristics of the three
hypostases that early Mu#tazil̄ı masters identified (§11), and also to the
point where the Christians must acknowledge three separate Divinities,
whether they deny that the hypostases are formally distinct entities
(§12), or acknowledge this (§13–15).

This first series of arguments relates to the relationship between the
substance and the hypostases. The refutation now moves on to the
logical fallacy that if Christians claim that God is three and one then
he must be both internally differentiated and uniform (§16), and to
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arguments from Abū #Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı that if the hypostases are identified
as attributes there must be more than three because God’s attributes
are more than this (§17). And it is disingenuous to prioritise two of
these attributes above others because there is no firm basis for this
(§18). Similarly, Abū #Al̄ı compelled them to accept that if God is an
agent then all three hypostases must equally be agents (§19), and also to
admit a further series of contradictions that expose the impoverishment
of the doctrine (§20–21).

These intricate arguments, that undisguisedly involve both references
to principles that have been established earlier in the Mughn̄ı and con-
cepts native to kalām, form #Abd al-Jabbār’s overall criticism of the doc-
trine. In them he shows in terms of the doctrine itself and of the the-
ological framework he employs throughout the work that the doctrine
is unsustainable in any reasonable way of thinking. As an addendum to
this series of arguments, he turns to the Melkites who offer a particular
teaching that, as he summarises it, while the hypostases are not other
than the substance it is not identical with them, and he lists the diffi-
culties that arise from this claim (§22–23). And then he deals with the
claim that the Son is the Father’s articulated speech, showing again the
logical impossibility this entails if the Christians maintain that the Son
is eternal and uncreated (§24).

Turning to an argument that is also treated by al-Bāqillānı̄,14 that
since all existing things are either substances or accidents, according
to philosophical rather than theological definitions, God must be sub-
stance because substances are independent while accidents are not
(§25), #Abd al-Jabbār shows in a similar way to his Ash#arı̄ fellow-
Muslim that since substances in theological terms are within the con-
tingent order God must be subject to all the same conditions as them
(§§26–27). He continues with a succession of minor arguments against
the defence that the Trinitarian number is perfect because it combines
the even and odd (§28), that unless God is father he is incomplete (§29),
and the analogies of the fire and its heat, the sun and its radiance,
and the human and its characteristics (§§28–31). These Christian claims
and the Muslim rejections of them are familiar from earlier polemical
works, some of the Christian points even antedating Islam, and the rep-
resentations by #Abd al-Jabbār have the character of summaries without
attribution. His references to anonymous Christian individuals15 suggest

14 Above, pp. 144–147, § 1.
15 E.g. §§28, 30.
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that he is well aware of current apologetic, but his refusal to engage per-
sonally with these proponents shows his main aim is to demonstrate to
his Muslim audience the weakness of the claims that Christians make,
rather than to drive home to Christians themselves the problems they
raise for their doctrine.

Following this series of minor points, #Abd al-Jabbār next turns to
an argument that was first reported by Abū #Uthmān al-Jā .hi .z more
than a century before his time and had become a celebrated issue
of contention in the meanwhile. This is the subtle point put forward
by an anonymous group of Christians, that if Muslims will allow that
Abraham was intimate with God by being called his friend, as the
Qur"ān declares, then Jesus can be allowed to have the same intimacy
by being called God’s son, though in an adopted and not begotten
sense (§31). The difficulty hidden in this comparison is that if Muslims
deny the intimacy between God and Jesus they must deny the intimacy
between God and Abraham, but if they allow it, even in the sense of
adoption, they contradict the Qur"ān in conceding that Jesus was Son
of God.

#Abd al-Jabbār warily begins by showing that an adoptive sonship
weakens the Christian teaching that God is eternal Father, and by ques-
tioning the whole notion of this relationship between God and Jesus in
adoptive terms (§32), and then moves to the comparison between the
adopted Jesus and Abraham as friend. Here he employs arguments put
forward by al-Jā .hi .z, whom he duly acknowledges, that the true mean-
ing of ‘friend’ with respect to Abraham is more of one who is depen-
dent than intimate, and thus the comparison with Jesus does not apply
(§§33–35).

Finally in this section on the Trinity, he deals with another series of
minor claims, that the virgin birth is indicative of Jesus’ divinity (§36),
and that sayings attributed to Jesus in the Gospels show his divine Son-
ship (§37). He finds ready answers to these familiar polemical elements,
expanding in his reply to the Gospel sayings upon the changing valen-
cies of individual terms as they are transferred from one language to
another, and upon the metaphorical nature of language (§§38–42). He
concludes his refutation with the confident statement that all the argu-
ments he has adduced disprove the doctrinal formulas put forward by
the Christians, and show that the doctrine inevitably depicts God as a
body, which by definition he cannot be (§43).

It can readily be seen that this great assemblage of arguments, some
from named Mu#tazil̄ı authorities, others from anonymous theological
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tradition, and some by #Abd al-Jabbār himself, is presented as a set
of reassuring proofs for Muslims, and especially those who accept the
portrayal of God that has been given in the preceding parts of the
Mughn̄ı. Christian voices, while heard from time to time, are distant
and anonymous, and their explanations and defences are reduced to
propositional formulas that are then subjected to the rigorous testing
of kalām method. There is no suggestion that they come directly from
Christians themselves, or that these replies have been tested in live
debate with Christians.

#Abd al-Jabbār now turns to the third part of his refutation, the
attack on the doctrine of the Uniting of the divine and human natures
in Christ. He begins with a general summary of the forms in which the
doctrine is presented by Christians and can be understood, showing the
logical possibilities that attach to each alternative (§§44–45). The point
he comes back to repeatedly here is that it is impossible for the one,
eternal God to enter into an intimate relationship with a created being.
In a series of brief theorems he more or less satisfies himself that the
doctrine is unviable no matter how it is expressed, but he nevertheless
goes on to investigate the various interpretations, always maintaining
the same formally propositional approach as in his refutation of the
Trinity.

In three separate chapters, he first refutes the claim that the act
of Uniting took the form not of bodily union but of conformity of
volitions. If the volitions of the divine and human natures remained
separate, there could not have been total conformity because there
would inevitably have been differences of desire between them, the
human could not have known all that the divine knows and so could
not have willed it, and anyway the same would have applied to other
prophets since there is no reason to give Jesus any priority over them
(§46–47). If it is claimed that the divine volition became the human
volition, this is disproved by the fact that the two volitions function in
different ways, the divine from God’s being itself and the human from
an attribute that is separate from the being. In addition, since there can
be no distinction between Christ and other created beings, the divine
volition would have had to become the volition of all beings. This itself
would necessitate the divine volition acting in contradictory ways, as
one creature knew something and another did not (§48). Thirdly, if
it is claimed that Jesus’ volition became God’s volition, this is again
disproved by the different ways in which the two volitions operate (§49).
Clearly, #Abd al-Jabbār examines the claim according to kalām logic and
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shows how it fails scrutiny in light of the ontology of divine and human
being that is constructed in this logic. He shows no hesitation about
doing this, as though the Christian teachings were developed according
to the same principles that he and fellow theologians observe.

In the following chapters #Abd al-Jabbār examines a series of meta-
phorical descriptions of the Uniting. These are first listed in Abū #Īsā al-
Warrāq’s refutation,16 where they are clearly identified as explanations
rather than definitions of the doctrine. #Abd al-Jabbār, however, much
like al-Bāqillānı̄,17 treats them as fundamental statements.

He first treats the statement that the divine nature united with the
human nature in the form of mixing and close adjacency, and dis-
misses it on the grounds that it would impute material and temporal
characteristics to God. In an intriguing excursus, he debates with an
anonymous interlocutor who defends the statement by comparing it
with the Muslim declaration that God is everywhere though not adja-
cent to material things. #Abd al-Jabbār’s rejoinder to this attempt to
use Muslim concepts to explain the Christian doctrine is that Muslims
regard references to God’s omnipresence in figurative terms though
Christians must take their statement literally, and anyway if God came
into intimate adjacency with Jesus he could have done the same with
other prophets. And the evidence of Jesus’ miracles does not indicate
a special closeness because God can effect miracles through a prophet
without uniting with him. In a few brief sentences here, #Abd al-Jabbār
translates the old Christian claim that the miracles prove Jesus’ divinity
into kalām terms by showing that if anything is proved divine by mir-
acles, then it is the actual locus of the miracle rather than the human
prophet. And so the blind man’s eye or the corpse brought back to life
have more claim to be united with the divine than Jesus himself (§§50–
52).

Next in this group of chapters he examines the statement that the
act of Uniting took the form of the divine inhering in the human. He
rejects it on a priori grounds that this kind of adjacency requires one
thing to be within another, which is impossible for God (§53). Then, in
another curious turn, an anonymous voice seeks to compare this form
of the Uniting with the teaching of Abū #Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı about the mode
of existence of the Qur"ān: it exists on a page or in the mouth, though
it has not come into existence or been transferred there. But #Abd al-

16 Thomas, Trinity, pp. 70–71, §11.
17 Above, pp. 170–175, §22.
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Jabbār easily counters this by arguing that in Abū #Al̄ı’s terms the word
still occurs in a particular location and through an agency. This cannot
apply to God (§54).

The interlocutor attempts other forms of statement that will allow
the human and divine to be adjacent, but #Abd al-Jabbār rejects each
because they are irrational or restrict the divine in physical terms (§§55–
56). These include the metaphor of the divine appearing in the human
like a face in a mirror or a seal imprinted in clay, but he shows that
these are inappropriate (§§57–58).

The Christians continue to suggest ways in which the divine could
inhere in the human Jesus without being subject to the laws of physical
things, but #Abd al-Jabbār maintains his point that this is not possible
within rational ways of understanding (§§59–65). Again, the whole
claim of Uniting as inhering is taken into kalām conceptuality, where
it can succinctly be shown that the divine nature would have to become
subject to physical laws. What is fascinating to see here is Christians,
who are evidently Nestorians, trying to use these laws to their own
advantage, like the Christians known to al-Bāqillānı̄.18 They do not
appear to know kalām method well enough to get far in their attempt,
but nevertheless they are aware that they must make the attempt, and
they have enough knowledge to begin to do so.

In the next chapter #Abd al-Jabbār examines the Jacobite claim
that the two substances actually became one in the Uniting. For him
this is impossible in principle because two things cannot become one
thing. But putting this objection aside, this would mean the human
nature ceased to be human, which deprives the Christian doctrine of its
purpose. Alternatively, it would require the resultant being to be either
human or divine, though both are equally improbable (§§66–67).

Pressing the case further, #Abd al-Jabbār raises the matter of Jesus’
death according to this Jacobite Christological model. Since the two
natures became one, this would mean that the divine nature separated
from the human, which shows that it was not one with it at all, or
alternatively that this divine being denied himself by succumbing to
death (§68). Clinically and concisely, #Abd al-Jabbār dismantles Chris-
tian belief, showing at this point the same thorough acquaintance with
Christian doctrine that gave Abū #Īsā al-Warrāq his mastery over his
opponents a century earlier.

18 Above, pp. 164–167, §§17–18.
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After demonstrating in another brief but devastating proof that if the
Son alone among the Persons united with the human Jesus he must be
a distinct God (§69), #Abd al-Jabbār again presents arguments from his
Mu#tazil̄ı master Abū #Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı. He summarises a series of points
which Abū #Al̄ı presumably made at some length (maybe intending to
return and expand them) against both the doctrines of the Uniting and
the Trinity, all of them showing that these doctrines make no sense in
rational debate (§§70–72).

Next, the authenticity of Christian ‘books’ cannot be relied upon,
because the deceitfulness of their authors is easily demonstrated. Thus,
what these books say about the crucifixion has no greater authority
than the Qur"ān’s denial of it (§73–74). Furthermore, these scriptures
are not the source of the doctrines of the denominations, but rather
they derive these from their leaders without understanding. An illustra-
tion of this is the argument presented by Theodore Abū Qurra that
God must have a son of his own substance because God must have
mastery and can only ultimately be master of a being who is identical
to him. Apart from the nonsense in this, it does not provide the basis of
a proof for a Trinitarian Godhead because it only involves two divine
beings (§§75–77).

There are further fascinating hints here of #Abd al-Jabbār’s engage-
ment with Christian sources. His detached style of composition makes
it difficult to say what form this took, though his reference to Theodore
Abū Qurra as ‘Qurra’ without any other elements of the name maybe
suggests that he was employing indirect sources, probably by Muslims,
rather than the Melkite bishop’s works themselves.

In the last chapter of this refutation #Abd al-Jabbār turns to the issue
of the Christians’ worship of Christ. As in his earlier arguments, he
rules this out on the principle that the act of Uniting could not have
taken place and so Christ was not divine. But in addition, worship
should be reserved for the One who is the origin of all favours, not
for intermediary beings, and thus not for the human Christ (§§78–
79).

Further consequences of the Christians’ claim are that the human
Christ worshipped God and so cannot be worshipped himself (§80),
and that the divine nature alone and not the whole of Christ should be
worshipped (§81). And Christians cannot base their worship of Christ
on his mediating activity and the grace he gives, because the same
must be true of other prophets. Christ’s favours may outweigh those
of others, but they are not different in kind (§82). And lastly, all the
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arguments by which Christians try to show that the Qur"ān contains
erroneous teachings can be shown to be specious (§82).

The great difference between the Muslim #Abd al-Jabbār and his
Christian opponents is brought out more openly here than almost
anywhere else in the refutation. For at one point in the exchange
the Christians show that they base their worship of Christ on his
atoning death to gain salvation for all humankind. They are quoted
as saying: ‘We worship Christ…because he is the mediator between us
and the divine nature according to what we know of him’ (§82),19 and
speaking about the grace that is given through him. But #Abd al-Jabbār,
evidently following the Qur"ān’s denial that Christ died, passes over this
without apparently heeding, and argues simply that Christ’s favour is
not essentially different from that given by other prophets. In this single
demonstration of misunderstanding the general difference between the
two sides is brought into the open, and their striving to gain common
ground set in painful tension.

This exchange over the legitimacy of worshipping Christ and accom-
panying minor points brings the whole refutation of Christianity to a
close. The intricate detail in argument throughout the examination of
both the Trinity and Incarnation shows #Abd al-Jabbār’s deep concern
to disprove as many interpretations put forward by Christians as he
can find. But it also raises the question of what his intention was in
these long and searching analyses. The answer is given at the start of
his description of Christian doctrines and again at the beginning of his
refutation of the Uniting, that he is treating what can be understood of
Christian doctrine according to reason,20 in other words according to
the framework he can fit over it based on his own theological presup-
positions. This is a work of theological correction rather than a debate
with opponents who speak for themselves and can defend their own
positions. When Christian voices are heard they are usually muted and
monotone, as though recorded from intermediaries rather than directly.
For #Abd al-Jabbār is not primarily using these contrary arguments as
targets that help him resist the threat of Christianity—that is nowhere
near the true intention of the Mughn̄ı. Rather, they are examples he
holds up to his Muslim audience to show them what happens when the
simple truth of the Muslim belief in God is left behind. The elegance
of reason is then fractured, and all manner of incoherence and incon-

19 Pp. 372–375 below.
20 See §2 and §44 on pp. 228–229 and 302–303 below.
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sistency is admitted leading to the point at which the clear perception
of what God is and is not like must be abandoned. This refutation of
Christianity, together with the preceding refutation of dualism, is thus
a cautionary excursus that both shows the result of veering away from
Muslim and Mu#tazil̄ı teachings, and also confirms the claim that these
teachings alone provide sound, rational means of understanding God
and the character that is his reality.

The positioning of these elaborate arguments in the structure of
the Mughn̄ı shows graphically how they serve this apologetic purpose.
This structure is much easier to discern than with the treatises of al-
Māturı̄dı̄ and al-Bāqillānı̄ that are discussed above, because #Abd al-
Jabbār makes clear, at least in general outline, what this is. J.T.R.M.
Peters sets it out according to the twenty-part division of the work
as follows: Parts 1–4, the character of the world and of God; Part 5,
refutations of those who deny the unity of God; Parts 6–14, God’s
action; Parts 15–20, revelation.21 There may be some questioning of
certain details of this,22 but by and large it is evidently an exposition of
the two main principles of the Mu#tazila, the oneness and the justice of
God, expressed as systematic accounts of God in himself and of God in
his relationship with the created order.

Like al-Bāqillānı̄’s Tamh̄ıd, and to a lesser extent al-Māturı̄dı̄’s Taw.h̄ıd,
the Mughn̄ı has interspersed among its passages of positive doctrinal
exposition refutations of non-Muslim religions, for example the dualists
and Christians in Part 5, and the Jews in Part 16.23 And in a work so
carefully constructed as this, these positionings cannot be arbitrary. The
explanation must be that, like al-Bāqillānı̄, #Abd al-Jabbār juxtaposes
attacks and expositions in order to show the negative and positive
sides of what he is setting out, and the ineluctable truth that only
the Mu#tazil̄ı method of rational reflection can eventually lead to a
full apprehension of reality, as far as humans are capable of this. Any
variation, as is instanced in the constructions of these other faiths, leads
to chaotic irrationality.

This is why #Abd al-Jabbār, like Muslim theologians from the third/
ninth century onwards, only pays attention to the two Christian doc-
trines of the Trinity and Incarnation, leaving aside any detailed treat-

21 Peters, God’s Created Speech, pp. 27–35.
22 M. Elkaisy-Friemuth, God and Humans in Islamic Thought, #Abd al-Jabbār, Ibn S̄ınā and

al-Ghazāl̄ı, London, 2006, pp. 24–25.
23 I #jāz al-Qur"ān, ed. A. al-Khūl̄ı, Cairo, 1960, pp. 97–142.
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ment of the atonement or other beliefs. These are the two doctrines
that present alternatives to Muslim taw.h̄ıd, and in refuting them #Abd
al-Jabbār strengthens and sustains his own doctrine.

In this respect he follows a well-trodden path. And he indicates
openly in a number of places his indebtedness to a number of schol-
ars, and thus indirectly intimates his borrowing of their methods and
presuppositions. At least this can be assumed, though since the works
he draws on are not all extant it cannot be ascertained beyond doubt.

The first of #Abd al-Jabbār’s sources was the work of Abū #Al̄ı al-
Jubbā"̄ı (d. 303/915–916) which he quotes at the very start of his refu-
tation and at a number of later points.24 Abū #Al̄ı, as the father of
Abū Hāshim al-Jubbā"̄ı, who was the teacher of #Abd al-Jabbār’s own
teachers Ibrāhı̄m Ibn #Ayyāsh (d. 386/996) and Abū #Abdallāh al-Ba.srı̄
(d. 369/980), and as the foremost Mu#tazil̄ı scholar in the generations
preceding #Abd al-Jabbār’s own,25 would hold a place of special ven-
eration. But one must assume that his arguments feature prominently
in the Mughn̄ı attack primarily because they have proved sustained and
cogent against any efforts to dispute them, rather than because of their
authorship. #Abd al-Jabbār gives no signal of a title for this work (nor
even, it must be said, that the arguments he quotes and summarises
all come from one work), but it is presumably the same one that he
mentions in the Tathb̄ıt.26

If the distribution of references to arguments from this work given
in the Mughn̄ı fairly represents its contents, this earlier refutation resem-
bled #Abd al-Jabbār’s own in comprising a descriptive introduction fol-
lowed by groups of arguments against the Trinity and Incarnation.
Of course, there were many other anti-Christian refutations structured
along these lines at this time, so it cannot comfortably be claimed that
Abū #Al̄ı’s work was the direct inspiration for #Abd al-Jabbār attack.
But it would certainly have informed his thinking about his compo-
sition, and may have strengthened his decision to follow the gener-
ally acknowledged structure. Whether it influenced any local elements,
such as the unprecedented choice of Christological models examined
in the refutation of the Incarnation, can only be a matter of specula-
tion, though given the fact that the arguments which #Abd al-Jabbār

24 See Thomas, ‘Mu#tazil̄ı Response’, pp. 279–313.
25 See Ibn al-Murta .dā, K. .tabaqāt al-Mu #tazila, pp. 80–85.
26 Tathb̄ıt, p. 198.14.
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attributes to Abū #Al̄ı by name are all clearly grouped together,27 this
seems unlikely. Within the overall range of the Mughn̄ı, these arguments
feature as one set among a number of others and do not have the
appearance of a controlling source.

The same is true of the other source named by #Abd al-Jabbār,
the mid-third/ninth century Mu#tazil̄ı known for his literary style Abū
#Uthmān al-Jā .hi .z (d. 255/869). #Abd al-Jabbār refers to him three
times,28 and makes use of the particular argument from his Radd #alā
al-Na.sārā in which he and his teacher Ibrāhı̄m al-Na.z .zām respond to
the Christian comparison between Jesus as adopted Son of God and
Abraham as friend of God (Q 4.125).29 Since this was almost certainly
known to al-Māturı̄dı̄,30 it had evidently become a significant element of
the Muslim approach to Christianity by the fourth/tenth century, pre-
sumably because its subtlety caused a deal of discomfort. Again, #Abd
al-Jabbār cites the arguments of these two illustrious predecessors, com-
ments upon them himself, and moves on.

#Abd al-Jabbār also cites ‘our masters’, shuyūkhunā, in five places,31

though he never enlarges on who they may have been. They could
have been his immediate teachers, including Ibrāhı̄m Ibn #Ayyāsh and
Abū #Abdallāh al-Ba.srı̄, although neither he nor any other authorities
attribute any anti-Christian refutations to either of them. It is equally
likely that he is referring in this general way to what may be called
the received tradition of anti-Christian polemical arguments among
Mu#tazil̄ı scholars in his time. Thus, the arguments reported from this
group of anonymous individuals may include points made by the great
Mu#tazil̄ı thinkers of the early third/ninth century in an elaborated and
developed form.

The sets of arguments attributed to the earlier Mu#tazila are pre-
dictably rational and clinical. In the first they show that if the Person
of the Son is identical with the Father and the Father has a Son, then
the Son must also have a son and that son a son ad infinitum (§11, also
§25). Further, if the Father is a Divinity, the Son and Spirit must also be
Divinities in their own right because they are identical with him (§12). It
is also irrational to identify one and three as the same thing (§13), and

27 Thomas, ‘Mu#tazil̄ı Response’, pp. 286–301.
28 Below §§35, 42, 81.
29 Al-Jā .hi .z, Radd, pp. 25–32.
30 Above pp. 109–111, §8.
31 §§11, 12, 13, 24, 36.
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impossible to attribute sonship to God in either a literal or figurative
sense (§36). These arguments, all of which concern the doctrine of the
Trinity and not the Incarnation, correspond to many that appear in
surviving works from the third/ninth century, though with the excep-
tion of the first, which is used by the Baghdad Mu#tazil̄ı Abū Ja#far
al-Iskāf̄ı (d. 239/854),32 it is not possible to connect any one of them
with particular authors from the earlier period. The very compressed
form in which they appear here suggests that either #Abd al-Jabbār had
received them in a work where they had already been summarised in
this manner, or he knew them as standard arguments that were passed
down as part of Mu#tazil̄ı lore.

A last identifiable Muslim source, though not one that is named,
is the mid-third/ninth century free-thinking monotheist Abū #Īsā al-
Warrāq, who is also employed by al-Bāqillānı̄. #Abd al-Jabbār alludes
to arguments from his major anti-Christian polemic, the Radd #alā al-
thalāth firaq min al-Na.sārā, in numerous places throughout the refutation,
sometimes so closely that he could be actually quoting from the earlier
scholar.33 For example, the paragraph that summarises the beliefs about
the Trinity on which Christians agree (§3) is too close to the same sec-
tion in Abū #Īsā’s descriptive introduction (§§3–7)34 to be independent.
There are also close verbal parallels in subsequent paragraphs of #Abd
al-Jabbār’s introduction that show Abū #Īsā’s work must be the basis of
what is given here. In fact, all the main points of Abū #Īsā’s introduction
appear somewhere in #Abd al-Jabbār’s longer and differently arranged
introduction.

Arguments that recall Abū #Īsā’s appear mainly in §§21–31 of the
Mughn̄ı, where there are further similarities so close that direct quota-
tion is possible. In the section against the Incarnation there are fewer
direct coincidences, although #Abd al-Jabbār clearly knows many of
Abū #Īsā’s points, and is particularly aware of the metaphorical expla-
nations of the Incarnation which the earlier scholar lists,35 because he
argues against most of them, and indeed takes some as main doctrines
to be countered.

These correspondences show that there is an undeniable relationship
between the Mughn̄ı and Abū #Īsā’s Radd, though, like al-Bāqillānı̄, #Abd

32 See n. 34 to the translation below.
33 For parallels, see Thomas, Trinity, pp. 47–50; Thomas, Incarnation, pp. 80–81.
34 Thomas, Trinity, pp. 66–69.
35 Ibid., pp. 70–71, §11.
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al-Jabbār is judicious in his use of the earlier work, taking points of
information he finds useful and arguments he presumably finds cogent,
but omitting much else. This suggests that he either combed through
the Radd and made selections, or found them in an intermediary work
where they were already excerpted, or possibly had access to what-
ever source or sources Abū #Īsā himself used. This latter alternative is
unlikely, because it presupposes that the arguments that are verbally
identical in the two scholars, and are expressed in language that is typi-
cal of Abū #Īsā’s style, appeared in exactly this form in this prior source.
A less unlikely possibility is an intermediary work, either one of the
other versions in which Abū #Īsā published his Radd,36 or a work by a
later author in which it is summarised.

Two other sources are also discernible behind the Mughn̄ı refutation.
One is the brief maymar of Theodore Abū Qurra which #Abd al-Jabbār
ridicules in §76. In this, the Melkite bishop argues that if God is
really divine he must eternally be superior over a subordinate being,
requiring an eternal subordinate, who must be of the same nature as
God, and who could thus only be a son. Here, #Abd al-Jabbār sums up
Theodore’s apologetic argument in one of his extant mayāmir with some
accuracy,37 though the fact that #Abd al-Jabbār appears to know only
this short work and does not know Theodore’s full name or designation,
calling him rather generally ‘Qurra, the Melkite, their head’, suggests
he had access to it through an intermediary source.38

The other source or sources are the Christian voices that debate with
#Abd al-Jabbār about the person of Jesus Christ. They appear from
nowhere, and it is difficult to decide finally whether they are actual
Christians or convenient mouthpieces that enable #Abd al-Jabbār to
elaborate his arguments, though the balance of probability must be
tipped towards the former.

The first voice is heard in response to #Abd al-Jabbār’s point that if
the act of Uniting between the human and divine in Christ is under-
stood as a mixing of the two natures, the divine nature would have to
be adjacent to all the atoms in Jesus’ body, which is impossible for God.
The rejoinder comes that this explanation may be accepted by analogy

36 See Thomas, Incarnation, p. 34, work nos. 13, 14 and 15.
37 C. Bacha, Les oeuvres arabes de Theodore Aboucara, évêque d’Haran, Beirut, 1904, pp. 91–

104; trans. J. Lamoreaux, Theodore Abū Qurrah, Provo UT, 2005, pp. 140–149.
38 A possible candidate is the Baghdad Mu#tazil̄ı Abū Mūsā #Īsā b. Subay .h al-

Murdār’s (d. 226/841) lost K. #alā Ab̄ı Qurra al-Na.srān̄ı f̄ı al-radd #alā al-Na.sārā, cited in
Ibn al-Nadı̄m, Fihrist, p. 207.6.
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with the Muslim belief that God is everywhere (§51). Then in the ensu-
ing discussion the voice makes the point that Jesus’ miraculous actions
prove that he was united with the divine nature.

There is no real reason why #Abd al-Jabbār should invent Chris-
tian spokesmen for these arguments, because they are commonplace
enough for him to have introduced them without an attribution. Since
the metaphor of the mixing of the two natures was known among Nes-
torians,39 who would constitute the main denomination with whom
#Abd al-Jabbār would be in contact in Rayy where he lived, there
is every possibility that he heard this comparison between Christian
claims about the Incarnation and Muslim beliefs about the omnipres-
ence of God from a live source.

Rather more pressingly, a second voice makes the point a little later
that the concept of the divine nature inhering in the human nature
is parallel to the suggestion of Abū #Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı that the Qur"ān
inheres in a writing tablet or the tongue (§54). This is followed by
a series of attempts to compare this interpretation of the Christian
doctrine with Islamic teachings about the ways in which elements of the
contingent world behave, or the way in which God subsists (§§55–65),
many of them showing great intimacy with the details of kalām physical
theories, Muslim beliefs about God, and the teachings of Abū #Al̄ı in
particular (he is adduced again in §64). The freshness of their points
and the awkwardness of their arguments for #Abd al-Jabbār convey a
verisimilitude that clearly points to Christian mutakallimūn who knew
the developments in current Muslim discourse and were able to employ
them with some ease in defence and explanation of their own doctrines.

There are further allusions to other voices later in the refutation of
the Incarnation, though few of these have the same quality of direct-
ness or engage in the same way with the points being made by #Abd
al-Jabbār.40 So maybe this series of anonymous Christian spokesmen
represent a live debate about the particular interpretation of the Incar-
nation as mingling that #Abd al-Jabbār had witnessed or participated
in, or a report of such a debate he had been given.

The presence of these possibly Nestorian voices in the argument
and the character of their interventions underline the overall approach
adopted in the Mughn̄ı refutation. For these Christians see it as advis-

39 See A. Grillmeier, Le Christ dans la tradition chrétienne. De l’âge apostolique à Chalcédoine
(451), Paris, 1973, pp. 517–518.

40 E.g. §§78, 81 and 82.
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able and probably necessary to adopt methods that derive from Mus-
lim theology and even refer explicitly to its leading authorities. Like
the interlocutors who take issue with al-Bāqillānı̄ over the compari-
son of divine attributes in his Godhead and the hypostases in theirs,
these seem aware that they are on the defensive both in terms of belief
and of their articulation of its doctrinal formulation. There is a clear
acknowledgement that Islamic thinking is dominant and a prepared-
ness to comply with it. In the use of ideas from Abū #Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı there
may even be indications that, like #Ammār al-Ba.srı̄ many years before,
they were ready to manipulate it for their own purposes, not least to put
the Muslim on the spot by trying to make him disagree with a master
from his own school.

Of course, #Abd al-Jabbār shows no sign of being under any notice-
able pressure. For him his own arguments are final, and his demon-
stration that this elaborate lapse from the purity of strict monotheism
is complete. Christian attempts to explain their doctrines are valueless
and their defences incoherent. Therefore, he has made his case, and
the alternatives to his own form of setting out Islamic teachings pro-
vide vivid demonstrations that the only rationally acceptable beliefs are
those he himself supports. Christianity has no value other than to show
this.

This edition of the refutation of Christianity in the Mughn̄ı is based
upon the two known MSS of this part of the work, together with
reference to the published edition,41 where they are called 1 and «.42

MS 1 is dated 606/1210, about two hundred years after #Abd al-Jabbār’s
original composition. MS « is not dated, but is from about the same
time. They are evidently very close and preserve the same occasional
mistakes, including the obvious ;<� ;<F� .�< in place of ;<� ;<+�� .�< on
p. 86 of the edition (§11 n. 1 in the text below). But there are signs that
« is a more careful version than 1, for where 1 repeats passages through
dittography « usually does not, and where 1 gives wrong headings
to three of the sections of the refutation of the Incarnation, « omits
these headings completely but resumes them where 1 is once more
correct.43 This relationship suggests that either « is a careful copy of

41 #Abd al-Jabbār, Al-mughn̄ı f̄ı abwāb al-taw.h̄ıd wa-al- #adl, vol. V, ed. M.M. al-
Khu .dayrı̄, Cairo, 1958.

42 See Peters, God’s Created Speech, p. 27, n. 115.
43 See nn. 49, 50 and 54 to the text below.
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1, or that they are independent copies of an earlier version, which «
has followed with greater regard to sense than 1, and omitted its most
glaring mistakes. In view of the omissions in 1, such as those referred to
in notes 6, 14 and 21 to the Arabic text, the latter alternative is more
likely.

In the textual notes below the MSS are referred to as 1 and «, and
the edition as U (= .tab #a).
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The Argument against the Christians

Chapter: an account of all their teachings1

1. Our master Abū #Al̄ı,2 may God have mercy on him, reported that
among the beliefs of all the Christians, except for a small group of
them, is that God almighty is the Creator of things, and the Creator is
living and speaking. His Life is the Spirit, which they call the Holy
Spirit, and his Word is Knowledge.3 Some of them say that Life is
Power.4

They claim that God and his Word and his Power are eternal,
and that the Word is the Son and, according to them, is Christ, who
appeared in the body which was on earth. And they differ over who
is entitled to the name Christ. Some say that it was the Word and the
physical body when one of them united with the other. Others claim
that it was the Word apart from the body. And others claim that it was
the temporal body, and that the Word became a temporal body when it
entered Mary’s womb and appeared to humankind.5

They all claim that the Word is the Son, and that the One to whom
the Word and the Spirit belong is the Father.6 And they claim that these
three are one God and one Creator, and that they are of one substance.

This is the whole of what he reported.

1 The introduction, §§ 1–9, is translated and annoted by G. Monnot, ‘Les doctrines
des Chrétiens dans le Moghn̄ı de #Abd al-Jabbār’, MIDEO 16, 1983, pp. 9–30; repr. Islam
et Religions, pp. 239–259. References below are to the latter.

2 This is Abū #Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı, (d. 303/915–916), the leader of the Ba.sra Mu#tazil̄ıs
in the early fourth/tenth century, whom #Abd al-Jabbār quotes repeatedly in this
refutation. On the work from which these extracts came, see Thomas, ‘Mu#tazil̄ı
Response’.

3 Cf. al-Nāshi" al-Akbar, above, pp. 72–73, §35. Like his Baghdad contemporary,
Abū #Al̄ı appears to accept without comment the model of the Trinity based on the
logic of divine attributes, according to which God’s characteristics of being living and
knowing derive from attributes of his essence.

4 This variant may be a response to Muslim polemical jibes that the attribute of
power was as essential to the constituency of the Godhead as either of the other two.

5 It is just possible to detect in these brief formulas the Christologies of the Melkites,
Diophysites/Nestorians and Miaphysites/Jacobites.

6 Al-Nāshi", above pp. 36–39, § 1, is also aware of this generative model as the main
explanation of the relationship between the Persons.
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2. Know that what must be related from the beliefs of the Christians
are points which can be divided into what they agree on and what
they differ over, and between what is possible to discover from their
beliefs as agreed on and as differed over. For to grasp the whole of
their beliefs is difficult because of their doctrines being established on
irrational principles and forms of explanation whose meaning cannot
be discovered.

The best-known sects among the Christians are the Jacobites, the
followers of Jacob, the Nestorians, the followers of Nestorius, some-
times called followers of Nestor, and the Melkites,7 the people of the
emperor’s faith. In addition to this, they have older or more recent
sects, from which are reported beliefs different from what these three
sects hold.8

3. We shall report what should be reported of their teachings, and what
the three sects agree upon: the Creator is one substance and three
hypostases;9 one of these hypostases is Father, the second Son, and
the third Holy Spirit; the Son is the Word, the Spirit is the Life and
the Father is the eternal living, speaking One; these three hypostases
conform in substantiality and differ in hypostaticity; the Son is eternally
begotten from the Father, the Father eternally begets the Son, and the
Spirit eternally proceeds from the Father and the Son;10 the Son is not
Son of the Father in the sense of being offspring, but like the generating
of a word from reason, the heat of a fire from the fire, and the radiance

7 Both Malkiyya and Malkāniyya appear in this account. They presumably reflect the
forms used in #Abd al-Jabbār’s different sources.

8 This might be a reference to one of #Abd al-Jabbār’s sources, the Radd of Abū
#Īsā al-Warrāq, where lesser known Christian sects are mentioned; Thomas, Trinity,
pp. 70–71, § 12. #Abd al-Jabbār’s decision not to describe their distinctive beliefs or to
argue against them (though he does refer to the Maronites towards the end of this
introduction, §9, and towards the end of his arguments against the doctrine of Uniting,
§82, and names the Julianists in §78) is indicative of his general concern only for the
major outlines of the doctrines he is examining.

9 The terms jawhar and uqnūm are evidently familiar enough not to require explana-
tion.

10 This reference to the filioque, the procession of the Spirit jointly from the other
two Persons, a doctrine that originated in the west and was vehemently opposed in
the east, is surprising in a composition that presumably derived its information about
Christianity from eastern sources. On its appearance here, cf. S.K. Samir, ‘Une allusion
au Filioque dans la “Réfutation des chrétiens” de #Abd al-Ğabbār (m. 1025)’, in Studi
albanologici, balcanici, bizantini e orientali in onore di Giuseppe Valentini, sj, Florence, 1986,
pp. 361–367.
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of the sun from the sun;11 they agree that the Son united with the
individual whom they call Christ, and that this individual appeared to
people, was crucified and killed.

4. They disagree in various ways about everything we have related.
Among them are those who say: the hypostases are the substance, and
the substance is the hypostases. This is the teaching of the Jacobites and
Nestorians, and among people are those who relate it from the Melkites
as well. Among them are those who relate from the Melkites that the
eternal One is one substance which possesses three hypostases, and that
the hypostases are the substance and the substance is other than the
hypostases, though is not numerically a fourth to them.12 About the
hypostases they say that they are simple substance, and they do not
grant that it is a composite substance.

They disagree over the hypostases. Some of them say: The hyposta-
ses are particular properties; some of them say: Individuals; and some
of them say: Aspects and attributes.13 It is as though they say: One
substance, three particular properties and three individuals.

They disagree, and some of them say that the hypostases are differ-
ent in hypostaticity and are uniform in substantiality;14 others of them
say: We do not say ‘different’, but we say that they are three hypostases
which are uniform in that they are one substance, and no more. They
disagree, and some of them claim that each one of the hypostases is
living, speaking, divine: this is the teaching of some of the Nestorians.
The rest say: When referred to alone they are not singly divine, living
or speaking.

They disagree, and some of them say: The Word is knowledge;
others say: The sense of ‘Word’ is knowledge, and it is only called this
because it becomes manifest through speech. The teaching of some of
them is that the Word and Speech are not knowledge, and it is related
from one of them that he said about the Spirit that it is power.15

11 Cf. Abū #Īsā, in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 68–69, §7. These analogies for the Trinity
would have been commonplace in Christian-Muslim polemic at this time.

12 Cf. Abū #Īsā, in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 66–67, § 1–2, though Abū #Īsā does not
mention the Melkites who agree with the other two groups.

13 Cf. Abū #Īsā, in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 68–69, §8.
14 Cf. Abū #Īsā, in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 66–67, §5.
15 This agrees with what Abū #Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı says, § 1 above.
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They disagree, and one of them has related from them that they say
the hypostases are different from one another, and that his Knowledge
and Life are other than him. Among them is one who has related from
them that the hypostases are the substance and are not other than it,
though by virtue of being hypostases they are particularised in a way it
is not by virtue of it being substance. They liken it to a piece of coal
when it becomes an ember: it does not cease to be what it is, but it
acquires an attribute which it did not have by virtue of being a piece of
coal.16

5. They disagree about Christ and the Uniting. For the Nestorians
claim that Christ was divine and human, Anointer and anointed, who
united together and became one Christ.17 The meaning of ‘they united
together’ is that one came from two. And in their view Christ was in
reality two substances and two hypostases, an eternal substance which
is timeless, the Word which is one of the hypostases of the Divinity, and
a temporal hypostasis which was after it was not, Jesus who was born
of Mary. Sometimes they substitute ‘became a body’ for ‘united’, and
sometimes they say ‘became human’ and ‘became composite’.18 The
Melkites believe that Christ was two substances, one eternal and the
other temporal.

The majority of the Jacobites claim that Christ was one substance,
but was from two substances, one of them the substance of the eternal
Divinity and the other the substance of the human.19 They united and
became one substance and one hypostasis. Sometimes some of them
say ‘one nature’.

6. After their agreement that the Uniting was something that happened
through which Christ became Christ, they disagree about what this
thing that happened was and in what manner it occurred. For some
of them say: The Word united with the human in the form of mixing.
Others say: It took him as a temple and location. Others say: It inhered
within him and exercised control by him and through him. Some say:

16 Cf. Abū #Īsā, in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 74–75, § 14, where, however, it is employed
for the Incarnation. It is certainly pre-Islamic, and is also known from Christians living
under Muslim rule, but for the Incarnation (cf. Thomas, Incarnation, pp. 296–297, n. 16).

17 Cf. Abū #Īsā, in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 72–73, § 14.
18 Cf. Abū #Īsā, in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 68–69, § 10.
19 Cf. Abū #Īsā, in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 70–71, § 12.
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It was none of this, but according to how the form of a person appears
in a polished mirror when he looks in it. Others say: According to
the appearance of the engraving of a seal in pressed clay, without the
engraving being transferred from the seal or inhering in the clay.20

These beliefs do not make the Word and the body one thing. But the
Jacobites for their part say: The two substances became one substance.

7. It has been related from some of them about the Uniting that it had
the significance of volition, not that the two essences united in reality.21

And they disagree on this in another respect, in that some of them
believe that the general substance united with the universal human,
and some of them say it united with the individual human. Then they
disagree over it according to these two teachings. For among them are
those who say: It united with the universal human. And among them
are those who say: With the individual human. Sometimes they say:
The Son united with the universal human in order to save the whole.
And some say: He united with the individual human in order to save
the individual.22

They disagree about what Christ was, according to what we have
mentioned about their disagreement over the Uniting. For those who
say about the Uniting, The two substances became one substance and
the temporal became eternal, say that Christ is eternal. And those
who talk about the meaning of the uniting in another manner say that
Christ was a divine nature and a human nature.23

20 This reproduces the main elements of the list given by Abū #Īsā, in Thomas,
Trinity, pp. 70–71, § 11.

21 #Abd al-Jabbār makes a great deal of this in his arguments against the Incarnation,
though its authors are difficult to identify. Since it suggests that the form of uniting was
of the conformity of wills between the otherwise separate divine Word and human
Jesus, it may be a Muslim interpretation of a Nestorian explanation of the Incarnation,
such as that given by Abū #Īsā in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 72–73, § 14, where they say that
the divine and human natures shared one volition.

22 Cf. Abū #Īsā, in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 68–69, § 10, where the proponents of the act
of Uniting between the divine nature (not universal substance) and universal human in
Christ are identified as Melkites.

23 If #Abd al-Jabbār is relying largely upon Abū #Īsā in this description, as seems to
be the case, at this point he appears to be attempting to impose some abstract order
on what he has reported by categorising the views he has set out. This takes him even
further away from the actual doctrines he is reporting than the schematic summaries
he is copying from his Muslim predecessor.
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8. After their agreement that Christ was crucified and killed, they
disagree over the crucifixion and killing. For the Nestorians claim that
the crucifixion affected Christ with respect to his human nature not
with respect to his divine nature. And the majority of the Melkites
claim that the crucifixion affected Christ in his entirety, Christ being
the divine nature and human nature. And the majority of the Jacobites
claim that the crucifixion and killing affected the one substance that
existed from the two substances which were divine and human; he
was Christ in reality and he was the Divinity, and the sufferings were
inflicted upon him.24 In fact, the Melkites and Jacobites say that the one
who was born of Mary was the Divinity in truth.

Among them are those who say that Christ was one substance,
eternal in one aspect temporal in another, born in one aspect not born
in another, crucified and killed in one aspect not killed or crucified
in another. And among them are those who say that the killing, the
crucifixion, the death and the suffering were imaginary not actual, and
that the kind that was united with was subtle, which sufferings could
not touch. This is related from some of the Jacobites.25

9. They agree that Christ is to be worshipped and deserves this. And
they disagree as to whether he should be worshipped in his entirety or
worshipped in the aspect of his divine nature, according to what we
have related about their disagreement over the Uniting and who Christ
was. Among the groups of Christians is a kind called the Maronites,26

who say that Christ was two substances and one hypostasis in the sense
that he was one volition, and that the Divinity was crucified for our
sakes in order to save us. Some people relate from them that part of
their teaching is that the Word would come over Christ at the times
he performed miracles and would withdraw from him during other

24 Cf. Abū #Īsā, in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 74–77, § 15.
25 Monnot, ‘Doctrines des Chrétiens’, p. 258 n. 66, refers to al-Shahrastānı̄, Milal,

who identifies this sub-group as Julianists, followers of Julian of Halicarnassus (Abū #Īsā,
in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 70–71, mentions them in passing at the beginning of the Radd,
and at the end, in Thomas, Incarnation, pp. 272–273 and 276–277, he says that he intends
to refute them together with other minor Christian sects). If they are named in #Abd
al-Jabbār’s source at this point (he himself names them in §78), his omission shows that
his main interest is the actual propositions contained in the doctrines rather than their
historical origins.

26 The identification of this one minor Christian group presumably results from the
sources being used by #Abd al-Jabbār.
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actions. Among their earlier adherents were those who claimed that at
the Uniting the Word passed through Mary’s womb as an arrow passes
through the air and water through a tube.27

It is related from one of their early adherents that God is one, and
he named him ‘Father’. About Christ, he said that he was the Word of
God and his Son in the sense of election; he was a creature, created
before the creation of the world, and was made creator of things. For
this reason he called him divine. He said: He claimed that Christ united
with the human from Mary and that he was crucified. He claimed that
God has a created Spirit higher ranking than the other spirits, and that
it is intermediary between the Father and the Son, conveying to him
the revelation from the Father. He claimed that Christ was initially a
subtle, spiritual, pure substance, uncomposite and not mixed with any
of the four elements; and that he only put on the elements when he
united with the physical body taken from Mary who was the meeting
point of the four elements in him.28

Among them are those who claim that Christ initially began from
Mary, and was a devout prophet whom God honoured and gave high
rank because of his obedience, and called him Son in the sense of
adoption not in the sense of begetting.29

The beliefs we have spoken about from them earlier are the best
known of their beliefs, not including what we have just mentioned.

Chapter: the account of disproving their belief in the
Trinity according to the form we have related from them

10. Know that the proof we have already given that the eternal One
is one and has no second in reality proves the falseness of their belief,
if their belief issues in any form that is significantly different.30 For if
they say that the Divinity is three hypostases, and do not derive this
from three essences particularised by attributes, their difference is only

27 Cf. al-Nāshi", above pp. 54–55, §22.
28 This must be Arius, whose teachings about the subordination of the Son to the

Father initiated one of the main schisms in the early church and led to the Council of
Nicea in 325. They are also known to al-Nāshi" al-Akbar, above pp. 58–59, §26.

29 This is probably a reference to the anonymous group of Christians whom al-Jā .hi .z
in the early third/ninth century records comparing Jesus as adopted Son of God with
Abraham as friend of God for polemical purposes. #Abd al-Jabbār summarises Abū
#Al̄ı, al-Jā .hi .z and others’ responses to them later in the refutation, pp. 284–293 below,
§§33–36.

30 This will have been set out in one of the lost earlier parts of the Mughn̄ı.
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in expression if they derive the attributes from the exalted One being
knowing and living. If they mean by this teaching that he is three
essences, in the way the Kullābiyya31 believe that the exalted One is
knowing by knowledge and living by life, the proof which proves that
the almighty eternal One is one disproves this teaching.32

What we have already said about the fact that the eternal One has
no partner in his being eternal, making it impossible that in his essence
he should be particularised by what distinguishes him from another,
disproves their teaching as well.33 For if these hypostases are eternal,
then it cannot be right for the Father to be particularised by what is
impossible for the Son and Spirit, and it is not right for them to be
particularised by what is impossible for him, or for either of them to be
particularised by what is impossible for the other. And this necessitates
the Son being Father, the Father being Son, the Father being Spirit and
the Spirit being Father.

11. In this manner our masters34 compelled them to accept the teaching
that the Son has a son. This is, that if the Son shares with the Father
in his being eternal and he is necessarily like him in his essence, then if

31 #Abd al-Jabbār disparagingly refers to this group a number of times in this
refutation. While he names them after the early third/ninth century thinker #Abdallāh
Ibn Kullāb (d. c. 240/854), who insisted against the prevailing Mu#tazil̄ı views of his
time that the divine attributes really existed as part of God’s essence (see al-Ash#arı̄,
Maqālāt, pp. 169–170), #Abd al-Jabbār presumably has in mind Ash#arı̄ contemporaries,
who essentially held the same views.

32 In this paragraph #Abd al-Jabbār succinctly sets out the differences between his
own and his opponents’ positions, and divulges his true estimation of the Christian
doctrine. According to agreed Mu#tazil̄ı understanding, God’s characteristics derived
from his essence itself, so as to avoid any implications of multiple eternals, while
according to the Kullābı̄/Ash#arı̄s, these chracteristics derived from really existent
attributes that could be identified in addition to God’s essence. If the Christians argue
that what they term hypostases do not correspond to realities in the Godhead they
agree with the Mu#tazil̄ı view, but if they insist upon three realities then they agree with
the other side and can be refuted by the same arguments that are used against them. It
appears that in #Abd al-Jabbār’s mind there is no real difference between the hypostases
in Trinitarian doctrine and the attributes in Muslim doctrine.

33 Again, this proof will have been given in one of the lost earlier parts of the work.
34 These could be #Abd al-Jabbār’s own teachers, though he is more probably re-

ferring to arguments he knows of from the earlier Mu#tazil̄ı tradition because this argu-
ment is reported in the name of the mid-third/ninth century Baghdad Mu#tazil̄ı Abū
Ja#far al-Iskāfı̄ (d. 239/854) by Abū al-Qāsim al-Ka#bı̄ (d. 318/929), Awā"il al-adilla, in ex-
cerpts preserved by the Christian Ibn Zur#a, Maqāla f̄ı al-tathl̄ıth; cf. P. Sbath, Vingt traités
philosophiques et apologétiques d’auteurs arabes chrétiens du IXe au XIVe siècle, Cairo, 1929, p. 65.
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the Father must have a Son who is Knowledge and Word, it must follow
that the Son by his rank will have a son who is knowledge and word,
and the Son’s son will have a son, so on with out limit. He who affirms
the impossibility of the Son, if there is to be a Son, needing a son makes
the same apply to the Father. In the same way, they are compelled to
say that the Spirit has a spirit, because they say with regard to it that
the Father has a Spirit, and that the Spirit’s spirit has a spirit, so on
without limit.

They are compelled to say that the Son has a spirit and the Spirit has
a son, just as the Father has a Son and Spirit, because their sharing with
him in eternity compels comparison. For, given their teaching about the
sharing of the Son with the Father in eternity, they cannot affirm of him
a thing through which there is need for a Son, without the Son and the
Spirit. And they are not able to say that his being Father and the Son’s
being his Son do not derive from his essence because it derives from a
cause. For even though they might derive this from a cause, they cannot
avoid saying that since he is what he is in his essence he has to be
Father and knowing, and the Son, who is Knowledge and Word, has to
be his Son and Knowledge and Word. So what shares with him in his
being eternal has to have this attribute in the respect that he has to. In
this is a confirmation of what we have compelled them to acknowledge
above. We have already shown what puts a stop to this matter in the
argument against the Kullābiyya in their teaching that the almighty One
is knowing, and that knowledge cannot be knowing, and that they will
both share in eternity because his being must be knowing through a
determinant not through his essence.35 What we have presented there
puts a stop to this matter.

12. In this manner our masters compelled them to accept the teaching
that each of the hypostases is a Divinity. For if the Son and Spirit
share with the Father in eternity, what necessarily makes him a Divinity
makes them Divinities. But each of these two being a Divinity proves
the principle of their doctrine wrong. For they reach it by having to
affirm of the eternal One, the Agent, two hypostases of Word and
Spirit, since it is impossible for him to be living except by Life and

35 Again, this argument will have been made in a lost earlier section of the Mughn̄ı,
as part of #Abd al-Jabbār’s presentation of his own doctrine of the divine attributes and
his arguments against Muslim opponents who maintained the reality of attributes.
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knowing except by Knowledge. But if each of them must be a Divin-
ity, according to what we have mentioned, this method is proved false,
and we must affirm of each of the hypostases two other hypostases, and
the same must apply to these two as well.36 This necessitates affirm-
ing Divinities without limit, according to what we have compelled the
Kullābiyya to accept on this point. And every issue on which we have
thwarted their beliefs disproves the Christians’ belief because the two
beliefs are close in meaning even though they differ in expression,37

though the Kullābiyya’s belief is more corrupt because of their affirm-
ing entities in addition to God almighty according to the number of
attributes he merits. So they make greater claims about eternals than
the Christians.

But if they say: According to our teaching about the three hypostases,
it does not compel us to affirm three Divinities, because we say that
they are three hypostases and he is one substance in reality. It would
only compel us to this if we were to affirm that they were separate from
one another and that the substance was other than them. Say to this:
The arguments by which the falseness of the belief is inferred cannot
all be put aside by changing the expression of the belief, because it
is through meaning that the belief is shown false and not expression.
Difference of expressions about it having no effect on it is like the
difference of expressions following the difference of languages about
a false belief not showing it false: its condition is not changed.

We have already said that although the Christians differ over the
meaning, they cannot avoid teaching the affirmation of three essences
in eternity, Father, Son and Spirit, and making the Spirit Life, by which
he is living, and the Son Knowledge, by whom he is knowing. As long
as they say this, the acknowledgement of three Divinities that we have
compelled them to is undoubtedly binding, and expressions have no

36 The problem for the Christians here is that while they explain the Son and Holy
Spirit as attributes of the Father, according to the logic of Muslim attributes doctrine,
and thus no more than qualifiers of his essence, they still assert that there is equality
between the three hypostases and thus some clear distinction between them, leading
to the assertion of three gods. The contradiction implicit in the limitations of the
comparison between the hypostases and divine attributes was evidently identified at
an early stage by Muslim polemicists.

37 Writing at about this time, Ibn al-Nadı̄m, Fihrist, p. 230, tells how a certain
Pethion (Fathiūn), a Christian with whom Ibn Kullāb used to converse, claimed that
he had taught Ibn Kullāb the principle that the Word of God was God. By inference,
the Kullābı̄ doctrine of the divine attributes is ascribed Christian origins.
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effect upon it. For their teaching, ‘We do not say that the hypostases are
different from one another or that they are other than the substance’,
is like the teaching of the Kullābiyya that the attributes are not other
than God. So, just as this teaching from these has no effect upon what
we have compelled them to accept, the same can be said about the
Christians.

13. However, among the Christians are those who claim that the hypo-
stases are different from one another in as much as they are hypostases,
even though the substance is one. They cannot properly reject what
we have compelled them to accept in what they have been asked. As
long as they say this, they have to accept that the Divinity is different
from himself in one respect and not different from himself in another.
And this is an impossibility of the order of things being distinguished in
one respect and uniform in another, though it is more glaring because
things not being different from themselves is necessarily incompatible
with their being different from themselves, and this entails his being
one thing or things.

In this respect our masters compelled them to accept teaching that
contradicts their faith, and to accept that they teach about it in an
irrational manner. For the three truly being one and the one being
three is irrational, equivalent to them saying that he is one in the way
that he is three or in some other way. We ourselves say that a thing
that is part of a group of ten is not other than it as though it was other
than each unit in it if I have placed it among the ten, when I refer to
it specifically in the general way of speaking. But it really is other than
it, because it is an essence different from other essences and specified
by attributes, and appropriately specified by them distinct from other
essences. And terminology is not to be taken into account in this.

14. Even though they hold this belief in their teaching, they have to
concede what we mean, that the hypostases are different from one
another in significance, and they have to accept what we have already
said about acknowledging divinities and eternal beings without limit.
But as long as they will not concede this, the inconsistency we have
ascribed to them stands. So if they say: ‘If in your view it is right for
many units to be one ten, and the many parts to be one human and
one essence, and this is not inconsistent in your teaching, then why will
you not allow us to say that he is one substance and three hypostases?’;
say to this: We acknowledge ten units that are truly different from one
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another, and we describe them by saying ‘ten’ in order to distinguish
this group from other amounts and their groups. And we say ‘one’ in
order to make clear that it is from this group at any time. There is no
inconsistency in this if it is applied in the senses we have stated.

This cannot be right for you, because you do not affirm that the
hypostases are different from one another, and you do not mean by
your words ‘one substance’ that it is one group, and similarly you do
not apply this term to other countables if they come to three in the
way that we apply the term ten to every countable that comes to this
amount. So it is clear that inconsistency disappears from what we say
but is entailed by what you say. And by our statement about the parts
of a human we only mean that they are many parts, meaning by this
that each part of them is different from another and is suited to what
another is not. And by our term ‘one human’ we mean that this is a
totality that includes these parts that may appropriately be specified as
one acting being and one powerful being. This is reasonable, and there
is no inconsistency in it. But anything like this is not feasible for you,
because you do not mean by your words ‘one substance’ a totality of
actual hypostases specified in accordance with the make-up that is to
be found in it or something that can be treated in the same way as it.
So inconsistency is involved in what you say, but disappears from what
we say.

15. Furthermore, by the inconsistency we allege against them we mean
inconsistency of meaning in which it is wrong to believe, and not
inconsistency of wording, as we would claim against someone who
said that the same thing was existent and non-existent, and that the
same substance38 was black and white. It is well-known that while this
is possible in a manner of speaking, it is not possible in a belief that
will be of avail. It is the same with the argument about what we have
compelled the Christians to accept: we have claimed that what they say
about one thing being in reality three in one or two respects cannot
properly be believed. And there is no reason to be concerned about
showing the error of what should not properly be believed, for we only
bother to show the error of something that can properly be believed
in order to remove conviction from belief in it. But there is no point

38 Here #Abd al-Jabbār uses the term jawhar in its normal kalām sense of a concrete
unit of material reality.
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in seeking to undermine what we already know involves belief that is
unviable.

16. In this respect they are obliged to say that the eternal One is
differentiated and uniform, for in as much as he is hypostases he
must be differentiated, and in as much as he is one substance he
must be uniform. But it is impossible for things to be uniform and
differentiated. And they cannot say that they are uniform as essences
and differentiated as attributes which do not derive from essences but
from determinants and equivalent things,39 for in their teaching is
that the substance of the Father can only be Father, knowing and
living, and it is the same with their teaching about every hypostasis.
So the statement which we compel them to accept, that as essences
they are uniform and differentiated, is right, necessitating the denial
and affirmation of a thing, because there is no difference between a
thing being similar to and differentiated from something other than
it, and its being existent and non-existent. For its being differentiated
means denying what its being uniform means affirming, as we have
demonstrated in the chapter on the attributes.40

Concerning what one of them says, ‘We do not say that the hypos-
tases are differentiated’, as an escape from this argument, there is no
protection for them from what it involves because the argument is
about the meaning not the expression. So in saying this he is just
like someone who says that the same thing is blackness and flavour.
And so we have compelled him to acknowledge that he is uniform and
differentiated, though he has attempted to rule out such expressions as
these in excluding this, and this is evident.

17. Our master Abū #Al̄ı,41 may God have mercy on him, compelled
them to say that there are more than three hypostases or that their
faith is false. For he said to them: If you affirm the three hypostases
because in your view the Almighty cannot be acting unless he is living

39 Again #Abd al-Jabbār refers to this particularly problematic point for Mu#tazil̄ı
thinking, that if the differentiation within the Godhead (or anything else) is imputed to
actually existent attributes that give rise to the qualities that are ascribed to it, then it
cannot be called uniform or one in an absolute sense.

40 This would be in a lost early part of the Mughn̄ı.
41 On the arguments taken from Abū #Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı’s refutation in §§ 17–20, cf.

Thomas, ‘Mu#tazil̄ı Response’, pp. 289–300. These sections comprise brief summaries
of Abū #Al̄ı’s points, together with amplifications by #Abd al-Jabbār himself.
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and knowing, and thus you affirm Knowledge of him which is the Son
and the Word, and Spirit which is Life, then you have to affirm power
of him, because an act can only come from a powerful being. And the
need for the agent of an action to be powerful is more urgent than the
need for him to be living and knowing.

You are compelled to affirm hearing, sight and perception of him,
for the reason that a living being must be hearing, seeing and perceiv-
ing.42 And affirm will of him, for the reason that the agent of actions,
in addition to his knowledge of them, must be willing. And affirm of
him might, power and oneness, for the reason that he is mighty, pow-
erful and one. And if they deny that he is powerful, it must also be
denied that he is living and knowing, and in this the hypostases are
disproved.

And if they affirm that he is powerful not by power but through his
essence, then in the same way he must be knowing and living through
his essence, not by Knowledge and Life. And if they affirm that he is
powerful by power, and they make his power his Life or his Knowledge,
then by the same token his Knowledge must be his Life and his Word
his Life, which necessarily reduces the two hypostases. As long as this is
the case, even though it is contrary to evidence, he will be knowing and
living through no entity at all, although it is contrary to evidence. But
if they affirm that God has power which is separate from Knowledge
and Life, and hearing, sight and perception, they have to affirm many
hypostases, in which the teaching about Christianity is disproved.

18. They cannot rightly say: ‘It is right for him to be living without
being powerful, though it is not right for him to be living without being
knowing’, because the position with regard to both is the same, in that a
living being does not lack either of them. Their status in the perceptible
world is equivalent, in that there is no living being of which we are
aware that lacks knowledge and power in any respect. And there is no
difference between them, in that a living being’s lack of either of them
is undoubtedly a defect. So they are rightly compelled to accept what
we refer to, and it inevitably disproves their teaching.

42 This had become a familiar argument by this time. Cf. al-Nāshi", above pp. 74–75,
§35, and al-Bāqillānı̄, above pp. 154–157, § 10.
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And he compelled43 them to say that he is living not by Life, or to
say that Life is living. This is because they must say either, ‘The living
One is the Father and not the other two hypostases’, or ‘He is the three
hypostases’. If they say, ‘He44 is the living One’, they have to accept that
he is the Agent, Creator and Divinity, and in this their teaching that the
Divinity is the three hypostases is shown to be false. But if they say that
the living One is the three hypostases so that the teaching can survive,
it necessarily follows that Life is living together with the Father. This
is impossible, because if a cause confers a status upon something other
than itself, it is not right that it can confer this status upon itself as well
as this other thing, just as it is not right for it to confer it upon itself
alone. In this way, Knowledge cannot be knowing in itself as well as
with something other than it, although it may rightly make something
other than itself to be knowing.

While they allow Life to be living, so that this attribute must affect
itself as well as others, they are compelled to allow its being living to
be life, so that in as much as it is living it entails life, as they say about
the living One, though in as much as it is life it does not give rise to
it.45 And this requires the affirmation of hypostases without limit, and
to allow the living One, who is the Father, to be life to himself and to be
independent of Life that is other than him. It is the same with the issue
against them when they say, ‘Life is the life of the other two hypostases’,
or ‘Knowledge is the knowledge of the two hypostases’, and there is no
possibility of recovering from it.

19. He compelled them to accept the teaching about affirming three
agents, because if they say, ‘The Agent is the Father’, they have to
accept that he is the Divinity. And in this their teaching that the
Divinity is one substance and three hypostases is disproved, and their
teaching is like that of the Kullābiyya, that the Divinity is the one

43 #Abd al-Jabbār resumes his summary of Abū #Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı’s arguments.
44 I.e. the Father.
45 This argument is difficult to follow in detail (maybe the original form of the clause

lazimahum tajw̄ız kawnahā .hayyatan .hayyāh was lazimahum tajw̄ız kawnahā .hayyatan bi-.hayyāh
or li-.hayyāh, ‘they are compelled to allow its being living to be through [an attribute of]
life’), but in general terms its contention is that if the hypostasis of Life is itself living,
then by virtue of the logic adopted by the Christians this quality must be effected in the
hypostasis by an attribute of life, which must itself in turn be living by virtue of its own
attribute of life, and so on ad infinitum.
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attributed and not his attributes.46 So there is no alternative to saying
that the action is the action of the three hypostases, and this requires
each of them to be an agent, and this requirement requires each to be
living and powerful, and this requires each to be divine, in which lies
the abandonment of their teaching. But if they say: ‘The action of the
three is one action, so what you say is not binding, because if the action
is one it does not necessitate affirming three agents but only one’; say
to them: It is impossible for one action to be the action of two agents,
because this would require one of them to perform it and the other not.
We have already shown above that this is incorrect.47 So the action of
each one of them must necessarily be different from the action of his
companion, just as each of them will be different from his companion.

If they say: ‘The action is an action of One who is three’; say to
them: There is no difference between affirming an action of three
and affirming it as an action of an Agent who is three in reality with
the action ascribed to them.48 If they say: ‘Each of them is an Agent
together with the other two, though each of them is not an Agent
in reality’; say to them: Have you not said that they are three agents
just as each one of them is an Agent together with the other two? If
they say: ‘Each one of the three is part of the Agent, and the three of
them are one Agent’; say to them: This requires the divine Agent to
be divided up, and it requires you to allow that Life is a part, and it
requires allowing the action to be part of the Agent, like allowing Life
to be part of him, because it is impossible for him to be an Agent and
there to be no action, just as his being living with no Life is impossible.

20. He compelled49 them to accept that Life is other than him, if it
cannot be said that it is part of him or is not him, because there is
no fourth position to this.50 This requires them to affirm that Life is

46 The consequence of explaining the hypostases as attributes is that they cease to
have the same status as the divine essence, which in Kullābı̄/Ash#arı̄ terms is the reality
of God himself. The appearance of the term Kullābiyya here indicates that #Abd al-
Jabbār has added his own comments to Abū #Al̄ı’s point.

47 This would be in a lost early part of the Mughn̄ı.
48 The Christians’ interpretation is effectively resolvable into the statement that there

are three agents, which #Abd al-Jabbār has just refuted.
49 Abū #Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı again.
50 The distinction between Life being other than God and it not being God is

that in the latter case it remains within the divine reality, like the attributes in the
Kullābı̄/Ash#arı̄ Godhead (lā hiya huwa wa-la hiya ghayruh), while in the former it is
completely separate from God.
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other than the Divinity, and that the eternal One is the Maker alone
without Life and Knowledge. With this their teaching is proved false,
according to what we have argued about affirming Knowledge and
Power as eternal with him. If they say: ‘Life is the living One’, they
will be asserting the oneness of God. So their teaching that Life is part
of him or is him or is other than him is definitely false. For, whichever
of these teachings they cling to, they are forced to abandon Christianity.

He compelled them to accept the teaching that affirms he is an
Agent in eternity, following their teaching that he is Father in eternity.
For it is common sense that a son comes into being and that a father
becomes father through him, just as an action comes into being and
through it the agent becomes an agent. So if it is not self-contradictory
to them for him to be Father and child in eternity, it is the same with
his being an Agent.51

He compelled them to say: He is divided up, possessor of three parts,
and so he is a body internally differentiated, and has come into being.52

He compelled them to accept the teaching that each of the hypostases
must be eternal and existing by virtue of something, just as they say
the eternal One is knowing and living by virtue of something. For they
cannot deny that they are eternal and existent or that the Father is
eternal and existent, since this leads to the affirmation that he has
come into being or is non-existent. But as long as they say he is existent
through no cause, then similarly he must be living and knowing not
through Spirit or Son. For, just as he must be existing from eternity and
to eternity, so he must be knowing and living.53

51 This brief argument from Abū #Al̄ı addresses the issue of the eternal begetting
of the Son by the Father either intentionally or not. In the form it is expressed here
it is made particularly difficult, because God’s action of begetting is equated with the
begetting of human fathers and so is readily identified as taking place at a point in time,
though must be eternal because God is the Agent. This raises the spectre of a plurality
of eternals, because God’s eternal activity must have an object.

52 This argument relies on the principle that composite things have been assembled
together by agents outside themselves, and as the results of higher causes must be
contingent and temporal.

53 This argument of Abū #Al̄ı appears to rely on the distinction he maintains between
God as eternal and as knowing, living, etc. The latter are predications that can be
made of God, but the former is God himself (cf. R.M. Frank, Beings and their Attributes,
the Teaching of the Basrian School of the Mu #tazila in the Classical Period, Albany NY, 1978,
pp. 18–19). This proof would apply as much to the Ash#arı̄s and their predecessors, who
taught about the reality of attributes, as to the Christians.
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He demonstrated that it is not possible for them to say that his
Knowledge and Life are attributes and that they cannot be described,
because this is proved wrong by what the teachings of the Kullābiyya are
proved wrong by, and because they describe each of the hypostases by
what distinguishes it from the others.54

21. According to their teaching that the substance of the three hypos-
tases is one substance, they are compelled to accept the teaching that
the Son is entitled to all the attributes to which the Father is entitled,
because his substance is like his substance. If not, then if he can be
differentiated from him even though his substance is like his substance,
the Father must be allowed to cease being Father and the Son being
Son, even though he is still of his substance. For if it is possible to affirm
something that is like a thing in its substance, and also differentiated
from it in its attribute that derives from its substance, the thing can also
be excluded from its substance. This compels them not to believe in the
eternity of the Father and the Son, and to accept that the Father ceases
to be eternally Father.

They55 are compelled to accept the teaching that they56 are distin-
guished and that the cause of their being distinct is what forces them
to be uniform. For if they say: ‘The hypostases are distinguished for no
reason that forces them to be distinguished’, this is not right. So if they
say: ‘They are distinguished by their own selves and their substance’;
then if their substance is one, this requires them to be uniform, and if
not they must be distinguished in substantiality, just as they are distin-
guished in hypostaticity. The Melkites and Jacobites do not teach this
kind of thing, even though they teach about conceding that he is distin-
guished in one respect. So they must accept the teaching that they are
distinguished in the respect in which they are uniform.

It compels them to accept that the Son is Father if the substance of
the Son is the substance of the Father. It compels them to affirm that
the Son is Father if the substance of the Son is the substance of the

54 Abū #Al̄ı presumably borrowed this argument from his own attacks on Muslim
opponents who advocated the existence of attributes. His point is that if they are
identified as attributes, the hypostases can be distinguished from God himself as well
as from one another, and so they must be formally identifiable from God.

55 The Christians.
56 The hypostases.
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Father.57 It compels them to affirm that the Son is Father, because in
their view fatherhood is among the attributes of the Divinity and part
of what entails the denial of deficiency. So it necessarily follows that the
Son is Father, or otherwise that he is deficient. And the teaching that
fatherhood is among the attributes of perfection and divinity is wrong,
unless sonship is the opposite of them.

22. Say to the Melkites concerning their teaching that the substance is
other than the hypostases, although the hypostases are not other than
it:58 How can the substance be other than them, when they are not
other than it? And how can this be reasonable? If this is conceivable,
then why is it not for the substance to be other than them in reality,
even though they are it in reality? As long as it is contradictory for
them to be the substance and the substance to be other than them, it
must be contradictory for them not to be other than the substance and
the substance to be other than them.59

Furthermore, if the hypostases are three, and then they make the
substance other than them, they must be affirming a fourth, and in
this is the abandonment of their teaching. And if they claim that they
reduce the substance to one of them, they will have contradicted their
teaching that the substance is other than them, and a thing will have to
be other than itself; this is affected ignorance.

They cannot rightly say that the substance is not a fourth, or that it
is one of the three, because according to the judgement we discussed
earlier this is an impossibility. For there is no difference between saying
that it is other than them and is not a fourth to them or one of
them, and between saying that it is other than them and is like one
of them.

Furthermore, the Divinity can only be the substance and not the
hypostases, or the hypostases and not it, or both of them. If it is the
substance, and in their view the substance is other than the hypostases,
they must exclude the Father, the Son and the Spirit from being the

57 There appears to be a scribal repetition here, though since the second statement
begins with a different verb, in #Abd al-Jabbār’s original it may have gone on to make a
different point.

58 Cf. §4 above.
59 The distinction between these statements is very narrow, though what #Abd al-

Jabbār appears to be getting at is that the Melkites’ rarefied expression points to a real
(‘in reality’) contradiction that leaves their doctrine in disarray.
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Divinity. But if they say: ‘The Divinity is the hypostases apart from
the substance’, they are forced to accept that the eternal substance is
not Divinity, which is an abandonment of their teaching because they
teach that the Divinity is a substance possessing three hypostases. But
if they say: ‘The Divinity is both of them’, they are forced to accept
the teaching that the Father, the Son and the Spirit are not Divinity,60

and whoever worships this does not worship a Divinity, and whoever
disbelieves in it does not disbelieve in the Divinity. And if they say:
‘We teach that the Divinity is the substance who is the possessor of
three hypostases’; say to them: Then it follows that your teaching that
the Divinity is Father, Son and Holy Spirit is an error, because these
items are related to the Divinity but are not the Divinity. This is an
abandonment of Christianity, and a renunciation of it for the opinion
of the Kullābiyya.61

23. However, this teaching compels them to accept that three plus one
are not four, but requires them to say that three plus one are one. And
this requires that someone saying ‘Three, nothing else’, is equivalent to
his saying, ‘Three and something else other than them’, and requires
that three things plus a thing other than them must be three. And this
entails that denying the other thing and affirming it are the same, and
it entails allowing the statement that one and one are one. And this
entails that the total does not increase by the addition of numbers.

However, according to their teaching, the hypostases must be a
substance because to affirm what is not a substance subsisting of itself
is, in their view, not correct. So they have to say that the hypostases are
a substance and the substance is another substance. And this compels
them to affirm two substances which are both the Divinity, in which
is the collapse of Christianity. In connection with this, say to them:
Are the two uniform or distinguished? And if they say: ‘The two are
uniform’; then why is one of them hypostases and not the other? And
if they say: ‘They are distinct’; they have to affirm two distinct eternals,

60 This is presumably because if there is only one Divinity and there are four entities
entailed in this claim, then three of them cannot be divine.

61 #Abd al-Jabbār’s point here shows both the readiness with which Christians and
Muslims equated the Christian and Muslim versions of the Godhead, and also the
problems this involved for the Christian doctrine. The hypostases cease to have the
ontological reality that is defined by the Christians, and become the less distinct
attributes of Kullābı̄/Ash#arı̄ doctrine.
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with the substance of one of them being different from the substance
of the other. This is similar to the teaching of the dualists. And if they
say that the hypostases are not substances, they abandon their teaching
that each one of the hypostases is one substance.

24. If someone among them should say: ‘The Son is the Word and
Speech in reality, and he is not Knowledge’; what we have said earlier
refutes this,62 and it is refuted by what is affirmed that the speaker only
becomes speaker when he performs the word, and the word is only the
action of the speaker. And this prevents him being eternally speaking,
generating and Father, and it necessitates the Word being temporal.
And the fact that it can be demonstrated that a word is only a word
by being produced in the form of sequence, and is of the kind that
is known as always having to be regarded as temporal, emphatically
shows the error of this teaching. And as long as they affirm a word in
contradiction to this principle, they are open to every foolishness.

In this respect our masters compelled them to accept the teaching
that his Word has a word, that the Word is a father, that the Word
which they affirm is life, knowledge, movement and rest, and is the
Agent and Creator.

Furthermore, if the Word is not detached from the Speaker in their
view, then why should it be Son rather than being Father? According to
what we have shown, he only became Father by his being Father first
because he is the origin of the Son and the Son came from him, and
without him he would not have been. In their view, the Father is not
prior to the Son, so why did he become Father rather than the Son?

25. If one of them should say: ‘We only teach the three hypostases
and that he is one substance because things can only be substance or
accident. And an accident cannot give rise to an action, so the being
of the Divinity must be substance. Substance is of two kinds: body and
what is not body. Body is susceptible to composition and partition, so
the Divinity cannot be a body. He can only be living or not living, and
choice, discernment and action do not arise from lifeless things, so we
assert that he is living. And the living are divided into articulate and
what is not articulate. And what is not articulate is not characterised

62 This is presumably in the discussion of God’s attributes in one of the lost earlier
parts of the Mughn̄ı.
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by discernment or judgement, so he must be articulate. Thus we assert
that he is living, substance and articulate. In this way he has to be living
and articulate because he is substance with life and speech.’63 Now, if it
is thus because he is substance, every substance must be articulate and
living. And it is proved that he is rational and living by Life and Speech,
though they must be the substance itself since they are not things that
come into being in him because he is eternal and not temporal. They
say: ‘So the substance must be the Father, Life is the Spirit, and Speech
is the Word which is the Son.’

26. They may go further and say: ‘Living things are of two kinds: a
kind from which generation is possible, and another from which this
is not possible so that it is deficient. Thus, generation must be possible
in the Divinity, and this necessitates him being Father. Thus, in this
way we say: Father, Son and Holy Spirit, and we make the Spirit the
Life, and the Son the Speech and Word.’64 Say to him: What you have
spoken about is a mode of expression that would only be compelling if
no known things other than substance and accident could be affirmed.
Indeed, we have demonstrated that the eternal One is not substance or
accident, so the principle on which you construct this matter has been
proved false. And your statement that substance is body and what is not
body, and so the Divinity cannot be body because he is not susceptible
to composition, imposes upon you teaching that requires him not to be
substance or accident. For if it is justifiable for you to affirm that he is
Agent and one who chooses and he is not a body, unlike in the visible
world, then it can justifiably be affirmed that he is not substance or
accident, unlike in the visible world.

His statement, ‘He must be articulate and living, because if he is
affirmed to be different from this he will be deficient,’65 requires them
to accept that he is existing, eternal, powerful, hearing, seeing and per-
ceiving. And if it is not right that he is like this through his substantiality,
then it necessarily follows that it is because of attributes. In this is the

63 This resembles the third Christian explanation for calling God substance given by
al-Bāqillānı̄, above pp. 146–147, § 1.

64 Cf. al-Nāshi" al-Akbar, above p. 72–73, §35, and more closely Abū #Īsā al-Warrāq,
in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 132–133, and p. 204, n. 49. The introductory phrase, wa rubbamā
zādū bi-an qālū, suggests that #Abd al-Jabbār is maybe taking this from an intermediary
source rather than directly from Christians.

65 Cf. Abū #Īsā al-Warrāq, in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 130–131.
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affirmation of many hypostases similarly to the Life and Reason they
attribute to him.

His statement ‘Life and Reason must be from the substance itself ’ is
impossible, because it is incorrect to impose a status upon what is of the
substance itself, because this is only correct for what is different from
it. In the same way, one of us cannot justifiably be living by a part of
himself, when part of himself is of his substance.66 According to their
reason, he must be affirmed as generous and beneficent in eternity,
because one who is not such will be miserly and deficient. Alternatively,
if he may be affirmed not according to these two attributes, he may be
affirmed as living and not articulate, and articulate later and a Maker
of words according to the need of humans for this.67

27. But if the substance is characterised by Life and Speech because
it is substance, then every substance must be like this according to the
basis they use. But if it is because of a particularity belonging to it,
their pretext is disproved and they must accept that Life and Speech
are only particularities because of a third particularity. For if they are
particularities because they are particularities not because of a third
particularity, then this follows for every particularity. And this entails
particularities without limit.68

According to the pretext they offer, he must be moving, a possessor
of parts, and a body, because if a substance is not like this it must be
nearer to deficiency. So they have to affirm that this is right with regard
to him, because that in which this is not possible is not a substance. And
they must affirm that he is a substance that eats and drinks, because
every living thing for which this is not right will be deficient.

66 #Abd al-Jabbār’s reasoning here appears to be that the hypostases of Life and
Reason cannot qualify the substance by making it living and reasonable if they are
identical with it, but only if they are attributes which can formally be distinguished
from it. The consequence is that this Melkite claim (cf. §22) that the hypostases are not
distinct from the substance cannot be sustained.

67 The active attributes of generosity and beneficence imply the existence of an
object, and so could not be eternal in kalām terms. In the same way, the attribute of
speech cannot easily be regarded as eternal because it too implies an addressee. Thus
the whole attempt to explain the hypostases as attributes descends into confusion.

68 If, as the Christians contend, §25, God is substance in the sense of conforming
to one of the logical categories of their thinking, then all other substances must have
the same two attributes as him, or he must be endowed with them in a unique way by
virtue of a special determining factor. This will then be part of the Godhead, and the
Trinitarian nature will disappear.
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According to their reason, they have to say that he is only divine
because he is living and articulate, just as he is living and articulate
because he is substance. This entails the statement that every living and
articulate thing is divine, so that angels, the jinn and humans will be
divine.

Their statement that the reality of one who articulates is that he
is knowing and wise is foolishness, because one who is knowing and
wise is one who composes his speech, and a child may speak without
knowledge and wisdom.

Their statement, ‘One for whom generation is not possible is incom-
plete and sterile, so he must be affirmed as Father’, requires them to
accept the statement that he took a consort,69 because one for whom
this is not possible is incomplete. And it requires them to accept the
statement that the angels are incomplete, because they do not marry
and are not progenitors. And their statement that these are superior to
humans and more powerful has the same status.70

28. One of them has argued that he is one substance, because if he were
two he would have to be mixed from two species and mingled from two
substances, which is a sign of temporality.71

He has argued that he is three in number because the three com-
bines the two kinds of number, which are the even and the odd. And
what combines the two kinds of number is more complete than what
does not, because either one of the two kinds of number falls short
of the completeness of number. To describe him as falling short is not
right, so he must be described as complete in number, which is what
combines the even and the odd.72 This requires them to accept the
teaching that the Father himself combines the two types of number, and
similarly the hypostasis of the Son and the Spirit. And this requires the

69 Q 72.3.
70 These further points reflect Abū #Īsā al-Warrāq’s arguments, in Thomas, Trinity,

pp. 132–147, though the general point appears to have been well-known, because in the
slightly later Tathb̄ıt, pp. 147–148, #Abd al-Jabbār comments that a number of earlier
scholars made it, including al-Jā .hi .z, al-Iskāfı̄ and nearer his own time Ibn al-Ikhshı̄d
(d. 326/938). In fact, he says, anyone who spends enough time with Christians will be
able to learn it from them.

71 This anonymous argument employs the Aristotelian definition of substance, and
the common philosophical principle that anything that is composite must be the effect
of a higher cause, and so not eternal.

72 Cf. Abū #Īsā, in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 146–147.
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Father himself to be three hypostases, until the hypostases are nine.73

Otherwise, if he does not combine the two types of number, he must
be incomplete according to their reasoning. And this requires that each
one of the hypostases will be incomplete, which requires that none of
them will be a Divinity and that deficiency will be common to them.

Furthermore, if in their view the Divinity is not three in his sub-
stantiality, but is only three in his hypostaticity, then according to their
pretext he must fall short in his substantiality because he does not com-
bine the two types of number. However, in our view falling short is the
opposite of what he states, because it must apply to what combines the
two types of number or the type that is even, for to affirm this of him
requires him to be temporal and prevents his eternity, and this is defi-
ciency, not what they think it is. What they say requires them to accept
that everything in which there is combination of the two numbers is
more complete, and the greater the even and odd in it the more com-
plete and superior it is. So they must affirm that the Divinity is many
hypostases, and they must affirm him by every attribute that is praise
and completeness in the known world. And this requires him to be a
body, composed, long and broad.

29. However, say to them in their teaching that he must be Father
so as not to be incomplete: Why do you not say that he is Father
and progenitor in the sense of sexual reproduction so that he should
not be incomplete? For what denies deficiency is this fatherhood, and
not the irrational kind you mention. And this requires them to accept
that he is a body, for whom taking a partner and seeking children are
appropriate, as they are appropriate for one of us. And whoever reaches
this point, we will not dispute with him about Christianity but dispute
with him about denying anthropomorphism.74

If they say, ‘The generation of the Son from the Father is like the
generation of a word from reason, or a fire’s heat from fire, or the sun’s

73 Each of the three hypostases will combine odd and even, making nine in all. #Abd
al-Jabbār continues to follow the outlines of Abū #Īsā’s argument.

74 This argument was a favourite of the Melkite theologian Theodore Abū Qurra;
cf. Bacha, Oeuvres arabes, pp. 81–82, 97–98, Lamoreaux, Theodore Abū Qurrah, pp. 162–
163, 144 respectively (and see further Lamoreaux, pp. 12–13, and p. 12, n. 48). #Abd
al-Jabbār refers to another argument of his in §76. His point here is that this claim is
not so much about the pluralistic Godhead of Christianity, as about the likening of God
to humans.
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radiance from the sun’;75 say to them: A word is not generated from
reason, because it may come from someone who is not reasonable, and
reason may be found in someone who is not capable of words. And in
fact its sequence is rightly through knowledge by way of choice on the
part of the one performing it, not being generated from reason. And if
he says: ‘By word I mean knowledge’, say to him: Knowledge is reason
itself, if I refer to things that are necessarily known through it. And if
I mean things that are known by acquisition and their equivalent, such
kinds of things are not generated from reason, because the rational
person does not possess them, and quite appropriately so.

However, their reason for disallowing his being Father in the sense of
sexual reproduction because he would have to be temporal necessarily
prevents him from being Father in the sense of the word being gener-
ated from reason, because this only happens in temporal circumstances.

As for the generation of the fire’s heat from the fire, this is not
correct, because if the fire’s heat is generated from its substance, then it
follows that every substance will have the same status as fire in warmth.
If someone should say, ‘It is not generated from the substance but from
its being fire’; say to him: It is as though you have said that the heat
is generated from the heat and the substance or the heat alone, and
this entails the thing being generated from itself.76 And if they say, ‘We
mean by this that its being fire can only be understood when it has
heat, and it is the same with the teaching about the generation of the
Son from the Father’; say to them, So you have first to affirm him as
Father and then to affirm his Son generated from him. But to affirm it
as fire is to affirm warmth in it; we do not say that warmth is generated
from it. So you must affirm Father and Son together as though they
were both principles. And this removes their reason for referring to
generation.

75 Cf. §3 above. These comparisons are an ancient part of the Christian apolo-
getic tradition. While #Abd al-Jabbār undoubtedly takes the analogies from Abū #Īsā,
in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 68–69, he does not borrow the earlier scholar’s arguments,
pp. 164–171, §§ 134–140, presumably because he found them inadequate.

76 The point here appears to be that if it is the actual substance of the fire that gives
of warmth, rather than attributes that are superadded to it, then every other substance
must give off warmth, which is palpably absurd. The alternative is that the heat is
generated by the attributes that make the fire fire, i.e. its heat, in which case the heat is
generated by the heat, which is equally absurd.
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30. The teaching about the generation of the sun’s radiance from
the sun is like the teaching concerning what we have referred to,
although radiance is bodies,77 and a body is not generated from a
body, but rather it must have radiance because of its smoothness and
the brightness that is a particular feature of it. For the reality of the
body is that it possesses radiance, if this is its attribute, not that there
is something there that is generated from something other than it.
This being the situation, there is no difference between saying that the
sun is generated from its brightness and the person who says that its
brightness is generated from it.

One of them has built up a comparison between his teaching about
the Trinity and the sun and its beams, that the two of them are
individuals which are combined together by one substance, and are
uniform in being substance and differentiated in being individuals. The
eternal One is like this: he is three hypostases uniform in substantiality
and differentiated in being hypostaticity and individuality. But this is
improbable, because the sun’s radiance is other than the sun, and the
attribute of one is distinguished from the attribute of the other, and the
one’s part is other than the other’s part. But in their view this is not
right with regard to the hypostases.78

One of them has said, ‘If the human is living, speaking and mortal
and is one human, then the Divinity is likewise existing, living and
articulate and is one substance.’ This is an error, because the human is
not a human because he is living, speaking and mortal, but is a human
because of the assemblage that separates him from other animals. If he
were a human because of what he states, he could only be the being
about whom is attested the assemblage he has spoken about, and he
would not be able to derive this attribute from one thing in reality but
he would derive from things assembled, each part of which would not
in any respect be a human. This would necessitate them accepting that
each of the hypostases was not substance, though in their view it is
specific substance, although the assemblage is general substance.

77 These are composite physical particles of which the perceptible world is constitut-
ed.

78 According to strict kalām logic, the sun and its radiance are two separate entities
with distinct characteristics, and therefore the comparison, which in every other respect
is more than apt, cannot apply.
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However, what they say confirms our teaching, because we regard
each part of the human as having the same status as another. So they
would have to regard each of the hypostases as having the same status
and attribute as another. And in this is the invalidation of all they rely
upon. And indeed, it is right that the many parts are one living human,
because he lives by life that inheres within him, and the truth of it79 is
that it only allows the status to him by the incidence of many parts of
it in many parts of the constituted substance. But it is inappropriate for
the almighty eternal One to be living only by being assembled together
with what is other than him into a particular assemblage. For this would
entail his being a temporal body.

31. Say to them: Why did you start saying that God is one substance
and three hypostases, rather than it being said that he is three sub-
stances and one hypostasis? If they say, ‘Because they are distinguished
as regards hypostases and uniform in hypostaticity’, say to them, Why
do you not say that they are distinguished as regards substantiality and
uniform in being hypostases?

As for the person among them who says, ‘I mean by saying “one sub-
stance” that he is one described being, and by saying “three hypostases”
that he is particularised by his being eternal, living and speaking. I
mean no more by this expression than I have said’; his words differ
from the belief of the Christians in import because, as we have said
above, their belief includes the affirmation of three hypostases as one
substance in reality. This shows clearly that part of the belief of the
Christians is the teaching that the Son united with Jesus, and they par-
ticularise the Son by uniting. So if the eternal One were one thing
in reality, the teaching that the One who did not unite was not the
One who did unite could not be right for them. In their teaching
is that the Uniting made Christ from two substances, divine nature
and human nature, or made one after each of him had been a sub-
stance.

All this makes clear that what he says is remote from the teachings
of the Christians, even though we have related this from one of the

79 This is the attribute of life, which allows the human to be living by inhering in his
various parts.
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first leaders among them.80 He does not escape from being mistaken
in this statement in two respects. One of them is his employing these
terms about him in the Arabic language; it is repugnant in terms of
the religious law.81 And the second is that he restricts his attributes,
great and mighty, to being eternal, living and speaking, which entails
the denial of his being powerful, perceptive, willing, hearing and seeing.
This is unbelief from the one who says it.

32. As for what someone from them says,82 ‘He is the Father of Christ
in the sense of adoption and esteem’,83 in the first place this disproves
their teaching that he is Father in eternity, and entails his being Father
at the point of his creating Jesus. However, the meaning of ‘adoption’
is only proper for someone who could properly have a son in reality,
or where like can properly generate like, and where an animal is of
its kind. Thus, a being who is dead cannot properly adopt the living,
because he cannot properly be a son to him in reality when he is dead.

80 Could this have been the early third/ninth century Nestorian #Ammār al-Ba.srı̄?
He certainly employed Islamic attributes doctrine to explain the Trinity, arguing that
if God is God he must possess the two attributes of Life and Knowledge, which are
uniquely part of his own constitution and from which other attributes are derived;
Hayek, #Ammār al-Ba.sr̄ı, particularly pp. 48.18–49.2. He was almost certainly known to
the Mu#tazil̄ı Abū al-Hudhayl, who wrote a refutation entitled K. #alā #Ammār al-Na.srān̄ı
f̄ı al-radd #alā al-Na.sārā; Ibn al-Nadı̄m, Fihrist, p. 204.

#Abd al-Jabbār’s point in his reply is that according to this model God would
be one being endowed with attributes, rather than the three entities that are one
substance. It must follow that this one being would both unite with the human Jesus
in the Incarnation and not do this. Since #Abd al-Jabbār has already engaged with
similar Christian presentations of the Trinity in terms of attributes without making this
fundamental criticism, it is likely that here he is drawing upon a separate source in
which this argument appears, maybe even Abū al-Hudhayl’s refutation.

81 #Abd al-Jabbār’s objection is that since the teachings of Islam insist upon the strict
oneness of God, this attempt to characterise him as three real entities is a violation.
He recognises that behind the explanation in terms of attributes lurks the Christian
teaching that the hypostases each have reality.

82 The following sections, §§32–34, are translated and commented on by M.
Heemskerk, ‘A Mu#tazilite Refutation of Christianity and Judaism: Two Fragments from
#Abd al-Jabbār’s al-Mughn̄ı f̄ı abwāb al-taw.h̄ıd wa-"l- #adl’, in B. Roggema et al., eds, The
Three Rings, Textual Studies in the Historical Trialogue of Judaism, Christianity and Islam, Leu-
ven, 2005, pp. 193–196.

83 This is the argument put forward by the anonymous Christians referred to by al-
Jā .hi .z, Radd, p. 25.2–5. At this point #Abd al-Jabbār offers his own counter argument,
before beginning on a longer account of Mu#tazil̄ı predecessors’ reactions. The fact that
Abū #Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı, as well as al-Māturı̄dı̄ in all likelihood (see pp. 108–111 above, §8)
and earlier Muslims responded to it shows how acute and irritating it may have been.
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And a young man cannot properly adopt a much older man, or adopt
a calf or young camel. And to say that Zayd adopts another person is
not to say that he gives him glory or esteem at all. Similarly, one of us
may properly give glory to one whom he cannot properly adopt, for by
this is only meant that he treats him as his son in upbringing and the
privileges and precepts that relate to son and father. This is impossible
with respect to the almighty eternal One, so how can it be said that he
adopted him?

This statement requires that every one of the prophets should be his
son in the sense of adoption, and that Jesus had no privilege in this
that any other did not have. But a man may take another as brother
just as he may adopt another in the sense of esteeming and resembling
real brotherhood. So there is no difference between the one who says,
‘The blessed One adopts’ in this sense, and the one who says, ‘He
makes another his brother’.84 And if this is wrong, it is obvious that
their statement that he, great and mighty, is a Father and has a Son in
this respect is incorrect.

33. As for the one who says, ‘If it is correct for Abraham to be friend,85

then why is it not correct for Jesus to be his Son, not in the true sense
of sonship but in the sense of honour?’86 Our master Abū #Al̄ı,87 may
God be merciful to him, said, ‘ “Friend” in the true sense is correct
for Abraham together with the almighty One, because friendship is
derived from selecting and distinguishing. For it is only said that a
man is a friend of another if he has distinguished him in ways he has
not distinguished others. And since he, great and mighty, distinguished
Abraham, peace be upon him, by revelation and honour to him with
which he did not distinguish others in his time, it can rightly be said
that he was friend of God. Indeed, he called him friend of God.’

This analogy means that every single one of the prophets must be
described as friend to him, because he distinguished every one of them
by revelation and honour that marked him out from others. Thus, our
Prophet, God’s blessings be upon him, said, ‘If I were to take a friend,
I would take Abū Bakr as friend, but your master is the friend of

84 The flagrance of the Christians’ claim is emphasised by this second, more obvi-
ously impossible statement.

85 Q 4.125.
86 Al-Jā .hi .z, Radd, p. 25.2–5.
87 Abū #Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı.
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God’.88 Thus, he called himself friend of God, great and mighty, and
refused to take any of his community as friend because he gave all of
them the announcement and communication. So he could not properly
have distinguished one of them by this in the way that God the exalted
distinguished him by charging him and not the other people of his
time with apostleship, although he distinguished Abraham by this and
it virtually became his title. This is not impossible for a name. Can you
not see that the Qur"ān has been given such a distinct designation,89

even though the meaning of it is also appropriate for things beside it,
and Moses was distinguished as the one to whom God spoke,90 even
though the exalted One had spoken to the angels.

This is preferable to giving ‘friend’ the meaning of ‘love’ or ‘need’,
because it is barely consistent with them;91 such is figurative in that the
lover distinguishes his beloved in a way he does not distinguish others,
and in that the one in need is dependent on the one he is in need of like
the friend is dependent on the one who has taken him as friend. In this
way it is not consistent with them, for it cannot be said about anyone
whom he92 loves that he is his friend if he does not distinguish him
with prophethood and other things with which he has not distinguished
others.

34. If it is said, ‘Has not the poet said:

And if a friend should come to him on a day of demand,
He will say, What I have is not concealed or debarred,93

and in this he characterises it as need? The grammarians have shown
that ‘friend’ has the sense of ‘need’ when derived from ‘want’, khalla

88 .Sa.h̄ı.h Muslim, Book 4, ch. 48.
89 #Abd al-Jabbār presumably has in mind the designation kitāb Allāh, by which the

Qur"ān is specifically known even though there are other revealed books.
90 Q 4.164.
91 As is shown in the ensuing argument, khal̄ıl can be derived from khulla = mu.habba,

‘love’, or from khalla = .hāja, ‘necessity’. The former gives some justification to the
proposed relationship between God and Jesus because it implies intense closeness
between God and Abraham, while the latter suggests greater distance between them.
This is al-Jā .hi .z’s argument, Radd, pp. 30.19–31.6, but #Abd al-Jabbār evidently thinks
that the preceding arguments are stronger.

92 This must refer to God.
93 Al-Jā .hi .z, Radd, p. 31.7–8, quotes this from the elegy of the pre-Islamic poet Zuhayr

ibn Abı̄ Sulmā on the tribal chief Harim ibn Sinān (the Radd has #̄ajiz in the second
hemistich, though the edition in C. Landberg, Primeurs arabes, Leiden, 1889, p. 139, has
ghā"ib as here).
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with an ‘a’ on khā", and has the sense of ‘friendship’ when derived from
‘amity’, khulla with a ‘u’ on khā", so which of these is right?’94 Say to him,
We do not deny this usage in these two instances, but we only maintain
that it is figurative. This is not because if it were literal it would detract
from what we think about it, because Abraham should be described as
friend of God, whether because his need was apparent in his devotion
to God the blessed as was not made apparent from others of that time,
or because the love of God almighty was made apparent to him as it
was not made apparent to others, or because he favoured him in ways
he did not favour others, and so the name became for him like a token.
Such is not right in the case of sonship, because the reality of a son is
that he is generated from a father, existing from his fluid, and this is
impossible for God almighty. So it follows that Jesus cannot properly be
described as Son of God, in the way that Abraham has been described
as friend of God.

35. Abū #Uthmān al-Jā .hi .z replied by saying,95 ‘Abraham was not friend
because of the amity that existed between him and God, great and
mighty, since amity, brotherliness and friendship are ruled out with
God. Rather, he was “friend” because of the need he and those with
him underwent. For he completely cast his lot upon God in a way that
none before him had done, when they threw him in the fire,96 when he
sacrificed his son,97 the comfort he gave to those with him after what his
people did,98 leaving his parents in life and death and abandoning his
homeland, his migration away from home and the place of his birth,99

through his hardships he became reliant on God and “friend”. So God
took him to himself and named him his “friend” among the prophets,
as the Ka#ba is named “House of God” among the houses, and the
people of Mecca are named “the people of God” among all the lands,
.Sāli .h’s she-camel the she-camel of God,100 and similarly every good or

94 This originates with al-Jā .hi .z, Radd, pp. 30.19–31.6, though it appears that some-
one nearer #Abd al-Jabbār’s time may have made use of it.

95 Al-Jā .hi .z, Radd, pp. 30.20–32.8, with some rearrangements, and omissions at pp.
31.6–14, 31.21–32.3.

96 Q 21.68, 37.97.
97 Q 37.102–107.
98 This may be a reference to Abraham’s praying for his father even after he had

mistreated him, in e.g. Q 19.47, or to his prayer for his children, in e.g. Q 2.124, 14.37.
99 Q 21.71, 29.26.

100 Q 7.73.
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bad thing, merit or punishment that God has made important. As they
say, “Put him under the curse and punishment of God”, and as one
says, “The Qur"ān is the Book of God and Mu .harram is the month
of God”, and as is said about .Hamza, “the lion of God”,101 and about
Khālid, “the sword of God”.102 Likewise, it is said of Jesus, “the spirit of
God”; for he103 creates spirits in the sperm of men when they ejaculate
it into women’s wombs following the norm that he observes in this, but
he created a spirit and body in Mary’s womb in contravention of the
norm observed, and because of this trait he is spoken of as “the spirit of
God”.’104

This is not correct with regard to sonship, because what is accepted
in the case of one of us is that ‘if he takes compassion on a puppy
and rears it, it is inconceivable for him to call it son or be related
to it as father. And if he should come across a boy and rear him, he
could conceivably call him son because he would resemble his child
and he could have begotten a comparable being.’105 So if it is not right
for a being whose body is like his to be his son because he would not
resemble a son, then it is therefore all the less appropriate for it to be
said about God.

36. If it is said, ‘Why is it not possible to say that Jesus is Son of God
because of his specific way of creating him without a male?’, say to
this, This would entail the same about Adam, because he specifically
created him without a male or female.106 And if they say, ‘He gave
Jesus a special upbringing that he did not give to others, and for this
reason it is possible to say that he is his Son’, this applies to all the
prophets, peace be upon them.107 God brought them all up in the sense
that he nurtured them, nourished them and fed them, because the

101 .Hamza ibn #Abd al-Mu.t.talib, the Prophet’s uncle who was killed at the battle of
U .hud.

102 Khālid ibn al-Wal̄ıd, a fierce opponent of Islam who was converted to Islam late
in the Prophet’s lifetime and went on to command Muslim forces under Abū Bakr.

103 God.
104 Q 4.171.
105 Al-Jā .hi .z, Radd, p. 30.4–6.
106 Cf. Q 3.59. The comparison between Jesus and Adam was a stock element of

Muslim anti-Christian polemic at this time. #Abd al-Jabbār may still be following al-
Jā .hi .z, Radd, p. 32.19–21.

107 There is a distant allusion here to the familiar polemical ploy of comparing appar-
ent unique features of Jesus, particularly his miracles, with those of other prophets, on
which see Thomas, ‘Miracles of Jesus’. Cf. al-Jā .hi .z, Radd, p. 32.21–33.1.
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meaning of taking charge, bringing up, and giving food and water is not
appropriate with regard to God almighty towards anyone. And Jesus
could never get away from having his mother as the one who brought
him up, in the way that everyone is brought up. The one for whom
this would be most apposite is Adam, if it were appropriate for God,
may he be blessed, because he favoured him specifically by creating
him in his heaven, freeing him from the upbringing of his mother and
putting him to dwell in his garden. So all these circumstances are more
exceptional in the case of Adam. Thus, if it is correct for Jesus to be
called his son, it is more so for Adam. And all this invalidates what they
cling to.

Our masters, may God have mercy upon them, demonstrated that
sonship in reality is only appropriate for one born of a person in the
way that is acknowledged, and in a figurative sense it is only employed
about someone who could be like a son to him, coming from human
beings. They demonstrated that the figurative mode is not appropriate
for God almighty, and if it were permissible to make use of figurative
arguments they would never be appropriate in this instance, because
their use is not appropriate in the case of God almighty. And surely this
is the case, when we know that figurative language cannot be used in
argument. They also demonstrated that if a young man from among us
were to say to an old man of advanced years, ‘Little boy, my little boy’,
this would not be allowed, even though he was from his kind, because
he could not have given birth to such a person. And they demonstrated
that someone does not say that any animal or inanimate thing is his
son. And the difference between the eternal almighty One and physical
bodies is more radical than the difference between one of us and an
animal or inanimate thing, because that difference is of essence while
this is of attributes, and therefore it should all the less be employed in
respect to him.

37. As for what they cling to from what is in the Gospel, ‘I am going to
my Father’,108 and their reliance upon this because he is called his Son
and the Almighty is called Father, and that Christ ordered the disciples
to say in their prayers, ‘Our Father who is in heaven, hallowed be your
name’,109 and that he said to David, ‘A child will be born to you, and he

108 A part of John 20.17. #Abd al-Jabbār is still following al-Jā .hi .z, Radd, p. 25.14.
109 Matthew 6.9. Cf. al-Jā .hi .z, Radd, p. 25.15.
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will be called my Son and I will be called his Father’,110 they say, ‘This
must be a decree from God which orders us to give him this name,
and it is from God almighty that he should be worshipped thus.’ But
this name is not common in language, as you can say about names
in the religious law, so it is wrong. This is because what they refer to
is equivalent to a report from a single person whose truthfulness we
do not know, so it is not possible for us to have faith in it or say with
certainty that it is true.

38. It has been stated from the Torah, Gospel and Psalms that God,
may he be blessed, said, ‘Israel is my first born, he is the first of my
creation whom I have taken as son’,111 and this requires that Jacob must
be son of God. But if this were possible,112 then it would be possible for
him to be Joseph’s grandfather, and if this were right then it would be
right for him to be an uncle on the father’s or mother’s side in the sense
of loving or esteeming, and it would be right for him to be a comrade
and friend. But this is untenable, because although it demands that
Jesus should be given honour in description, it necessarily demands that
the eternal One should be temporal through the deficiency necessary
in the description of him. And why should he be called father of
Christ when, because of what Jesus said to the disciples, ‘You are my
brothers’,113 he is not rightly called uncle to the disciples’ children, or
cousin? And how can this be right, when the Almighty has rejected the
words of the one who said, ‘We are the sons and the beloved of God’,114

and has rejected the words of the Arabs when they claimed that the
angels were the daughters of God, and looked on this as arrogance?115

If this were not impossible for him in word and meaning, he would not
have rejected it.

39. If it is said, ‘If this is right in the Torah and Gospel, how can it
possibly not be right?’, say to him, We have no knowledge of that
language, so we do not have to give an explanation of what is in it.
We only have to know that taking a son is impossible for God almighty,

110 Psalm 2.7, though there are overtones of Isaiah 7.14. Cf. al-Jā .hi .z, Radd, p. 25.13.
111 Exodus 4.22. Cf. al-Jā .hi .z, Radd, p. 25.11–12.
112 In this argument #Abd al-Jabbār continues to follow al-Jā .hi .z, Radd, p. 26.7–12.
113 Cf. John 15.14, ‘You are my friends (philoi)’.
114 Q 5.18, words attributed to the Jews and Christians.
115 Q 5.101, 16.57, 52.39.
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and it would not be right for us to argue about what this means, or
what things like it mean in any of their arguments. And while we know
this, we take what is stated from the Torah and Gospel, if it is true, as
having a meaning in general other than sonship. In their language this
may not be ruled out, and it can mean that he is eternal, divine and
lord, but this is still not right in our language.116

The various languages differ in this, and so we say that anyone who
translates from one language to another must be knowledgeable about
what is rationally correct and incorrect concerning God almighty, and
must be knowledgeable about what is literal and figurative in the two
languages. For a word may be employed in a language literally about
one thing and figuratively about another, but when one is referred to in
place of another in the second language it is employed literally and not
figuratively. So whoever translates what is figurative in that language
into what is literal in this language will have made a mistake. And there
is no doubt that in these books there are figurative expressions that are
equivalent to what is unclear in the Qur"ān. And it is well known from
the examples of many translators that when they translate Arabic into
Persian they make mistakes in the process, either through ignorance of
the meaning from the point of view of reason or of language.

It has been related that in the Gospel is stated, ‘I am going to my
Father, ab, and your Father’,117 and this requires him to be Father to
them just as he is Father to him. It has been said that the correct form
is, ‘I am going to my Lord, rabb, and your Lord’, and that the mistake
lies in the transmission of the letters and the substitution of ‘a’ for ‘r’.118

40. If it is said, ‘Since it is right in your view that God almighty says
that Christ is his word and spirit, then why will you not allow him to

116 In these arguments, that there may be variation in language between faiths but
not in basic doctrine, #Abd al-Jabbār may have in mind the view recorded from some
anonymous Muslim scholars by al-Jā .hi .z, Radd, pp. 25.5–26.5, that God’s mode of
operating and the ways he can be referred to differ according to the needs of different
communities, and thus for one particular community it might be appropriate for him
to adopt a son.

117 John 20.17.
118 This intriguing suggestion about one of the most popular proof verses for Muslims

(cf. Accad, ‘The Ultimate Proof-Text’), which is indicative of the rich variety within
Muslim approaches to Christianity, is evidently derived from the view that Christian
scripture is textually corrupt, though through oversight influenced by doctrinal pressure
rather than malevolent intent.
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say that he is his Son in the Gospel?’,119 say to him, Our master Abū
#Al̄ı said,120 ‘The intention in his describing Jesus as word of God is that
people would be guided by him as they are guided by a word. And the
meaning of our saying that he is the spirit of God is that people will be
given life by him in their faith as they are given life by their spirits
which are in their bodies.’ This is comprehensive, and it compares
him with a word which is a sign, and the spirit upon which a living
being among us depends. It is like a word through which is guidance
being called light and healing, because truth is known through it just as
the way is known through light, and because deliverance in religion is
provided through it just like healing through a remedy. And if a word
can be used metaphorically out of its context, it does not follow that
another can be used metaphorically without evidence. And thus we
do not say that Jesus was Son of God by analogy with our saying
that he was a spirit and word of God. In a similar way it is said that
Gabriel is a spirit,121 though it is not said that he is the son, and there
is no difference between one of us who seeks to use the term ‘son’ for
him because we describe him as spirit, and our claim that he should
be called God’s father or brother by analogy with this. For general
meanings are not literally appropriate to God, and neither are those
instances in which a man is metaphorically called someone else’s son, as
we have mentioned above, appropriate to God almighty. So the claim
that this is so collapses.

41. No one may say, ‘Why will you not allow the Almighty to take
a son in the sense of mercy, as long as it was not he who brought
him up?’ For this will require Adam to be his son, and require the
angels, who have no father, to be children of God. For, indeed, someone
who has compassion on another and adopts him is called his father,
because he has treated him as he would his son. But this meaning is
impossible for God. We have demonstrated that ‘friendship’ in a literal

119 Q 4.171. This anonymous Christian voice detects echoes of Christian titles for
Jesus in the Qur"ān, and tries to make a case that they are no different from the title
‘Son’.

120 This is a further quotation from Abū #Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı; cf. Thomas, ‘Mu#tazil̄ı Re-
sponse’, pp. 304–305. It presumably originates from the same work as the other argu-
ments which #Abd al-Jabbār takes from him, probably his lost Radd #alā al-Na.sārā,
though his lost tafs̄ır is another likely source.

121 The angel Gabriel is conventionally identified as the spirit mentioned in such
verses as Q 2.87, 16.102 and 26.193–195.
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sense is appropriate for Abraham, because he specially favoured him
and entrusted him with his revelation. It is appropriate for the other
prophets, peace be upon them, although it is more so for Abraham.
But it is not appropriate for believers, because the great and mighty
One has not specially favoured them with knowledge and revelation.
So, in view of all this to call Jesus Son of God is proved wrong.

As for them calling him Word of God, this is not literally correct
because a word is literally letters joined together, and Jesus was a body.
So he could not correctly be a word, for he can only be called word of
God in that there is guidance through him and his call.

42. Abū #Uthmān122 has said, ‘Jesus is called spirit only in the sense that
Gabriel is called spirit of God and holy spirit, and in the sense that
the great and mighty One calls the Qur"ān this, for he says, “Thus we
have inspired in you a spirit of our command”,123 and, “He sends down
the angels with the spirit of his command”.124 This does not necessitate
saying that Gabriel or the Qur"ān are sons of God, and similarly the
same does not follow in the case of Jesus. As for the words of the
Almighty, “Thus we breathed our spirit into him”,125 its intention is
not literal, because this is impossible for God, great and mighty. It is
like his words in the story of Adam, “When I have fashioned him and
breathed my spirit into him, fall down in prostration before him”,126

and this does not necessitate that he was literally the spirit of God or
his son. The same is said about Jesus.’

43. All this destroys what we have related from them about the Trinity
and everything they derive from it, such as the interpretation of the
hypostases they offer and the images they present for it, because the
majority of this is derived from expression. The evidence we have given
previously that the Almighty cannot properly be a body127 disproves
the majority of their utterances and images, since the manifest sense
of these project him as being a body. Whoever looks closely at all of

122 Cf. al-Jā .hi .z, Radd, pp. 36.1–37.10. #Abd al-Jabbār summarises this argument rather
than quoting it directly.

123 Q 42.52.
124 Q 16.2.
125 Q 22.12.
126 Q 15.29, 38.72.
127 This would have occurred in one of the lost earlier parts of the Mughn̄ı.
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this will know the collapse of all the beliefs and images to which they
adhere, so there is no reason to pursue it all in detail.

Chapter: On disproving their teaching about
the Uniting and what is related to it

44. Know that what we are concerned to destroy is what can be
understood in their belief on this matter rather than what should not
be believed.128 We have already related everything from them about
this, and we will show the weakness of what can be understood in it,
dividing up what is contained in the argument.

Their teaching about the Uniting must have a number of alterna-
tives: either they say that the Son out of all the hypostases united with
Jesus, or they say that the one that united with him was the substance
which is the three hypostases. If they say that the Son united with
him, they cannot avoid saying that the Son is Creator, Maker, Agent
and Divinity; otherwise they make the Creator and Divinity the Father,
whose Word is the Son, rather than the Son.129

Then their teaching, ‘He united with him’, must have a number of
alternatives: either they say that he remained as he was, although the
Son’s volition was Christ’s volition; or Christ’s volition was his volition;
or their two volitions were distinct although what one of them willed
the other must have willed—this is what we mean by the Uniting,
with the essence of the Divinity and the essence of the human or the
substance of both of them remaining as they were; or they say that
the Uniting required both their essences to cease to be what they had
been.130 And following this they have to say that he united with him by
becoming adjacent to him, and Jesus became like a part of him.

128 Cf. §2 above. Again #Abd al-Jabbār emphasises that his arguments are against
points that can be treated rationally, and implies that parts of Christian doctrine lie
outside this.

129 Abū #Īsā, in Thomas, Incarnation, pp. 96–107, §§ 152–160, examines this point at
great length, while #Abd al-Jabbār here reduces the problem to a few sentences. The
matter at issue is the identity of the divine participant in the Incarnation: if this was
the Son alone then he must be the true God, because he alone is Agent; if it was the
whole Godhead then the real agent is the Father alone, because the other Persons are
really his attributes. #Abd al-Jabbār’s difficulty stems from his insistence upon treating
the hypostases as independent entities, which Christians would resist.

130 The logical alternatives are that the two participants in the act of Uniting re-
mained separate but conformed as regards their wills, or literally became one and so
changed in some way. #Abd al-Jabbār has reduced the Christians’ explanations to these
two abstract possibilities.
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This was related from one of them that he said, ‘He mingled with
him and mixed with him’; or they say, ‘He inhered in him but did
not come into adjacency to him’.131 The person who says this cannot
avoid one of two alternatives: either they should say that he inhered in
all the parts of Jesus, or they should say that he inhered in a part of
him. Moreover, whether they say that although he united with him
neither he nor Jesus ceased to be two substances and essences, or
whether they say that they literally became one, according to what
we have related from the majority of Jacobites that the two substances
became one substance,132 in their view the Uniting will have made the
two substances and essences cease to be thus to being one. Then the
one who makes these statements has no alternative to saying that if he
united with him he must always have united with him, or they have to
say that he united with him in one particular instant. Similarly, their
teaching about the death and crucifixion of Jesus, according to what
they believe about it, offers them no alternative to saying that he united
with him as he was, or ceased to be united with him.

All this is what rational analysis permits about the Uniting. We will
demonstrate the error in all of it, and then we will disprove their
teaching about the worship of Christ and what is related to it.

45. Know that the Christians’ argument shows that in their view the
One who united with the body of Christ was divine and powerful in a
way that could only arise from God, great and mighty. For in this they
rely upon divine actions appearing from him and upon him.133 So it
follows that the one who united with him was the Son of God and his
Word. But if in their view the Son could not do what the eternal One
had particular power over, then this teaching would not be correct.
But they have no alternative to this, or the teaching that the One who
united with the body of Jesus was the Father himself, and thus it would
be right for divine actions to appear from him and through him.134

131 Cf. Abū #Īsā, in Thomas, Incarnation, pp. 88–89, § 11.
132 Ibid., § 12.
133 This is the first of a number of references in this part of the refutation to Jesus’

miracles as the basic justification for claiming he was divine as well as human.
134 If Jesus’ miracles are the basis of proof then, #Abd al-Jabbār argues, the dilemma

for the Christians is either that the Son united and must have divine powers to
cause miracles that are his alone and will thus be divine independently of the other
hypostases, or that if the whole Godhead united then it, and effectively the Father, was
the true Agent of miracles.
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Their teaching about the worship of Christ necessitates what we have
said in two respects. One of them is that the Divinity united with him,
and thus he deserved to be worshipped with respect to his divine nature
though not with respect to his human nature. And the second of the
two is that it was the Son who united, but he deserves worship like the
Father.135

Their teaching that Christ was two substances, divine nature and
human nature, necessitates saying that the One who united with him
was divine, whether they say he was the Son or the substance that com-
prehends the three hypostases. And their teaching about the Uniting is
proved false by that by which each of these two alternatives is proved
false. As for the one who says: ‘He united with him in the sense of
volition’,136 their teaching divides into three aspects: one is that their
two volitions were different, but they necessarily agreed in volition; the
second is that the volition of the divine nature was the volition of the
human nature; and the third is that the volition of the human nature
was the volition of the divine nature.

Chapter: That the volition of the eternal One, may he be blessed,
was other than the volition of Christ, peace be upon him

46. What indicates the falseness of the first is that it is true of all pairs
of beings with power that one of them will inevitably will the contrary
of what the other wills, if will and volition are possible for them, and
one will inevitably reject what the other wills, just as their motives
for action will inevitably differ. And there is no difference between
someone who says that the volition of the eternal One and Christ must
be in conformity and someone who says that their motives must be in
conformity and that their actions must be in conformity until an action
is right for the one that is right for the other. We know full well the
falseness of this, just as we know the falseness of the statement that
every attribute that occurs in one of them should occur in the other,
such as eating, drinking, killing, crucifixion and so on.

135 Again, the second alternative leads to the difficulty that the Son must be treated
separately from the Godhead as a whole.

136 Cf. al-Nāshi", above pp. 38–39, §2. Uniting as conformity of wills alone is un-
known to Abū #Īsā. It appears to be either an interpretation put forward for Muslim
consumption by Diophysite apologists, or an inference developed by Muslims on the
basis of thinking that emanated from Diophysite sources.
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Furthermore, it is true of a being who wills something that he must
know about it or be in a position of knowing. It is known that the
eternal One, great and mighty, is knowing of himself and knows future
good and otherwise, and Christ knows by knowledge. And just as he
cannot know all that the almighty, eternal One knows, so likewise he
cannot will all that he wills.

47. Futhermore, when he was in the condition of prophet as God
sent him, and he became Christ,137 he must have willed all that God
willed, or have willed this stage after stage in accordance with what the
Almighty was willing. It is not possible to speak of the first alternative,
because in this condition the eternal One could not have been willing
all that he wills, because he wills matters which are of his action, and
the action of his servants is in the form of succession, one circumstance
after another. So how can it be said that Jesus willed everything in this
circumstance? And if he willed this in the form of succession, in this
circumstance he would have been willing of himself, so how can it be
said that he united in the sense of uniting of volition, when only part of
the volition of the two of them was in conformity?138

Furthermore, this teaching necessitates for all of the prophets the
same as their teaching for Jesus and that he united with all of them and
they were all his sons, because Jesus could only have been in conformity
with him in volition because of his being prophet and because of the
appearance of miracles through him. And this must apply to all the

137 This typically Muslim statement about the human Jesus as a messenger sent by
God, points to a possible presupposition in #Abd al-Jabbār’s mind that the Incarnation
was something that happened to Jesus at some stage in his life.

138 Since the modes of divine and human willing are starkly different, conformity
of wills would mean that the human Jesus, whose willing would be in the form of
successive acts, must have willed all that happens, as God does, and that his willing
would not derive from an accidental attribute that was created in him but from his own
self, and was unchanging.

In this very abbreviated retort, #Abd al-Jabbār sums up the problem of God willing
outside time and human willing within time (though he may not express it in this form),
and of the accidental mode of human willing opposed to the essential mode of God’s
willing.
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prophets.139 Furthermore, there is no reason why among responsible
people there should not be one who knows what is good and wills the
obedience and so on that God wills, and so the great and mighty One
must have united with him.

However, in their view he united with him at the very start of his life,
even though in this condition he could not have been in conformity
with him in every act of will. So why should the like not be true for all
among his servants who are in conformity with him in one volition or
specific acts of the will? This disproves their making Christ particular in
the way they do.

Furthermore, if the Uniting entailed conformity of volition and not
conformity of knowledge of a thing or perception of it, it could be said
that the exalted One must be united with everyone who knows what he
knows or perceives what he perceives. And if this is not necessary for
him, it is the same with volition.140

Chapter: On disproving the words of the one who says, ‘God, great
and mighty, united with Jesus, peace be upon him, by the volition
of the divine nature becoming the volition of the human nature’

48. What disproves their teaching that he united with him by the
volition of the divine nature becoming the volition of the human nature
is that evidence has shown that the almighty, eternal One wills by a will
that is not in a substrate,141 as we shall show later. And it is known that
a body only fittingly wills by a will that inheres in part of it. If this is
correct, then the will of the great and mighty One cannot be the will of

139 This comparison recalls earlier Muslim comparisons in which actual miracles
of Jesus and of prophets were compared in order to show how they corresponded,
and thus removed grounds for arguing that Jesus was uniquely divine. Al-Māturı̄dı̄’s
argument on pp. 100–105 above, §4 and 5, and al-Baqillānı̄’s on pp. 192–197, §§40–43,
are examples, and cf. Thomas, ‘Miracles of Jesus’. #Abd al-Jabbār has abstracted the
principle underlying these comparisons, and argues that what must apply to the one
must also apply to the others.

140 #Abd al-Jabbār’s point here is not entirely clear, though he seems to be arguing
that it is arbitrary to define the Uniting as conformity of wills alone, because it could
just as easily be defined as conformity of knowledge or understanding. But just as the
coincidental conformity between the divine and human in respect of these does not
entail uniting, so conformity of wills need not.

141 God does not will by an attribute that is added to his being, in the way that
human will is an accident that inheres in the substance of the individual, which is then
its substrate; cf. in general Frank, Beings and their Attributes, pp. 69–72.
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Christ, apart from it not existing in part of him, just as it is not correct
for his action to be the action of Christ, apart from it not existing with
him. For an action is rightly specified as being an action of the one who
performs only it by its occurring from him, just as will can be the will
of a body by only existing in part of it. So whoever permits the will of
the eternal One to be his will must permit his action to inhere within
him.

Furthermore, why should his will be the will of Christ any more
than it should be the will of all bodies, apart from being attached to
him any more than being attached to all bodies? This necessitates that
all living things should be willing by the will of the Almighty. This is
wrong, because it would require that none of them could will what is
bad because this is impossible for God, great and mighty, and it would
require that none of them could will anything different from what the
Almighty willed, and could not hate what he willed, and nor could their
circumstances in this differ if the almighty eternal One willed a thing.

Furthermore, if it were possible for his will to be will to him,142

although it was not in a substrate, then their143 will and knowledges
and all that is particular to them could correctly be attached to God
almighty. And this would necessitate the impossibility of either of them
hating what the other willed or knowing what he did not know, and it
would require the Almighty not to know what existed in the heart of
any of us. It would exclude him from knowing of himself, and it would
require him to be knowing a thing and not knowing it if Zayd knew
it and #Amr did not know it. And it would require him to be desirous
and needy, because he could not be characterised by knowledge that
inhered in our hearts and not desire, apart from the fact that one of
them would exist in the manner that the other did. The wrongness of
all this entails the wrongness of the principle.

Furthermore, this teaching requires the great and mighty One to be
united with all living beings and for Jesus to have no specific quality
in this. And at any rate, he must have united with all the prophets,
because their circumstance and Jesus’ in whatever they mention in this
matter did not differ.

142 The two pronouns refer respectively to God and Jesus.
143 These are all created sentient beings.
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Chapter: On disproving the words of the one who says,
‘He united with him by Christ’s volition becoming his volition’

49. What disproves their teaching that the eternal One, great and
mighty, united with Christ by Christ’s volition becoming his volition
is that Christ’s volition must have inhered in part of him, otherwise it
could not have had any attachment or particularity to him.144 And what
inhered in the heart of Jesus could not rightly have been apportioned
to the eternal One, because it is not particular to him, and because
this necessitates that all that inhered in his heart must be apportioned
to him. This means that he must be ignorant through ignorance if it
existed in his heart, and desirous through what existed in his heart.
And he would have to be looking, thinking and repenting through what
existed in his heart. All of this is impossible for the exalted One, so it
necessarily disproves what they say about his volition being volition to
him.145

Furthermore, how could his volition be the volition of God any more
than the volition of all humans, apart from the fact that all of this would
be attached to the almighty, eternal One in the same way. And this
would necessitate all that we have set out above about the exalted One
having to will bad, and willing and hating the same thing if Zayd willed
it and #Amr hated it; indeed, he would rightly have to be knowing and
ignorant. This all amounts to the fact that it must be wrong.

Furthermore, before Jesus was born or created or became a living
being, the Almighty must without doubt have been intending and
willing matters. So it is known by this that he could not rightly be
willing by Christ’s will, because at this time he was not existent or
living. So he must without doubt have been willing by a will not in
a substrate, because it is not right to say that he wills by the will of
another living being. For the Word was before the creation of all things,
since he must without doubt have willed to create the first thing he did
create. Because of this, he must have been willing by a will that was
not in a substrate, and this circumstance means that after his creation
of the creation he must have been willing by a will that was not in a
substrate, because what necessitates it in one circumstance necessitates

144 Since Christ was human, his volition would have been an accidental attribute that
qualified his being by becoming attached to it through inhering in part of him.

145 The two pronouns refer to Christ and God.
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it in every circumstance, since it is known that the attachment of
causes to what imposes a status upon it does not change. However,
this teaching necessitates his being united to others than Jesus, just like
his uniting with him, and others than him being his sons like him. In
this their faith is disproved in its foundation.

Chapter: On disproving the teaching of the one who says,
‘He united with him by mixing with him, by coming into

adjacency with him and by taking him as a temple and location’

50. As far as the teaching of the person who says that he united
with him by mixing with him, coming into adjacency with him and
taking him as a temple and location,146 it is disproved by what we have
proved about the exalted One not being a substrate or a body.147 For
if this is affirmed about him, and adjacency is only applicable between
substances and bodies, how can it be said that the great and mighty
One mixed with him, came into adjacency with him, and united with
him in this manner?

We have already shown that teaching of this kind about him neces-
sitates him being temporal and ceasing to be eternal and divine, and
necessitates the impossibility of bodies occurring from him.148 And no
one can say that he came into adjacency with him and mingled with
him in a different way from what they construe adjacency of substances
to be, so the teaching about this does not amount to what they say it
does. For adjacency can only be construed in this manner and is only
possible for substances. And there is no difference between the person
who affirms that he came into adjacency with Jesus in a manner that
cannot be construed and the person who affirms that he touched him,
joined and combined with him, and was part of him in a manner that
cannot be construed.

51. If he says, ‘Do you yourselves not say that the Almighty is in every
place, not in the manner of adjacency?149 So if you acknowledge this,

146 Cf. #Abd al-Jabbār’s introduction, pp. 232–233 above, §6.
147 This would have been given in one of the lost early parts of the Mughn̄ı.
148 Again, #Abd al-Jabbār would have shown this in one of the lost early parts of the

work.
149 The opponent, who may be real or hypothetical, could be alluding to such verses

as Q 2.255 and 57.4.
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then allow us something similar in what we teach’; say to him, We only
say this figuratively, and we mean by this that he is overseer in every
place and knows every place and what happens in it, as we have shown
above. And what we intend by this teaching is comprehensible, and it
is accepted that using these words about him figuratively is correct. But
this is not the case in what you say, because you have placed him in
adjacency to him literally, and particular to the body of Jesus and no
other in this respect. And then you contradict this by saying that he
did not come into adjacency with him like the adjacency of substances.
This is a denial of what you have affirmed.

Furthermore, if he rightly came into adjacency with Jesus, then why
could he not rightly have come into adjacency with prophets beside
him, or others? And why do you make Jesus particular by his uniting
with him and not others? And why do you not allow that he united
with him at a single moment by coming into adjacency with him in a
single circumstance? And why do you not allow him to be in adjacency
to inanimate objects and to unite with them? And what superiority
did Jesus have in this uniting, when he and all bodies have the same
standing?150

52. If he says, ‘Indeed, I affirm that he united with him and not
other bodies because of the appearance of divine actions from him
and through him’; say to him, Then allow him to have united with
all the prophets for this reason, and permit him to cease being united
with him in circumstances when he did not make a miracle happen
through him. Furthermore, the appearance of a miracle through him
is not evidence of his being existent within him through adjacency or
anything else, because the great and mighty One is able to accomplish
this even though he is not in the place. Furthermore, why was he united
with Jesus for this reason any more than he was united with the body
that God restored to life through him or in the eye of the blind man
that God healed through him? This must be the more obvious teaching,

150 #Abd al-Jabbār returns to the point he has made repeatedly in previous sections,
that if God could unite with Jesus, he could do so with prophets like him. He takes
it one stage further here by suggesting that if this could have happened, then it might
have happened only at the moment Jesus performed miracles and not at other times.
And if this is the case, then God will have more appropriately come into adjacency
with the actual physical objects that were the subject of Jesus’ miracles. He explores this
issue further in the next paragraph.
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because this was the location of the action and not Jesus. Otherwise, if
this could happen without uniting with it, then they have to allow it to
have happened without uniting with Jesus, and in fact without uniting
at all. In this, this teaching is disproved.

Now, he must either have been in adjacency to every atom of Jesus
or to some of them. And he could not properly have been in adjacency
to all his atoms because this would have necessitated him being many
atoms.151 It has been concluded by evidence that he is one, but it
necessitates him being in more than one place at one moment, and this
is impossible for anything for which adjacency can happen. If it were
not, there would be nothing to prevent a body from being in two places.
If he was in adjacency to one atom of him, he must have been united
with this, and this atom must have had particular characteristics that
others did not. And this means that this atom was the thing through
which he made the miracle appear and not Jesus, and that this was the
Son and the Word and not him, and that this was the One worshipped,
the Christ, and not him.

In this their teaching is disproved, and by all of this the emptiness of
their teaching about the uniting in this manner is shown to be right.

Chapter: On disproving the teaching of the person who
says, ‘The blessed One united with Jesus, peace be
upon him, in the sense that he inhered within him’

53. As for the teaching that he united with Jesus in the sense that he
inhered within him,152 it can be disproved in various ways. One of them
is that each thing that inheres in a thing and exists within it after not
being in it cannot escape from two alternatives: either it exists within
it by coming to be, like the existence of an accident in a substance,
or it is moved to it, like a substance that comes into adjacency to
another is moved; anything other than these two is not rational. Now,
we have already proved that being moved cannot apply to what does
not have extent, and it cannot be said, ‘He is moved’, and ‘He inheres
within it’, for if the eternal One occurred in Jesus by being moved,
this would entail his being a substance. And if he existed within him
by inhering within him and coming to be in him like the inhering of

151 It is so unthinkable that God should be composed of atoms like a physical body
that #Abd al-Jabbār has no need to do more than allude to this.

152 Cf. #Abd al-Jabbār’s introduction, above pp. 232–233, §6.
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an accident, this would necessitate his being temporal. But if to be
moved is impossible for him, to be temporal is even more impossible
for him, because to be existent temporally is even more impossible for
something that is not a substance than to be moved.

54. If it is said, ‘Does not your master Abū #Al̄ı153 hold that the word
exists on the tablet or the tongue without being moved to it from
another place or coming into being? You have left this rational alter-
native out. So allow that the almighty, eternal One united with Jesus in
this respect. You cannot lay this aside by not talking about it, because
it does not rule this teaching out from being rational’;154 say to him, In
his view it is only possible for a word to occur in a location, and he says
that it occurs in it in the sense of being a sound or writing or memori-
sation of it.155 So if the almighty, eternal One were to inhere in Jesus in
this way, it would be impossible for him not to have a location, and he
would only exist in it by a thing that came into existence with him.156

But each thing that exists in another after not being in it cannot escape
from two alternatives, one of which is that it was existent previously
when not in it and then it came to it, and the other is that it was not
previously existent at all and then it came into being in it. It is known
that the eternal One was existent before his uniting with Jesus, and
what is thus does not occur in another except by the coming into being
of a determinant different from it that gives rise to its moving to it and
its inhering in it, like the word in Abū #Al̄ı’s view.157 It is inconceivable
that it should occur otherwise in something else except through a deter-

153 Abū #Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı.
154 In Abū #Al̄ı’s reported statement, ‘the word’ must be the Qur"ān. Al-Ash#arı̄

records Abū #Al̄ı agreeing with the view of the third/ninth century Mu#tazil̄ı Abū al-
Hudhayl that the Qur"ān is both created on the preserved tablet and can exist where
it is memorised, written and heard. Thus the word of God exists in many places, while
the Qur"ān itself is not moved; Maqālāt, pp. 598.11–599.11 (see further on this Peters,
God’s Created Speech, pp. 388–390, citing an analysis of Abū #Al̄ı’s earlier and later views
about the reproduction of God’s speech in Mughn̄ı, vol. VII, ch. 21). It is evidently this
possibility that the Christian ingeniously employs to explain how God can be both
united with Jesus and remain the unchanging eternal Divinity.

155 Cf al-Ash#arı̄, Maqālāt, p. 599.10.
156 According to Abū al-Hudhayl and Abū #Al̄ı, the word of God in its memorised,

written and recited forms is dependent on the physical objects on which it exists; al-
Ash#arı̄, Maqālāt, pp. 598.16–599.3.

157 Like the word of God that becomes writing or recitation, God would have to be
affected by an external cause in order to unite with Jesus, which is impossible.
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minant that came into being. And we have shown above that it cannot
rightly be said that he inhered within him in respect of this being
necessary for him, because he has no need of a determinant through
which to inhere within him. We have spoken enough about this.

55. If it is said, ‘We say that he united with him not with respect to
inhering nor in the form of adjacency, so our teaching is not disproved
by what you have referred to. And even if we said that he inhered in
him, why should we be compelled to apply to him the inhering of an
accident in a substrate? And why could we not affirm that he inhered in
him in a way other than this? So our teaching is not disproved by what
you have referred to’; say to this, The existence of a thing in another
can only be affirmed in a rational manner, just as a thing can only be
affirmed in itself in a rational manner, and just as every statement that
necessitates the affirmation of what is not rational must be disproved.
Thus, teaching about one thing being in another in a manner that is
not rational must be overturned. It is known that the existence of a
thing in another cannot be conceived of rationally except by this other
being a boundary to it and being adjacent to it, or by it inhering in it
and its area being its area. And what our master Abū #Al̄ı, may God
have mercy on him, thinks about the word does not lie outside this
definition, because he affirms that it inheres in a substrate, although
he said that it occurred there without coming into being. And if he
affirmed this, what we say is correct, that the existence of a thing in
another could only be rationally thought of in this way.

56. But if it is said, ‘Cannot a thing come into existence in a moment
without anything being adjacent to it or inhering within it? This is
something rational that lies outside the two definitions that you have
mentioned’;158 say to this, The thing that comes into being in a moment

158 The Christian opponents compare God’s inhering in Christ with a physical object
in the moment it comes into existence, when none of the accidental attributes that give
it its qualities have yet become attached to it, and there is only it in the moment of its
existence. Since, according to the logic of this system of thinking, each moment of time
has its own discrete existence and is almost a physical entity (cf. the different opinions
reported by al-Ash#arı̄, Maqālāt, p. 448.1–9), this comparison is not as far fetched as it
first appears to be. But it carries no conviction for #Abd al-Jabbār. In the example of
Zayd’s arrival, he dismissively shows that the reference to the object and its moment
is only a manner of speaking that can be expressed in more than one way. But this is
obviously not possible for the inhering of God in the human Christ.
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has in truth nothing attaching to it. And we only say that it exists in
it in the sense that it came into being with it, although its existence
and coming into being may not be in it, and thus it may be said
about its moment that it came into being at the time we mentioned
in connection with it. As we say, ‘Zayd’s arrival was at sunrise’, and we
might say, ‘Sunrise occurred at the time Zayd arrived’, according to a
different way of expressing it. But this alternative is not a possible way
in which they can talk about the uniting of the almighty, eternal One
with Jesus. And so we have not included it among the alternatives, and
we have kept them to the two ways we have mentioned.

What makes clear that what we have mentioned is correct is that
everything that exists in another is present either together with it within
its area or in another area adjacent to it. And what occurs with it in
the form of adjacency can only be a substance, according to what we
have said above, and what occurs within its area can only inhere. Any
exception to these two alternatives of a thing existing in another is not
reasonable, and there is no difference between someone who claims a
third alternative to this and someone who claims a fourth and a fifth
to it. And if the almighty, eternal One united with Jesus and could not
be adjacent to him, he would have to inhere within him and be within
his area, according to what has been affirmed that there is no rational
alternative.

If it is said, ‘Does not an accident exist with an accident in one
substrate not according to these two possibilities?’; say to this, But the
one does not exist in the other, for rather they both exist in what is
other than both of them, so this has no relevance to what we have
mentioned. But if it did have relevance to it, it would have no effect
here, because while they both existed in one substrate the area of one
would be the area of the other.159

57. And if it is said, ‘Why will you not allow that he united with Jesus
not in this way but in accordance with the way the form of a human
appears in a polished mirror when he looks at it, or in accordance
with the appearing of the engraving of a seal in pressed clay? This
manner is rational, and it does not involve any recourse to inhering or

159 The Christians continue to search for comparisons to their model of the inhering
of the divine in the human. #Abd al-Jabbār replies by showing both that this choice is
inept and that their grasp on the theory of accidents and their mode of inhering in
physical bodies is tenuous.
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adjacency’;160 say to this, We do not say that the form of the human
appears in the mirror, or is imprinted or takes form in it. For if it were
imprinted in it, this thing imprinted could only be either a substance
or an accident. And it is known that he is larger than what he sees
in the mirror, and the large cannot occur in the small. And how can
this be said when the man sees in the mirror his face according to its
shape, or someone else’s face without it being different from him? And
how can this happen in the same way unless what he sees in it is his
face in reality? And how can this comparison be right when the man
is affected by a shadow, which is no more than a covering from light?
Thus it changes as he is covered from the light, and thus most of him is
covered at the beginning of the day, and a little at the setting of the sun,
and maybe he will have no shadow at all before its setting.

It may be right that what he sees in the mirror is his face in reality,
but he has seen it in the mirror and this has become a device for him, so
it is not really his face that is before his eye. He has need of something
by which his face becomes before him, and it will have the status of
being his own self, and so we see one of us making use of a mirror if
he wishes to know the shape of his face, just as he makes use of his eye
in order to see other visible things. And if the shape is not impressed in
the mirror, the comparison they make with it regarding the Uniting is
not correct, nor regarding their teachings about the Trinity.

58. As for the appearance of the engraving of a seal in clay, this is
an accident that enters it, and the engraving is a trace in it. This is,
that if the raised parts of the seal come into contact with a soft body
they will be pressed into it and a trace of them will remain. So, just
as parts of it will be made lower, other parts will be raised up, and so
accidents will occur in it to change its condition. If in their view the
eternal One united with Jesus in this manner, he would have had to
inhere in him, or else something other than him would have had to
inhere in him.161 If the second statement is not correct in their view, the
first must apply.

It must be right that what we have mentioned is all that can be
mentioned with respect to the Uniting, and that it is not correct or

160 Cf. #Abd al-Jabbār’s introduction, pp. 234–235 above, §6.
161 The first alternative is what #Abd al-Jabbār had disproved already in this section,

and the second requires an extraneous entity such as an accident that brings about
change in the human nature to be involved in the Uniting.
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rational to affirm a third way, and it is not possible to say that in the
inhering he inhered in him in a way that is not rational, which is that
he came within his area. For this cannot be rational according to the
position we have set out above. So the statement of the person who
claims that he did unite with him but not in these two ways and that
this is rational is disproved.162

59. If it is said, ‘If it is correct for the eternal One, great and mighty,
to be existent without a substrate, not in the way that a substance or
accident exists, then allow us to hold that he existed in Jesus without
adjacency or inhering’;163 say to this, When we affirm that he exists, we
do not exclude him from what actually applies to existent things, but we
only deny him any attribute that is unconnected to existence, such as
adjacency or inhering, because of the evidence about the impossibility
of this with regard to him. But this is not the case with your teaching,
because you affirm that he was in another in a way that is not rational
with regard to one thing being in another, so you thus have no alterna-
tive to affirming that he inhered in him or was adjacent to him. And
when either of the two modes in overturned, so is their teaching about
the Uniting.

60. Among the things that disprove their teaching that he united in the
sense that he inhered in him is that every thing that exists without a
substrate cannot exist in a substrate. What proves this is that since a
substance cannot exist in a substrate, this is impossible for it in every
respect, and since it is correct that an accident inheres in a substrate,
it must inhere in it in every circumstance. So their statement that he
inhered in Jesus after not inhering in him is definitely disproved.164

162 Like al-Bāqillānı̄, above pp. 174–177, §§23–24, #Abd al-Jabbār’s arguments on these
points of the seal and mirror differ entirely from those of the earlier scholar Abū #Īsā;
cf. Thomas, Incarnation, pp. 172–181, §§228–229.

163 The Christians suggest that since God is not a physical substance, his inhering in
atoms need not conform to the requirements that govern physical substances. #Abd al-
Jabbār’s retort is that although God is different from physical substances, the action of
inhering that the Christians claim can only occur according to physical norms, unless it
occurs in a manner that lies outside the rational.

164 If God had inhered in Jesus, the body of Jesus would have become a substrate for
God, meaning that God would have changed from a being subsistent in himself to a
being that is borne on another. Such a claim violates the physical laws that govern the
kinds of existent entities.
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But if it is said, ‘Why could he not have inhered in him after not
inhering in him, and be different from all accidents?’; say to this,
Because if he inhered in him, one of two eventualities must have
applied: he inhered in him necessarily, or this may have been appro-
priate for him or may have not been. It is not possible to say that he
did this necessarily, because while Jesus was alive, he did not, in their
view, not inhere in his body and then inhere in it, and his character-
istic was one. And since he was continuing and he did rightly inhere
in him, then he must have been equivalent to a substance which when
it continues it can appropriately exist in a manner and may also possi-
bly be in another. And it is not possible for him to be inhering in him
together with the possibility of him not inhering, because this would
require him to be inhering in him through a determinant.165 And this is
not the belief of the Christians, because they say that the almighty, eter-
nal One united with Jesus, and that they were two separate substances
and natures and then they became an individual being that comprised
them both. And they do not affirm a third possibility.

61. Furthermore, this determinant would have to belong to him and be
attached to him, and be attached to him in a set number of ways: either
by inhering in him or inhering in his substrate. It could not properly
inhere in him because the Almighty is not a substrate for another, and
this is impossible with respect to him. And it could not properly inhere
in his substrate, because there is no more reason for it to be in this than
for another to be in it, and the divine nature would have had to be
non-existent because of the non-existence of this determinant, or stop
being united with him. And no determinant can be understood except
in the way that has been set out, and the divine nature was united with
the body of Jesus.

They cannot rightly say that he existed in him because of life, and
ceased to be inhering in him by its extinction, because life is the same
in him as in others, so they would have to allow him to inhere in others
if it was because of this that he inhered in him. And they cannot suggest
that this determinant is like a sound with speech, as is the view of our
master Abū #Al̄ı, may God have mercy on him, because a sound would

165 The change from not inhering to inhering could only come about by means of an
external cause. But apart from it being impossible for God to be affected by a cause, it
would mean the presence of a third reality in the united Jesus, though Christians only
allow for the divine and human natures.
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only be right in him, in his view, if he was rational and it could be
confirmed that he had the prerequisite for speech. And they are not
able to affirm a kind of which the divine nature has need.166

Among the things that prove this teaching false is that if the divine
nature inhered in the human nature then there must have been some
effect in this substrate that it did not have beforehand, either by being
tangibly distinguished from others, or by the occurrence of a condition
that had not been, as we talk about in the case of other things that
inhere. So if they say, ‘An effect did occur in the substrate, which is that
he became one who could perform divine actions, and he could not
do this previously’; say to this, This requires the divine nature to be
power, through the existence of which the substrate became powerful
over what it had not been powerful over, and things could arise from it
that had never come from it previously. In showing that this is false is
proof for showing this teaching is false.167

62. However, if the divine nature had inhered in Jesus, then it could
not have ceased to inhere within him except by his extinction, because
each thing that occurs in another can only properly cease to occur in
it by being removed, or the extinction of what it exists in. But in the
circumstance that this thing is such that it is impossible for it to be
removed, and is such that it remains permanent, then it can only cease
to be in the substrate either by its extinction or by the extinction of
what it was dependent upon. So if the divine nature inhered in the
human nature, and it was known that the human nature might die
or be extinguished so that it would have to cease to be in it, then it
could only cease to be in it by some opposite that removed it, or by the
extinction of what it depended upon so that it was removed from it, or
it would cease to exist in it by the extinction of what it depended upon

166 In the continuing examination of ways in which the divine could inhere in the
human Jesus, #Abd al-Jabbār excludes further possibilities, among them that the cause
that governed the inhering of the divine could be Jesus’ attribute of life, because all
other humans have this attribute and so the inhering in him could not be unique, and
that the sound that causes speech to be heard can be brought in as an analogy, because
God would then be required to have the capacity of making sounds.

These points may not carry much weight, but they show how deeply some Chris-
tians had studied the possibilities of the kalām in order to find ways of explaining and
defending this Christological model.

167 The Christians claim that the divine nature that was involved in the act of uniting
was the knowledge or Word of God.
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although it did not become non-existent, like the word in the view of
Abū #Al̄ı.168 All this is wrong, because it entails allowing it to be non-
existent or to have need of a determinant through which it existed in
the human nature.169

If it is said, ‘Although it inhered in the human nature and it could
appropriately leave it, it did not have need of what you mention when
it ceased to be in it,170 because it must have left it at a moment when
its departure from it was appropriate’; say to this, It is known that
the divine nature appropriately inhered in the body of the human
nature in every circumstance in which it was living. And there was no
circumstance in which it was living when it could not have been living,
so that it would have had to be existing in it at a moment when it might
not have been existing. This requires that it could only have ceased to
be in it according to the modes we have mentioned.171

However, if the divine nature inhered in the human nature, then it
can only have inhered in an atom of it, and this would really have been
the human being, according to what Mu#ammar taught,172 or else they
must affirm that the human nature was the visible body. Then their
teaching about it could only follow two alternatives: either to say that
it inhered in every atom of it, even though the divine nature was one;
or it inhered in an atom of it, and to affirm that the divine nature
was the same number of atoms as the human nature and each atom of

168 According to Abū al-Hudhayl, with whom Abū #Al̄ı agreed, the word of God,
unlike the Qur"ān itself, might appear in many places, such as a writing surface or
the memory, and would be extinguished together with these; cf. al-Ash#arı̄, Maqālāt,
pp. 598.16–599.5, and p. 323, nn. 154–156 above.

169 In rejecting the alternatives he has set out, #Abd al-Jabbār appears to ignore the
last, that the divine nature might cease to inhere in the human nature but would not
become extinct.

170 This would be the determinant mentioned above that would cause the severance
of the divine and human natures. The Christians argue that there was no need for this
because the separation occurred at the ‘appropriate’ time of the human nature’s death.

171 #Abd al-Jabbār argues that since the divine nature inhered in Christ in all circum-
stances when he was alive, it could only be severed from him in the ways he has just
itemised.

The broader point being made in these detailed arguments is that the divine
nature must have conformed to the same constraints as contingent entities, which is
a contradiction of its being.

172 The third/ninth century Mu#tazil̄ı Mu#ammar Ibn #Abbād al-Sulamı̄ (d. 215/830)
taught that the true human was an atom, juz" lā yatajazza", that was not subject to
physical restrictions, and that the visible body was its instrument; cf. al-Ash#arı̄, Maqālāt,
pp. 318.3–5, 331.13–332.3, and also J. van Ess, Theologie und Gesellschaft im 2. und 3.
Jahrhundert Hidschra, vol. 3, Berlin, 1992, pp. 83–87.
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it inhered in an atom. It is not possible to say that each atom of the
divine nature united with each atom of the human nature, because this
requires the Divinity to be numerous atoms according to the number
of atoms of the human nature, or to affirm many divinities. And either
of these is false. But this is not what the Christians believe, because
they say that he is one substance and three hypostases, and they do not
suggest he is numerous atoms according to the number of atoms in the
human nature.

63. It is not possible to say that it inhered in one atom of Jesus and this
was the human being, because evidence shows that the living human
is the totality and not one atom, as we will show below.173 And since
in their view the mode of uniting was the appearance of divine action
from him, and this was an appearance from the totality of Jesus and not
an atom of the heart, they cannot properly attach the Uniting to it.

And they cannot say that it united with an atom from him, although
the human was the totality, because it would have had to find out its
location and distinguish between it and others, and make divine action
appear from it and not from the totality. And this atom would have
had to be Christ, the powerful, acting one, and, in their view, the one
worshipped, and it could not be said that the divine nature united with
Jesus but that it united with an atom of him. But how can it be that it
should have united with one atom from him and not another? And why
should some of his atoms be like this and not others?

No one may say, ‘It inhered in an atom of him and the totality of
Jesus was qualified by it, like their teaching about determinants that
endow status upon the totality.’174 This is because the uniting which they
affirm is in essence nothing more than the existing of the divine nature
in the human nature, and because they do not affirm that the human
nature had a condition affected by the divine nature so that its status
had to be limited to a substrate for it, and that it was different from
what we say about the determinants that are attached to the totality.

173 Cf. the last paragraph of §64.
174 The Christian opponents employ the Muslim concept that a determinant attri-

bute such as knowledge might inhere in only one part of the total being but would
render the whole of it knowing.

#Abd al-Jabbār exposes the fallacy in this comparison by showing that while for the
Christians the divine nature united with the entire human nature of Christ, according
to this model the human nature would be affected by the inhering of the divine nature
in part of Christ. The two models are significantly different.
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They cannot say that the divine nature was one thing and it united
with all the atoms of Jesus, because all things that inhere in others
cannot inhere in the other in the manner of the one entity inhering
in many substrates without the substrates having to be in joined. In our
view, inhering in a combination is only appropriate in two substrates,
because by its kind it entails them being joined, and this changes its
existence into one substrate. But this is not right for the divine nature.
So it must be like all accidents, in that if it inheres in another, inhering
is only right in one substrate.

64. If it is said, ‘Does not your master Abū #Al̄ı sanction the word
inhering in many substrates, even though it is one entity? So allow an
inhering like it in the inhering of the divine nature in every atom of the
human nature’;175 say to this, What you refer to is not what we say, and
evidence points to the opposite of it. And what we would disprove it
with is like what we have disproved this teaching with, so objecting by
using this is not right.176 And furthermore, this is only right in his view
with regard to the word, because he affirms that it exists in substrates
other than it. This is not right in the case of the inhering of the divine
nature, so his comparison with it is disproved.

If with regard to the first point177 it is said, ‘Are not all the atoms of
the human nature one human nature, so why is it not right for an atom
of the divine nature to inhere in an atom of it, and for its totality to be
one Divinity?’; say to this, This is only right in the case of a human,
because he becomes living by life having need of a structure, so that it
becomes a form through life being in it, as though it is a single thing.
But this is not right in the case of the atoms of the divine nature, if this
were to comprise many atoms, since one part of it would have the status
of being separated from another, because structure is impossible for it,
and because the characterisation of the Divinity as powerful derives
from his essence. Essential attributes would particularise each atom of

175 The Christians evidently think that Abū #Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı’s teaching about the exis-
tence of the Qur"ān in many different forms, even though it remains one Qur"ān, has
much promise as an analogy for their own Christological model of inhering, and they
return to it another time.

176 #Abd al-Jabbār’s reply has an oblique character that suggests he may not be
entirely at ease with it, maybe because he did not accept Abū #Al̄ı’s position. Cf. Peters,
God’s Created Speech, pp. 388–390.

177 Cf. §63 above.
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it178 and not the totality of it, and would be distinct from the accidental
attributes.179 This silences this matter.

65. However, if the Almighty had inhered in Jesus and this was appro-
priate for him, then the mode of its being appropriate would be the
appearance from him of divine action. But this does not necessitate
uniting with him, because he does not act by dependence or move-
ment, but rather he gives complete origin to an action, like his creating
bodies and other things. For he is powerful of himself, and his condition
is distinct from that of a being who is powerful by power, which has to
make use of the substrate of power for an action. If this is right, there is
no reason why he should not have made an action appear through Jesus
or when he spoke, even though he was not united with him. And fur-
thermore, the reason by which they affirm that he was united with Jesus
compels them to accept that he was united with other prophets because
of the appearance of divine action when they spoke and prayed. In this,
any particular uniting for Jesus is proved false, according to the way
they believe it.

However, if the divine nature was ever able to inhere in the body
of Jesus, then it would be possible for it to inhere in an inanimate
body. And they have no way of avoiding its inhering in an inanimate
body, unless on account of this is it is impossible for it to inhere in
the body of Jesus. For if they say, ‘It is of its reality only to inhere in
a substrate in which is life, just like knowledge’,180 they have to accept
the impossibility of his essence existing except in a substrate in which
is life, just like knowledge. So if they say, ‘If it inhered in an inanimate
body, divine actions would not appear in it, but it is not like this if it
inheres in a living thing’, say to them, If it is able to perform divine

178 This is the human nature of Christ.
179 #Abd al-Jabbār’s point appears to be that since the divine nature is not a restricted

physical body it cannot be regarded in the same way as them, and there cannot be any
idea that if one of its atoms (allowing that it could ever be comprised of atoms) inhered
in an atom of the human nature then all the others would. In addition, God’s qualities
are unlike the physical attributes of contingent beings, and cannot be thought to qualify
a composite being in its totality.

180 According to the logic of the kalām, the precondition for a contingent being to
know, and thus to be qualified by an attribute of knowledge, is that it should be living,
qualified by an attribute of life. As #Abd al-Jabbār goes on to show, the distinction
made by the Christians is arbitrary because it presumes that God cannot work through
inanimate things.
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actions according to what is said about it, then why can it not inhere
in an inanimate thing, when it originates divine actions through Jesus
and when he speaks? For if it could be existent in what is eternal, even
though it does not make divine action appear from it, then why can it
not exist in an inanimate body and not make this appear from it? This
shows that what we have compelled them to accept about it having to
be united with an inanimate body is right, and that it can do this. And
this shows the emptiness of what they claim about Jesus being unique
in this.

According to this method, they have to agree to its181 inhering in
every living thing, according to the method we have forced them to
acknowledge. And moreover, they have to agree to its inhering in sub-
strates in which divine actions inhere because it makes these particu-
larly special, in as much as its action exists there.

Through all of this the falseness of their teaching that it united with
Jesus in the manner of inhering is proved right.

Chapter: On disproving the teaching of those Jacobites
who believe that the substance of the Divinity and the

substance of the human united and became one substance

66. As for what the majority of the Jacobites believe, that the substance
of the Divinity and the substance of the human united and became
one substance, one hypostasis and one nature,182 this is false because
two things cannot become one thing in reality, just as one thing cannot
become two things. We have already shown in a previous section that
it is impossible for one thing to become many things,183 and this entails
the impossibility of two things being one thing.

However, if the divine nature could ever unite with the human
nature and become one thing, then two substances could become one
substance through adjacency, or one accident with another a single
thing through its inhering in a substance, or accidents could become
one thing by their grouping together in one substrate. So if this is
false, and the attaching of a thing to another in this respect has no
effect different from the ways of attaching in it, the teaching that the

181 This is the divine nature.
182 Cf. #Abd al-Jabbār’s introduction, above pp. 234–235, §6.
183 This would have been demonstrated in one of the lost early parts of the Mughn̄ı.
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divine nature and the human nature became one thing by uniting is
disproved. Furthermore, if what they teach were allowed, then death
would have had to be impossible for the human nature since through
the uniting of the divine nature with it, it would have become one
thing, and it would have ceased to have the nature of humanity or
to be susceptible to death, which is particular to the human nature. In
addition, according to their teaching, after the Uniting every attribute
that particularised the human being and every action that was possible
for him alone, such as eating, drinking, crucifixion, being killed, height,
breadth, depth, movement and ending, would have to be impossible
for Christ, because through the Uniting he would have ceased to have
the nature and substance of humanity. Otherwise, their teaching that
through the uniting of the divine nature with him he had become
one thing, although his condition remained what it had been, would
have no meaning or purpose. In addition, according to this teaching
Christ would have had to become eternal after being temporal through
the uniting of the divine nature with him. But it is impossible for the
temporal to become eternal, just as it is impossible for the eternal
to become temporal, though it is more so for the temporal, for what
exists after not being cannot become eternally existent, because this
necessitates its being existent in a condition when its non-existence
is asserted, and this is impossible for it. So if this is impossible, the
existence of a thing and not its non-existence either by uniting or
otherwise does not cease to be impossible and become correct, just as
matters concerning accidents and things which I have asserted to be
impossible do not become correct.

67. However, if the divine nature united with the human nature, then
if they became one thing, they could not escape alternatives: either this
one would have the attribute of the divine nature and would not be
included in the attribute of humanity, or it and the attribute of the
human nature would not be included in the attribute of divinity, or it
would be particularised by both attributes. If it had the attribute of the
divine nature, then all that by which the human nature is particularised,
such as visibility, height and all the attributes it entails, eating, drinking,
being killed and crucifixion, would have to be impossible for Christ.
And this means a departure from their faith, because they declare
that after the Sonship and Uniting Jesus was still witnessed eating and
drinking as he had done before, and they assert that he was crucified
and killed after this, although they differ over the crucifixion, whether
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it affected the divine nature or the human nature.184 And if he had the
attribute of the human nature by the Uniting and was not included
in the attribute of the divine nature, then no divine action could have
appeared from him, and the status of Christ after the Uniting was like
his status before, and his condition and that of others was the same; the
Divinity would have been cancelled out by the Uniting and ceased to
have its attributes, though this is equivalent to its being non-existent.
This means sanctioning non-existence for the almighty eternal One,
or as they hold for the Son. Both of these are equally impossible, for
just as it is impossible for the substance of the eternal One to be non-
existent, so it is impossible for it to become two hypostases after being
three hypostases. This requires the eternal One to become temporal, if
he does not become non-existent, and to cease to have the attributes
of his own being, and for the appearance of miracles through Jesus to
be impossible because he has ceased to have his nature of divinity, even
though the two became one thing through the Uniting, and this thing
was particularised by the attribute of the human nature and divine
nature. But why should it have become one thing rather than being
two things as they had been, because in this teaching there is no reason
for saying that Christ was two substances and natures after the Uniting
unless this was obvious? So it follows that their teaching that the two
became one thing is incorrect.

68. However, it is the teaching of some of them that Jesus died in
reality, and when he died the divine nature ceased to be united with
him. This requires it to have been other than him if it could be
separated from him when he died, and this is a sign of difference. But
this teaching requires them to accept that when Jesus died he denied
his own character if it had become the divine nature by the Uniting.
And furthermore it requires death and extinction to be possible for the
divine nature, if by the Uniting it and the human nature became one
thing. But this teaching requires the Divinity to be the one who was
crucified and killed. And if this could be right for him, then all the
sufferings could be right for him, and all that is possible for temporal
bodies could be right for him. In addition, if after the Uniting Christ

184 Cf. #Abd al-Jabbār’s introduction, above pp. 236–237, §8, where in the last para-
graph refers to unnamed groups among the Jacobites who hold such a view. They may
be Julianists, followers of Julian of Halicarnassus, who are named a little later in §78.
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could become divine and eternal, then by what is the temporality
of bodies to be known? For as long as something from among us
could be eternal, the method of affirming bodies through temporality
is invalidated, which means that the method of knowing the Divinity
is completely invalidated,185 apart from saying that he may be able to
unite or may not.

69. However, according to their teaching about the Uniting, they are
all compelled to accept that the One who united with Jesus was the
Divinity who was the one substance, and not the hypostasis of the
Son and the Word, because the method by which they affirm the
Uniting, which is the appearance of divine action from him, requires
this from them, unless they say that each one of the hypostases is
in reality a Divinity, and they abandon the basis of their doctrine.186

This being the case, they can be countered with what we have used to
disprove the statement of the person who said that with God almighty
there was a second, powerful of himself, which is the proof of mutual
hindrance and so on.187 But everything that inheres in a thing must
inevitably change the status that can be attributed to it with respect
to all the imperceptible and intangible qualities that inhere in the
substrate, though it cannot impose a status different from it. So if the
Son inhered in Jesus, he must necessarily have imposed a status that
was particular to him, though the appearance of divine action separate
from him does not require this to be necessary for him.188 So we will
only say that power necessarily made him powerful, and that because
he was powerful action could come from him and the effect of the
power was attributable to him in reality.

185 It is altogether likely that the lost earlier parts of the Mughn̄ı contained arguments
for the existence of God based on the proof that the world is temporal and contingent,
and must therefore have been brought into existence by an eternal, self-subsistent
Maker; cf. Peters, God’s Created Speech, p. 30. This was a commonly accepted proof
among many Muslim and Arabic-speaking Christian theologians (cf. e.g. al-Nāshi" al-
Akbar, above pp. 72–73, §35).

186 #Abd al-Jabbār has already used this argument, above pp. 304–307, §45.
187 This popular proof, that two divinities would eventually act in contradictory and

ultimately chaotic fashion, is based on Q 21.22.
188 As #Abd al-Jabbār has argued above, miracles are, strictly speaking, signs of God’s

action over the actual things that are changed rather than through human individuals.
So the fact that the miracles were associated with Jesus does not necessarily mean that
he was united with God.
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70. Our master Abū #Al̄ı, may God have mercy on him, compelled
them to say that Christ was a worshipper of himself, if at the Uniting
he and the Son became one thing.189 But a worshipper worshipping
himself is impossible, because worship is like thanks, for just as he
cannot thank himself so he must not worship himself. He compelled
the one who said that the Uniting did not force the two to be one to say
that Jesus worshipped a part of himself. And this is impossible, like the
former.

He compelled them to acknowledge that with the Uniting the action
of the divine nature was the action of the human nature. And as long
as this is accepted, their two powers would have been one power, and
what one was capable of so was the other. So, if the human nature was
powerful of itself,190 like the divine nature, the two of them must have
been similar, and likewise if the divine nature was powerful by power,
like the human nature.

He compelled them to say that the other two hypostases could have
united just as the hypostasis of the Word could, because the substance
of both is one, so what was permissible for one of them was permissible
for all of them.

He compelled them to say that the hypostases were different and
separate from one another, in view of the fact that the Uniting was
permissible for one of them and not for the other.191

This compels them to say that the Son united with Mary as he
united with Jesus, because Jesus was a part of her. In this respect,
some of them interpreted the words of the exalted One, ‘When God
said: “Jesus, son of Mary, did you say to the people, ‘Take my mother
and me as two gods beside God?’”’,192 as though the Almighty was
saying this in the manner of a forced argument, because if Jesus was
divine through being distinguished by being born without a male, Mary
must have had the same status because she gave birth without sexual

189 #Abd al-Jabbār summarises a last group of arguments from Abū #Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı; cf.
Thomas, ‘Mu#tazil̄ı Response’, pp. 305–310.

190 The quality of being powerful in humans would derive from an accidental at-
tribute of power, while in God it derives from his essence itself. The two are utterly
different, and any attempt to make them conform is impossible.

191 This and the preceding argument are made a great deal of by Abū #Īsā al-Warrāq,
in Thomas, Incarnation, pp. 96–107, §§ 151–160. #Abd al-Jabbār himself also alludes to it,
though quite briefly, above pp. 303–307, §§44–45.

192 Q 5.116. Cf. al-Jā .hi .z, Radd, p. 10.9–13.
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intercourse.193 However, our master Abū #Al̄ı, may God have mercy on
him, took it literally, since there were among them those who held this
teaching.194

71. He forced them to say that there can be mutual hindrance between
these hypostases, because if their substance is one, they must be power-
ful. And this allows mutual hindrance between them, which necessitates
them being impotent and weak, or some of them being weak.195

He demonstrated that it was not possible for them to preserve the
Trinity by their teaching that asserted he was living. If this was not
derived from his essence then it must be derived from something other
than him, and similarly to assert that he was knowing and speaking. For
he said that all these assertions derive from the blessed One’s essence
and not what was other than him, for there is no difficulty in deriving
many attributes from one essence.196

He demonstrated that if they said that the Divinity was divine,
substance, thing and eternal, they would have to derive this from one
essence. So there is no difficulty in us saying similar to what we have
said above.

He demonstrated that knowledge and proof should replace descrip-
tion and assertion. We have already set out everything about this, mak-
ing repetition unnecessary.

193 Peters, God’s Created Speech, pp. 74–75, describes this kind of argument, which he
terms argumentum ad hominem, as follows: ‘it consists in taking the thesis of the opponent
for granted, and in drawing from it conclusions which the opponent cannot by any
means accept’. As #Abd al-Jabbār says, most Christians would not accept the divinity of
Mary, and so would understand God’s question to Jesus in the Qur"ān in this sense.

194 In his lost tafs̄ır Abū #Al̄ı remarks in a similar way that this verse directs blame at
Christians who attributed teachings about the divinity of Mary to Jesus; cf. D. Gimaret,
Une lecture mu #tazilite du Coran: le Tafs̄ır d’Abū #Al̄ı al-Djubbā"̄ı (m. 303), Louvain, 1994, p. 290.

It cannot be ascertained whether Abū #Al̄ı actually knew of Christians who regarded
Mary as divine, or whether he was drawing inferences from extravagant claims, such
as the epithet Theotokos, ‘God-bearer’, of which he might have been aware. In recent
scholarship the obscure sect of the Collyridians, who are mentioned by the heresiogra-
pher Epiphanius (d. 403) in his Panarion, are often identified as Mary worshippers who
may have been known at the time of the Prophet Mu .hammad; cf. e.g. N. Robinson,
Christ in Islam and Christianity, Albany NY, 1991, p. 21.

195 #Abd al-Jabbār has already briefly referred to this argument; cf. pp. 350–351 above,
§69, and n. 187.

196 This and the following points are, as #Abd al-Jabbār notes, summaries of argu-
ments which he has already presented from Abū #Al̄ı; cf. pp. 250–253 above, § 17.
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This compels them to affirm power, hearing and sight of him, since
they affirm that he is powerful, hearing and seeing, and this requires
the affirmation that he is many hypostases. And should they derive all
these from his essence, their pretext collapses.

This compels them to make the Divinity the hypostasis of the Father,
who is affirmed to be living, knowing and speaking, and not that by
virtue of which he becomes living, according to the method of the
Kullābiyya.197 This entails abandoning their teaching.

72. As for the diversity in their explanations of the Uniting, we have
already related it. Those from the Nestorians and Melkites who explain
the Uniting as indwelling and mixing, they can be ignored, because
according to their teaching the two did not become one thing but were
two natures as they had been. And if it were possible to say that what
was in this condition united, then if an accident indwelled a substrate,
this and the substrate would have to be described as uniting together.
But this is false.

As for the person among them who said, ‘It became incarnate’, this
explanation is not right according to the contents of their teaching,
because they do not affirm that the divine nature was a body at the
Uniting (except the Jacobites when they say that the two became one
thing). And as long as they teach this, it is not possible for them to
affirm that it united, because after what they claim about the Uniting
the body of Christ was the same as it had been before. So there is
no difference between them saying, ‘It became incarnate’, and, if they
say it, saying that the other hypostases became incarnate through other
bodies. What leads to this necessitates it being false.

It is the same for the person who says, ‘It became human’, because it
is not conceivable for the divine nature to become a human being. And
it is the same for the person who says, ‘It became composite’.

73. As for those of them who rely upon following predecessors in this
matter, and referring to the books and to unquestioning acceptance of

197 In this précis of earlier arguments, #Abd al-Jabbār again compares the Christians
with his Kullābı̄/Ash#arı̄ opponents who predicated real attributes of life, knowledge
and so on of God, by which he was living, knowing, etc. If, he points out, God’s
characteristics are derived not from a series of attributes but from his essence, then the
true Divinity is the Father and not any of the other hypostases, because these function
as attributes to him.
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the four disciples, the words of such people are irrelevant, because in
the case of argument about the character of the eternal One, great and
mighty, and what is right and not right for him, one cannot refer to
hearsay. And even if what they claimed as hearsay were affirmed, it
would have to be interpreted in accordance with what is appropriate
to it. But how so, when the content of their doctrine is unquestioning
acceptance and deference to the report of the four, and knowledge is
not rightly to be found in the communication of the four? So they
cannot say, ‘If Christ was one of the prophets of God in your eyes,
then how can your claim about the mistakenness of our doctrine be
right, when it is taken from him?’ For we know their deceitfulness
in this, and we insist that he only declared belief in one God, as
reason demonstrates, and not belief in three.198 And we know that they
were in error with regard to transmission and interpretation, because
those from whom they took their book were John, Matthew, Luke and
Mark.199 And this is what they declare about it: since when Christ could
not be found (they claim that he was killed), and his companions were
killed, no single follower of his religion remained who might be able to
pass on to them his book and law except these four. And they claimed
that they composed the Gospels in three languages.200 And it is known
for the four to conceivably make changes and substitutions and to
be suspected of lying. So how is it possible to rely upon transmission
from them about what is conceivable and not conceivable about God
the exalted? For us, however, it is possible to rely upon what we say,
because the transmitters of our book and the principles of our religion
are a great company about whom agreement to lie is inconceivable. We

198 In this characteristically compact argument, #Abd al-Jabbār points out that the
historical Gospels are unreliable because they are the work of the four evangelists and
not identical with Jesus’ original Inj̄ıl. Thus, their witness cannot be accepted above that
of the Qur"ān, which records Jesus affirming the oneness of God.

It is unclear whether or not real Christians are responsible for the ingenious argu-
ment that since Muslims accept Jesus as a prophet they should accept the teachings
which Christians have transmitted from him.

199 There is probably no significance in the order of the names given here, though
the order does follow that given by al-Jā .hi .z, Radd, p. 24.10–11.

200 These are presumably Hebrew, Greek, and Syriac. In the later Tathb̄ıt, pp. 152–155
(trans. Stern, ‘#Abd al-Jabbār’s Account of how Christ’s Religion was falsified’, pp. 134–
137), #Abd al-Jabbār gives a fuller account of how the Gospels came to be written,
though without insinuating that the evangelists lied. Here he may have in mind the
equally critical account given by al-Jā .hi .z, Radd, p. 24.9–20.
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already have undeniable knowledge about what they transmitted, so in
this way what we say is correct.

74. According to this method, we disprove what they have related about
the death and crucifixion of Jesus, because the basis of their account
are these four, and they rely upon unquestioning acceptance of them
in this, and also because crucifixion, apart from death, can change
the appearance of the person crucified and can make his condition
resemble that of another.201 So, when this is related, it is conceivable for
the condition to be in doubt. And owing to the circumstances, who the
one in this condition really was cannot be known necessarily, since one
of the concerns about knowing necessarily who he really was is that he
was someone whose condition had been made obscure. It has been said
about him that it is not beyond question that Jesus’ likeness was cast
upon this crucified person, and thus his condition was made obscure,
and that this is correct, because the time was that of a prophet in
which the breach of normal events was possible, and this was a miracle
for this prophet.202 But what we have said in the first place is more
reliable, because we know by the words of the Almighty, ‘Though they
did not kill him and did not crucify him, but this was made unclear
to them’, that the account cannot properly correspond to any matter
that requires knowledge, because this requires invalidating the principle
we establish concerning reports.203 So his condition was made obscure,
because this crucified person coincided with the time of Jesus’ loss to
them, so the idea that he was the person crucified grew in vigour.

201 This is based on inferences from Q 4.157, wa-lākin shubbiha lahum, that the individ-
ual who was crucified was made unclear to those who stood around.

202 This kind of explanation would have been part of the Muslim exegetical tradition
by #Abd al-Jabbār’s time. For example, Abū #Al̄ı al-Jubbā"̄ı says that the Jews crucified
another in Jesus’ place, and since the witnesses were some distance from the place of
execution they could not know this, while after his death his features would have been
too distorted to make him recognisable; Gimaret, Lecture mu #tazilite, pp. 252–253.

203 The inference that the substitute who was crucified was given Jesus’ appearance
stretches the evidence too far for #Abd al-Jabbār. In his view, the information given in
the Qur"ān can only be understood to mean that the crucified person’s appearance was
made unclear. In the Tathb̄ıt, pp. 137–140 (trans Stern, ‘Quotations from Apocryphal
Gospels’, pp. 42–44), he goes into considerable detail about how this substitute was
arrested and crucified in place of Jesus, but he makes no mention of his resembling
Jesus.
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75. Apart from this, they cannot unambiguously identify their doctrine
in the Gospel, but rather they have unquestioningly followed their
leaders in it, such as Nestorius, Jacob and the person who accepted
the belief of the emperor.204 And so they have nothing to say in debate,
because their recourse in it is to unquestioning acceptance, without
suspicion, because of which the beliefs are given credit. And whenever
they imitate in debate, their circumstance is like what was related from
one of them when one of our colleagues questioned him and said to
him, ‘Why do you make the hypostasis of Knowledge Son and not the
hypostasis of Life?’ He said, ‘Because knowledge is masculine and life is
feminine’. So the questioner said to him, ‘They why have you not said
that Life is the daughter of God, because life is feminine?’

76. It is like what was related to me from Qurra the Melkite, their
head,205 that with regard to the Trinity he employed the notion that
God must be head, though he cannot be united with headship over
his creation because this would necessarily mean that he could have no
grace towards them if he had created them in order to have headship.
So his headship must be eternal, though it could only be headship over
a being who was subject to it. This being who was subject to headship
could only be one of two things: either like God in substance, or inferior
to him in substance. And if he was inferior to him in substance then
God’s headship would diminish in its eminence, because the eminence
of headship is that it should be over a being like him in substance
and equal to him in nature; thus, when it is said to a man that he
is head over the ox and ass he will become extremely angry. So the
one subject to headship must be like God in substance. Then, his
headship over him can only be by force or by consent, or headship

204 In reports from the second/eighth century onwards, three of the leaders of the
Christian denominations are called Nestorius, Jacob and Malkān, servants of Paul from
whom they derived their differing versions of the faith (cf. P. van Koningsveld, #The
Islamic Image of Paul and the Origin of the Gospel of Barnabas’, Jerusalem Studies in
Arabic and Islam 20, 1996, pp. 200–228). #Abd al-Jabbār seems aware that this latter
name is a mistake (a personification derived from Malkiyya, on the assumption that
like the other two this denomination is named after an individual), though in referring
to an individual who received this teaching from the emperor, he maybe preserves a
reminiscence of the polemical tradition.

205 Either Theodore Abū Qurra’s full name has been omitted in copying, or #Abd
al-Jabbār did not know enough about the Christian to give it. The following argument
is a summary of one of Theodore’s extant writings; cf. Bacha, Oeuvres arabes, pp. 91–104;
trans. Lamoreaux, Theodore Abū Qurrah, pp. 140–149.
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by nature. It cannot possibly be by force, because force cannot possibly
be allowed for a Divinity such as God. And it cannot possibly be by
mutual consent, because something such as this would have to have a
beginning and it is possible that he would not consent to it. So it is
established that it is by nature, which is like the headship of fathers over
sons and Adam’s headship over Abel. So it is established that he has a
Son and that he is like him.

We have already explained to you in their comparison we have
related to you that the basis of their doctrine is derived from unques-
tioning acceptance, because we cannot believe in any faith that adopts
this way. Can you see that this person seeking to make a proof does not
know that what he says requires him to affirm that he has a consort
so that he should be head over her, just as Adam was head over Eve.
This headship is more natural than his headship over Abel, because the
latter came into being. And if he is denied a consort because of what
must apply to him by circumstance, he is similarly denied a son.

77. And how can he possibly be sure from this of three hypostases, when
his pretext necessitates nothing more than proof for a being under
headship, and this results in two hypostases? Furthermore, ‘headship’
cannot be employed at all with respect to God, may he be blessed,
but only to a being who may possibly have priority over his people in
some way that distinguishes him from them, and this is impossible for
the great and mighty One. And if the one who said it should retort by
saying that the Almighty must certainly be a possessor, generous, benef-
icent and powerful, and after this affirms determinants and hypostases
for him, then what can be denied him?206

But we have not set down this comparison in order to argue about its
pointlessness, because the position about that is obvious, but in order to
point out that the situation in their teaching is as we have made clear,
that it is derived from unquestioning acceptance.

As for their terming the attributes particularities and attributes, peo-
ple have already debated this with them often.207 It derives from modes
of expression, and arguing about it is of no avail. We have already

206 #Abd al-Jabbār sees this proof based on headship as the first step that might lead
to the complete overturning of the distinction between God and created beings.

207 Among other examples, #Abd al-Jabbār may have in mind Abū #Īsa al-Warrāq’s
arguments on this point, in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 172–181, §§ 141–150. Cf. also al-Bāqil-
lānı̄, above pp. 168–169, §§ 19–20.
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shown the falseness of anything that is related to a determinant, wheth-
er they have talked about the hypostases being distinct from one anoth-
er and different or have not done so, or have talked about them being
other than the substance or not the substance, or whether they say that
they are the substance. Argument about the falseness of all of this has
been given above.

Chapter: On disproving what they believe about Christ
and worship of him and what is related to this

78. Know that all the Christians whose teachings we have related
believe in the worship of Christ, although they differ over what of
him should be worshipped, and over the way he should be worshipped.
Their teaching about this is built upon their teaching about the Uniting
and Incarnation.

Those of them who say that Christ was one substance, one hypostasis
and one individual say of him that he should be worshipped in actual-
ity, though they are in two groups. The Jacobites say that he was human
and divine, and was one substance, although he was human in one
respect and divine in another, like the human who is soul in a different
respect from being body. Another group called the Julianists claimed
that Christ was divine by virtue of being human, and the divine nature
could only be understood in the respect that he was a human nature.208

These two groups say that he should be worshipped in actuality.
As for the Melkites, Maronites209 and Nestorians, their teaching is

that Christ was two substances, divine nature and human nature, divin-
ity and human, although they have differed over matters between them.
Some of them have said, ‘Their two wills were one’, and others have
said, ‘They were both possessors of wills’.

208 The isolated naming of this group, whose teachings #Abd al-Jabbār may actually
have alluded to already (cf. n. 25), indicates either that he knew much more about the
teachings of Christianity than he generally divulges, or that at this point he is following
a particular source. Abū #Īsā al-Warrāq described the Julianists in his lost Maqālāt al-
nās (cf. his remarks in his Radd, in Thomas, Trinity, pp. 70–71, § 12), and in his Radd he
says that he will go on to write a refutation of them and other minor Christian groups
(cf. Thomas, Incarnation, pp. 276–277, §352). Al-Nāshi" al-Akbar gives a brief account
of their doctrines, above pp. 54–55, §21, but says nothing that directly resembles what
#Abd al-Jabbār relates.

209 #Abd al-Jabbār refers to this group in his introduction, pp. 236–239, §9.
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None of these draw back from saying that the humanity and incar-
nate being of the Divinity was crucified and died. And they say, ‘Mary
gave birth to a Divinity’, and they do not say, ‘She gave birth to the
Divinity’, because this would imply that she gave birth to the three
hypostases. This is except the Nestorians, because they say, ‘Christ, who
was divine and human was born and crucified’, but they do not say,
‘The Divinity was born and crucified’. As for the Jacobites, they say
that the Divinity was killed and crucified in reality, though they differ
over whether pain affected him or not, as we have already related.

They sometimes say, ‘Christ was begotten twice, once in divinity
from God before the ages, and the other in humanity from Mary after
the ages.’

79. Know that the pointlessness of their teaching about the Uniting
that we have demonstrated makes pointless all that they believe about
Christ being worshipped, creating bodies, nurturing and giving grace,
and that he is the Creator of the world and the One worthy of worship
alone or with others. For the argument about that is more extensive
than it, and the falseness of that saves us from showing its falseness.

The proof we have set out earlier that a body cannot make a body
or life or power,210 disproves their teaching about this as well, because
Christ’s condition as a body in reality is well known. So how can
he possibly have given bodies life, by which he would certainly have
deserved worship, apart from it being impossible for him to have be-
stowed kindness upon them, by which he would have merited worship?

This being the situation, there is no difference between the person
who teaches about worship of him and worship of all the prophets or
of all bodies, because worship is reserved for a great measure of favours
that cannot be outbalanced. And so a human does not deserve worship
from another human according to the different ways one gives favours
over another in large and small matters, because the favours bestowed
by them can never be marked out in the way that favours from the
eternal One, great and mighty, can. For this is marked out in a number
of ways: One is that he is the origin of favours, because if it were not
for him then no favours would be real, so that in this respect it is as
though all favours are from him; the second is that he is so pre-eminent
that he cannot be weighed against the favours of another; the third is

210 This will have been given in one of the lost early parts of the Mughn̄ı.
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because another’s favours are favours from him, since he is possessor of
the person in the sense that he211 can duly give favours to another by
virtue of them coming from God the almighty, either in the favours or
in the person or in the one who is favoured.

It is already known that these possibilities can only apply to the
almighty, eternal One, so he is distinguished as worthy of worship, and
no other. However, others who bestow favours may deserve thanks by
virtue of their bestowing favours on others, as we know from experi-
ence. For to know that thanking a benefactor is good, and that the
benefactor deserves it, and that the beneficiary is obliged to do this,
is intuitive in most circumstances, and to know that worship is a dis-
graceful thing to offer most benefactors is intuitively known in most
circumstances.

80. All this makes clear that a body should not deserve worship at
all, which means their teaching that Christ should be worshipped is
disproved. However, those among them who say that he was divine in
reality and that the two substances became one are compelled to agree
to the Divinity being a body, limited, eating and drinking, because if
they do not agree to this they have to say all this is impossible for
Christ, even though we know it is false. For we know for sure that it
is impossible to agree to this with respect to the Divinity according to
what we have proved about bodies being temporal, and the various
proofs we have employed against the Anthropomorphists.212

However, it is known that Christ was such that he used to give
worship and called to worship, so how can it possibly be said that he
is worshipped in reality? And how can one who is worshipped properly
worship himself ? If this were acceptable then it would be acceptable
for him to be Creator of himself, Bestower of favours upon himself,
and Divinity to himself. This is all self-contradictory and impossible.
But, according to their teaching, death and sufferings could affect him,
and if this was possible for him, there is no reason why he could not
be punished or rewarded. And someone such as this has no right to
worship when he is just as needy as every body.

211 I.e. this person.
212 Again, these will have been given in one of the lost early parts of the Mughn̄ı.
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81. They are not able to say, ‘The death and crucifixion that affected
him (as they claim) was imaginary and not actual’,213 because they make
the divine nature the human nature, and the killing of the human
nature or its death is confirmed in their view. But this cannot rightly
have affected him, nor could he have suffered, because this would have
necessitated the Divinity suffering in reality.

Those who teach about the two substances and two natures214 have
to direct worship to the divine nature not the human nature, which
disproves their teaching that the one who is worshipped is Christ;
rather, they have to say that it is the divine hypostasis. So if they say,
‘Our term “Christ” refers to the divine nature and the human nature,
and so we can justify worshipping him’, say to them, But you cannot
justify Christ being the one worshipped, because this statement places
another with him as being worshipped. There is no difference between
their saying that Christ is worshipped, creates and nourishes, and their
saying that it is impossible for Christ to eat, drink, be crucified and
killed. For as long as worship and other things that are only appropriate
for the divine nature are ascribed to God, so what is impossible for the
divine nature and appropriate for the human nature, such as eating,
drinking, crucifixion and so on, must be denied of him.

They are compelled to say that the Divinity existed as a sperm,
or was born of Mary, according to what they believe, either in some
respects or in every respect.

Our master Abū #Uthmān al-Jā .hi .z said, ‘Whoever studies an account
of their teaching will find a means of disproving it. The almighty,
eternal One must anyway be freed from being talked about in such
ways, may God be highly exalted above what they say.’215

82. If one of them should say, ‘We worship Christ not because he is
the divine nature or because the divine nature united with him, but
because he is the mediator between us and the divine nature according
to what we know from him. So because his grace is great and is close

213 This is the teaching of the unnamed group which #Abd al-Jabbār refers to in §8,
who may be Julianists.

214 The Nestorians; cf. §5 above.
215 Assuming this quotation is from al-Jā .hi .z’s Radd #alā al-Na.sārā, like the other quo-

tations from him here, it is no longer to be found among the surviving extracts of the
work. The Radd was edited down to its present form not long after #Abd al-Jabbār’s
time by a certain #Ubayd Allāh ibn .Hassān (d. 450/1058); cf. C. Pellat, ‘Nouvel essai
d’inventaire de l’oeuvre Ğā .hi .zienne’, Arabica 31, 1984, p. 119.
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to the grace of the eternal One, great and mighty, in our view wor-
shipping him is good’; say to them, The first thing on this issue is that
for this reason worshipping all the prophets is good. And it follows that
we would regard it as good to worship ancestors and all whose grace
has been great to us and whose influence over us has been in measure
with their favours. For they cannot distinguish Christ’s favours, in the
way these have been separated, from the favours of those we have men-
tioned in the same way as the particular favours we have mentioned
of the great and mighty One in things that distinguish them from the
favour of others. In the favours of Christ there is only a greater amount
of the favours of others. And this compels them to accept the two
respects we have mentioned. And we do not accept that the prostra-
tion to Adam that God ordered was worship of him,216 because worship
is only fitting for God, great and mighty. And the blessed One only
commanded prostration and the like as a form of loyalty to him and
worship of him, great and mighty, this being proof of Adam’s supe-
riority, peace be upon him. The condition of worship is not changed
with circumstances or has its condition open to examination, and so
it is good on the grounds of revelation as we say it is with regard to
acts of devotion based on law. And if thanks cannot be deserved with-
out a favour, then it follows that worship cannot be deserved without
the particular kind of favour we have mentioned. And if it could be
right because of circumstance, then the same could happen with regard
to thanks. Thus we have said that thanks, glorifying and exalting are
only good when deserved. And we shall state the argument that God
almighty alone is worthy of worship, and the difference and dissimilar-
ity between it and thanks and what relates to this, in the section on the
threat.217 Concerning what we have said here, this is enough.

83. As for their words, which are more or less calumny, about what we
claim that he spoke in the cradle,218 and that if it had any basis it would
be renowned and manifest among them in the same way as his other
miracles, the discussion about it is given in the section on miracles and

216 Q 2.34, 7.11, etc.
217 This would have occurred in one of the lost vols. XVIII or XIX of the Mughn̄ı.
218 Q 3.46, 5.110, 19.29–33. The Christians who provoked al-Jā .hi .z to write his Radd

include among the questions by which they hope to embarrass Muslims one on this
point, Radd, p. 12.4–13.4.
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reports.219 Similarly with the discussion about their objections against
the Qur"ān, such as their saying that it contains the assertion that Idrı̄s,
Noah and others were prophets,220 because they were not; or that in it
is that the Almighty only sent men on whom he conferred revelation,
because this is not the case;221 and that he said, ‘Did you say to people,
“Take me and my mother as gods apart from God”?’, because no
Christian ever said this;222 and that in it is that the Jews said, ‘God
is poor and we are rich’, and ‘God’s hand is shackled’, and that they
said that Ezra was the son of God,223 while it is known from their
circumstances that they never said this; this and the like will come in
the miracles,224 because there is no intention to talk about it now.

219 Cf. Mughn̄ı, vol. XV, ed. M. al-Khu .dayrı̄ and M.M. Qāsim, Cairo, 1965, pp. 215–
216.

220 E.g. Q 4.163, 33.7, 19.56.
221 This is presumably a reference to the Virgin Mary receiving the visitation from

Gabriel, in Q 3.42–51 and 19.17–21. She was thus addressed by the angel of the
revelation, although she was not a prophet.

222 Q 5.116; cf. al-Jā .hi .z, Radd, p. 10.9–13.
223 Q 3.181, 5.64, 9.30; cf. al-Jā .hi .z, Radd, pp. 10.14–11.3, 33.16–35.21.
224 The discussion of miracles occurs in Mughn̄ı, vol. XV, pp. 168 onwards, though it

does not appear to include any explicit discussion of these items.
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